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A B S T R A C T
Religious associations have been the subject of exhaustive 
treatment during the late 19th and the early 20th 
centuries. The present thesis does not aim to challenge 
their detailed examination, but rather to reassess the 
validity of their arguments and conclusions concerning 
Athenian cult associations, in the light of new pieces of 
evidence .
The Introduction sets the chronological and 
methodological limits of the thesis.
Chapters 1 to 4 discuss the available literary and
* N
epigraphical evidence concerning associations of opysoivss, 
of heroes and goddesses, , and £pai> ta T a t
respectively as well as concommitant matters such as 
impiety and the relation between enktesis and approval of 
a cult.
Chapter 5 is an attempt to criticise the view that 
the concept of juristic personality is a proper 
methodological tool for the comprehension of the 
associative life and to test a new approach based on the 
Aristotelian paradigm. In Chapter 6 the social functions 
of the cult associations are examined, through the 
application of hermeneutic models like "euergetism" , 
"rituals of conviviality", patronage etc.
In the Conclusions I summarise the principal results 
of the examination and an attempt is made to distinguish 
between the different religious associations. Finally, 
three different catalogues are provided, which compile and 
classify the epigraphical material on Athenian cult 
associations .
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The abbreviations used throughout this thesis follow the 
policy of L *Annee Philologigue, as far as it concerns the 
references to periodicals, and of Guide d * epigraphiste 
for the epigraphical publications. For reference to 
literary evidence the abbreviations adopted in LSJ are 
used. The edition and translation of literary texts 
principally drawn from Loeb editions, unless otherwise 
specified. The translations of inscriptions are mine 
unless otherwise noted.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
A. WHY ASSOCIATIONS AS AN OBJECT OF STUDY?
Scholarly interest in the field of the organization
of Athenian society has focused for the last two decades
mainly on the study of the basic political unit of ancient
1
Athens, that is, the deme. A collection of testimonies
about the constitutional units of other city-states
2
appeared only recently. At the same time, Oswyn Murray, 
in the field of the history of archaic Greece, pointed out 
the significance of the symposion as a practice, by 
which the social and political identity of the 
participants was continuously confirmed.
But between these two instances of collective human 
activity there is a missing link, something that has to 
bridge the political "being", the citizen, with the 
individual enjoying himself in a banquet.
It seems to be commonplace in recent bibliography
that the modern dichotomy between society and state, 
between public and private^was to a large extent unknown
1
See e.g. Whitehead (1986).
2
Jones, N.F. (1987) Public organization in Ancient 
Greece = A documentary study, Philadelphia: American 
Philosophical Society.
1
3
in ancient Athens. It would be unfair, however, to
reduce Athenian social life only to parties and banquets
or to the participation in decision making processes,
practices confined largely to the upper strata of the
Athenian citizenry. This vacuum in the social continuum
can be filled by cult associations, which offer regular
gatherings, sacrifices, banquets, social intimacy and,
grosso modo, reproduced the civic and collective spirit of
their members, whether citizens or foreigners.
The cult associations and their legal and social
structure, that is "the way groups are organized and how
4
various positions in the group are related" have been 
treated until very recently only marginally; these units 
deserve a closer examination in the light of new
5
considerations about social life in ancient Athens. The 
Athenians and the foreigners (metics or aliens) were 
self-orientated and identified in a large measure through
 ^ Schmitt-Pantel (1990a).
* Baron et al. (1992: 5).
5
I shall limit my research only to these groups that 
designate themselves as orgeones, thiasotai and eranistai 
and only incidentally I shall include associations in 
-istai. For other religious non-public groups see 
Schlaifer, R. (1944) "The Attic association of the 
Mesogeioi", CPh 39, 22-7.
2
participation in associations of different kinds, but 
especially in cult associations because of the central 
role of religion in the social life. The reason for the 
primacy of religion cannot be fully investigated here but 
I think one of the reasons was a sense of identity 
provided by the regular repetition of rituals, by the 
sharing of the same rhythm of life. Religion in ancient 
Athens can be characterized as an open system of beliefs 
and practices with a variety of major and minor cults, the 
freedom of participants to worship any deity, lack of 
official priesthood and having an essentially votive 
character. These features as well as the fact that a cult 
association offered a network of acquaintances and 
friends, who could help in a financial difficulty, in 
legal procedures, or in the conclusion of a contract, made 
cult associations a focus of sociability.
The problems which will be dealt with in this 
introduction concern the way in which the associations can 
be defined, the relevant terminology, the various 
methodological attitudes of earlier treatises and the 
adoption of a working definition of these units. Last but 
not least, the inevitable methodological constraints 
imposed by the nature of the available evidence will be 
briefly discussed.
B. WHAT IS AN ASSOCIATION!
This is the first question to be asked when one
3
starts discussing these units. However, I am afraid it 
will be the last to be answered, at this stage.
Apart from the terminological problem, with which I
shall deal further, there is the question of providing a
clear definition of an association. So far there have
been two major solutions; an anthropological one,
according to which "an association is a group organized
for the pursuit of one interest or of several interests in
common"^ and a sociological one which is focused on a
definition of association in literate, industrialized 
7
societies, and which stresses the association’s 
independence of the power of the state. Neither approach 
is helpful to the student of Athenian social history. The 
sociological definition is inappropriate: ancient Athens 
cannot be compared to the omnipotent state of the modern 
era which imposes conditions and establishes procedures.
On the other hand, the anthropological definition is too 
wide, because it attempts to establish an all inclusive
6 Banton (1968: 357). A more elaborated and complex 
analysis along the same lines can be found in Honore 
(1975: 161-179), who underlines three elements, namely a 
set of people, interaction among them, and finally a 
common purpose.
7
Giddens, A. (1989) Sociology. reprint 1991, 275-77, 
London: Polity Press.
4
model. But association is a more complex phenomenon 
including, among others things, questions of endurance in 
time, autonomy, organizational plan etc. In this respect 
Smith (1974: 94), in an essay of comparative politics, 
offers a definition of the concept of "public" which can
g
apply to associations as well. According to Smith an 
aggregate of people is qualified as "public" when it is 
enduring or perpetual, it has defined rules of membership, 
organization, a set of external relations and a body of 
common affairs, autonomy and established procedures for 
regulation of any affair. These features, which I think 
are present in ancient Athenian cult associations, can be 
divided into two categories: one concerns its internal 
organization and the other comprises a set of rules 
governing the relation with the social context. The cult 
association should keep a balance in its internal affairs 
and present a certain, attractive image in the society.
The particular traits of being attractive depend largely 
on the predominant cultural values of the society in which 
these associations appear. In other words, the 
association avoids with difficulty the dominant 
organisational model of the society.
The problem of terminology to be used throughout this
g
Smith (1974: 94) claims that the concept of "public" 
coincides with that of "corporate group".
5
study is not simple even though, in the course of time, 
several terms have been proposed in order to describe the 
associative phenomenon. Among them are corporation, 
voluntary association, group, collectivity, and
9
association. These terms can, however, often be 
ambiguous.
Under the term corporation, a modern reader will
understand those large semi-public financial giants, which
dominate contemporary life. This term is therefore
misleading, since hardly any financial and economic
colossus, comparable to the modern, existed in antiquity.
Voluntary associations on the other hand, is a term
used both by anthropologists and sociologists in order to
distinguish certain groups linked by kinship or formed by
obligatory participation, from other groups whose members
10
were associated by links of a different kind. It is a
9
I do not include the term sodality introduced by Lowie, 
R. (1948) Social Organizatio n , New York: Rinehart & Co.
10
The definition provided in OCD that clubs "may be 
defined as voluntary associations of persons more or less 
permanently organized for the pursuit of a common end, and 
so distinguishable both from the state and its component 
elements on the one hand and on the other from temporary 
unions for transitory purposes" is clearly influenced by 
such considerations.
6
useful conceptual tool for the investigation of the
associative life in late Antiquity and pre-modern Europe,
when membership to certain collegia was sanctioned as
compulsory. But its applicability in the context of
classical and hellenistic period is questionable; in
particular, there is no association, except the family,
which is formed exclusively on the basis of kinship. The
Athenian phratries constitute a puzzling example, because
membership was not compulsory and yet there is evidence of
11
patrilinear membership, as well as of regionality. Thus,
the term voluntary association can cause misunderstandings
and may be misleading.
Group, collectivity, and association differ little in
meaning, but the derivation of association from the Latin
socius makes it the most appropriate to the phenomenon I
am going to discuss. Therefore, the term association is
going to be used throughout this study. The term group
12
will only be used in a non-technical sense.
11
Hedrick (1991); Lambert (1986) argues strongly in favour 
of membership in phratry as an essential precondition for 
citizenship.
12
The ambiguity of the term group for our purpose is 
evident in the definition of the term, adopted by Baron et 
a l . (1992: 2) as "two or more individuals who influence 
each other through social interaction" .
7
C. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK
It used to be a commonplace among the historians of
the ancient Greek world to characterize ancient Greek
13society as individualistic. To argue against this 
conviction, prominent German and French scholars of the 
last century systematically studied inscriptions (the 
nineteenth century was considered as the "century of 
epigraphy"), literary texts and any other kind of 
references to ancient Greek associations.
Early attempts concentrated on the particular type of
M
epoipoq and its relation to the remaining types of
association, among which commercial companies held a
14prominent position . These attempts are characterized by 
fragmentary documentation and an approach isolating the 
association from its social context.
German scholars, like Ziebarth (1896) and Poland 
(1909), though not chronologically the first, attempted 
to treat and classify all the relevant material, 
distinguishing types of associations and defining their 
particular functions, offices, finances, methods of 
foundation, conditions of admission, rights and duties of 
a member etc. Although Poland (1909: 271) criticized
13 Poland (1909: 339) and Vernant (1989: 220-21).
14 Further details in ch. 4.
8
Ziebarth for his descriptive treatment, he did not finally 
avoid a schematic and holistic approach to the subject, 
and he failed to point out particular features and 
functions of certain types of religious associations, like 
opyevveq e t c . ^  This approach can also reveal a tendency 
to attribute certain features of one kind of associations 
to all of them.
On the other hand, French scholars, like Caillemer 
(1872) and Foucart (1873)^ have underlined the pluralism 
of types of associations, although Caillemer (1872) 
concentrated more on "commercial societies".
These scholars have discussed, in a general way, all
types of association taking into account all the existing
material and they have only commented on each particular
type, such as opycvveq, tfiaacihrai, epoauaTai etc. This
accumulative and positive approach, became then the rule
17for anyone dealing with similar matters.
15 Similar criticism has been expressed by Bolkestein 
(1923: 116).
^  Foucart (1873) was the first who wrote about orgeones, 
thiasotai and eranistai as distinct cult associations, 
without, unfortunately, discussing the problem of 
definition.
17 San Nicolo (1913-15), Bruck (1923), Tod (1932) and 
[laPTaCoxcouXog ( 1946) .
9
In the period between the world wars and shortly 
after the second one, there was an attempt to explain
• M
associations and especially opyeuvss from a sociological
point of view, and this kind of association was considered
as a factor in the social conflict of the early archaic 
18
city.
It was only in 1944, when W.S. Ferguson published 
"The Attic Orgeones", a major contribution to the
* M
comprehension of opysonses. Ferguson was essentially the 
first who tried to collect and study all the evidence
* M
on opy£<jyi>£s, using a totally different criterion. He
* r#
distinguished opyeuves according to the object of worship; 
if the object of worship was a hero, he classified them in 
class A, if it was a goddess, he classified them in class
B. As a result, Ferguson formed two large groups of
» N
opye covss, each one having its own features. In class A we
* M
have opy£U>i>£s, small in number of members, with usually
* M
one officer. Class B includes opyewes, consisting of a
large number of members, and most probably having a more
19
complex administration, with at least four different 
officials. This approach is the model on which recent
18
Vinogradoff (1920-22), Guarducci (1935), Thomson (1947), 
noa>ra£onovkos (1948) and more recently Vamvoukos (1979).
19
For the impact of the size of a group on communication 
see Baron et a l . (1992: 5 ).
10
studies are based. Ferguson (1949) later modified some of
3
his views after IG I 136 had been published.
After Ferguson's articles, there is a noticeable
recession in dealing with associations. There appear only
chapters or references in the context of works on other 
20topics by Fine, Finley (1951), and Jones (1956). At the
same time the historians of ancient Greek religion began
to concentrate their interest in this subject and to
elaborate their own opinion about cult associations.
Nilsson (1955) is regarded as the most distinguished among
them and his claim about the Mycenaean origin of hero
cults transferred through opy£wi>£c; to archaic and
classical Athens still has some influence on scholars.
In the next two decades, because of changes, due
mainly to the influence of new theories about history, and
to the development of interdisciplinary approaches,
scholars focused on the clarification of constitutional or
quasi-constitutional institutions, such as genos, phyle,
phratry, trittys, naukrary with only scarce or incidental
21references to associations. At that time the problem of
20 Fine, J.V.A. (1951) "Horoi. Studies in Mortgage, Real 
Security, and Land Tenure in Ancient Athens" Hesperia. 
Su p p Iement 9, Baltimore.
21 Actually, several books and articles on these 
institutions have appeared; for genos and tribe see,
11
op?£ui>eq was still regarded as one related to the
structure of the early Athenian society and its different
22problems such as the tenure of land or the composition
and social stratification of the Athenians. While a lot
of books and articles have been published about other
types of association, nothing has appeared about cult
23associations, except references and footnotes.
Roussel (1976) and Bourriot (1976) respectively; for 
phratry, Andrewes (1961a), (1961b) and recently Donlan, W. 
(1985) "The social groups of Dark Age Greece" CPh 80, 
293-308; for naukrary Billigmeier J. and A. Dusing,
(1981) "The origins and the function of naukraroi at 
Athens" TAPhA 111, 11-16 and the summary in Manville 
(1990: 75-6); for trittys, Traill, J.S. (1986) Demos and 
trittvs, Toronto.
^  Hammond (1961).
23 About eranos see Vondeling (1961), Maier (1969) and 
Benvenuti, P. (1980) Eranos, Diss. Padova. For hetaireiai 
apart from Sartori, F. (1957) Le Eterie nella vita 
politica Ateniese del VI e V secolo A.C. Roma: L'Erma, 
Ghinatti, F. (1970) I gruppi politici Ateniesi fino al1e 
guerre persiane, Roma: L ’Erma and Pecorella-Longo, Ch.
(1971) "Eterie" e gruppi p o Iitici nel1 *Atene del IV secolo 
A.C.. Firenze: Olschki, the most recent ad hoc treatise is 
of Aurenche, O. (1974) Les groupes d*Alcibiade. de
12
The eighties were a period of intensive research on 
demos, citizenship, public functions and public 
institutions, while near the end of the decade certain 
social attitudes and models of behaviours were 
re-evaluated considering them from a different 
perspective, namely that of the preponderance of 
sociability over other aspects of social life. The most 
recent essay on associations, that of Fisher (1988), 
devotes analysis of considerable length to the symposion, 
but only a few pages to cult associations.
Two further problems have appeared recently; one
concerns the confusion observed in the use of terms
opyeweq, tficxawrai and epamcrrai and the implications for
24the social structure in Athens. Littman (1990: 21) 
provides an example of such confusion in the following 
passage:
Two other groups associated with the phratries 
are the orgeones and the thiasoi. We know 
little of their nature and function, 
particularly before the fourth century B.C. 
Unlike the other kinship groups the names
Leogoras et de Teucros. Paris: Les Belles Lettres. For 
athletic guilds see Forbes, Ch. (1955) "Ancient Athletic 
Guilds" CPh 50, 238-252.
24
For a critical review see Tuplin, C. CR 42 (1992) 362-3.
13
orgeones and thiasoi suggest not a kinship 
relationship, but a religious relationship. In 
the fourth century the orgeones were like gene, 
corporate organizations with local shrines, 
property, funds, constitution and officers.
While membership was probably hereditary, the 
the original principle was worship, not kinship, 
and the object of worship was not an ancestor 
but a local god or hero. Since in the time of 
Solon orgeones were guaranteed the right to be 
enrolled directly into the phratry, without need 
of clan, it appears that the orgeones perhaps 
can be regarded as non-aristocrats. The 
orgeones may have been a fairly small minority 
of wealthy non-aristocrats. The epigraphical 
evidence does not imply that they were the whole 
body of commoners, but this is not necessarily 
conclusive. The thiasoi present further 
problems. At the time of Solon they appear to 
have been a group of persons associated for 
worship whose rights were guaranteed by a 
Solonian law. In the late fifth and early 
fourth century, the thiasoi became some sort of 
division of the phratry and included gennetai. 
Perhaps they were a device primarily to organize 
the non-gennetai and non-orgeones into the 
phratry. Membership in a thiasos apparently was
14
not an absolute requirement for admission to a 
phratry, and by the end of the fourth century 
the thiasoi became autonomous religious 
associations, most of which were evidently open 
to non-citizens.
The author does not refer explicitly to the different 
interpretations of, at least, two crucial pieces of 
evidence, that is Dig. 47.22.4 and FGrHist 328 F35a, but
following the traditional interpretation concludes that
* ~ # 25
both opyeu>ves and ooi were parts of phratries.
Littman does not explain what was the source of wealth for
» N
these "wealthy non-aristocrats" who constituted opyeuves 
associations in a society in which wealth was connected 
with land. The use of the term dlcuvos is misleading 
because the associations very rarely, if ever, called 
themselves $ lol&o l . He contradicts himself when he refers 
once to &[a&OL as divisions of a phratry including
H W
and then as devices for organizing non-^wrjrat
* w
and r)or\~opY£0)i>£S. A kinship relationship cannot be
2
excluded outright since IG II 2355 implies that such 
connections were not unknown. Finally, the evolutionary 
process mentioned by Littman, leading from the Bacchic
25
Fisher (1988: 1186) holds the same opinion, while for 
Lambert (1986: 42) orgeones and gene constitute 
subdivisions of a phratry.
15
/ 26 * 
d i a o o L  of the sixth and fifth centuries to the x o l l x x
of the late fourth century and onwards, is 
largely fictitious, since the composition of these xoipa 
was totally different from the earlier sCvooi.
The second problem is evident in the approach made by 
Garland (1987: 102). In his study of the Piraeus, 
evidence about associations is relegated to the category 
of valueless inscriptions repeating with boring regularity 
the honours attributed to officials. Although these 
inscriptions are repetitive and highly stylised, I think 
that nobody should dismiss them as simply valueless. The 
problem is the way in which we are going to read this 
material, or to put it differently, what kind of questions 
we are ready to ask and try to answer. The inscriptions 
are there as data, a reality for the historian, who should 
extract the total content of information, having in mind 
Finley’s (1985: 105) suggestion that the first questions 
every historian has to answer before using any written 
sources are ’’Why was it written?" and "Why was it 
published?". In the case of associations the answer seems 
evident; our epigraphical sources have been written, 
published and preserved in order to honour the individual, 
to keep his memory alive and to motivate others to emulate 
him.
2 6 All the dates are B.C. unless otherwise specified.
16
It has been assumed by the majority of scholars that
the development of associations in Athens is confined to
27
the second half of the fourth century and onwards.
Certain factors are presumed to have contributed to this 
effect, among others, the decline of the city-state as an 
autonomous political unit on the international stage, the 
cosmopolitanism of the extended Greek world, the increase 
of the importance of commerce and trade in the culturally 
unified basin of the eastern Mediterranean.
This approach which dates back to the nineteenth 
century relies on the interpretation of two facts: a) that 
the majority of documents come from the second half of the 
fourth century and the third century and, as a result, it 
is difficult to trace any manifestations of collective 
activities that existed earlier and b) that any kind of 
collective activity should resemble the forms very well 
known to us, such as trade unions, clubs, charity 
associations etc.
The reasonable conclusion of those who claim the
27
Poland (1909: 516) "das typische griechische 
Vereinswesen ist eine hellenistische Erscheinung" . See as 
well Tod (1932: 73-4) and Austin, M. and P. Vidal-Naquet
(1972) Economies et societes en Grece ancienne, 176,
Paris: Colin. Contra Vinogradoff (1920-22: 2.127) and 
Jones (1956: 165).
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above is that associations in the modern sense hardly 
appear in the Greek world and only in the Hellenistic era. 
The preponderance of fourth-century inscriptions in the 
record is analogous with the fact that the great bulk of 
inscriptions is dated in the fourth century and onwards. 
This argument is therefore not tenable. Cult associations 
existed undoubtedly before the fourth century; they may 
have been scattered all around in the Attic inland, 
following their own rhythm of communal living and thus 
being imperceptible. But due to a chain of events in the 
second half of the fifth century this rhythm was violently 
interrupted. As Humphreys (1978: 256) suggested, the 
particular circumstances accompanying the outbreak of the 
Peloponnesian war (plague, concentration of the rural 
population inside the walls, increase of social mobility) 
led to the loosening or even break of traditional 
alliances and allegiances. Several allegations of 
intrusions into the civic body reveal that the security 
mechanisms of the pre-war order had lost their 
effectiveness. Survival in an urban context meant 
sometimes fostering new contacts, while preserving some 
old, indispensable ones. The development of cult 
associations should be seen in this historical context.
D. METHODOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS 
The study will be confined to Attica from the sixth 
century till the second century A.D. An attempt to write
18
a global history of the Greek association might lead 
either to a descriptive approach, in which the relevant 
information is merely cited and sometimes compared to what 
happened in other regions of the Greek world, or to the 
implicit adoption of a modern analytical model, into which 
the data from Antiquity should be fitted, at any cost.
Ambitious attempts for a holistic approach to 
associations in antiquity simply ignore crucial limits in 
terms of space and time. The Greek world and its impact 
extended throughout the Mediterranean basin, but its 
influence was more intensive in the eastern part. It is 
impossible to claim that associations in Athens had 
identical functions with associations in Asia Minor,
Delos, Rhodes or Egypt. It is also evident that 
testimonies of the second or the third century A.D. cannot 
help us in understanding analogous phenomena of the fifth 
or fourth century B.C. Moreover, inscriptions from the 
second century A.D. cannot be invoked as proofs in order 
to justify our conclusions about what might have happened 
in the fourth or third century B.C. Nor can information 
from other cities be used absolutely freely in order to 
figure out the situation in Athens. Behind a unified 
examination of all the sources lies the conception of the 
ancient Greek law as a unity, as a legal coherent body, 
which, although displaying certain particularities, shows 
similarities in its essential points and concepts. The 
fiction of the conceptualization of Greek law, as a
19
coherent legal body, has been pointed out by Finley: a
uniformity of the legal life in practices, in concepts or
in certain aspects, which should be identified one by one,
is an admissible thesis to be defended, but even this
uniformity is neither total, nor absolute, and not even
preponderant. Lack of documentation from cities, apart
29
from Athens, Rhodes, Delos and perhaps Argos and Sparta, 
does not allow us to reach such a conclusion. The concept 
of the unity of law in ancient Greece is dominant among 
the students of associations. The example of associations 
can only underline and confirm that it is false. Certain 
activities were common among associations in various Greek
28
Finley (1975: 134-152). However, the opposite opinion 
still finds support; see recently Sealey, R. (1990) Women 
and Law in classical Greece, London: The University of 
North Carolina Press, 151-160. C f . MacDowell, D.M. CR 41 
(1991) 129.
29
A useful and detailed report of all the inscriptions 
concerning associations, similar to orgeones at cult 
activities, which flourished in the island of Rhodes, 
according to the excavators, is offered by
Pugliese-Caratelli, G. (1939-40) "Per la storia delle 
associazioni in Rodi antica" Annuario 1/2, 147-200 and
recently KovropLwq, B. (1989) AvsxSores en l PoSov 
II, ASffisa.: KapSonfjLToa.
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cities, like sacrifices, banqueting or religious
ceremonies; but only in Rhodes was the practice of the
burial provided by the association widespread. One cannot
30deduce whether the same was true for Athens, since Athens 
was by and large an atypical case in the whole ancient 
Greek world in terms of space, population and political 
and cultural regime.
Therefore, it would be prudent to recognize from the 
very beginning the existing chronological discontinuities 
in the record and not to try to fill them with likelihoods 
and parallels, which could be misleading. In this 
respect, any student of ancient associations should admit 
the scarcity of the available evidence to the fifth 
century B.C. and for the period from the first century 
B.C. to the second century A.D.
30 In fact this is the conclusion of Vondeling (1961: 260).
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A. INTRODUCTION 
The first type of cult association I am going to
* r#
examine appears in the documents under the name opysuvss. 
The name itself has caused considerable discussion about 
its origin and the connection of the group with the same 
name with the social history of early Athens. Therefore, 
it seems necessary to review the opinions about the origin 
of the word opysuves (B . ETYMOLOGY) and then to proceed to 
the examination of this type of association. I shall use
* N
the distinction of opyeu>v>£S, suggested originally by
* w
Ferguson (1944: 73), into op/yewes of heroes or class A
* N
(section C) and opyecovss of gods and goddesses or class B 
(ch. 2). The cult criterion is a safe one as far as it 
concerns the typology; it offers clear-cut categories, 
relatively homogeneous and easily distinguishable. But 
the very well known orgeonic association of "A^wos,
* hcnikT)nio& , and A i n  which the problem of Asklepios* 
identity as god, demi-god or simply hero is evident, cast 
doubts about the rigidity with which such a classification 
can be used. Ferguson’s typology does not seem to take
22
account of historical time and it implies that both types 
of opyeQveq existed in parallel all the time, although it 
is well known that opyewpeg of class B did not appear 
before the last decade of the fifth century, while 
archeological evidence makes possible to date the 
appearance of opyewpeq of class A earlier, in the sixth or 
fifth century. The introduction of cult associations into 
historical time constitutes a vertical distinction which 
cuts across Ferguson’s classification, into types of 
opyewyeq developed earlier and those introduced later.
Like any classification, the above suggestion cannot claim 
universality or applicability under all circumstances.
Its advantage lies in the disclosure of a chronological 
pattern of activity, which implies a number of 
organisational differentiations, and will be examined in 
the next chapters.
Almost all scholars, for example Andrewes (1961a: 1) 
and Hammond (1961: 81), seem to agree upon cult as a 
feature of opyewpec;; the only disagreement concerns the 
social status of their members. Several inscriptions and 
quotations from ancient Greek literature support the 
predominantly religious character of orgeonic 
associations, but it should not be disregarded that, apart 
from the cult, numerous orgeonic associations combined 
social action with the assurance of certain rights for 
their members; for instance, a context for the development 
of friendships, assistance and occasions for communal
23
activities. It can be alleged that the religious feature 
was the fundamental; but again the tendency, predominant 
in antiquity, to connect every activity with religion^and 
the evidence at our disposal are not enough to support
* M
this opinion. Thus, I believe that opyeuves can be
considered as a multi-functional association, at least in
the fourth and third centuries, from which we have a
relative abundance of evidence.
It is remarkable that the great majority of evidence
comes from Attica. The only extra-Athenian references
1
come either from neighbouring areas (Megara), from an
2
area close related to Athens (Asia Minor), or from
3
Athenian clerouchs (Lemnos). These pieces of evidence,
IG VII 33 (1st century): [0i<5] £ opye co|>] ss [r] o>v
[$£c*>v]/Zarvpos ^LXlnnolv]/$t\o«parr?s §L\lnnov/§uxLCi6r)s
*
Ts l & l o v / KaiKXev l h o s Ev&vfjov.
2
Michel 1307.3 (c. 150) from Teos which just refers to
* ** < % i r *
opyeuves oi avv Uy)Tpo&upov and a fragment from
Antimachus* Vevea (see below, p.J&) are the only
evidence about orgeones in Asia Minor . Their value as 
evidence of non-Athenian orgeonic associations is in 
serious doubt since Teos was a member of the first
g
Athenian league [e.g. IG I 262 col.II.12 (451/0)] and 
hence influences cannot be excluded.
3
See the fourth-century horoi in IG XII.8 19 and 20.
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with their exceptional character, confirm that opyetdvcq 
were a mainly Athenian type of association, linked with 
the social, religious, political and historical 
particularities of this area. Accordingly, any 
generalization based on evidence provided by orgeonic 
associations about the associative life is, at least, 
susceptible to errors.
B. ETYMOLOGY
The word opyeuucq occurs in the existing evidence 
several times, both in inscriptions and literature. In 
inscriptions the most frequent types are: the plural 
nominative opyc&vcq, the plural dative opyewcu, and the 
plural accusative opycuvaq. in literature we also find 
the types opyewy, opylovaq and op?eiwi>a(q) .
As early as the second century A.D., attempts were 
made to find a satisfactory etymological origin for what 
most scholars believe to be an obscure word. Harpocration 
(o 28) proposed three possible origins, i> from opyia 
meaning sacral rites, ii> from opcyciv to> xe?P£ meaning a 
sacral gesture, in the context of the worship and iii> 
from opyac; meaning fertile land dedicated to gods and, 
therefore, remaining uncultivated. The modern 
explanations do not seem to go further. "Opyict, as 
Chantraine (1968: 816) points out, is considered as the 
most probable origin of the word, referring to Dionysus; 
but there is no evidence of any opyewpcq of Dionysus
25
2
earlier than the second century (IG II 1325 and 1326).
s
An attempt to derive the word from opbyeiv presents more
difficulties, since there is the stem opey- instead of
4 * %
opys-. The last proposed origin is opyas, which
according to Chantraine (1968: 815) means "terre grasse,
humide et fertile mais qui en g6n6ral n ’est pas cultiv^e";
this meaning changed in the classical period, when the
5
same word means "a meadow land".
* M
The likeliest explanation is that the word opyeuvss 
does not originally designate participants in a group as 
the meaning of the word in the classical era implies. 
Instead, it rather denotes those people who perform certain
M
mystic or other kind of rituals {opyta.) in a sacred place 
#
(op^ois), priests or divinators. The existence of water in 
these sacred places would have facilitated any kind of 
purification rituals. This interpretation has the 
advantage of conforming essentially with the meaning of 
the word in the homeric Hymn to Apollo, the earliest 
literary source. The common origin of these words should
M M
be the stem *F£py~, from which the words and epryov
4 Chantraine (1968: 817).
5
LSJ opyas. For a location of the famous orgas see Van 
den Maele, S. (1983) "L’orgas eleusinienne: Etude 
topographique" in Froidefond, C. (e d ) Melanges Edouard 
Delebecgue 419-33, Marseille: University de Provence.
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* % * ** 6
come. The words opyas and opyeuves may be related,
because both are connected with a sacral quality. A
M
derivation from opyta cannot be excluded a priori, but one
7
should bear in mind that in that case these opyta do not 
have any relation with the Bacchic ones.
Finally, a reference should be made to the proposed
» N
connection between opyeuves and the word
"wo-ro~ki-jo-ne-jo", which occurs in the Pylian land
8
tenure tablets [Er 01(312) and Un 718] of Linear B. Here 
is the text with translation*.
Er 01 (312).7: wo-ro~ki-jo-ne-jo e-re-mo to-so-jo pe-ma 
Transl: The unencumbered land of the cult association seed 
at so much.
Un 718.11: o-da-a wo-ro-ki-jo-ne-jo ka-ma
Transl*. And similarly the estate of the cult association
will give
Ventris and Chadwick have originally proposed the
6
Ferguson (1944: 131).
7
If the word orgeones comes from orgia then one should 
interpret satisfactorily why Demeter does not establish 
orgeones as her priests in Eleusis according to the 
Homeric Hymn to. Pemeter 273 and 476 (7th century).
8 I have used the fragments from Ventris, M. and J. 
Chadwick (1956) Documents in Mycenaean Greek. 266 and 
282-3 respectively, 2nd edition 1973, Cambridge: CUP.
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above mentioned connection, tracing the stem *Fopj'~ in
the Pylian word and explaining it as "Fopyeiovsloi>" , an
adjective for opyeosv, identified as similar to Homeric
opyLOvas. The context where the word occurs is two
tablets concerning votive offerings to the god Poseidaon;
the word is running in parallel with other titles of
officers such as wa.~na.-x., la-wa-ge-tas , te-le-stas etc and
units like da-mo s . The whole phrase is explained in both
documents as "the estate/the land of the cult
association" .
The analogy suggested by Ventris and Chadwick has
9
been severely criticized, first by Palmer, who found
"morphological difficulties", and later by Oeroy and 
10
Gerard. The latter traced a stem *Fpoy- instead of
< %
fcFopj'-. This interpretation led them to the word poyos 
which was used in Sicily and meant the place for storing 
grain. Thus, Deroy and Gerard have interpreted the term 
wo-ro-ki-jo-ne-jo in Un 718 as the title for the director 
of a well-isolated store, so as to protect the harvest 
from rodents. They translated Er 01(312) as "(Reserve)
9
Palmer, L.R. (1963) The interpretation of Mycenaean 
Greek texts, 214, Oxford: CP.
10
Deroy, L. and M. Gerard (1965) Le cadastre Mycenien de 
Pylos. 58-64, Roma: Ateneo and Heubeck, A. (1965) "Myk. 
wo-ro-ki-jo-ne-jo ka-ma", ZAnt 15, 267-270.
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des entrepots, vide: valeur en ble d ’un tel domaine...".
They concluded that the authority of the stores enjoyed a
status similar to that of de-mo, that is
du statut de personne morale, puisqu’il pouvait
ou devait faire ind6pendamment un don & Poseidon
11
Recently, reviving the initial explanation, Pia de Fidio 
has explained wo-ro-ki-jo-ne-jo as *Fopyioi>eloi> and 
claimed that it comes
da un radicale *Frog-, con metatesi della 
liquida rispetto al normale miceneo *Forg-.
Radin (1910: 42), before the discovery of the
* M
tablets, had claimed a link between opyeuves and the
12
mysteries in Eleusis. Recently Stella has maintained
that these quotations express and, in a way, antedate the
existence of the Eleusinian Mysteries. But these
mysteries were administered during the classical era by 
§
the of Ev^oXntScm and Kfjpvites, which were proud of
this monopoly. Thus, it seems that this connection is, at 
least, unfounded. If we accept the proposed explanations 
about the Mycenaean origin of the word, then we have to 
cope with the problem of continuity of this word, its
11
Fidio, de P. (1977) I dosmoi Pilii a Poseidon una terra 
sacra di eta micenea. 162-170, Roma: Ateneo.
12
Stella, L.A. (1965) La civilta micenea nei documenti 
contemporanei , 265-66, Roma: Ateneo.
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13evolution and the possible changes in semantics. The 
attempt to trace certain hints or clues of the earlier 
meaning and possible function of opyc&veq from the 
etymology does not offer any decisive evidence for or 
against an interpretation. The centre of the 
investigation then shifts to the use of the word in the 
literary testimonies of the word. To do this, a brief 
review of the evolution of Greek society from the
Mycenaean to the archaic and classical era seems 
necessary.
13 On the problem of religious continuity see Burkert 
(1985: 47-53). One may risk suggesting what the oral 
tradition in Athens implied or the tradition of certain 
families liked to imply; namely that certain Athenian 
oikoi originated from Pylos and, hence, there is a 
connection between the Mycenaean word and the Athenian 
cult association. The preserved evidence, however, for 
such an association is hardly considered sufficient (Hdt. 
5.65.3, Paus. 2.18.9 and Diog. Laert. 3.1). Cf . Davies 
(1971: 369).
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c. OPfEQNEE OF HEROES
I. HISTORICAL CONTEXT
Conventionally, when we speak about the archaic age, 
the period from the eighth down to the sixth century is 
meant. In this period, ancient Greek society, in general, 
had just recovered from a tremendous decline and reduction 
in demographic, economic and social levels following the 
collapse of the Mycenaean states and their cultural 
structure. The beginning of the archaic period was marked 
by the increase of settlements, a rise in population, 
easier communication and a certain development of commerce 
or interchanges between villages as well as unification or 
centralization of power structures.^ In parallel ran the 
development of art (development of pottery, especially in 
Athens) and certain shifts in the way of living, 
reflecting changes in the mentality (adoption of new 
burial customs, introduction of currency, colonization, 
"hoplite revolution", social conflicts at the end of the 
seventh century and the rise of tyrants in the seventh and 
sixth century). Besides, the renaissance of the Greek 
civilisation from the Dark Ages created new forms of 
social life; there was a tendency among the people to live 
together again in larger habitation sites than hamlets,
^Snodgrass (1981: 21ff).
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and to intensify, through the expression of their 
accumulated and galvanised collective memories and 
experiences, their social relations, in the form of 
festivals or communal feasts or different kinds of 
collectivities.^
Recently, it has been maintained that one of these 
forms, the symposion, was an important civic institution 
in archaic Greece. According to the most eminent advocate 
of the symposion as a central social institution, Murray 
(1980: 198)
the aristocratic symposion was not merely an 
occasion for drinking, but the centre of social 
and cultural life, whose practices were 
regulated by ritual and tradition 
The symposion was the organ of social control (Murray 
1983a: 196), especially in archaic society. It was an 
all-male gathering, with participants of aristocratic or 
high social class; among them the principle of equality 
was observed and their main activity was drinking on a 
contributory basis (Murray 1982: 50). The prevalence of 
the symposion can be seen throughout the history of the
^  For the social relations in archaic Greece see Donlan, 
W. (1985) "The social groups of Dark Age Greece", CPh 80, 
293-308 and especially for Athens see Manville (1990: 
55-69).
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Greek world (Murray 1983b), from the Homeric world, where 
the feast of the heroes is de facto the precursor of the 
symposion, to one or two hundred years later, by a warrior 
class which in the course of time became a leisure class. 
The symposion survives through the form of different 
associations, private and semi-public, with citizens as 
members. In classical Athens it took the form of the 
notorious eraipeuxi, which threatened the democratic 
constitution. In response, different legal concepts, like 
hybris, were developed. In hellenistic times, the 
feasting of whole cities with food provided by emperors or 
wealthy citizens continued the symposiastic spirit and 
tradition.
The work of Murray caused a discussion of 
considerable importance about the forms of conviviality 
and their function in ancient, and especially archaic, 
Greece. Schmitt-Pantel (1985: 148) casts doubts on 
whether the symposion was the predominant practice in the 
archaic city-state. She remindes of the significance, 
both real and symbolic, of the sacrifice and of the 
following feast. Lombardo (1988: 277) pointed out that 
under the unitary concept of the symposion a variety of
^ O n  hybris see the recent exhaustive work of Fisher, 
N.R.E. (1992) Hvbris. A study in the value of honour and 
shame in Ancient Greece, London: Aris & Phillips.
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different forms of social interaction is hidden. In
contrast to Murray (1980: 196), Schmitt-Pantel (1990b: 24)
suggested that sacrificial banquets, symposion, meals of
hospitality and the like can be included in the concept of
rituals of conviviality, which are civic institutions.
One has to admit that under any generic name like
"symposion" or "ritual of conviviality" there is a variety
of social forms and groupings, which apart from some
11structural similarities, present considerable 
differences. As a result each one should be separately 
examined in the particular socio-economic context of 
which, to a large extent, they are products. In this 
respect, in Athenian cult associations, the religious 
element played a significant role as the cohesive force of 
the group. Feasting was an important demonstration of 
this solidarity, a significant manifestation of the 
identity of the group and a way to display these 
qualities.
Religion offered the way and the means, but also the 
necessary pretext for the expression of the feeling of
i'P** See for example the similarities between symposion and 
polis in the poetry of Theognis of Megara in Levine, D.B. 
(1985) "Symposium and the polis" in Figueira, T.J. and G. 
Nagy (eds) Theognis of Megara. Poetry and the polis. 
176-96, London: John Hopkins University Press.
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community and cooperation among the people. The 
city-state was also defined as a community of sacrifice, 
with the temple of the protector god or goddess in, and 
as, its centre and a variety of deities of minor
18
importance and heroes and heroines of local range.
Special intimacy developed between the people and
local heroes or heroines. The hero cult can be traced
down to the eighth century. It started, probably, on
rediscovered and consecrated tombs of the Mycenaean and
Submycenaean era. It had a strictly local character. The
hero’s powers affected only the locals, who appreciated
them in a proper way. Besides other celebrations, known 
*
as evaytafJCiTCi, the cultic feast was the main one. It is,
* N
then, fairly plausible to attribute the origin of opyswes
of class A to such a pattern of community activities.
During these celebrations the feeling of belonging was
accentuated and reciprocal relations may have been 
19
developed.
18
For the connection of the hero cult with the rise of the 
polis and the scepticism about it see Whitley, J. (1988) 
"Early states and hero cults: a re-appraisal”, JHS 108, 
173-182.
19
This part relies heavily on the analysis of Burkert 
(1985: 203-208) and of Kearns (1989: 73-77).
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II. LITERARY EVIDENCE
It is very probable that the very beginning or the 
rebirth of opyeaveq can be traced in archaic times. The 
earliest evidence of their existence, in the Homeric Hymn 
to Apollo, comes from this period.
I. Homeric Hymn to Apol1o , 388-390 [Allen, T.W., 
Halliday, W.R. and E.E. Sikes (eds) (1936) The Homeric 
Hymns, 2nd edition, Oxford: CP]
Kai ro re  Srj xara dvpbv etppdqero <Do?/3oq * AnoXXoiu 
ovq z ipaq  ai*&pornovq bpyibixxq e ia a y a y o iro ,  
o? depaaiEVOovTca nutfo? eul nEZpi^EoariL.
[And then indeed Phoibos Apollon pondered in 
his mind what kind of men he should bring in to 
celebrate his rites and be his ministers in 
rocky Pytho. (Transl. from Athanassakis, A.N. 
(1976) The Homeric Hymns. 26, London: John 
Hopkins)].
The Homeric Hymn to Apollo caused fervent discussions
£0
about its textual integrity and its date. The extract
£0For a general discussion of all these matters see Janko, 
R. (1982) Homer. Hesiod and the Hymns and for the latest 
attempts to date precisely the poem or the compilation of 
two Hymns and to decide the authorship of the Delian part 
see West, M.L. (1975) "Cynaethus' Hymn to Apollo” C£> 25, 
161-170 and Burkert, W. (1979) "Kynaithos, Polycrates and
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) /
shows a link between opyiova.q and a kind of priesthood, 
brought from Crete, in the service of Apollo, in Delphi. 
The adjective opytouaq qualifies the noun av&pdnovq, which 
in its turn is the subject of depoaievoovzaL meaning to 
serve and the object of eloaydyoizo meaning to introduce 
In this way the poet offers a clue about the role of these 
persons as being appointed by the divine will; they are 
the most able to take care of the sacral affairs of the 
oracle and of the god. This is confirmed also by the 
lexicographers and especially Harpocration, who comments 
in o 28 ol fieuzoi jioiTycai ezazzov zovvopa aJiXwq oil tg>l> 
lepctou. The comment is repeated in Phot. s.v. op-yewueq 
and Sud. o 511.
Although the next pieces of literary evidence come
2,1from the early fifth century and onwards the use of the 
word opyeupcq is similar in meaning to the extract from 
the Homeric hymn. They are preserved in the lexicographic 
tradition in Harp, o 28, Phot. s.v. opyc&peq and Sud. o 
511.
the Homeric Hymn to Apollo" in Bowersock, G.W., Burkert, 
W. and M.C.J. Putnam (eds) Arktouros. Hel1enic studies 
presented to B.M.W. Knox 53-62, Berlin: De Gruyter.
11Piece II is of the early fifth century, III and IV of 
the fourth century, V of the third century and VI of the 
Roman era.
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II. Aeschylus’ Hv&oI, TrGF, vol.3, frg. 144.
M  A  M  H  J
rcorapov Kai«ov £ai.p£ rcpcoros opj'scov, 
sv^ats <5£ awfois 6^ott5t as rratcovtats.
[Farewell, first priest of river Kaikos, with 
your healing prayers may you save lords, (my 
translation )]
III. Antimachus’ Av6y?s fgygg, IEG, vol.2, No.67, 40.
H # ** * # ' "
revsa Kcuftapvovs §tfX£i> aftcuxXecxs opyeuAvos
Kabarnos* descendants were appointed as
22
glorious priests. (my translation)
IV. There are three references to fourth-century 
orators, who according to the lexicographers, composed 
speeches in which one of the litigants is an association
* w
of opyeuves. In particular, according to Harp, o 28
% * •*
Isaeus w r o t e  a speech entitled flpos opf'suvas , from
which two brief fragments are preserved. In Lysias’ rtepi 
t o v Beonopnov xXnpov, according to Harp, o 29, there was a
mention of this word. Finally, according to the anonymous
« , , * «■»
compilator of A inun> Ovofjarcn, Dinarchus mentions opysoyvss
23
in two of his speeches.
22 ,
For an interpretation of Kotftapvovs see LSJ s.v. and
4
Chantraine (1968: 477). The word aftaxXsas may be
4
corruption of ayaxXsas, accusative plural of the adjective
4 ^ ^
aycuxXsris as it is remarked in DGE 1.11.
23
For Isaeus see Thalheim, Th. (e d ) (1903) Isaei
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In Is. 2 ( Y le p i \ i e v e n \ e o v s  n \y ) pov), four passages
I N
concerning opy£U > V£s are preserved:
I < # * M « H
2.14 otXX’ vj'iouvtov, £V <ppovu>i> , £ v  vocov
* i
n o  L r )& a f j£ i> o s  e i o o y e i po £ i s to vs ^potTopois
i i
rtOlpOVTCOV TOVT60V *011 £6S TO VS d f)  (JOT CHS (J£ £ ^ p a d > £  i
% ' , ' «
«ou £6S t o v s opj^covots (but when he was sound in
body and mind, and fully aware of what he was 
doing, he adopted me and introduced me to his 
fellow-wardsmen in the presence of my opponents 
and enrolled me among the demesmen and the 
members of his confraternity).
The other occurrences of the word in the same text run as 
follows:
, < * *• , •* « ,
2.16: ttCU (OS a k tf& T ) X^OO TOlVTOt, TflS (J£l>
, < # * * . -■ S I * ' *
n o  LT)Of£0iS V p i V  T O V S  q>p(XT£pOlS *016 T O V S  O p Y £ oovas  
n c x p i^ o p c u L poprvpots (To prove the truth of these 
statements, I will produce before you, as 
witnesses, the wardsmen, the members of the
confraternity and the demesmen).< % * # < , % <
2.17: 60S d £  £nO Ly)0O lTO  OL T £  4>pCXT£p£S *011 0 6
c ~ < « #
OTIPOTCXL *016 OL O p Y £ 60V£S v /l u v  p £ p a p r v p r ) n a c n i >
(That he did adopt a son, the wardsmen, the
Orationes, frg. 35, Leipzig: Teubner . For Dinarchus see 
Bekker, I. (ed) (1814) Anecdota Graeca, vol.I, p.191,
Berlin.
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demesmen and the members of the confraternity 
have provided evidence).
2.45: xai z o v z u p  vptp zovq re (ppazepaq xai zovq 
Sppozaq xai roug opycuuaq napcoxo'pqp papzvpaq 
(and of these things I produced before you the 
evidence of the wardsmen, the demesmen, and the 
members of the confraternity).
The last three passages have little to contribute in
t f\j
the discussion about opyewi^ eg. They reveal that
manifestations of solidarity among the members of this
particular type of association were expected, such as
testifying or otherwise supporting in litigation. It is
significant that even the name of the worshipped deity is
not mentioned; this can lead us to assume that probably
the name of a minor deity and its orgeonic association was
not at all important in this case; participation in the
association was the most predominant feature. Moreover,
this orgeonic association probably consisted of Athenian
citizens and is more likely to be classified in class A.
Even this solidarity seems to be a common feature of
almost any kind of association at that time, since it
24
exists already among phrateres and among demotai.
^  See also the same kind of solidarity among gennetai in 
Is. 7.26: Ourwg pep ov% ot ycpprjzai popop xai (ppazepeq 
yeyopcxoL papzvpeq rr)g eprjq noLTjoeuq (In this way, not only
40
The crucial point is the passage 14. this
particular point, there is a clear reference to an 
adoption and the speaker, aiming at the underlining of 
act’s validity, uses two kinds of arguments. They concern 
not only the necessary conditions for a valid adoption on 
the part of the adopter, but also its results for the 
adoptee. So, on the one hand*the speaker stresses the 
physical and mental health of the adopter, using two 
different expressions, especially for the latter, 
specifying not only that the adopter could realize the
• N
situation - ev tppovuv - but that he could judge without
* M
any pressures - ev vou>i> - as the essential features of a
lawful adoption. On the other hand, the speaker refers
extensively to the results of the act, which will not only
provide an heir for the endangered oikos but someone who
will continue the adopter’s name and pay the customary
25
honours after his death. In this respect, the adoptee
members of genos and of phratry witnessed my adoption) and
m <  ^ s < « < r-*
among Siouyoyrou. Is. 9.30: avTOi. psv vpn> ol & iolchatchl 
paprvprjoovcnv (the thiasotai themselves will testify for 
you). For literature see Humphreys, S. (1985) "Social 
relations on stage: Witnesses in classical Athens",
History and Anthropology 1, 313-69 and especially 340-46, 
350-56.
25
This passage of Isaeus cannot give credence to Bruck’s
41
should become a member of the paternal phratry and deme. 
Membership in the same cult association is one more proof 
that the adoptee retains intact the allegiances of his
) r\j
adopter. Thus the testimony of opyEWPEq has great weight 
for Isaeus' case and this is the reason why the speaker 
invokes their testimony thrice. In other words, the 
importance of this passage for the speaker does not lie, 
as Wyse (1904: 250) has already pointed out, in the 
procedure of admission to the association as a proof of 
citizen status but in the assured continuity of the oikos 
of the deceased.
V. Hermesianax A eoptl s 17-20 (mentioned in Ath. 
Deipnosophistai 597d) in Powell, J.U. (ed) (1925)
Col 1ectanea Alexandrina, 96-105, Oxford: CP
r) te jioXi>i> ptxmjLCHP ’EXeixhpoc; Jiocpa ne^au
* ' ' * ~ 'EtXXajLlOP XplNpLUP £%£<pOp£L \oy LG>P,
KPapiop opy£ LQL>a popui 8Lcmo/Jit£VOVoa
* \ > < \ i ...
Arjiirjrpat * yixxjxr) o'£<jtl xaL elp .
(And she, beside Eleusis' strand, expounded to
the initiates the loud, sacred voice of mystic
oracles, as she duly escorted the priest through
(1926: 240) theory that orgeones were for the humble 
people what gene were for the noble.
£6 Orgeones had nothing to do with the family law, as Wyse 
(1904: 250) claimed.
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the Rarian plain to honour Demeter' and she is
known even in Hades).
„ \ /
VI. Claudius Aelianus ncpi ttpouoias, frg. 10, ed. 
Teubner, Leipzig 1866 (Sud. o 511)
twp 'EXEtxTLi^ og opysJwoy * e?q 
(Of the priests from Eleusis * one).
It is evident, from all these passages, that an 
identification of opyeuucq with some kind of priesthood 
was the dominant feature of the meaning of the word, at 
least in a poetical context. One question is what is 
prompting the poets to use such a word whereas they could 
use another, contemporary and comprehensible one. The 
poet may use it as an attempt to create an impression on 
the audience by using words with their old, vague, and 
legendary meaning, as Poland (1909: 13) has already 
remarked. It should be noticed that in our late sources 
(III, IV and V respectively) opy£<i>i>ec; are associated with 
the cult of Demeter. Only in (I) is the word associated 
with the Apollonian cult. It is a well known and 
established fact that Demeter's cult was connected with 
initiation and mysteries; in this respect the word may 
denote the persons performing these rites and may have 
been adopted by poets for that reason. The occurrence of 
the word in the Homeric Hymn in connection with Cretan
1% Kearns (1989: 74).
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priests may well imply the importation of certain rites of
28
purification from Crete.
28
See Defradas (1954: 71) about the association of the 
Delphic oracle with Crete and purification in general.
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Another kind of evidence is preserved in Justinian
Digest 47.22.4f where there is quoted a law attributed,
according to Gaius, source of the Digest's compilators, to
Solon (Ruschenbusch 1966: 99 F76a), and in a fragment of
Philochoros' Atthis (FGrHist 328, F35a) [Phot. s.v.
opyeuvec; and later repeated in Sud. o 511]. In detail
they are as follows:
VII. In the beginning of the Dig. 47.22.4 it is
mentioned that what follows is a fragment from Gaius'
2 9fourth book on the legislation of Twelve Tables, one of 
the last commentaries on the first codified Roman 
legislation, which appeared in the second century A.D.
Then the author remarks on similarities between the Roman 
"sodales" and the Greek eTaapeiat^ and cites the "lex
29 For the existence of any relation between the Solonian 
legislation and the Roman code of Twelve Tables see 
Ferenczy, E. (1984) "La legge delle XII tavole e le 
codificazioni greche" in Sodalitas. Scritti in onore di 
Antonio Guarino. vol.4, 2001-12, Napoli: Jovene. He rules 
out as fiction the alleged study of the Solonian 
legislation by the Roman legislators before the 
introduction of Leges Duodecim. Cf . Wieacker (1988: 302).
30 For the relation between the Greek hetaireiai and Roman 
sodales see Sartori (1958) who assumes that the generic 
Greek term corresponds perfectly to the Roman sodales.
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soloniana".
• s H —  ^ » < ** » # « N ** #
eckv 6e 6tfpos 77 tpparopes 77 t£ponv opyioov 77 volvtoll 77 avoairoi
M  < »  n  M l  I M  I
77 OjJOTOKpOL T) &La&UTC*L T) £7*1 XSLOLV OLXOfJSVOL T) € LS
0 Cl M  «■# I
£jjnOpLCO>, 0,TL CUV TOVTOiV 6 ICt^WVTOlL ttpOS dXX^XoVS, HVplOV
* % % * *  #  f
£ivai £av pr) cmaYop£vcrq &r)pocnoL T'potppaTa
App.Cr.: ispSv opyluiv pr)VVTCiL Sheltema, H.J., Holwerda, 0.
and N. Van der Vaal (eds) (1985), Scholia Basilicorum, 
vo1.9, 3620-21 and Tondo, S. (1976) Diritto ateniese a 
Roma, 79-81 : L£p&v bpYLtoV Svtoil Mommsan, Th. ( 1870)
Digesta lustiniani, vol.2, 793, n.3 Berlin: Weidmann : 
L£pix>i> opy£&V£S Ziabarth (1896: 167) : 7} opY£(Z>V£s 77 
Y£wf)Tat Wilamowitz (1881: 278) : L£p&v opY£L&V£S Radin
(1910: 42) : pvorou. Hammond (1961: 80 n.20) : opysSvss 
Hermann, Griechischa Privataltarumer , 2nd ad. 69.10 : 
ci£p£)i> opyLuv k o l v u v o 'l 77 vcxvtou van Holst (1832) da Eranis 
yetexum graacorum 37 :7} ^Lac/torat i£pcov opYLUV 77 vchvtol inX 
\£LCXl> OlXOiJ£VOL Da Sanctis (1898: 83 n.82) : 77 l£pu>v 
bprlosv erov&VTCUL Guarducci (1935: 333) : 77 fjpduv opy£&l>£S 77 
y£WV)TaL Ferguson (1944: 64) : x o l v u v o 'l Endanburg (1937: 
163) : - £pxop£VOi Sch .Bas : - <Tii>£S> Wilamowitz I.e.: - 
<5toi$a>i>Tcu r l Sch .Bas : - cmciYOp£vr) Sch .Bas : vnc*Yop£vr)
Further ha distinguishes the term hetairaiai from the word 
synomosiai, which denotes the political club and is 
exempted from the regulation. For the same matter see 
Ciulei , G. (1967) "D. 47.22.4", ZRG 97, 371-375.
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Chadzopoulos (1971: 24 ) : - dnpocnoi npaypaTa Sch.Bas. 
Translation: If the inhabitants of a city district or 
precinct be in association for the purpose of holding 
religious feasts or of dining together or to provide for 
their burial or if they are members of the same club or 
they combine to engage in some entreprise of for profit, 
anything they agree between themselves will be valid 
unless forbidden by public statutes. (Text and translation 
from Mommsen, Th. and P. Krueger (eds) (1985) The Digest 
of Justinia n , transl. A. Watson, vol. 4, 793, Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press).
(i) Text: In this point the examination of this law 
will be confined to a literary one; juridical aspects will 
be dealt with in chapter 5. The most difficult point of 
this law is the part concerning the restoration of the
< •* * r M M
phrase iepui> opyLOiv rj vcavtcal. We can classify the
proposed emendations, grosso modo, in three categories.
The first one attempts to restore the law’s text
* —  * *
preserving the words L£p&i> opyiuv, replacing only the word
31
volvtcal , whose insertion here seems useless, - for there
*
is below a reference to such an activity described as £ts
9
£fjnopLca>, operated by sea - with the word &vtoll, which the
* w
author of Suda gives as a synonym to opyetAves. The second
31
Prott, I. de and L. Ziehen (eds) (1906) Leges Graecorum 
sacrae titulis co.Lle.ct.ae, Leipzig.
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emendation readjusts, quite freely, a portion of the text, 
but keeps the word ixxtrraL; as a result there is the 
useless repetition of uaurat. . . oixopcpoi etc; cfMoptau. 
Guarducci's emendation, although reasonable, is undermined 
by the fact that evidence about ovvtivrai. as a kind of
2
association comes only from the first century (IG II 
2360). The third category connects the words tepwp opyiwp
with opyew^Eq, replaces the former and Wilamowitz adds the
~ * 
word yEPvrjroiL. Finally, the word pvoxat has been proposed
by Hammond (1961: 80, n.20).
Radin's paleographical interpretation of the corru­
ption is worth noting; he thinks that the initial form was 
Lepwt> opyeiw^eq, but the last two letters were abbreviated 
into a small, final -Q and the later copyists preserved 
the form L£pwt> opycluv. This interpretation, however, is 
nothing more than a guess. I think that, although the 
first category keeps closer to the transmitted text, the 
third one, that is opyewpec;, with the addition of 
information from the epigraphical evidence, offers a more 
plausible alternative for the explanation of the text. As 
for the other proposed emendations in this particular
point, it should be noticed that Wilamowitz’s addition of 
~ 32yewrjraL, only on the ground that they could not be 
absent from such a law, is not, at least,
^  Adopted by Ruschenbusch (1966: 99 F76a).
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conclusive, since <pvX£TCH.L are also absent. The absence of
N
yewyyrat in itself implies, according to Radin (1910: 44),
that another particular law was introduced for them. Such
a claim presupposes a radical intervention of the city in
the formation of its constituent parts unknown to us.
Moreover, Bourriot’s (1976) conclusion about yewy)rat as a
term designating only the royal and sacerdotal families of
Athens, makes this interpretation even more hazardous and
33
fragile. Ferguson’s emendation seems to me too
sophisticated and implausible, since it is based totally
on Seleucos’ testimony about the priority of V}pCxAi> over
thus Hammond’s criticism about the restoration seems 
34
justified. But Hammond’s proposal is already under fire 
since Radin (1910: 37) wrote that
neither $£rou. nor (jvcrrat conform to the Greek
M
usage, for the opyicx were not wholly or even 
principally sacrifices but rather a dramatic 
ritual and yvcncuL is pure tautology.
However, such a phrase appears in E. HF 613 Ijcuxq' rci
33
Followed by Finley (1951: 88 n.3), Whitehead (1986: 
13-14) and Lambert (1986: 53).
34
Hammond (1961: 80 n.20) comments upon the way that 
Ferguson treats the manuscript, saying: "he changes three 
words, adds an rj, substitutes 23 letters and generally 
treats the manuscript quite freely".
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p v c r r & v  6 *  o p y i '  t)VTv x V ° f> l 6 o)1> and therefor© this 
emendation cannot be excluded a priori.
Almost all the textual alterations that occur in 
Scholia Basilicorum are without any sense, and probably 
originate from explanatory glosses. In detail* this is
i i
the case in the replacement of otxopsvoi with spxopevoi,
M
the useless object n  to the verb Sta&CAVToa, the
#
emendation of the aorist a n a y o p e v o r q  to the present form of
c m c x y o p s v r i and the reading n p a y p o a c n . instead of Y p a p p c tx a .
Chadzopoulos (1971: 24) proposed the emendation of
cmoLyopsvq to vncnyopsvri and the deletion of pi); according
to his suggestion the decisions of an association is
binding for its members only when these decisions were
registered in the public archives of the city.
Chadzopoulos (1971: 21), based on Wilhelm's (1909)
conclusions about 6npo&ia YpOLppara. as a form of city’s
register, where any important contract or treaty or any
other act was preserved, maintains that &T)poaia YP&tppcx.ra
means the public and private archives where the
associations’s constitution and its amendments, were
preserved, published in a public place, accessible to
35
everyone, who wanted to be a member. Such a situation 
was created in the case of naturalization, where the new
A similar opinion is expressed by XpL&ro<pL\6nov\os, A. 
(1979) No/Lil«g * EniYpcn4>Lxci' * ABr)vat‘- Iax«ov\a, 9-69.
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citizen could choose his own deme or phratry.
Chadzopoulos (1971= 23) claims that this registration was
in a way an obligation imposed by the city-state on the
associations, in order to recognize their autonomy.
Chadzopoulos invokes and seems to confuse two
different kinds of evidence. First, the publication of
the assembly’s decisions and other acts concerning the
policy and the finance of the city-state, which ahe well 
36
attested.
The literature on archives in ancient Athens cuv<4 
connection with the predominantly oral character of the 
archaic society is summarized in Georgoudi, S. (1987) 
"Mani^res d ’archivage et archives de cit^s" in Oetienne,
M . (ed ) Les savoirs de 1 *ecr iture en Grece ancienne , 
221-51, Lille: Presses Universitaires de Lille and Thomas, 
R . (1989) Oral tradition and written record in classical 
Athens, Cambridge: CUP. Among recent articles about the 
date of the institution of a central archive see Boeghold, 
A. (1972) "The establishment of a central archive in 
Athens", AJA, 76, 23-30, and West, W.C. (1989) "The public 
archives in Fourth-Century Athens" GR.BS 30, 529-43.
Posner , E. (1972) Archives in the Ancient World.,
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, offers a 
general overview. Stroud, R.S. (1978) "State documents in 
archaic Athens" in Athens comes of age . From Solon to
51
Second, the publication of the honorary decrees 
issued by opyeuvcq (discussed later in this chapter) took 
place usually in a temple and not in a public archive. It 
was a part of a motivation process addressed mainly to the 
members and not an example of the modern concept of 
publicity. The only mention of any evidence concerns IG 
II2 1327.26-7 (178/7) a[L>a]ypocym Se to6e to yjqtpLopa hu 
oxrjXci XlSipcl/ [zovq] cntpcXpzaq xai. ozrjoai hi> rwi 
MrjrpwLMi. The reference to Metroon^ has caused 
considerable misunderstanding; in the end of the fifth 
century the official cult of Cybele took place in the same 
building with Bouleuterion. When a new building was 
erected for the needs of the Bouleuterion, the Old 
Bouleuterion was used as an archive together with the 
sanctuary of Cybele. This particular decree comes from 
the Piraeus and it was probably erected in the temple of 
the Cybele in Piraeus and not in the Metroon in Athens.
Salamis. 20-46, Princeton argues that the existing 
references in documents of the sixth century are enough 
evidence to prove the existence of a primitive archive.
37 Ferguson (1944: 108) claims that this Metroon was 
situated in the Piraeus. He seems not to be far from the 
truth since the inscription was found in the Piraeus, 
where an association of orgeones of the Mother of the Gods 
was active.
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There is not even one piece of evidence concerning
the existence of a constitution of such an association;
but if constitutions were regularly published then it is
unlikely that not one would have been preserved.
Chadzopoulos seems to disregard the fact that opy£Gk>£c;
were never numerous in members and that the admission to
them was possibly based on the father's membership. Given
the local character of the orgeonic association and the
low level of geographical mobility in the archaic era, it
was quite improbable that an outsider would join in such
an association. The meaning of the phrase Srmooia
ypocppara was originally public writings, a concept
connected, among others, with written public laws. The
phrase has the same meaning not only in Athens but in the
3 8law code of Gortyn as well.
Chadzopoulos seems to be inconsistent in one more 
aspect; if he considers the law as genuinely Solonian it 
would antedate the existence, the organisation and the 
functions of the public archive in Athens to the sixth 
century while our evidence for this institution indicates 
a date near the end of the fifth century. In general, his
38 >See examples for ancient Athens in LSJ s.v. ypappa and
for the law-code of Gortyn (e.g. col.VI.15, col.IX.16,
col.XI.20) in Willets, R.F. (1967) The Law Code of Gortvn.
Berlin: De Gruyter.
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arguments are coloured with a very traditional blend of 
legal positivism, where the omnipotent State regulates 
even the smallest detail of the association’s life and, 
therefore, these arguments should be rejected.
In conclusion, I think that not one of the proposed 
emendations can offer a definite answer or decisive 
arguments. This provision will remain vague as many other 
aspects of the Athenian law. However, I think that the
* H M
emendation opye(Ai>£S with the parallel deletion of ihxotoil 
is the most sound one. It presupposes a quite radical 
alteration of the text but in this respect Radin’s 
paleographical remark may be useful. At any rate in the
* N
associative life of Athens opy£Oii>£S seem to constitute the 
older and the most venerable example of association.
(ii) Formulation: With this law, the autonomy of each 
specified type of association is recognized. The right to 
associate must have been recognized, explicitly or not, 
even earlier, because the logical prerequisite of the 
granted autonomy is the right of existence. In the law 
not only the possibility of forming such collectivities is 
taken for granted, but also their existence and activity. 
The raison d ’dtre of this law cannot be defined by the 
available evidence; it is as likely social strife as the 
consolidation of the state’s boundaries in social life. 
Some scholars like San Nicolo (1913-15: 17) saw in this 
provision the freedom to draw up a constitution for the 
society. Vinogradoff (1920-22: 2.120) claimed that only
54
the relations between the association and its members are
«  »■
affected. In my opinion, the phrase o ,tl ca> t o v t u v
N  I I I
6 lci&(ai>t at npos aX\r)\ovs and the condition £Oli> (jy) cmayopsvr}
6nfj6&La ^pappcna implies that the administration of all
the association’s affairs was a matter for the 
39
associates. The epigraphical evidence supports this 
argument, because of the considerable variety of cases
* M
where opY£(tii>£s are involved (e.g. leases of property, sale 
of water ).
This law displays a grammatical and semantic
structure, similar, at least, to that of modern laws,
according to the theory of legal reasoning.
First, it is written in the form of a conditional
$
sentence, that is, "conditional c lause Ooa>] plus subject
N  * #  Cl M
[6r)pos. . . £(jnopLC*i>] plus the expected behaviour [o,n ai>
# •* , • , ,
tovtwv 6i.a$covrcu npos ak\rf\ovs] leading to result [uvpiov
(r » % % »
when the condition is met [ooa> ana}/op£V'q dr^poaia 
Ypappcura] ".
Second, there is only a limited number of subjects to 
which this right is granted. Ferguson (1944: 73) argued 
that only associations of citizens were subject to this 
regulation, while Jones (1987: 137) claimed that the law 
was a stimulation for the formation of associations by 
foreigners. Considering the last two types of
39
Effenterre (1985: 256).
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associations and the way used to define them, clearly 
marked by laxity and generality, I am inclined to believe 
that we do not have to deal with an exhaustive 
enumeration, confined either to citizens or to foreigners 
Third, the legislator seems to classify the subject 
of his lawov\ three different levels. On the first level, 
there is a territorial and then a quasi-constitutional 
unit like 6y?^os 32 (bpaTOpes, on the second level
associations based on the development of social relations
* ** , « < , “
among their members opfsuves. . .croo&LTQi 22 opoTQL<t>OL 32
friotowou . On a third level associations with strictly
I I M I
civil character are mentioned stiI Xslav o 1 yopevot 32 sis 
#
spnoptav. This distinction reveals that the legislator , 
had, at least, a clear idea about the typology of 
association, and that this classification clearly implies 
the inferiority of any business activity. We can remark 
also that this enumeration escalated according to the 
degree of the intensity of the associative link. The 
weakness or the strength of the associative link depends 
upon the duration and the nature of the involved common 
interest. So, in this law, the first to be mentioned are 
the types of associations where the link between the 
members is territorial and more or less stable, while the 
last two types concern forms based on personal interest, 
whose satisfaction may lead easily to the dissolution of 
the association. In the middle there are types "founded" 
on metaphysical, religious or social needs of individuals
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Radin (1910= 50) attempted a similar classification under 
the following terms and categories:
- public corporations: & n p o i ,  <ppa .T£p£S, i £ p o i  o p Y £ L m > £s;
- private associations of a more or less religious 
character: c r u c w i T O i ,  o p o r c H p o L , ojfli
- private associations of a character not primarily
I I M
religious and probably temporary: £ n \  \ £ i d i >  o i x o p £ i > o i  r)
i i
£ L S £ ( jn O p iO il> .
I do not agree with the feature attributed to the 
first category, that is of public corporations. Demes 
cannot be of Cleisthenian origin if the law is Solonian. 
Phrateres are not a constitutional body. Belonging to a 
phratry may have been one of the credentials of 
citizenship, but not all Athenians were enrolled in
* m*
phratries. As for o p y s  u # i> £ S, there is no evidence that 
they were constitutional, and Radin did not bring forward 
any proof of such a feature.
Fourth, there are three different ways, with which 
the associations are described, that is:
a. The collective name describing the association is 
used only in the case of d t f p o s .
b. The plural noun referring to the members is used
in preference to a collective noun which exists: < p p a ro p £ S
, « ,
instead of ^parpiot, Siao'corou instead of &LGtcroG.
c. The plural noun referring to the members is used
* « ,
and no collective noun exists: o p y£G )i> £S , cruactLTO L,
< I I N I I
OfJOTOUpOL, £ L S  \£LC kl>  O l X O \ l £ V O L  , 7) £  LS £pnO pLC X l> .
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It is impossible to date this law exactly, in its
preserved form. But we can determine approximately its
chronological context. Three opinions are maintained
concerning the possible date of this law; the first one,
following the tradition of the Digest, alleges that it is 
40Solonian. Although some scholars expressed certain 
reservations about this date, it seems still to be the
40 The majority of the scholars seem to accept the Solonian 
origin of the law: Foucart (1873: 47), Beauchet (1897: 
4.343), Radin (1910: 50), Bruck (1926: 233 n.3), Lipsius 
(1909-15: 768), Tod (1932: 72), San Nicolo (1913-15: 17), 
Vinogradoff (1920-22: 2.120), Jones (1956: 161), Ehrenberg 
(1960: 22), Andrewes (1961a: 2 n.7), Hammond (1961: 80 
n.20), Ferguson (1944: 64-68), rtoraCcmouXoc; (1946: 26ff 
and 1948: 100) Vamvoukos (1979: 103), Chadzopoulos (1973:
7 n .12), Honore (1962: 72-5), Fisher (1988: 1175) and 
Lambert (1986: 53). Caillemer (1872), Poland (1909), and 
Ziebarth (1896) avoid taking any explicit position; while 
De Sanctis (1898) and Guarducci (1935: 332) support with 
reserve the Solonian origin of this law. Duff (1938: 103) 
rejects this possibility. Wieacker (1988: 302 n.80 and 
81), who does not seem to doubt about the Solonian origin 
of the law, suggested that the law was transferred through 
commentaries on orators compiled in the Hellenistic era, 
to Roman jurisconsultes like Labeo and then to Gaius.
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prevailing opinion.
41
The second view supports the Kleisthenic origin of
H
the law on the ground that the word 6t)(JOS, which occurs in
the law’s text, cannot designate anything else except the
Kleisthenic druios.
A third opinion is based on Wilamowitz’s (1881:
275-9) doubts about the authenticity of the law in the
preserved form. Recently, Whitehead (1986: 14) claimed
that this law, in the preserved form, is "a conflation of
archaic elements with later ones". However, in this case
one would expect the mention of later types of
#
associations as well, like the quite popular epca>L oral or
A iO V V & L O L X o i T£% l>lTOil .
An alternative interpretation of the origin of the
law in its preserved form must try to trace these
archaisms. A solution may be found in the context of what
is preserved in our sources as the restoration of the
"Drakonian and Solonian" legislation during Hadrian’s
42
reign (117-138 A.O.). Gaius was a contemporary of this
41
This opinion has only been supported by Busolt-Swoboda 
(1920-26: 252).
42
This interpretation proposed by Triantaphyllopoulos 
(1985: 196). The evidence relevant to the Hadrian’s visit 
to Athens and the re-instauration of what was called 
Solon’s laws is examined by Follet, S. (1976) Athenes au
59
development and probably had easy access to the allegedly 
"Solonian" law or even to the whole of the Hadrianic
43
reinstauration of the ancestral constitution in Athens.
Gaius was probably well acqainted with the so called
Solonian legislation since he cites in the same commentary
the provisions on the borders ["De confinio" in Dig.
10.1.13 and Ruschenbusch (1966: 91 F60a)] .
The mention of opoTCMpOL, an institution mostly met in
Rome (collegia tenuiorum), but unknown in Athenian
44
society, with the exception of Aeschines where the word 
has no technical meaning, f°S another piece of evidence for 
the date of this law. Radin (1910: 44ff) tried to
45
establish, unsuccessfully, the existence of such groups
on the grounds that members of ykvi) "buried their dead
< ,
together from immemorial custom" and that tfpLa should be
& © \
II et au III siecle, Paris: Les Belles Lettres.
43
Gaius wrote the Ad Legem XII, in the late 160s A.D., 
according to the challenging theory of Honors, A. (1962) 
Gaius. Oxford: CP. Gaius worked in a Greek or, at least, «- 
hellenized environment.
44 * , > a \ , » ,
Aesch. 1.149: ca>ay iyvoxme a nepi t o v  opoTatpovs o l v t o v s
•  , * «  c* < ,
yeveo&cii \eyei ev rw vrcvco o riotrpoaXos (now read what
Patroklus says in the dream about their common burial).
45
Contra Ziebarth (1896: 17 n.4).
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identified with the burial associations in D. 57.28 and
67. This interpretation is seriously undermined by the
46 « ,
archeological evidence and the occurrence of V)pLOL in
Arist. AP 55.3 as part of the scrutiny of nativity of the
would-be officer. Zv&cnTOL were also unknown in Athens,
but active in Sparta.
The law tacitly admits the existence of tension or
contrast between the central authority and the authority
of the mentioned groups; the Roman era provides the only
47
precedent of state intervention. In this context the 
allegedly Solonian law can be considered as a remnant of 
the autonomy of the Greek cities in association with the 
generally wavering policy of the Roman republic and 
principate on collegia.
Nevertheless, it seems to me that, even if we accept 
the late date for the surviving text, one cannot exclude a 
priori that the original form of the law can be dated 
back to the general context of Solonian legislation, for 
the following reasons:
* M
1. A quotation in Phot. s.v. op?£us»cks and Sud. o 511
46
The archeological evidence of the family tombs and the 
conclusions drawn are summarized by Humphreys, S.C. (1980) 
"Family tombs and tomb-cult in ancient Athens", JHS 100, 
96-126.
47
For examples see ch. 5.
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from Seleucos, fFGrHist 341, FI and Ruschenbusch (1966: 99 
F76b)] an Alexandrian grammarian of the first century, 
saying:
EeX£t>xoq 5' cl> twl vnopi^paxL EoXwpoq
opyc&ixxc, (prpt xaXcurfai rouq auXXoyouq Sxoirraq
nepi Tii>aq rjpoaq T) &£0i>q. [Seleucos in the index
of the Solonian legislation says that the
associations in honour of heroes or gods are
called orgeones. (my translation)]
It is evident, then, that there was a reference to
opyewr>eq in the Solonian legislation, and of course in his
published laws. No more information is provided whether
the republication of the laws in the period 409 - 402 had
affected the text of the law. It is very tempting to
connect this quotation with the Digest1s law, but there is
no further evidence.
2. This law contains a number of genuine archaisms:
i) If it is accepted that the law is not originally
Solonian, but a later product, then the expression
designating the term trader(s), etq epjtopiou> olxopcvot, is
unusual. In the late sixth and fifth centuries one would
91 48expect the quite common word cpnopoq. Although the word
48 See Ferguson (1944: 66) and Mele, A. (1979) I_L commercio 
greco arcaico. Prexis ed emporie, Naples.
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w 49
epitopoq existed since the Homeric era, it did not mean 
the same thing in the earlier period; in the very
M
beginning cpnopoq meant the person who goes by ship as a 
passenger (Od. 2.319, 24.300), the traveller (B. 17.36, 
and in the tragedians A. Ch. 661, S. OC 25, 33, E. A1c. 
999), and there is only one instance in Semonides 
Amorginus (7th century) with the meaning of trader: 
xqXet(poprjiJ p v p o io i  x a i  dvwpaoli> x a i  /3 a x x a p i; x a i  yap r i g  
epnopoq naprjis (I E G , vol.2, No 16, 106).
On the other hand, there is an example of the use of
i i /
an expression similar to etg epnopuxis in the sixth or 
fifth century in a funerary epigram of Simonides (PLG, 
vol.3, frg.127, 1161): Kprjc; yeveaLV Bporaxoq ropTmnoq 
£L>$aSe XEifjai ou x a r a  tout' £\£g)i;, aXXa x a r1 cpnoptap.
In short, I do not suggest that the term £pjcopLa
M
refers to a different activity than the term epnopoq; I
M
claim only that the meaning of the early cpnopoq does not
49 See the study of Knorringa, H. (1926) Emporos. Data on 
trade and trader in Greek 1iterature from Homer to 
Aristotle, Amsterdam: Paris and Bolkestein (1923: 104ff). 
Recently the same conclusion has been drawn by Gofas, D. 
"La vente sur echantillon a Athenes d ’apres un texte 
d'Hyperide", in Modrzejewski, J. and D. Liebs (eds) 
Svmposion 1977 (Chantilly 1-4.06.1977), 121 n.3, 1982 
Koln: Bohlau and by Velissaropoulos (1980: 35).
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coincide with that of spnopta. As a result, the occurence 
of spnoptcn in the text is a mark of archaism.
M
ii) It is quite striking that the collective name 6r}fJOS 
is used in the beginning of the law while the other 
categories are defined by a plural noun. Busolt-Swoboda 
(1920-26: 252) maintained that this reference should lead 
us to date the law in the Kleisthenian era. But it seems 
to me unlikely that the Kleisthenian 6r)fJOS needed an 
additional ruling to secure its autonomy, since in the 
context of the Kleisthenian reform, it was the basic and 
essential stronghold of the Athenian democracy. It should 
not have needed autonomy since the aggregation of demes 
was the Athenian state.
The real meaning of the word 6r)pos in this law should 
be traced in the use of this word in the period before 
Kleisthenes. The first occurrence of a similar word is 
the word "da-mo" in the tablets from Knossos and Pylos, 
where it signifies "an entity which can allocate holdings 
of land, probably a village community" (Whitehead 1986: 
367). It is probable that the same term occurred also in 
other Mycenaean kingdoms, as in Attica. The term 
reappeared in the ninth century, and after the unification 
of Attica the newly settled villages were called again 
StfpoL, meaning a "local community living on its own land" 
(Whitehead 1986: 368). According to that interpretation
99
the Solonian dtfpoL are nothing more than rural
64
communities which can regulate freely their own matters,
mainly religious and exploitation of their property,
without the intervention of the state. The word occurs
51
with the same meaning in Herodotus.
It may be maintained that the Kleisthenic origin of 
the law is compatible with the granted autonomy, since 
each deme could organize its own activities without the
50
For demos in archaic period see Donlan, W. (1970) 
"Changes and shifts in the meaning of demos in the 
literature of the archaic period", PP. 25, 381-95. He 
argues that demos in the Homeric epics and archaic
poetry means a group of people, usually without their 
leaders, established in an area. Solon was the first 
to attribute in his poetry social features and awareness 
to the entity designed as demos.
51 * * % % # f r <
Hdt. 1.60: a v r t x a  6 b  £ s  r e  r o v s 6 t)(j o v s  ( p a r t s  a n t n e r o  os
'A&qvatn U£LOLorparoi> Karapet (Immediately it was reported 
in the demes that Athena was bringing Pisistratus back) 
and £ i> to 617/JO r« W a t a v t e t  yji> y w i )  t t )  o v v o p a  Y)i> § v y ) (There 
was in the Paeanian deme a woman called Phya); Hdt. 1.62.1
£l>  6 £  T O V T O  TW  £O p O  &<pt O T p a T 0 n £ d £ V 0 (J £ l> 0  IC t l  OL T £  £ X  TO V
" » * # *• 1 « , #
a c T £ o s  o r a c n u r a L  a n t x o v r o  a k \ o i  T £  £ k tov 6 r)p t$ i> n p o o £ p p £ o i>
(and while encamped there they [Pisistratos and his 
followers] were joined by their partisans from the city, 
and by others who flocked to them from the country demes).
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each deme could organize its own activities without the 
consent of the other demes. But in such interpretation, 
the Athenian state is considered as a federation of 
independent mini-state entities, and this stands in 
contradiction with the real nature of Athens. The image 
of a fragmented political power implied in the 
aforementioned interpretation is in direct contrast with 
the text of the law, in which there is a clear opposition 
between associations and city-state. Thus it is possible 
that the word 6rjjuoq may have been in the original law and 
its meaning in that era constitutes one more element 
pointing to an earlier date.
iii) The term 01 cm otxo/ievoi is traditionally
translated as a mention of piracy, a practice which was 
not unknown in ancient Greece mainly in the archaic 
period. Evidence is offered by Herodotus 3.39 (the story
3
of Polycrates of Samos) and IG I 67.7-8 (a treaty of the
52
year 427/6 between Athens and Mytilene) and Thucydides.
5 2  T h u c  1 . 4 :  t o  xe X rp x ix o v ,  <5q e ix o q , xoctfrfpei, ex  rrjc;
tfaXaaarjq btp'ooou ed w axo  (Piracy, too, he [Minos]
naturally tried to clear from the sea as far as he could)
1.5 erceiSr) r)p£ai>ro paWop nepaLOvodaL vavo'iv t n 'aXXi^ Xovq
* y ' *expomovTO npoq \ r p x e tap (when once they [Greeks and 
barbarians] began to cross over in ships more frequently 
and they turned to piracy against one another).
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<supports a slightly different one, according to which 01
9 9
£ 7l i  \£L<XL> OLXO(J£l>OL
were nothing more than men engaged in time of 
war in fitting out ships as privateers - men 
equipped with letters of marque
But still the idea of piracy is evident and all 
53
scholars seem to agree that this phrase designates the
53
For piracy see Ormerod, H.A. (1924) Piracy in. the 
ancient wor Id. An essay, in. Med.i.terr.an History., London: 
Hodder & Stoughton. He claims that piracy was a form of 
economic activity for the population. A radically 
different approach to the problem is attempted by Garlan, 
Y. (1989) Guerre et. economie en Gr_e.ce ancienne , 173-201, 
Paris: La Decouverte, in which he stresses the 
interconnection of piracy with slavery, the existence and 
development of piracy in areas marginal to the centres of 
the Greco-Roman world and the tension between the building 
of an empire, when piracy is a legitimate or tolerated 
activity and i-fcs consolidation when pirates and piracy are 
exorcised as evil. The catalogue compiled by Ziebarth, E. 
( 1929) Bei.trage. zur Geschichte des Seeraubs und Seehan.deIs. 
im alten Gr iechenland , Hamburg: Friederichsen & De 
Gruyter, is superseded by Pritchett, W.K. (1991) The Greek 
state at war, vol.5, 312-63, Oxford: University of 
California Press.
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seizure of a ship, either in the form of privateering or
as piracy. The point is that the law regards piracy as a
lawful activity and regulates the share of the booty or any
other agreement. In classical Athens, we do not know of
anything similar. On the contrary the Athenians fought
against pirates in the fifth century (Plu. Cim. 8.3 and
Thuc. 1.98) in order to establish safe routes for the
supply of grain from the Black Sea. In bilateral
agreements there was often a clause prohibiting piracy
against ships of the contracting cities. It would have
been inconceivable for the Romans to allow piracy to
develop. Finally one can argue that the existence of the 
• «
term enl \£LCXL> o l x o (J£1>ol advocates in favour of an early
date, since if the law was of a later era one should
expect the word U£Lp&T£ lex or one of its cognates, already
54
in use since the third century.
In conclusion, I think that there is enough evidence 
in support of the corrupted transference through the 
centuries of a law allegedly "Solonian" . The wording of 
the law itself implies some archaic roots. However, it
54
16 XII.7 386 (Amorgos). Gofas, D. (1985) "Epiplous: une 
institution du droit maritime grec, antique, 
hell^nistique, byzantin et postbyzantin" in Thur , 6. (e d ) 
Symposion 1985 (Ringberg 24-26.07.1985), 425-44, 1989,
Koln: Bohlau; see especially 429 n.21.
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cannot be certain that these are not pseudo-archaisms. In 
the light of this investigation the following two 
conclusions can be drawn:
1. There was in antiquity a firm belief that Solon 
legislated on associations.
2. We cannot say if the law is originally Solonian but 
it is likely that this law in the preserved form was 
(re)written in the context of the reorganisation of the 
Athenian constitution during Hadrian’s reign.
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VIII. FGrHist 328, F35a: nspl 6k Tons opyeCnsons ykypafa
n a I $ i \6 x o p o s ‘ to v s  6k (pparopas enaisaynes 6kx£C® aL x a l
* *' •* rovs opysuisas x a i to v s  ofjoyoikcixTais ovs kcul ysi>i>r)Tas
N * W
Kdkovpev (Phot. s .v . opyeonses and Sud . o 511).
Translation: About orgeones Philochorus has written as
well "and the phratores shall compulsorily admit the
orgeones and the homogalaktes, whom we also call
gennetai". (my translation)
The interpretation of this isolated fragment has
caused considerable discussion among the scholars and
different opinions have been expressed. We can
distinguish two main streams in its interpretation. The
first one, with the three subdivisions thoroughly examined
55
by Bourriot (1976: 600ff), starts off with two 
postulates: a) the identification of all the Athenian
< H M < M
population with opyeuves and yeisvrjTai; opyeonsss 
constituting the mass of commoners and y£i>i>T)Tat the 
nobilityjand b) participation in the phratry equated with 
full citizenship. These social groups were marked with 
particular interests and features, such as the
M
preservation of the privileged position of y e w t)Tat in the 
phratry. In this context we can see three evolutionary
55
For a summary of Bourriot’s (1976) book in English see 
Smith, R.C. (1985) "The clans of Athens and the 
historiography of the archaic period", EMC/CV 29, 51-61.
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stages of the traditional interpretation. First, the
Philochorean fragment was considered as the answer to the
demand of commoners to be registered in the phratries, as
56
a measure of establishing political and social equality.
The second version of this interpretation saw in this
* M
fragment a protection for the commoners or opyeiAves. 
Although they were members of the phratries, since Draco’s 
law on homicide presupposes the existence of phratores for 
every Athenian, they were threatened with exclusion by 
different means.57
Finally, the most elaborate hypothesis of this 
stream sees in the fragment the outcome of an unsuccessful
N * M
attempt of rewriTCiL to expel o p y s from the phratries;
* H
because opyeuvss were afraid of being expelled, a law was 
issued in order to safeguard their position. In this 
stream we should include the view which considers the 
Philochorean fragment as a possible method of
Among them Francotte (1907: 10), Radin (1910: 47), 
Jacoby FGrHist III B, 322, Hammond (1961: 80-1), and 
Ehrenberg (1968: 55).
57
Among them Uade-Gery (1952: 152), Guarducci (1936: 16), 
Jeanmaire (1939: 139), Hignett (1952: 391), Helly, B. 
(1970) "La convention de Basaidai", BCH 94, 188, 
Busolt-Swoboda (1920-26: 252, n.2) and ric(i>Ta(6nov\os 
(1948: 101).
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naturalization of aliens. According to Hammond (1961:
5 8 * ~76-98), op>£&>peg were naturalized aliens, refugees 
because of the Dorian invasion and the Ionian migration.
So the population of Attica consisted of yevurjxai, that is 
native citizens, and opy£UL>£c;, naturalized aliens and 
their descendants. Other scholars wanted to interpret 
this confrontation in religious terms where yevvrjraiL were 
the protectors of the official religion and opy£<*>i>£Q were 
the deprived mass of clanless, and therefore vulnerable
commoners, limited to the traditional worship of chthonic
, ... 59deities.
As for the exact date of the law mentioned in the 
fragment, all the scholars of this stream agree that it 
comes from a digression of Philochorus' narration about 
the events between the years c. 464 and c. 400, and 
originally it should belong to the context of the Solonian
1 1 4- • ^01egislation.
^  Followed by Will (1972: 566) and Biscardi (1982: 49 and 
90) .
59
Nilsson (1951: 160-61), Jones (1956: 165) and Vernant 
(1965: 357).
^  In favour of the Solonian origin of the law mentioned in 
the Philochorean fragment are: Wade-Gery (1952: 152), 
Guarducci (1936: 16), Ferguson (1944: 69), Nilsson (1951: 
159 and 1955: 710), Jacoby FGrHist III B Suppl. 1.321,
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The second stream differs radically and is based on 
Andrewes* (1961a: 1-15) remarks and objections to the 
traditional view. In particular, he expressed four 
objections to the traditional interpretation of the 
fragment:
1. The phrase snavayHSS should mean that
* r#
phratores have no other choice except to accept opysuvss 
and y e w 7?tcu in their structure. But that means that 
every candidate would be admitted, without any prior 
scrutiny.
2. The epigraphic evidence, and here Ferguson’s class A is
notVTO^onovXos (1948: 101), Oliver, J. (1980) "From 
gennetai to curiales" Hesperia 49, 36, n.19. In addition, 
there are some scholars of the nineteenth century, 
belonging in this stream, who support the Cleisthenian 
origin of the fragment as Toepffer , J. (1889) Attische 
Genealogie 9, Berlin, Rohde (1893: 139) followed by 
Ferguson (1911: 216), Busolt-Swoboda (1920-26: 252) and 
Thomson (1949: 107). Some others on the other hand, 
either avoid 'yvj a firm position on the problem,
Hignett (1952: 390), or support the view that this 
fragment includes a provision that probably was repeated 
more than once, De Sanctis (1898: 345) and Lev£que, P. and 
P. Vidal-Naquet (1964) Clisthene 1 ’Athenian. 44, n.4 and 
5, Paris: Les Belles Lettres.
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meant, implies that opyeuves were fairly small groups with 
wealthy members in their ranks. In any case, it is 
impossible to include the whole of the commoners.
3. Andrewes describes the post and ante quern limits of the 
fourth book of Philochorus’ Atthis as between 464 and 
395/4 and, in general, he maintains that it should include 
the events between Ephialtes* reform and the end of the 
Peloponnesian War.
4. He reveals the incongruity of the traditional 
interpretation, according to which yewviTaiL, being the 
nobles, had a powerful influence over admissions to 
phratries; but the provision in the fragment is intended
N
to protect y£WT)Tai from such a change against them in the
# « Of
future. The object of the verb 6€X€&&c*.l is both opye 
< ,
and oiAoyaikaHTes, which means that the implied privileged 
position of yewxytou, a principle of the traditional 
interpretation, cannot be justified. Busolt-Swoboda 
(1920-26: 252) realized this inaccuracy and tried to 
modify it, by the elaboration of a more sophisticated 
theory, according to which the Philochorean fragment had a
* N
double purpose; first, to ensure the admission of opyeidvss 
and second, to protect the status of ^ewyyrat, in a 
possible future change.
In response to the first interpretation, Andrewes 
(1961a: 13) proposed that the Philochorean fragment has to 
be considered as “a clause from the same law as Krateros 
F4H ( FGr H ist 342 F4):
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, * • » • * • *  r , 1 ,
Kpar^pos j'ovy rw 6* rwv Yf]4>LapcxT^v <pricni> eai>
* * 99
6k t l s  cnp<poci> % £ i >o l i > Y£yovhs (pparptl^ -q 6 l £>x £ l v
v „ #  ^ *r «
£Ll>aL TO) ftOVXopklHA ' A&niXXLUV, OLS < 5 l*0 U
M  a
<5£ ttj s v t j  * o t i  rcpos t o v s  v o t v T o 6 i * a s
[And if someone born from two foreigners acts as
a phratry member, it is possible for whoever is
willing of the Athenians {who have the right) to
prosecute; and the case will be allotted on the
last day of the month to the v c h v t  0 6 1 item .
Translated by Patterson (1981: 108)].
This fragment is dated by Andrewes in the 430s as a
61
result of the Periklean legislation on citizenship; the
* M
Philochorean fragment is supposed to concede to opyewcs 
and ^£W7JTcu the privilege of being registered in the 
phratries without any prior scrutiny
because these bodies would scrutinise their own
members even more jealously than the 4>pCkTOp£S
62
would" (Andrewes 1961a: 2).
61
For the text of this law see, Arist. AP 26.4 and Plu. 
Per 37.2-5. Prandi (1982: 12) adopts Andrewes" 
interpretation. As for the date, Lambert (1986: 24) 
suggests that it should be dated in 451/0 while Patterson 
(1981: 111) prefers a date in 440s.
62
Followed by Roussel (1976: 134), Patterson (1981: 113) 
and Lambert (1986: 25-28).
75
Bourriot's view is a remarkable exception, especially
/
in what concerns the notion of yzvoq and the relation
^ / 63
between ycvvqrai and ojuoyaXaxreq. Although he shares
Andrewes' objections about the composition of the Athenian
population exclusively of opyc&vcq and yevi/rfcaLL, he
believes that the Athenian citizens in the fourth century
could be divided into three categories: a) those who were
members only in phratries, b) those who were members in
addition of bpyc&vcq and c) those who were members of yeuri
as well as phratries, according to the evidence, mainly
, 64from Isaeus.
For Bourriot, the Philochorean fragment is not a law
63
Bourriot (1976: 663ff and 1367ff) believes that the name 
gennetai designated the members of the royal and 
sacerdotal families, while the name homogalaktes qualifies 
rural communities. His primary evidence about the 
identification of the latter comes from Arist. Pol 1252. 
Littman (1990: 19) suggests that the word homogalaktes 
designates the common matrilineal descendance of the 
members of a genos. His view relies exclusively on 
anthropological parallels from Nuer society and no 
evidence for Athens is provided.
64
Bourriot (1976: 626) invokes Is. 6.19-22 and 8.20 (see 
below p .77 n .66).
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65
but rather "un adage", that is, a long standing custom
and he translated it as follows:
Phratores will register compulsorily all the 
people who were recognised as legitimate 
children in other trustworthy instances , 
(Bourriot 1976: 656).
The use of the verb 6 £%£0&aiL is justified partly by the
« i  ^ 66
use of the type ovx £L&6 £%£&&aii in two cases of
* w
candidates being rejected from a phratry. For opyswvss 
< ,
and opoyaXaxT£S there was no need to be scrutinised again,
for their legitimacy, since they have been recognised as
65
Wilamowitz (1893: 2.269-74) expressed a similar view
about it. He maintained that it is a part of a phratry’s
law; the main objection concerns the coercive nature of
*
the preserved text in the phrase enavcnyKes Sbx^o^ca . C f . 
Nilsson (1951: 159) and Roussel (1976: 133).
66 * % * * < < % i h r
Isaeus 6.22 eneidy) 6b ov&' o vos cuvtu $ LXomfifJuv
i < i i i
crov£x&p£t ov&’ ol (pparopes £ict£6 £f%awro, ak\* anr)i>£X&'0 to 
xovp£LOi> (when, however, his son Philoktemon refused to 
agree to this and the members of the ward would not admit 
the boy, and the victim for the sacrifice of admission was 
removed from the altar) and 8.20 fJT)T£ tovs fpparrofxxs
* * < H < % N t ,
£lo6£X£&$ou ripas, otXXot xa.Tr)yop£tv xcal £%£\£yx£Ll> (°r that 
the wardsmen would have admitted us and not rather 
objected and justified their objection).
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• N M
legitimate in the context either of opy£ioi>£s or ^£wr)Tat. 
The reason for such a measure was that the phratry gained
* H M
time, because the registration of o p f £ 0>i>£s and ^ £ W T ) tc h l in 
its registers was a simple formality. And Bourriot 
concludes:
Ainsi interpret^ le texte de Philochore ne nous 
apprend q u ’une chose: & une 6poque qui se situe 
entre 462 et le debut du quatri£me si£cle, la 
coutume veut que deux categories de citoyens 
soient pratiquement dispenses de 1 ’examen d* 
admission dans les 4 > p O T p ic n i et beneficient d ’ 
une inscription quasi automatique, cela parce 
qu * elles pr^sentent d6j& la garantie que l ’on 
va decerner: ce sont les orgeones et les 
opoyc(KcnHT£S (Bourriot 1976: 657).
As we have seen, the two theories tried to interpret 
the tiny Philochorean fragment, according to their 
intellectual context, attributing to it different values 
in the history of ancient Athens and dating it in 
different periods. But both of them consider the fragment 
as a part of a procedure where o p y £ U ii> £ S either looked for 
social ascent or had already achieved it, and now were 
exercising their privileges. In the case of the
* H N
traditional interpretation, where opy£(jii>£s and y£i>i>r)TOLL 
are regarded as two radically opposed groups, the 
admission of commoners to a phratry meant citizenship, 
participation in the state cults and possibly in the
78
government; the most recent theory regards them as already 
privileged people who, because of their position, can 
avoid subsequent scrutinies of their birth legitimacy.
Both theories display certain defects and gaps in the 
assessment of the social implications resulting from the 
fragment. It is difficult to accept the dominant 
principle of the traditional theory identifying commoners 
with opyewcq and yevirfjraL with the nobility, not only 
because of lack of evidence, but also because there were 
different classes of commoners and different classes of 
nobility. In fact, this statement seems quite simplistic 
and arbitrary, since it summarizes the social problem in 
archaic Athens, in the terms of "poor" and "rich". There 
is no doubt that archaic times in Athens, as in almost 
every corner of the Greek world, were characterized by 
continuous social strife. But, this does not justify 
conjecturing and building whole theories about the 
political role of opyc&vcq based on scarcely satisfactory
67evidence, or in identifying them with vague class terms.
67 A typical example of such interpretation, sometimes 
militant is the interpretation proposed by nayraCcwtouXoq 
(1948: 97-128), Nilsson (1951: 160) and recently, with 
some reservations, by Vamvoukos (1979: 106) where orgeones 
are identified with the "progressive" and democratic 
element in Athens, and it is stressed that they had
79
On the other hand, we should admit that, at least in
the second half of the seventh century, all the Athenians
citizens were expected to belong to different phratries,
since Draco’s law on homicide prescribed the intervention
of ten phratores in pursuing the killer and granting 
68
pardon. The Draconian legislation also imposed a 
change in the centre of balance of the Athenian society, 
that is, the traditional solidarity between members of any 
older groups was replaced by the solidarity between 
members of the same phratry. Therefore the phratry was 
the collective entity that could guarantee certain rights 
and the protection of the individual Athenian citizen.
Taking into account the second and more recent 
theory, we should remark, first of all, its inaccuracy in
* M
failing to consider class 8 of opyetoves. In particular, 
the supporters of this opinion seem to ignore Ferguson’s
• M
(1944: 68) argument that since 430 the title opyeoives was 
borne by the Thracians devotees of B£v6is; according to 
this theory, it is easy to imagine Thracians demanding 
their admission to phratries with the summary procedure, 
invoking their title as members of an orgeonic
political affinities and contributed much to the 
establishment of democracy. C f . Roussel (1976: 147).
68 3
M-L 86 and IG I 104.18-19 and 22-3; for the 
implications see Rhodes (1981: 69).
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association. A massive naturalization of the Thracians is 
not attested by any other evidence. Later on, we can 
imagine the devotees of Cybele, to a large extent 
foreigners, doing exactly the same, that is, asking for 
their admission to phratries, something that the Athenians 
would have been unlikely to accept. Lambert (1986: 29) 
observed this inconsistency, but he did not take into 
account its implications; his analysis is restricted to 
the claim that FGrHist 328 F35a should be dated in 450s 
rather than in 430s or 403. Nevertheless, he fails to 
realise that conferring the name opyEw^eg implied the 
raising of a claim to citizenship.
It is difficult as well to accept Andrewes' view 
about the eminence and the prosperity of opyeG>i>£q, since 
the epigraphic evidence (see section C) proves that rich 
orgeonic associations were the exception rather than the 
rul e .
Bourriot (1976) regarded the Athenian society of the 
fourth century as consisting of people being members of 
various groups and not necessarily or exclusively of one 
or two types. A weakness of Bourriot's interpretation 
lies in the fact that, although he says that two 
scrutinies were enough and the third could be summary, he 
did not specify which one would be the second and which 
one the third, if the first was the one before opyewyeq or 
yevisqraL. We know that the procedure for the admission to 
a phratry consisted of two stages: i) Presentation of the
81
child, a few months after the birth, and declaration by 
its father of its legitimacy and, ii) when the boy reached 
the age of majority, he underwent another scrutiny from 
the whole body of the phratores. At the same time the boy 
would also be registered in his paternal deme. The 
problem is, which procedure was firsts Bourriot implies 
that the one in the deme was the first and the one before 
the phratry was the last one, and as a result there was no 
need for it to be as exhaustive, for the members and
* M
descendants of opyeuves, as it was for the rest of the 
people. Lambert (1986: 30) assumes, based on hints, that 
phratry membership was normally prior to and in some sense 
fundamental for deme membership. But, as Wilamowitz 
(1893: 2.271) pointed out, the admission to the phratry 
was prior to the one to deme, which means that after the
* N M
first scrutiny before s or yewyyraiL, the twofold
scrutiny before phratores would follow and the final 
scrutiny would take place in the deme. This conclusion 
contradicts Bourriot’s proposal and disqualifies his 
explanation, because this suggestion fails to account for 
the scrutiny in the deme.
The importance of the Philochorean fragment lies in 
*
the words enavayites 6£x£&$oll. The traditional theory 
interprets it as "compulsory admission", while the most 
recent interpretations imply that it should mean 
"automatically". Andrewes is correct when he states that 
these words would mean that the phratry had nothing else
82
to do except to admit the new-comers; but it is true as 
> /
well that cnauxxyxeq implies some kind of coercion in case, 
perhaps probable, of disobedience of any phratores against 
this provision. Andrewes' and Bourriot's approach 
presupposes the endowment of opyc&veq and yewrjrai with 
the prerogative of scrutinizing the legitimacy of the 
offspring of their members. However, such a function is 
not confirmed by the available evidence on citizenship. 
Phratries remained the competent organ for assessing and 
conferring legitimacy.
Two more problems are connected with this phrase and 
Andrewes' and Bourriot's interpretation. First, why is 
the word bnouxxyxeq used if the meaning is not 
"compulsorily" but something like "without prior 
scrutiny"; the evidence for the meaning of the word is in 
favour of "compulsorily" (Hdt. 1.82, And. 1.12, Arist. AP 
42.1 and Ferguson 1944: 69)? Second, how could such a 
significant measure, affecting the normal procedures of 
admission to phratry, escape the sharp-minded jokes of 
comedians.69
I am inclined to believe that such a provision in the 
late fifth century would provoke more confusion rather 
than saving time. The vagueness and generality of the 
Philochorean fragment is not a safe guide in any attempt
69 Ar. Birds 11, 31-32, 764-65 and 1527.
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to find the origins of this provision. The fragment can
refer either to a moment of centralization of power and
administration in archaic Athens, when each citizen had to
be registered in a phratry, or to a moment of re-enactment
of the same provision after a period of bitter social
strife. I suggest that the likeliest moment was the
seventh or sixth century. The end of the sixth century is
less likely, since Kleisthenes' reform did not directly
70affect phratries. Solon did not legislate in such 
matters.
'EjlaiKxyxeq, the word with a strong meaning of
coercion, can easily be explained by a possible reluctance
of the existing members of phratries to accept the
new-comers. But the appearance of this law in the fourth
book of the Philochorean Atthis is still difficult to
interpret. The solution is offered by Philochoros’
tendency to digress. In such a digression about,
possibly, the Periklean law on citizenship and in the
problems of its application, this old and obscure law 
71would be cited.
7 0 .  \ / \ \ / \ \
Anst. AP 21.6: ra 6e yeur) xai rag (pparpiaq xai zaq
tepwaoUxc; eiaoev exeii> exacnrouc; xara ra narpia. About the
compatibility of this passage with Pol. 1319b 20 see
Rhodes (1981: 258).
71 See Ferguson (1944: 68 n.2) about the difficulties of
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The above analysis of the literary evidence suggests 
the existence of a distinction or a dichotomy in the use 
of the word opyewvcq in the sources. In the evidence 
occurring in a poetical context opyeuvcq means, without 
exception, persons performing some rituals. In evidence
I r\j
coming from other contexts, opyeweq seems to denote 
invariably portions of the population connected either by 
a social qualification (commoners, foreigners etc) or, 
what seems to me the most plausible, by religious 
identities and through them with local identities.
Indeed, the latter is the only element that associates the 
late sources with the earlier and gives us a coherent 
picture of a possible evolution and continuity. The 
ritual identity led to forging a religious and at the same 
time a local identity, whose essential component was that 
particular cult. The following section concerns the 
epigraphical evidence and it will confirm or refute the 
above assumption.
dating the law.
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III. EPIGRAPHICAL EVIDENCE
The preserved inscriptions, all dated to the fourth
century and onwards, refer to the activity of orgeonic
associations. SEG 21.530 refers to apxata rpriyLOiiaxat being
re-inscribed, and Ferguson (1944: 76) dates them to the
fifth century. The members of these groups gather to
72worship a hero or a heroine. These heroes have nothing
to do with the Kleisthenian ercwpupoi fjp<*>Gc; whose worship
was administered directly by the city-state. The majority
of the documents come from the precinct of "Ajj.v v o q  on 61
Acropolis1 west slope, which had been in use since the
7 3pre-Pisistratid times. The cult of a hero and heroine is
7 4attested by dedications. Before going on with the
7 2 Summary information is provided by Kearns (1989: 147ff).
73 Korte (1896: 287-332), Travlos (1971: 76 and fig. 
97-101). Lalonde, G.V. (1968) "A fifth century hieron 
southwest of the Athenian Agora", Hesperia 37, 123-33 and 
"A hero shrine in the Athenian Agora", Hesperia 49 (1980) 
97-105 provides parallel cases of hero cult in tombs of an 
earlier period.
74 For instance IG II2 4546 (400), 4567 (400-350), 4591 
(mid fourth century), SEG 39.234 (first century A.D.) and 
Aleshire (1989). Fisher (1988: 1186) suggested that the 
orgeones of Amynos were "probably part of a phratry". But 
it is well known that subdivisions of phratries did not
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examination of certain aspects of the association’s life
and function, I should note the following:
75
1. nai^To( onovXos (1948) has suggested that the
anonymous hero mentioned in SEG 24.203 should be
2 76
identified with the hero-doctor ( IG II 839 and 840), on
the ground of the closeness of the place where these
inscriptions have been found. The cult of the hero-doctor
is known to have been a public cult. In 839 and 840 it is
the city that authorizes the destruction of certain votive
offerings. In contrast, in SEG 24.203 the group of
* N
opycwcs is responsible for the administration of their 
property. Nobody can exclude a priori the possible
worship any other deity than the Zeus Phratrios, Athena 
Phratria or Apollo Patroos.
75 r
navTOifonovXos (1948) concludes that this cult of the
hero-doctor is connected with the presence, known from
Lucian’s Anach. , of a Scythian doctor in archaic Athens;
2
he invokes an inscription from Eleusis, IG II 336, 
(500-450) as a proof of the cult. Pleket, H.W. (1964) 
Epigraphica, vol.l, 63 No 43, Leiden: Brill and Nouveau 
choix 27, adopt the conclusion of FIoti>Ta(onovXos.
76
Dow, St. (1985) "The cult of the Hero Doctor", BASP 22, 
33-47.
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77existence of a private cult of the hero-doctor; but to 
draw analogies from evidently different documents is not 
the best way to proceed.
2. In IG II2 1259.8-9 Wilhelm's restoration is adopted 
in the editio minor of IG, ptXor[i]/i5p[rat] ji[epi] rou[g] 
opyewi>a[q o t ] / l ajto5i.6[oaoi] o. . .which restores 30 letters 
in a stoichedon inscription of 29.
3. Last but not least, a few words about the
2
restoration of IG II 1289, an important, but badly 
mutilated, document. Wilamowitz, quoted by Ferguson 
(1944: 85), proposed that in line 9 we should read o 
npo<pr)X-qq; but, since there is not such an office in any 
orgeonic association, we should accept Ferguson's (1944: 
85) restoration o earLarwp. Wilhelm^ suggested the 
following reading in lines 15-17: uc; [ttou ti twp eamrrjg 
JipoaoJSwp Xapf3aPOP[rog napocvo'fjMQ npooxpov]£LL> eavvqt 
[doxoupxog]? But it seems to me that in this context the 
above suggested restoration makes no sense. In the 
inscription, the enumeration of what is prohibited 
precedes the corrupted part, and it is time to shift to 
the approved pattern of administration of the sacral 
property; in this respect I think that the following
T7 For the different testimonies about the cult of the 
hero-doctor in Attica see Kearns (1989: 171-72).
7 ft
SEG 14.82 and Wilhelm (1951: 18-19).
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reading fulfils the above mentioned requirements: wa[re 
t o u  Lcpcuq twl> npooo / 6 w p  Xap£oa>oi> [ roc;, per a t « i> opyewwop 
•ffu] fc.iv £auT£L [rag ahxriaq xara za nazpta] .
The epigraphic evidence does not preserve anything 
concerning the foundation of such associations and the 
admittance of members. Therefore what follows is highly 
speculative.
According to Ferguson (1944: 77) the only evidence
about membership concerns the participation of adult males
7 9as sole members m  these associations. Women were 
excluded from the association and its structure, but could 
participate in functions, such as sacrifices and the 
feasts. The membership was probably hereditary, in the 
sense that the father's membership was necessary for the 
admission of his son (Kearns 1989: 73 and IG II2 2355). 
Provided that participation in cultic activities defined, 
more or less, the identity of the member (Kearns 1989:
74), one may wonder whether women can be considered as 
members since they were participating in the cultic feast. 
However, we have no information about their participation 
in the decision-making procedures of the group.
The association's activity is strictly limited, as 
far as inscriptions tell us, to the worship of a local
7 9
Poland (1909: 305) claims that they had to be citizens.
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2
hero or a heroine (SEG 21.530). In IG II 1289, a goddess
is mentioned, but as Ferguson (1944: 84) notes, probably
"she was simply the Goddess as a hero is simply the Hero".
2
One similar instance occurs also in IG II 2501, where the 
hero is called o ©oos.
The worship of the hero or the heroine consists of an 
annual sacrifice and the sharing of the flesh among the 
members of the association, according to the custom. In 
the orgeonic association of the proportion was as
follows: the male members of the association took one 
portion, while their sons and daughters took no more than 
the half of this portion. Their wives would take a full 
portion, while their maids ~ only one per woman - would 
take no more than the half of a woman’s portion, only when 
an ox was sacrificed. The absent members did not take any 
portion at all.
But who was the man responsible for the sacrifice and 
the sharing of the flesh? From our data, it emerges that
the man responsible for this duty was called eoTLOiTtop (SEG
« , 2
21.530:12) or LOTLOtTOip ( IG II 1259), that is host.
Actually, we do not know anything about the appointment of 
such an officer. The conjecture of Ferguson (1944: 78) 
that this post was "an assignment which rotated among them 
in some settled order" can be neither refuted nor 
confirmed from the available pieces of evidence. The only 
indication is that the office was held annually, at least
M » * * 2
in the orgeones of "AjL<m>os, * Ao'jlXt^ios and A£%ioyi> ( IG II
90
1259.1-2: enstSrf ot l o t  Lair op] /es ot snl ©£<v> <ppaorov 
»
apxovros) but there is no evidence about election by lot
or appointment or rotation in a settled order .
< < ,
Apart from the ( i)ear Laroip there w&re in some cases
2 « % * M
the priest ( IG II 1289.6-8: aX\a en rcov nlpooo6u>i> §v]/£Li>
K M 4
ras $v&los roi> Lepea per la rwv opyeuft/vu>i> xara ra narpia), 
a treasurer or a person responsible for the finance
without any particular title, under the name rapievoyi> ( IG
2 « '
II 2499.19-20: toh oei rapie/ voi>r l ), and an officer
called (recorder), attested only in SEG 21.530,
80responsible for the preservation of the ancient decrees.
Probably these offices were held in the same manner as the 
< ,
ear tarcop. The duty of the treasurer was the 
administration of all the financial cases concerning the 
association, like the purchase of the sacrificial animal 
and the collection of the annual rent of the leased 
orgeonic property ( IG II2 2499.18-24 ).81
In various demes there is an officer called hieromnemon, 
while Arist. Pol. 1321b 35-40 refers to mnemones as the 
officers whose task was the recording of various 
contracts, public or private suits, etc.
81
Poland (1909: 459-60) claims that there is no difference 
between the terms "oikos" and "oikia", as in other 
associations; both signify a building for rent, as a 
source of income for the association.
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the property is quite common (see table 2, where among
five transactions concerning real estate, three are leases
of orgeonic temples or parts of them, such as the garden
8 2in SEG 24.203). The lease guaranteed i) the preservation
of the temple in a good condition [IG II2 2501.29-30:
Xpr}o{#}oa 5£ rwt tepSi xatfapck] and integral
IG II2 2499.14-18: Im / [iie^Xrperat Se xal tg>l>
6ei>6fx>)i> T<*>t> ei> TWt tepwi rce<pt>xdr<»>t>, xat at> Tt
k y \£ L 7 i£ L, a v z £ L ip a \£ L  x a \  napaSiXJ£L xo u  a v x o u  
» %
apttfpop (he will take care also of the trees
which have grown in the temple, and if any of
them is missing, he will replace it and he will
83give back the same number of trees), 
ii) easy access on the day(s) of celebration
IG II2 2499.24: oxai> 6e #tx>x7tp ot opye&veq T«t
r}p<*>t t o u  BonSpoptwpoq, rcapExetP Atoyvrjrov ttjp 
otxtap, o? t o  l epop cor\i>, aP£<*>L w ie p t j p  xat 
ozcyrp xat t o  ornrdptop xat xXtpaq xat rpanc^aq 
£tq Suo rptxXtpa (when the orgeones sacrifice to 
the hero, in the month of Boedromion, Diognetos
8 2 For the leases see the summary in Behrend, D. (1970) 
Attische Pachturkunden, 95-99, Munchen: Beck.
8 3 Jordan, B. and J. Pewn (1984) "On the protection of 
sacred groves", Studies Presented to St. Dow, Durham 
(North Carolina).
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will provide the temple open and the chamber and 
the kitchen and couches and tables for two 
triclina),
IG II2 2 5 0 1 . 6 - 9 :  t e l  Se T £ T p a [ 5 i  £ J i l ] / [ 6 £ x a
o ]r a i>  t cpotq a r c a u r (w )a i i>  napexct ( p )  a u ro u c ; r o t q
6 p y £ « [a L  t o  i £ ] / [ p o i >  otP£]&)iy]LLevov ( x a f l '  )
T7jU £ p a (p ) x a l  eozeipoawpev[o p  , t o  Se a y a X p a
t o u  ]  /  [  £ eo u  aX  ] r)Xe t  pjUEPOU x a l  [  T a  xaX u  ] p p a T a
ocrtoS(e6u)pevo[v (the fourteenth day of the month
when they meet for sacred rites they will
provide to the orgeones the temple open all the
day decorated with garlands, and the statue of
84the god polished and without the coverings),
and iii) gave a profit of several drachmas per year to the 
8 5association. It seems that this pattern of use was 
spread among the different orgeonic associations. Maybe 
it was the only available way of exploitation, as is 
implied in IG II2 1289, where the decision of arbitrators 
is preserved, about a quarrel concerning the disposition 
of the orgeonic property which arose between members of an
8 4 For an alternative interpretation see Kearns (1989: 75).
85 In our three complete leases we have the following
2
amount of money as rent: IG II 2499: 200 dr. annually, IG 
II2 2501: 50 dr. annually and SEG 24.203: 20 dr. annually.
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orgeonic association.
IG II2 1289.3-7*. route &L£\vacxi> ol SiHaaral v
* • * » % % * •
[eniTpsyav]/rcov a}j<poT£pui>m toi fjbi> «TT7juotT[a £ii>at
tt)s]/&£ov nal fJT)&£i>i £%£ii>ai (JT}T 9 [arco<56o,$ou,] /
, < •* * % * » # ,
VfTO$£l.l>OU , OLk\a £H TWil> n [poo'o6o)t>
ras (the following is what the
arbitrators chosen by both parties decided: the 
property is to belong to the goddess and nobody 
is to be allowed to sell, or mortgage it, but 
from the income they are to perform the 
sacr ifices ) .
There is not a single act of purchase of land in our
* N
records where opy£<jyL>£S are the purchasers; there is only a
reference in a register of a confiscated property (SEG
12.100:30-1), where M£\lt£<v> nal h o l v o v
#
have a security in the property of B£0<pi\os.
* N
How then did opy£(j}i>£s acquire the land where the temple
was? The conjecture that they used the part of the land
#
characterized as opyas as a piece of consecrated land 
seems plausible but there is not enough evidence about it. 
Prosopographical evidence and the reference to
86
Ferguson’s (1944: 84 n.31) claim, that the submission of 
the disagreement in arbitration implies that disposal of 
the property and disbandment of the association was 
possible, is far-fetched.
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2
maidens in SEG 21.530, to golden crowns in IG II 1252 and
1253 and to the sacrifice of an ox (SEG 21.530) led
Ferguson (1944: 78-9) and Andrewes (1961a: 1 n.5) to
suggest that opye&veq of heroes in the fourth century were
apparently groups of well-to-do people. But the existence
of a maiden was not a sign of wealth, the crowns are
rather exceptional and the ox was bought for sacrifice
only once a year. In addition, among the honoured people
no eminent personality appears; the most eminent of them
is ’APTLxXrjq Mcppoi>oq MeXlteuc; (PA 1069), nephew of
Ne o jit o Xejioc; ’ Ap t l x Xe o u c ; Me X l t e ik ; (PA 10652), one of the
wealthiest Athenians of the fourth century according to D.
21.215. One more wealthy member of an orgeonic
» / / 
association passed unnoticed; AiaxuXoq AipiXioou
UpoonaXxtoq (PA 452) is a member of the Prospaltian
orgeones of Asklepios (IG II 2355) and an ancestor of his
may appear in Finley 17 to have lent 3,240 drachmas. Less
prominent are: KaXXiaSrjc; OlXipou ri£ipai£t>q;, (PA 77 98)
proposer of IG II2 117 6, hvoimi 6r)q Atxujuaxou ’AxapP£t>c;
(PA 9480), eponymous archon for the year 339/8, and 
/ / \
KXe ic x ip e t o c ; KXe o p e p o u c ; Me X i t e d c ; (PA 8462) who served as
arbitrator in 325/4.
The officials after the end of their term in office
were honoured, usually by a crown of olive leaves. The
causes for honouring them are described as follows:
2 | \ \ 91 J \
IG II 1252.2-3: eneidr) £iai p  apSpcq/aya&OL 
ucpL xa xoit>a twp opyEQixop (because they are
95
good men for the common affairs of orgeones);
• « ° % / N »
ibid 7-8*. apery)s ei>ena «ou 6 inaiocroi>y\s rrfcs) eis
99 *
rovs &eovs Mai nepi ra m o l v a rui> opye&vui> 
(because of virtue and righteousness shown to 
the gods and to the common affairs of the 
orgeones );
IG II2 1253.4-5: [ensidr) ai>]/6p£s dtitaiOL
» ' ' ' " * r ,
Yeyovaat nepi ra xoiva row opyeLuvuv (because 
they have been honest men about the common 
affairs of orgeones);
4 4 «
ibid 7-8: snatviaaL avrovs 6 i9taLocn>i>r)s evena
(praise them for honesty);
2 » % ,
IG II 1259.4-6: xaXoys Mai <pi\orLpoys
e m p e l p i ] / \ t ) i > t c * l  ra)i> [ts «] o i Ct>3 <*>03 «ot[l] 
^vo,tco[i>] (they took care well and zealously of 
the common affairs and the sacrifices).
Only in the third case there is a clear statement 
about the reason of honouring. In the first two cases the 
causes are not so explicit; but it must mean that the men 
named have contributed in one way or another to the 
well-being of the association. Ferguson (1944: 86-7) 
notes that
it is a fair inference that they were also Hosts 
and the same is doubtless true of the two men 
honoured in IG II2 1253.
But I do not think that this inference is fair, since the 
terminology in 1252 and 1253 is totally different from the
96
one used in 1259. In particular, in 1252 and 1253, the
i '
men are honoured because of their conduct as ayadot and 
6lxoclol towards opye&peq, while in the third there is a 
clear statement about the successful fulfilment of the 
officials’ duties. So, if in 1252 and 1253 the honoured 
are officers should there be a hint of their duties, as 
there is in 1259, in parallel with a reference to their 
exceptional services?
There is also a difference in the attributed honours: 
in the first two decrees a golden crown is mentioned, 
while the third one speaks of only a frugal crown of olive 
1 eaves.
Certainly, there is the possibility that the honoured 
2
persons in IG II 1252 and 1253 are not members of the
associations. In this case, taking account of the
crowning as an incentive to members to serve the
association, it seems quite unlikely that the association
could afford so great expense in order to honour a
non-member. The right of free libation (IG II 1252.11)
would concern only a member of the association.
However, in the first case (IG II 1252), the
contribution seems to be more significant because the
value of the gold crown is estimated at 500 drachmas, plus
87the right to free libation granted to them and to their
87 ~Ziebarth (1896: 157) suggests that signifies a
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descendants and a sum of money collected from all the
* M
o p y e o n s ss for a sacrifice and the erection of a memorial:
IG II 1252.10-13: £ i i > a i  6 * d v r o i s  «ai aT£\£i.oa>
I* N * * M « < H  ^ » N
TOV X OV CH(J(pOLV TOLl> L£pOLl>  HdL d V T O L S  HdL
* N  ^ * 9
£ Y Y O i> o is ’ 6owoit <5s «ai sis S v o i d v  H d l ai>a$7)jua
• H ® •• # H • N
avrois o , n  av <5o?si t o i s  o p y £ o y y i i> (they and 
their descendants are to have the right of free 
libation in both sanctuaries; and they are also 
to be given for sacrifice and dedication 
whatever the orgeones think fit).
The motivation caused to the other members of the 
association to imitate the honoured person(s) and either 
to hold an office or to contribute in some way to the 
well-being of the group is evident in these decrees. The 
motivation of this kind appears in almost all the similar 
inscriptions and probably was the only means of ensuring 
the permanence of the association. The most complete
example of this kind comes from
2 " " , < »
IG II 1252.19-22: OTTCOS Ctl> HdL OL d X k O L
0l\OTl[/JO»>Ta] L TZ£pi T d  H O L V d T03V Opj'SWVOV
• Cl I n
£ t So/ (  t s s  or l x&P i  t o s  dno6\ C&ova i  t o  i  s
• M ' , « I #
£ V £ p X £ T O V / i O L l > 01? LOS T0>1> £V£pY£TTl\JidTW>V] Cso that 
the remaining members may also be generous in
the common affairs of the orgeones, knowing that
monthly contribution. For a parallel see Poland B 26.22.
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the orgeones will give to the benefactors 
rewards commensurate with their benefactions).
* w
In conclusion, opyetiives of heroes were small groups 
of people without considerable financial resources, 
gathered together, usually once a year, in order to honour 
the hero or the heroine. The organization of the group 
was elementary, corresponding to the needs of the size of 
the group. The cohesive force of the group identity and 
the membership was the cult and the feast which followed.
C H A P T E R  2 
C F T E f h E 5  O F  G O D D E S S E S
A. 1NTRODUCT1 ON
The first orgeonic association of goddesses appears 
towards the end of the second half of the fifth century. 
The introduction is connected with political and other 
motives, which creates difficulty in drawing any 
distinction between private celebration and public cult.
However, one should distinguish the public cult, 
which, at least, two of the foreign deities enjoyed, from 
the private one. Bendis had her own festival on the 19th 
of Thargelion (beginning of June) with a procession and a 
torch-light race, while Cybele had her own temple in the 
Bouleuterion. Their cult was drained of all the 
subversive or wilder elements, as Versnel (1990: 110-11) 
succinctly pointed out. In parallel, there were the 
religious associations in whose rites the survival of 
these features is more likely. Here, we are interested in 
the worship by groups of individuals and only occasionally 
in the cult sanctioned by the city.
Bendis* cult of orgeonic associations is the first 
known case, although Ferguson (1944: 95), alleged that the
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introduction of Asklepios* cult in the orgeonic
association of **Afjvvos was the transitional form, which
enabled the introduction of the orgeonic cult for Bendis.
But Bendis was a Thracian, almost "barbarian", goddess
connected with the Thracian community. Asklepios was an
import from the nearby Peloponnese. Moreover Asklepios*
2
cult was introduced for the first time in 420 (IG II 
4960), while Bendis* in 429/8 had her own temple and 
sacrifices and possibly many more religious functions, 
such as the procession which presupposes the existence of
* N
opy£(i>i>£s. As a result, it is Bendis* cult that precedes 
Asklepios* cult and not vice versa. The reasons for the 
adoption of this foreign cult will be discussed in the 
following pages.
The pieces of evidence for the co-existence of these 
two types are plenty: there are many inscriptions, of the 
first and second type, dated to the fourth and third 
centuries. The first type has been examined in the 
previous chapter; the examination of the second type will 
start with the review of the literary evidence, and will 
go on to the scrutiny of the greatest part of evidence, 
which consists of inscriptions, preserving either honorary 
decrees or decrees regulating certain points of the 
association’s life (see tables 4 and 5). Table 6 is a 
summary of dedicatory inscriptions, where a reference to 
these goddesses occurs.
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B. LITERARY EVIDENCE
Unfortunately, the literary evidence is meagre; an
indirect reference in the Platonic corpus, concerning the
1
procession of Bendis, a remark in the Aristotelian
2
Eudemian Ethics, concerning rather the nature of the
1
Pi. R.. A.327a, where there is a description of the 
procession and a reference to nai>i>v%is, the feast during
i m
the night: KarbftQV £ ls Itetpata (jsra rXaOttcovos t o v
* Apl&Tui>os npoo£v^op£vos T£ t>j «al ajjcn £oprr)i>
a M M
ftov\ofj£i>os &£aofck&&aL rtva rponov no lti&o v o  li> cht£ w i > nporov 
cuyovT£s. KaXr? p£i> o w  pot «at r? rcov snt^wptwv nopni)
m tr t t  i « <
£ 6 o % £1> £Ll>OLL, OV fJ£ l>TO L f)T T O l>  £ < p a tl> £ T O  7 lp £ 7 l£  i l>  7}l> OL
M M
©pa«£S £nepnov. [I went down yesterday to the Peiraeus 
with Glaucon the son of Aristion, that I might offer up my 
prayers to the goddess, and also because I wanted to see 
in what manner they would celebrate the festival, which 
was a new thing. I was delighted with the procession of 
the inhabitants; but that of the Thracians was equally, if 
not more, beautiful, translated by Jowett, B. (1953) The 
Dialogues of Plato, 4th edition, Oxford: CP]. In 328a 
there is a reference to torch-light and horses.
2 < ^ «  «
Arist. EE 1241b 25: At 6b aXXat kolixavlcm £ioli> poptov
»  W # »  U < M # M m
T0il> T7JS n o \ £ U S XOLIHAVLOW OLOl> 7) <ppC*T£p(jiV T) TWV
opy£Ui><ui>> r) at X P W artort«at [srt rcoXtrstat] (The other 
partnerships are a constituent part of the partnerships of
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associations, which will be examined in chapter five, and
• ,  »
a late mention of opyeuvLKa detnua in Athenaeus”
> 3
Leinvooodncrrai.
In conclusion the few literary references of the
* M
classical period suggests that opysuvss as a type of 
religious organization included for the first time groups 
of people worshipping foreign goddesses. In contrast, the 
traditional type of hero cult persisted, with feasts being 
their most characteristic manifestation, as Athenaeus 
mentions.
the state - for example that of the members of a 
brotherhood or a priesthood, or business partnerships).
3 « , *• #
Ath. Peipnosophistai 5.185e~186a: rcov 6s i>vv dstnvuv
npovoovvrss ol vopo&srciL ra ts ^vX^rixa 6smi>a xal ra
M
6t)Potlhol npoc/STo^aVt stl 6b tovs Oiaoovs xal ra 4>parpincx 
xal ncxkiv ra opysuvLitaL \syopsva (The old lawgivers, 
providing for the modern dinners, ordained both the tribe 
and the deme dinners, and over and above these the dinners 
of the sacred bands, the brotherhood dinners, and again 
those which are called "orgeonic"). Fisher (1988: 1180) 
claims unconvincingly that the thiasoi and orgeones 
mentioned in this passage have some connection with 
phratries.
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C. EP1GRAPHICAL EVIDENCE
The twenty seven inscriptions concerning the orgeones
of goddesses have been classified in two categories; table
5 includes honorary decrees while in table 4 all the
remaining decrees and resolutions are collected.
The identification of the goddesses is not easy,
<
since in most of them there is a vague reference to y)
&ebs. Among the sixteen inscriptions of Table 5, only 
four make a clear reference to the worshipped deity [IG
2 * 9 %
II 1324 Bsi>6 ls and Ar)\o7iTT)sf 1325 AlovvoickotcCl , 1337
' AtppoStri) Zvpia and SIA I, p.263:19 * Atppodlrrj] ; in the
remaining cases we may either infer the deity from
2
evidence given in the inscription [IG II 1256, a relief
of Bev6 is and A'qXomriS - 1315, a mention of * Arrl6e ici, a
festival in honour of "Arris, a male deity connected with
MfiTtfp Beons - 1327, a mention of Mrjrpcocoi, as the Mother’s
of the Gods temple - IG II2 1329.15 and SEG 17.36, a
mention of orp&oeis, a ritual occurring in the orgeonic
association of the Mother of the Gods - SEG 21.531, where 
< %
the office of teponoioi occurs; that leads us to Bendis,
the only orgeonic association in Athens having officials
2
with this title - IG II 1284A and B in which the proposer
is the same person as the proposer of 1283] or from the
2
place where the document was found [IG II 1314, 1316 and 
1334].
Table 4 includes documents in which the worshipped 
deity is identifiable, either because there is a reference
104
2 % 3
to the deity’s name ( IG II 1326, AiOWfytacnal - 16 I
136, B£i>6 i6 i - SEG 21.528, T>7S *Hyepovos - SEG 19.125,
M # M
mention of B£1>6 l6 l, Ar)\onr£L and Bpanes) or there are
2
strong implications about it ( IG II 1361, the mention of
a festival in the month of ®apyy)\LUii> lead us to Bendis -
1283, where there is a reference to Thracians - 1328A and
B, in which the theophoric name Mr}Tpo6 &pa occurs, the
proposer of 1328A is one of the epimeletai of 1327, the 
0
rite of ay£ppos and the place of unearthing are sufficient
proof of the identity of the cult - and finally 2361, in
which the name of the deity, B£\f)\a - Evnopla is
2
explicitly stated); the fragmentary IG II 1351 cannot be 
attributed to any deity.
The introduction of Bendis’ cult in the Athenian
4
society raises several problems, concerning not only the 
foundation of the new cult and its raison d ’etre, but also
* M
its connection with opy£(Ai>£S, that is when an orgeonic
4
The most recent ad hoc account of Bendis’ introduction 
in Athens is provided by Simms (1988), who virtually 
follows Ferguson (1944). Garland (1987: 118-122) and 
(1992: 111-14) although he adopts Nilsson’s interpretation 
in principle, remarks succinctly on the possible role of 
Artemis’ priesthood in the introduction of Bendis.
Versnel (1990: 111-13) simply summarizes the available 
evidence. See also LIMC III.l B£i>6is.
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association in honour of Bendis was formed and how it
* N
could bear the title opyeuvss.
The first clear evidence about the cult of Bendis in
3
Athens comes from IG I 383, col. 11.143 of the year
429/8, where the name of the goddess occurs, according to
the widely accepted restoration * A<5pa[oT£tas] «ai
B£[>6i<5o s ] . In this inscription, accounts of the
treasurers of the Other Gods are preserved, which were
issued in connection with Kallias’ financial decrees of 
5
434/3, according to which all the temples’ treasures
should be stored in the Acropolis. Early references to
the Thracian community in Athens or to a cult of Bendis in
7
Lemnos occur in Kratinos’ lost comedy ©potiTTQtt., dated 
sometime before 430, and in an Aristophanic comedy, which 
was lost as well, AftfJVLCUL. Both instances imply that the 
goddess was worshipped exclusively by Thracians and 
suggest that the goddess was familiar to Athenians;
5 IG I9 52, M-L 58, SGHI 51.
8 SEG 16.19 (end of 6th or beginning of 5th century) from
Eleusis may preserve the earliest reference to Thracians,
according to the restoration of Peek in SIA I, p.313 No
46.
7 PCG IV frg. 85.
8 PCG III .2, frg. 384.
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however , they cannot provide conclusive evidence about the
existence of the cult in Athens or the influence of the
Thracian community.
Nevertheless, an inscription known earlier but 
9
published in 1954 seemed to challenge the primacy of IG
3
I 383. According to its editio princeps, the
inscription, which consisted of three fragments named A, B
and C, was dated between the years 432 and 430. Since
10
then, the same text has been reproduced several times and 
consequently, a lot of restorations and emendations have 
been proposed. It is worthwhile to review the main points 
of the debate about the content and the possible date, 
setting aside all the epigraphical problems, whose 
solution is difficult, since only fragment C is still 
preserved.
Nilsson (1942) attributed the introduction of Bendis’ 
cult to the broader pursuits of the Athenian diplomacy in 
Northern Greece and especially to the alliance with the
9 ,
rio(7Trrou5oi»is, N. (1937) " Ispos Nojjos Bsi>6l6slo)i>" AE 
vol.3, 808-823 (appeared in 1954).
10
See in chronological order, Peek, W. (1941) "Heilige 
Gesetze" , MPAI .A 66, 207-17, Nilsson (1942), Roussel 
(1943: 31-44), Ferguson (1949), SEG 10.64A and B, Bingen
3
(1959), Pecirka, (1966: 122) and recently in IG I 136 in 
which full bibliography is provided.
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Thracian king Sitalkes. For Nilsson, then, foreign policy 
dictated a certain choice in domestic religious policy.
The revival of the cult in the end of the fourth century 
was due to reforming policy of Lycurgos.
The first detailed and thorough study of the text was 
published in 1949 by Ferguson, who was unaware of the edi- 
tio princeps, but arrived at more or less the same conclu­
sions. He maintained that these three fragments are parts 
of one stele, containing two decrees passed on the same 
day in the Athenian assembly, the first (A) establishing 
the public character of Bendis' cult and the second (B and 
C) regulating the offices and the procession from the ci­
ty's hearth (npvzaveiov) to Piraeus. Ferguson, recognized
as the limit ante quern the year 411 since the board of 
/
xuXaxperai, mentioned in the inscription, was abolished
^  The evidence about this special relation and alliance is 
provided mainly by Thucydides 2.29 and 2.96 [Gomme, A.W. 
(1956) A historical commentary on Thucydides. Ill, 89-91 
and 241-43, Oxford: CP]. A r . Ach. 134-173 (425) shows, 
through grotesque exaggeration, the special relations and 
the particular importance of the alliance and the 
expectations of the Athenians, almost six years after its 
conclusion. Parke (1977: 149), Garland (1987 and 1992: 
111-13) and Versnel (1990: 111) follow Nilsson's 
interpretation.
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at that date and as the limit post quem the year 432/1
/
because of the occurrence of the word noXeptop which 
reveals that the city was at war. Nevertheless, he dated 
the inscription in 430, thinking that actually the limit
3
ante quem was the year 429/8 (IG I 383), and connected
12the introduction of the cult with the plague, which broke 
out in the summer of the same year.
Bingen (1959), following Roussel’s (1943) remarks 
about the position of the fragments, was the first who 
systematically disputed not only the date, but also the 
content of the inscription. In particular, he accepted 
the ante and post quem limits, as they are determined by 
the internal evidence of the inscription. He dated the 
inscription in the year 413/2, on the grounds that a) the 
only identifiable person mentioned in it is Haaipup 
Qpeappioq (PA 11668), who was one of the ten generals of 
the year 410/09 according to IG II2 304.35 b) the mention 
of the archon’s name is common in the prescript of decrees
12 Ferguson’s (1949: 157-62) suggestion is followed by 
Hoddinot (1981: 170) and Freuburger et al. (1986: 102). 
Nilsson (1951: 46 n.20) opposed that view. Roussel (1943: 
178) characterized Bendis as ”une deesse guerriere’’.
Others like Simms (1988: 66) and Garland (1992: 113) 
prefer to underline her similarity to Artemis.
13 According to Raubitschek's remark in SEG 10.64 B.
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14
in that period; so the gap of K\e[........ ] should be
filled with the name of the archon for the year 413/2, 
that is ...]. Concerning the inscription’s
content, Bingen (1959: 35) says:
Ce que le d6cret envisage ici en rapport avec 
Bendis, peut n ’£tre que des retouches, des 
amplifications secondaires d ’un culte existant, 
peut-£tre la creation de la pannychis et 
1 ’organisation d ’une pretrise.
Consequently, the introduction of Bendis’ public cult 
would have taken place earlier than 413/2.
g
Probably IG I 136 does not offer us any decisive 
evidence to define the exact date of the introduction of 
Bendis’ public cult in Athens. It only suggests that 
alterations or modifications in the performance of the 
public festival were considered essential in the end of 
the fifth century, probably in order to increase the 
number of participants and the attractiveness of the 
celebration. These alterations may well be reflected in 
the description of the procession in Pi. R. A.325a.
Therefore the problem of "when" and "why" for the 
adoption of Bendis’ public worship remains open. She was 
known in the Greek world since the middle of the sixth
14
Henry, A.S. (1977) The prescripts of Athenian Decrees, 
Leiden: Brill.
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15century. In Athens, she was known earlier than 430 and
16already in 429 there was a temple in her honour.
Freyburger et al. (1986: 102) maintain that the 
introduction of the cult followed an epidemic of 445; 
their only argument comes from the date of the Cratinian 
fragments mentioned above. Garnsey (1984: 4-5) tentative­
ly suggests 433 as the year when the state officials 
san-ctioned the public cult of Bendis, while Fisher (1988: 
1186) dates the official introduction down to 413/2
3
ignoring IG I 383. It is difficult to decide when 
exactly the cult of Bendis was introduced as official, but 
I think that most probably it took place near the
^  IEG, Hipponax frg. 127.
^  The first clear evidence about Bendideion is provided by 
X. HG 2.4.11. in the narration of the events of 403: Oi 
6 *  ex t o u  a a T £ « g  etc; ttju * Innodapeiciv ctyopctv eXdovt e c ;
TcpSrou iicp ao u £T a£a i> T O , S o te  epjcXrjaaL t t ju  o5ol> r| ipcpci
rcpoq t e  t o  LEpov t ?)c; Mourn ^ApXEfuSOQ x a i  t o
Be u S l6 e io u  (And the men from the city, when they came to
the market-place of Hippodamus, first formed themselves in
line of battle, so that they filled the road which leads
to the temple of Artemis of Munichia and the sanctuary of
Bendis) and concerns the year 403. Before, one has to
3 3
rely on IG I 383. IG I 136 was found in the vicinity 
of this place.
Ill
beginning of the Peloponnesian War, but before 431/0, 
considering the importance of the Athenian-Thracian 
alliance for the Athenians.
In this point, one has to distinguish between grant 
of enktesis and the public character of a cult. The 
former does not presuppose the latter, or as Pe£irka 
(1966: 125) puts it*.
The enktesis for building a temple to the 
goddess Bendis was probably granted to the 
Thracians earlier than the year 429/8, whether 
in connection with official recognition of the 
cult or before that was effected.
Therefore, a public cult does not need the right of
17
enktesis and Bendis’ cult was already public in 429/8.
It is more reasonable to assume that a right of enktesis
18
was granted to Thracians (according to the example of IG 
2
II 337 and the reference in 1283) and only later the cult
was adopted as public by the city.
The adoption of a cult was never the result of 
foreign policy or subservient to the objectives of foreign
17 Contra Stelzer E. (1971) Untersuchungen zur Enktesis im 
attischen Recht, 27, Oiss. Munchen.
18
Garland (1992: 112) claims that there is no evidence of
a right of enktesis granted to Thracians. His argument is
2
not convincing as he seems to overlook IG II 1283.
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policy. The assembly could not impose bluntly any new 
cult as public if the cult did not have any pedigree in 
the city. The worship of Bendis was known to Athenians 
because of the flowering Thracian community in Piraeus. 
Therefore, the introduction of Bendis among the city’s 
deities could not have been sudden or revolutionary; it 
must have been rather the result of a slow procedure of 
integration, and the break of the Peloponnesian war 
offered the proper (political) opportunity to introduce 
her as the goddess worshipped by the city.
Another problem concerns the public character of the 
Bendideia, the festival in her honour. Ferguson (1944: 
102) maintained that Bendis had a public cult in Athens, 
since the skins of the sacrificed animals, that were
2
furnished by the city, were given back to the city (IG II 
1496, 334/3), the flesh of the victims was distributed 
among the magistrates and the people, the procession was 
ordered by a public law (1283.9) and
since the Bendideia was a public fete the civic 
hieropoioi were concerned generally with its 
management (100, n.45).
As a result
the use of the name "orgeones" by the Thracians 
was quite extraordinary and is, in my opinion, 
grounded in the performance by them, by order of 
the state, of a public function (104).
Ferguson’s interpretation connects Bendis' public
113
cult with the function of the cult associations of her
devotees. In his opinion, the role of the associations in
the cult was strictly instrumental, namely to provide the
folk for the procession. Their autonomy was limited
(hieropoioi were appointed by the city for the sacrifices)
and their very name was part of a deal. Thus, there is no
place for the so much praised autonomy of the "Solonian"
law. I think that we have to distinguish between
city-cult and cult by groups. Bendis probably had both;
the remaining problem concerns the degree of overlapping
between public and private celebration. The private
celebration probably followed the public festival and had
the form of a nawvxLS •
They were at least two orgeonic associations in the
19
beginning, and three after 260/59; two in Piraeus one of
citizens and one of Thracians, and one of Thracians in
Athens (after 260/59). The only clear evidence about this
<
distinction is the extract from Plato's Republic where t)
« * , , «
T(Ai> enixupLuv nojjnr) is referred to in parallel with
The foundation of a second Thracian orgeonic association
2
(IG II 1283) was due to the political circumstances and 
the Chremonidian war, according to Gauthier, Ph. (1979)
"La reunification d ’Ath&nes en 281", REG 92, 397. IG II2 
1283 is the decree with which the ritual order is 
re-established.
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@pa«cov> and I G U 2 1283.9.
Ferguson (1944*. 98), followed by Simms (1988*. 69),
20
adopted Wilhelm’s distinction of the orgeonic 
associations based on i ) the date of the assembly, and ii) 
the kind of the crown. He claims that documents which are 
dated on the eighth day of the month, or in which a crown 
from oak leaves is mentioned, belong to the Thracian
« N 2
opyeuvss (IG II 1283 and 1284A, B), while those dated on
the second day of the month (1361 ) or which crown bene
meritos with a crown of olives (1324), belong to the
citizen association. The weakness of this interpretation
lies in the fact that not even one of the documents of the
second category satisfies all the requirements of the
classification. In particular, in 1255 there is no
mention of a date and the crowns are golden, of only 100
dr. each; in 1256 two epimeletai are honoured with a
golden crown and they are called only with their names
without any patronymic or demotic in contrast with the
21
full identification of the honoured in 1255; in 1324 an 
olive leaves crown is awarded to one epimeletes, mentioned
20
Wilhelm, A. (1902) "Inschrift aus den Peiraeus" J0.AI, 5 
132-34.
21
Poland (1909: 307) claims that the honoured may have 
been foreigners; however, I think that any suggestion 
remains unsubstantiated due to the lack of evidence.
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again with his name only as in 1256. Moreover, the 
evidence concerning the worshipped deity suggests that the 
Thracian hero Deloptes was worshipped as a consort of the
goddess only by the Thracian devotees; so, SEG 19.125 and
2 ' **
IG II 1324 cannot belong to the citizen opyetAves.
A possible date for the forming of associations and
* M
naming them opyeuvss could be established if we assume 
that the procession was heavily dependent upon the number
* M
of opyevives. It is probable that the orgeonic 
associations were founded whenever the procession was 
established to make it as impressive as possible for the 
Athenians.
For the introduction of Cybele two views have been
expressed. According to one of them, which relies,
mainly, on the results of the excavation in the Old
Bouleterion, the cult was introduced earlier than the 
22
Persian wars. Thus, an old archaic structure hardly
visible today, is supposed to be the first sanctuary of
Cybele. After the end of the Persian wars and the
execution of one of Cybele*s devotees, the Athenians,
after Delphian consultation, gave to her cult a place in
23
the Bouleuterion. The second view asserts that the
22
For more details see Vermaseren (1977) and Versnel 
(1990: 105-111).
23
Vermaseren (1977: 33) and Simms (1986: 89); Versnel
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official cult was introduced in the beginning of the
Peloponnesian war, since Cybele was considered a healing 
24
deity. Earlier the cult of Cybele was performed by a 
private association of foreigners, metics and slaves. 
Cybele must have been known already in the sixth century 
in the Greek world since she is mentioned in Semonides 
(IEG vol.2, frg. 36), Hipponax (IEG vol. 1, frg. 127) and 
in Pindar’s Pyth . 3.77. But her cult had common elements
with the cult of Rhea and Demeter, without the mysteries.
, 25
The cult of CybeleSorgeonic associations appeared
(1990: 105-111) summarizes the available evidence (Jul.
Or . 5.159, Sud. {J 1003 and Phot. Lexicon s.v. HrjTpa'yvpTns) 
and concludes that probably the cult was known in the 
early fifth century. According to Versnel (1990: 106
n.37) what gives credit to this story is a scholion in
, *• , * « « °
Aesch. 3.187: Mrjrpux*)] e^vo^pev «ott ev rots §t\t?777i*ots, o n
r  '* , 1 , « t « , « a
jjepos t o v  ftovXevTtfpiov £noiX]oav ot A&y)vaioi t o  Mrjrpcoov o
* < %  "  * £  ' ' * • ' » * * x  ' <ear iv icpov t t )S Peas <5tot rr)v aLTiav eneivov t o v  vpvyos . 
But we cannot be sure that the scholion does not reproduce 
simply the story of Jul. O r . 5.159.
24
Frappicini, N. (1987) "L’arrivo di Cibele in Attica", PP. 
42, 12-26.
25
All the epigraphical and cultic material concerning the 
cult of Cybele in Athens is collected in Vermaseren, M.J. 
(1982) Corpus Cultus Cybelae Atti.dis.gue vol. Ill, 4-120,
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quite late, in the third quarter of the third century.
% **
Previously, she was worshipped by a x o l v o v  $iao'coTtoi> in a 
temple e?n a coast of Piraeus, from the early fourth 
century and onwards. This temple or Mr?rpwiov was used, 
according to Ferguson (1944: 103 and 137-40), by $t0k7<*>T0U 
and sometime
between the years 284/3 and 246/5? B.C. by 
orgeones who were of course citizens (103)... 
the thiasotai must have been hit hard by 
economic vicissitudes of the foreign traders and 
sea-merchants of the Piraeus during the critical 
epoch in which the association ceased to 
exist...but as far as I know there is no 
parallel to the transfer of a hieron from aliens 
to citizens. Yet this is what most probably 
occurred with the Metroon in Piraeus between 
284/3 and 246/5 B.C.
The only arguments in support of this interpretation come
2 "
from IG II 1273, a decree of $i.0U7WT0U mentioning the
building of their o l h o s  and 4609, a dedication from the
26
end of the fourth century.
Leiden: Brill.
26
If one relies on the evidence from these dedications,
then the temple in Piraeus may have existed since the
2
beginning of the fourth century as IG II 4563 (first half
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Even if one accepts this argument at face value, two 
questions emerge from Ferguson’s interpretation: a) how
M
did the early $iouyoyrcii acquire land in the fourth century, 
where they built the temple, since we know that enktesis 
was granted to ethnic groups (Thracians, Egyptians and 
Citians) rather than to cult associations as such, and b)
M
in which way did the transfer of the temple from i^.oio'coTOti.
* M
to opY£(Ai>£s take place, when the record of transactions in 
which associations of this type participated is virtually 
empty?
In my opinion there was no transfer of property in 
this case. The plot of land was granted to an unknown 
ethnic group, consisting mainly of foreigners and metics. 
At a certain moment and for reasons unknown to us, but 
possibly because of prestige, they decided to include 
citizens in their association. Since the designation
N
&iouyo)Tai was not that attractive, they decided to call
* M
themselves opy£osi>£s. This interpretation renders possible
2
an explanation of the odd IG II 1316, in which the name
* *» H
opy£o>i>£S is used in the text and a t is used in the
depiction of crowns. If the change of the name was 
recent, the stone-cutter might have been confused about 
the new name of the group. Last but not least, the 
chronological gap of nearly forty years between 1273 and
of the fourth century) found in Piraeus suggests.
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1316 is no longer tenable; according to Meritt (1977: 173)
1316 is dated in 272/1 while 1273 should be dated in 
27
281/80.
In the section which follows, I shall try to examine 
critically all the evidence concerning the activities of
* N
the o p Y £ W £s of goddesses, that is foundation, membership, 
offices and honouring.
27
For details see below Ch. 3.
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I . FOUNDATION
The foundation of an orgeonic association worshipping 
a foreign deity by non-Athenians was allowed without any 
restriction concerning the right to form an association. 
The modalities of the introduction of new deities do not 
apply to associations.
However, it is known that an orgeonic association was
a cult association and a place where the cult would take
place was essential. Normally non-Athenians were not
allowed to own land in Attica. But the acquisition of
land by non-Athenians was accorded on the condition of the
2
formal approval by the Athenian assembly. IG II 337 is a 
well-known document of the Lycourgan era granting a plot 
of land to the merchants from Citium of Cyprus in
order to build a sanctuary. Foucart (1873: 127-8), 
Ziebarth (1896: 168) and recently Yunis (1988: 23) and 
Versnel (1990: 122) suggested that the grant of enktesis 
meant approval and introduction of the cult. Radin (1910: 
52), Poland (1909: 81) and Baslez (1989: 14) asserted that 
the permission concerns only the acquisition of land and 
nothing else. Both views are correct, each wiilit its own 
perspective. The resolution of the assembly allowed only 
the acquisition of a plot of land where the Citians could 
build a sanctuary, as Radin and Poland claim; at the same 
time this resolution tacitly approves the introduction of 
the cult of the Citians. If the request was not satisfied
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2 8then the group would not have any cult centre. It is 
remarkable that in this decree there is no mention of 
cult-associations; recipients of the grant are the traders
from Citium. The same is true for the Egyptians and the
2
Thracians (IG II 1283.4-5). This might have been a 
result of associating religion with the country of origin, 
and hence tolerating the corresponding cult, instead of 
individuals, as such, associated with a religious 
practice.
The grant of enktesis to certain groups had always
this double function, namely allowing on the one hand the
acquisition of land, where religious rites will be
performed and, on the other hand, acknowledging the
compatibility of this cult or any other activity held by
the group with those of the city. In this way the
Athenian state, while it did not forbid directly the right
of association, hampered implicitly the acquisition of the
necessary powers, which would allow the transformation of
the cult into a reality.
Once the grant of enktesis was assured and the temple
or the sanctuary was built, the devotees had to cope with
another danger, namely that of being prosecuted,
2 9individually and not en masse, for impiety. It would be
^  Wilamowitz (1881: 274).
2 9 Garnsey (1984: 6) implies that a prosecution of a group
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interesting to learn whether it was possible for any
devotee to be prosecuted for impiety, on the grounds of
introducing new (or foreign) deities. Foucart (1873:
127-8) claims that these associations, while they were
legal as such, could have been considered as illegal if
they did not have the authorization of the state for the
cult. This problem is related to the problem of religious 
30
toleration in general, although I doubt if such a concept 
appeared in antiquity at all.
According to the modern legal experience, a 
prosecution could be initiated only if a law or another 
statutory act existed; in which the criminal conduct is 
clearly defined. Thus, the first problem concerns the 
existence of a legally prescribed conduct as impious.
Some scholars have claimed that a) the decree of
was possible .
30
Garnsey (1984: 5) suggests that the concept of religious 
toleration was unknown, because the city was not only a 
civic community but a religious community as well; so any 
threat to the established religion was considered as a 
menace for the democratic regime. Baslez (1989) claims 
that the alleged persecution of philosophers of the fifth 
and fourth centuries was suppression of a menace against 
the political, social and moral order of the city and not 
a restriction of the religious feeling.
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Diopeithes preserved in Plu. Per 32 is the first instance
31
of definition of impiety and b) the testimony of Josephus 
32
Ap_. 2.267-68 about the existence of a law against the
introduction of new gods in Athens reaffirms the existence
33
of legislation against impiety in Athens. However, both
testimonies are of a late period and made by
non-Athenians; more or less six centuries separate
Plutarch and Josephus from classical Athens. The decree
of Diopeithes cannot be found in any other source of the 
34
period or later although Diopeithes is a prominent figure
31 Rudhardt (I960: 90-1), MacDowell (1978: 200), Ostwald 
(1986: 532) and Garland (1992: 139-41).
32 #  * *  * *  * m
N L v o v  y a p  Tr)i> L £ p £  ica>  c m s x T S iv a v ,  e n e i  t l s  oivttjs
« I  ^ V M
K O LT ny6pT )0£ l>, O TL %£l>OV S £ (JV £ L  & £O V S. VOfJ CO 6 9 tfl>  TO VTO
* ** , , , % " ,
n a p * & V T O L S  K £ K u ik v iJ £ v o v  n o n  n f j o i p L d  «otroi ro>i> % £Voi>
* a
£ ia c x y b v rtov &£O i> u p t c n o  &gii>oitos (they put Ninos the 
priestess to death, because someone accused her of 
initiating people into the mysteries of foreign gods; this 
was forbidden by their law, and the penalty decreed for 
any who introduced a foreign god was death).
33
Foucart (1873: 132-35), Rudhardt (I960: 92-3), and 
Versnel (1990: 128).
34
Dover (1975: 146-7), Cohen (1991: 212), Yunis (1988: 23) 
and Baslez (1989: 13).
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in some Aristophanic comedies (e.g. Knights 1085, Wasps
380, Birds 988). Josephus’ testimony seems to be better
attested, since there is a reference io Ninos in a
35
scholion to Demosthenes to the same person. Yet again 
there is uncertainty whether that person was convicted for 
introducing new gods, that is for impiety according to
35 * T r  % " * *
Sch. 495a in D. 19.281: £<P’o l s pappanoi s «otl aXXr) L£p£i a 
T£&i>r)K£i>. Xiysi 6k ttjp N X£yoyt£i>i)i>. nornybpr)&£ 6k 
tcxvttjs H£V£kXt)S <*>s <ptXTpa noiovorqs t o l s viols. That this 
scholion is reliable is confirmed by the title of 
Dinarchus’ speech KotTOi M£V£xX£OVS , preserved by Dionysios 
of Halikar nassos, in which it is noted that o (J£V yap 
XpLl>OfJ£VOS £Crtl M£l>£xXr)S o T T)V i£p£L Ol> NtPOV £X(Al>. S o , a 
certain Menekles in the middle of the fourth century 
prosecuted successfully a priestess called Ninos; for the 
accusation there are diverging details. However, the name 
of the priestess was known to the scholiast probably from
N < 4 m
D. 39.2 «ai M £i>£KXka top Nipop £Xo v t ’ £K£ li>oi> and 40.9. 
Josephus claims that it was an impiety prosecution while 
according to the anonymous scholiast it was sorcery. In 
my opinion the testimony of the scholiast is more 
trustworthy, since he mentions a specific crime, probably 
drawn off a larger and detailed collection of scholia, and 
not a general statement about impiety which might be a 
misunderstanding.
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Josephus, or for sorcery or as magician as the scholiast 
implies. Moreover, even if Josephus had another source, 
the possibility of misunderstanding is not reduced. 
Therefore, I think that the references to any law in the
36
modern technical sense are not convincing. Ruschenbusch 
followed by MacDowell (1978: 199), already pointed out 
that what the ancient sources call "law" might be a 
general statement of the type "If someone commits 
impiety,..."; in this context Cohen’s (1991: 208) recent 
assumption of impiety as a culturally determined, flexible 
concept sticking to any contravention of the dominant 
political and social order is accurate. But beyond such a 
general statement one expects to see which people and 
which actual conduct axi designated as impious. Cohen, for 
the sake of a universal interpretation, does not underline 
that victims of such prosecutions are principally 
foreigners and persons involved in cult as priests or 
pr iestesses.
There is much more difficulty in explaining factual 
cases. In the last quarter of the fifth century, 
according to late sources, there is almost a pogrom 
against the sophists, among whom are Protagoras,
Anaxagoras, Prodikos, Diagoras of Melos, and later on in
Oil
Ruschenbusch, E. (1957) "AIKAITHPION nANTON KAAON" 
Historia, 6, 266.
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the end of the fourth century Aristotle and Demades.
Socrates is of course the most eminent example of those
prosecuted for impiety. There are numerous detailed
38
discussions of Socrates’ case, some underlining
especially the political character of the trial and the
role that the continuous defamation of Socrates* activity
in comedy played in his conviction. Some thought that the
accusation of impiety was simply the pretext since there
was not any other means to prosecute him for his relation
with prominent oligarchs or opportunists like Alcibiades.
More solid ground for my purpose is offered by the
39
cases of Phryne and Theoris, while the evidence for Ninos
For a detailed discussion of the evidence concerning 
these cases see Dover (1975).
38
See Brickhouse, T.C. and N.D. Smith (1989) Socrates on 
Tr ial . Oxford: CP and Connor, W.R. (1991) "The other 399: 
Religion and the trial of Socrates" in Flower, M .A . and M. 
Toher (eds) Georgika. Greek studies in honour of George 
Cawkwel1 , 49-56, (Bulletin Supplement 58), London:
Institut of Classical Studies.
39 « « ■ * < * * ,  %
Testimonia: a) D. 25.79: oik\9 £<p’ o l s  V j j£ L S  TT)i> ( ju x p a v
0£a>pt6a, TT)i> A r ip v to a s ,  t t iv  < p a p p a H i6 a f aotl c u v tt iv  kca'l t o
, « * ,
ysvos ncxv cmenT£ ivckte (the filthy sorceress Theoris of
Lemnos, whom you put to death on that account with all her
r  » % ** < r
family); b) Plu. Pern 14.6: n a r r )Y O p T \o £  & £ «oti ttjs L £ p £ L < xs
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has been discussed above. All of them occurred in the 
second half of the fourth century. Theoris is referred to 
as a p a a s T l s  . For the accusation against her there are 
conflicting pieces of evidence. Demosthenes claims that 
Theoris was condemned as (pcuppautIs while, a century later, 
Philochoros assures us that she was convicted on the 
ground of impiety. This ambiguity may be well explained 
if we consider the highly effective, emotive character of 
an accusation for impiety and its long lasting effect in 
the memory of the citizens. Theoris and Ninos may have 
been sorcerers or magicians, but the label of impious, 
when attached, probably by a skillful orator, led them to 
death. Phryne seems to offer the least controversial
< M  <
Bsoipldos cos aXXat T£ pa&LovpYOvcnQS noXXa xal t o v s S o v X o v s
0 ff I
£%cma.Tca> Stdaoxovcrqs’ xal Zavarov r l pr)OOLp£i>os cmhxT£ix>£ 
(He also accused the priestess Theoris of many 
misdemeanours, and particularly of teaching the slaves to 
practice deceit; and by fixing the penalty at death he 
brought about her execution); and c) FGrHist 328 F60:
I M  I
©£COplS, AnpOCr&£l>nS £l> TCO Koir* ApL0TOY£LTOl>OS £i yvr)OLOS,
V < * N < <
pai>TLS nv 7} ©scopes «al a<y£ft£iois npi$£ioa cm£&ca>£i> cos «oti 
iiXoxopos £i> s ypcx<t>£L [Theoris, Demosthenes in his speech
against Aristogeiton if it is genuine, Theoris was a
mantis and being prosecuted for impiety executed, as 
Philochoros writes in the sixth book (my translation)].
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40
example of prosecution for impiety. For Foucart (1873: 
136 and 1902: 217) her case together with Josephus’ 
testimony is enough proof that there was a law punishing 
impiety. But the preserved text is clear, Phryne 
committed impiety, because she parodied mysteries, she 
introduced a new god and convened illegal confraternities 
of men and women. Each of these acts in itself may 
constitute a minor cultic offense, but all together can
i *
support a Ypc*.<t>T) aaeftetas. If aaeftetCK had been defined in 
the law, Euthias would not have proceeded to explain the 
deviant conduct. Thus, I do not think that Phryne*s case 
can support the claim for the existence of a law on 
impiety. Moreover, if there was any law forbidding the 
introduction of foreign cults, denoting these acts as 
impiety, then it would be difficult to explain the 
blooming of foreign deities in the fourth century.
The actual accusation against Phryne may be preserved in 
the summary of Euthias’ speech as emended by Foucart 
(1902: 218): * En£&£i%cn t vjJLV aoeftr) $pvvr)v, n^aaaaav
* » * , ** n • r r
OLVatduS <£l> Av«£1(0> XCiLVOV &£OV £lCrQYT)TplCKV, §La<yovs
» #* » # ** N
ca>6pui> £x&£&povs ^woitKWV &vi>a.YCHYOVcra [So, I have
proved that Phryne is impious, by reveling without shame 
<in the temple of Apollon Lykeios>, by introducing a new 
god, and convening outlawed confraternities of men and 
women (my translation)].
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It is remarkable that apart from philosophers and the
particular case of Socrates’, in which more than one
factor led to his conviction, the remaining cases concern
priestesses or persons with ritual duties. The prominent
role of a priestess in the cult might have considerable
impact on the devotees and her prosecution may have been a
source of deterrence and open disapproval of the new cult.
This suggests that, because of their active involvement in
the cult, priestesses were an easier target for any
prosecutor than the devotees.
The introduction of a new deity was confronted with
the religious beliefs and practices of the Athenians and
it would be very easy for anyone to be prosecuted on the
grounds that he or she introduced a new religion and did
not believe in city’s gods. In these very dangerous
circumstances, there were two ways of escape: a ) to
connect the new deity with one of the Greek Pantheon,
usually devising an aition, and b) the introduction of the
2
cult by an oracular response ( IG II 1283.4). In that 
way, the worshippers and the priesthood of a new deity 
would escape any prosecution and at the same time they 
would attract more new devotees; but the danger of
41
assimilation in the existing cults was always present.
This pattern was followed a) in Bendis’ case, where she is
41
Versnel (1990: 110).
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identified, at least pictorially, with Artemis, b) in the 
worship of the Mother of the Gods, who had been earlier 
identified with Rhea or Oemeter , and the more savage and 
cruel part of the worship was followed only by the
in Piraeus, and c) in the case of a Syrian deity 
worshipped as Aphrodite.
II. MEMBERSHIP
There are not enough documents among the preserved
decrees which offer conclusive evidence about the way or
ways of joining this kind of orgeonic association.
There are sufficient indications that, at least for
the cult of Bendis, there were two orgeonic associations,
one for the Athenians and one for the Thracians, and after
42
260/59 still one more for the Thracians living in Athens.
42
The distinction between Athenians and Thracians is the
pattern of organizing the worship mainly in the late fifth
century, reflecting the main duality concerning the civic
status of a person. This rule seems to relax in the third
century, when the orgeonic association of the Mother of
the Gods accepted some non-citizens in its ranks; it is
especially interesting in the case of Ergasion, a person
without any patronymic or demotikon or even toponymic,
2
appearing as epimeletes in IG II 1327. Although it is 
the only known case, Ferguson’s assumption (1944: 140)
131
It is possible that all the three associations had 
different procedures of admission, stricter for the 
Athenians and more lax for the Thracians.
Ziebarth (1896: 141) suggested that two 
qualifications were necessary for membership in an 
association of this kind: citizenship (burgerliche 
Qualitat) and moral qualities (moralische Qualitat). But 
the orgeonic association of Thracians, as well as the
* N 2
opysuvss of the Mother of the Gods (IG II 1327), did not
consist exclusively of citizens. As for the moral
standards, Ziebarth did not offer any examples except the 
2
late IG II 1366 and 1369, which can hardly apply in the
social context of the fourth and third century.
The only relevant text is 1361 of the second half of
the fourth century, attributed by Ferguson (1944: 98) to
citizen opy£UH>£s, where a pattern of joining the orgeonic
2
association is described as follows ( IG II 1361.21-4):
«• * » <  N  f  I M  N
orctos 6* ai> co/[s ttX] eicrzoi oxyu> t o v
<  f f  *  M  W  ^
L£pO[v] , £%£Ll>CHi [TCOt] ftOV\OfJ£V(jiL
* f % H » »  H
£LCy£l>[£] YKCkVTl/ [ . . . <5] pOl^OlS !A£T£lVCkl OtVTCOl TOV
< M  I 9
L£pOV XOU £LS T7)V £YYpCA.<P£0§at, t[ovs]/[6o
9
Y£ypafj\ (j£i>ovs £is ttjv crrf)\r)i> <5o[xtjua] t,£ii> t o v s
* N
opy£0)i>o(S (so that the orgeones of the temple may
that he was an alien seems more plausible than Poland’s 
(1909: 306) claim that he was a slave.
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be as many as possible, anybody who wishes to 
join is to be allowed to participate having paid 
? drachmas and his name is to be inscribed on a 
stele, and those inscribed are to be scrutinized 
by the orgeones).
The inscription clearly defines the reason and a 
procedure to follow to increase the number of the 
members. First, the candidate should pay a certain sum of 
money, the exact amount is unknown, and then be registered 
in a list recorded on a column; only the candidates whose 
names have been recorded on the column would pass to the 
second stage of the scrutiny, which was held by the 
members of the association. We do not know anything about 
the content of this scrutiny, whether it was similar to 
the one held in demes or to others taking place in 
religious groups and having connection with cleansing or 
abstention.
Ferguson (1944: 99-100) alleged that a new pattern of 
recruitment is introduced by this provision. As an 
argument ex silentio, he claimed that before the second 
half of the fourth century the admission to orgeonic 
associations was hereditary. His main argument comes from 
IG II2 1361.1-2:
g g < # • m #
 ]££v>cu«£. . L£. .as onoaoi ei> tt)Il cnrj\ X/tjC t
I 4 M '»
£ \  I ' l y e i 'p o i ]  ( j f j s v o i  e i o i i >  T) ro[i>s t] o v t u >i > e n y o v o v s
v
(as many as are inscribed on the stele or 
their descendants).
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which implies that the association had inscribed on a 
stele the names of its members.
Ferguson’s point concerns the existence of a stele
with the names of the members and their descendants.
First of all the fragmentary condition of this part of the
inscription makes any interpretation difficult. Moreover,
in lines 22-3 another stele is mentioned; so this
particular association would have at the end two stelai
with members. To assume that lines 1-2 have any
connection with membership or joining the association
would be rather hazardous in view of lines 22-3. The
content of the inscription is articulated in sections; in
2
each of them a different subject is treated. So IG II 
1361.1-2 cannot concern sacrifices (1.4-8), repair 
(1.8-12), finances or the mode of joining the association 
(1.20-24) with which the association has dealt below. The 
association probably kept one updated stele, any 
application had to be registered and in case of 
unssuccessful scrutiny the name had to be erased.
The reason for such hypothetical change, if there was
* M
any, in the admission policy of the opyewi>£S of Bendis, is 
mentioned in lines 20-21; it is the need for having more 
members, to make the procession more impressive, financial 
independence, a more approachable target and, finally, the 
recruitment of new devotees easier and more effective.
The next issue concerns the participation of women in 
the association and their functions. There is no clear
134
reference to women being members. However, we know that,
* M
in the opyeuives of Mother of Gods, there was the office of
priestess, to which a woman was elected every year from
the womenfolk. Some other ritual duties were performed by
women bearing titles such as \y)<p6pOL and (anopot. In
the orgeonic association of Bendis the wives of the
members participated in the banquets after the sacrifice
and a portion of the sacrificed animal was given to them,
and after 413/2 they could be elected as priestesses. We
do not know whether the selection presupposed the woman’s
individual participation in the association’s life, as
2
seems to be the case in IG II 1314, or whether her
43
husband’s membership was enough qualification for 
selection, as it seems in 1316. It is possible that at an 
earlier stage participation of the husband was necessary 
and only later women could participate in their own right.
III. OFFICES, OFFICERS AND HONOURS
For the administration of orgeonic associations,
43
Ferguson (1944: 109 n.53) following Poland (1909: 298) 
maintains that women did not participate in the 
associations ipso jure but "through being wives, sisters, 
daughters of members". On the other hand Foucart (1873: 
6) claims that women played a considerable role in an 
association’s life.
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there were numerous offices and officers. It seems that 
the officers were allotted or elected in the first 
assembly of the members in each year , probably for a 
one-year term of office. The terms designating the method
rtf
of selection of an officer are: \axovoa (allotted), a term
< * 44 * ■»
used exclusively for an lepsia, and OLLp£&£LS (elected)
for the remaining officers. There were also the neutral
% 45
terms y e v o p c v o s  and x a r a c r r a & s l s , designating that someone
has been in office.
Although the offices in general were held annually,
it was not uncommon that certain officials held the same
2
office for more than a year, as described in IG II 1325, 
1327, 1284B, 1329, and 1334; whether they were in office 
in consecutive years is not clear. Ziebarth (1896: 147) 
maintained that such cases were exceptional, but it seems 
to me that in the course of time this exception might have 
become the rule.
(i) Meetings: All the associations seem to hold 
monthly meetings. The time of the meeting is designated
rtf * r#
with, for example, the expression Mo w i x l <ai>o s ayopca
44
Poland (1909: 416).
45
Poland (1909: 417) argues that the expression KCt&iCrttfpi 
etc designates officers appointed. But it was also 
possible that sometimes an appointment was hidden behind 
an expression of election or allotment.
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KVpidi (April/May), a quite common date for the meetings
* n 2
of the opyeoiivss of the Mother of the Gods [see IG II
1314, 1315, 1327, 1328A, 1328B and 1329 but not in 1316
where the date is Hekatombaion (July/August)]; the
hLOwaLdcrzdL held their assemblies in Posideon (December)
2
(see IG II 1325 and 1326), the orgeonic associations of
Bendis met either in the month of Skirophorion (June/July)
(1284B) or Hekatombaion (1283) and for Aphrodite in
Skirophorion and Thargelion. A uniform dating system is
followed, according to which the documents of almost all
the associations are dated with the name of the eponymous
46
archon of the city.
However, these dates are given only in connection 
with the honouring of officials, normally after the end of 
their term in office and they cannot help us to determine 
the frequency of the other meetings, apart from the 
orgeonic association of Bendis in which monthly meetings
* M
were held (1361). In this respect the terms cmyopat
HVpidL, which occurs in the majority of our records, and 
* 0+
ayopiav «al ^vWo y o v  nosiv, raise questions concerning
their meaning in an associative context.
47
The Athenian ekklesia in the fourth century was 
convened four times in the period of each prytany and the
46
Contra Ziebarth (1896= 147).
47
Hansen (1983: 35-62), (1987: 20-4) and (1989: 197-92).
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term £KK\r)&LOL uvpicn was used to designate only the first
meeting. It is, then, probable that, by analogy, the
phraseology was adopted by the associations and denoted
48
the first meeting of each month. In this case, there
must have been, at least, one meeting per month. Ziebarth
(1896: 144) claimed on the basis of IG II2 1361 that the
day of the assembly was constitutionally fixed. It may be
possible to confirm Ziebarth’s assertion depending on the
way of interpreting this particular document. In my 
2
opinion IG II 1361 cannot be considered as a constitution 
in the modern sense, and hence I do not think that
Ziebarth’s argument is convincing.
* , , , «
The second phrase ayopck kou ^ v W o y o v  noeiv
* •* * 49
distinguishes between ayopcn. and if we suppose
that the first term describes the ordinary assemblies of 
the association every month, the second can designate 
neither an extraordinary meeting, since these two meetings 
are held on the same day, nor a religious ceremony for the 
same reason. Poland (1909: 331 n.+) suggested that 
^vKkoyos simply reinforces the meaning of ayopck. Later he 
claimed in RE avWoyos that the term ^vKkoyos is a 
pleonasm. But the meaning of the word as explained in LSJ
48
Poland (1909: 331).
49
For the meaning of ^vKkoyos in Thucydides see Hansen 
(1989: 195-209).
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s.v. &v\\oyos rules out any such interpretation. The 
remaining possibility, although it seems difficult to find 
any evidence in favour of such a technical meaning for the 
term, is that the word means a preliminary
meeting of the administrators during which the agenda for 
the assembly was prepared.
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OFFICES
A ." leponoioX (Hieropoioi ): They occur in three 
2
inscriptions, IG II 1255 (337/6), 1361 (4th century) and 
SEG 21.531 (3rd century) coming, all of them, from the
* N
opy£<A i>£s of Bendis. In 1255 three names are mentioned 
under this title; their duties ate designated as:
ttoiXcos £Ti£p£\ «ai 0tA[o] / [r ipcos tt)s t £
n o ]  f jn r )S  «al tt)s «ps[a] / Oopias «al rcov] aXXwv 
n a i>T U i> (they took care very well and zealously 
of the procession and the distribution of the 
meat and everything else); 
while in 1361 they appear to hold a monthly meeting on the 
second day of the month with the superintendents in order 
to take care of the association’s matters,
o n y o ip a v  6 b  «] a i [?] £[\\] o y o v  n o £ L i>  r o b s  
£ m p £ \n T C iS  ttOll TO VS L £ p O n O L O V S  £ l> T(0l L £ p / l< j) L
% M « «  r < r W
U £ i p L  TtoV K O LV ] UV TT) i  6 £ V T £ p d i  L O T a p £ V O V  TO V  
% * «• V
(JT)i>os £«otOTo v  (the epimeletai and the 
hieropoioi are to call a meeting and an assembly 
in the temple for the common affairs on the 
second day of each month).
Ferguson (1944: 102) maintained that these hieropoioi 
were officers appointed by the city, as happened in the 
festival of Panathenaia, and only for the Athenian
140
opyeuvcq.^® But it would be quite strange if public 
officers were involved in the administration of an 
orgeonic association forming, together with the 
superintendents, the executive board of this particular 
association. Hieropoioi as officials of the city had the 
task of helping in the organisation of the four-year 
festivals;^ but in the opye&pcq of Bendis seem to 
participate actively, not only in the organization of the 
Bendideia, which was not organized every four years, but 
also in the administration of the association. The title 
is perhaps an analogy from the name of officers appointed 
for preparing the festival of the Panathenaia. A similar 
case is probably that of IG II2 2932 (342/1), a dedication 
of two hieropoioi of Sabazios. Hieropoioi seem to be an 
early office in Bendis' opyewucq and their duty was taking 
care of the annual procession and the distribution of the 
sacrificed animal for the feast, according to the 
associations' rules. This office corresponds to the 
cozuxzopeq of the earlier type of association. But it 
seems also that this office was abolished in the
50 Schwenk (1985: 66-7) objects to Ferguson's 
interpretation. For hieropoioi in demes see Whitehead 
(1986: 142).
51 Garland, R. (1984) "Religious authority in archaic and 
classical Athens", ABSA 79, 75-123.
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organisation of relatively late orgeonic associations and 
that the priest was charged with their duties. Ziebarth 
(1896: 195) suggested that hieropoioi had financial duties 
and that the introduction of treasurers deprived 
hieropoioi of such duties. But one should remark that a)
* N
hieropoioi are known only in the opy£ons£s of Bendis during
the fourth and third centuries but not later and b) there
are cases where hieropoioi are working together with
2
treasurers (SEG 21.531 and IG II 1284).
B . * Erct/us\.7vrql ( Super intendents ): This office occurs 
in all the four known orgeonic associations, that is in 
the two of Bendis [IG II2 1256 (329/8), 1324 (4th/3rd
2
century)], in the one of the Mother of the Gods [IG II 
1314 (213/2), 1316 (272/1)] and in the one of ' k^podirv)
ZvpLOL [SIA I, p.263 (138/7)]. In 1256 the function of 
these officers is described, in general terms, as:
fhf # I M
s «oti <f>i\oTLtJO>s £n£fj£\f)&n&ca> «ai a? toys tt)s
** % ,
&£OV nai roiv opY£un>cov (they took care well and
zealously of the affairs of the goddess and of 
the orgeones);
in 1324 (4th/3rd century) the activity of the honoured is 
described as follows:
H n < H * N
[T7JS TO V ] / [ t £ p O ] V  £ T tL C n t£ lV T IS 7T] pO £<y{,T7)H£
*a] / [Sans] p n p o c n r )K lo ]  i> n v ,  £ T t£ y y £ [6£]/[«otl] T i)i>
, * , » «■» x * «
7lOfJ7ZT)l> a? tOS TT)S &£[OV] / [ <p\ tXOT t(JT)&£ IS £[1 UCXOt
* M *
t o v t o l s  «[al] n p o a a n s a X o x ra s  £ x  Tons l6 t o n s  «al
N «• % ° I* » f* » M
T[0)]l> & £  Ons 7 ta .9 r)K £V  £l> TOR £ is [ t] OtVTOit
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while i
£ n £ ( js \ r i& r ) «aXtos «ai e v & x n i j o v u s (he supervised 
duly the repair of the temple, supervised well 
the procession of the goddess showing zeal in 
all these matters and spending his own money, 
and took care, well and properly, of the rest of 
the orgeones’ affairs during the year); 
n SIA I, p.263 (138/7) we read:
rots t£  B v o tc u s  £ & v c r£ v to is $£ois rots K a $ r )x o v < y a s
• M « M , * , < , *»
£ V  TlOl L£pO)L «0tl [ £~] /  «OlXX I £  pT)&£l> V 7 l£ p  T £  T OV
« «  * ,  % x H
k o i v o v  rwv op^covcoi; «oti 7Tat6o)i> «ai ^[wott]/«wy
, N « " , , * # , N r#
«ou rov 6 r ) p o v  rtov £ n £ p £ \ n $ r i  6 £  n a i
* # * * % *  , * Cl H
op^Covwv] /«aXtos «oti ^vo^rjpovws sv oXooi tcoi
• M  S I
^viavTWi £ ^ £ p a n £ v c /£ v  [6£ «al t o v s  & £ o v s ] / £ »  tiov
* , * # s  ^ * l» < N
i6ia>v saoviaow 6s «oti ra f ta & p c t ra sp riot istpcoi 
c n a & b v T o i]  /  9 ta l r o v  X o v T p u v a roi> ou>6psioi>
< H  ^ I •
v n o p £ L v a s  6 b  «otl rraoa[i> r r ) i> srups\siai>] / £ n £ 6 u x £ i>
*• • « * * ■ % * ,  \
tois o p Y £ u x n v  «aXcos «ai svo;t7)poi>co[ s rcspi
s
n \£ L 0 T O V  n o t ]  /O V p £ V O S  TT)l> £ L S  TO VS & £O V S
0 I
£ v o b f t £ t a i>  «oti T T )ii>  n p o s  t o v s  opY £u> i>cts ] /
< p tX o T  t p l a i >  (he sacrificed to the gods the 
necessary sacrifices in the temple with 
favourable signs for the orgeones, children, 
women, and the Athenian people, he took care of 
the orgeones* affairs well and properly during 
the whole year, he contributed to the worship of 
the gods from his own resources, he KpUtitarftd the 
statues* bases in the temple and the men's bath,
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he remained in the office and gave ail attention
to the orgeones well and properly, attaching the
greatest importance to piety to the gods and his
zeal towards the orgeones).
Their regular duties included the supervising of the
construction and establishment of a statue or a picture of
the honoured person or the obligation to mention the
honoured person in certain religious and sacral occasions;
besides they were responsible for the arrangement of any
inconvenience arising from the everyday life of the
*
association. That is why £nip€XT)TCk\ participated in the
monthly meetings with the hieropoioi . In extraordinary
circumstances they could be charged with or perform more
52
difficult tasks, as for example in the case of 1324. In 
the orgeonic association of the Mother of the Gods they 
are responsible for the inscription of the decrees (1314,
s
1315 etc). The number of snifjeXtfTai was normally three 
(1327), although in the honorary decrees usually only one 
is honoured.
T. rpafJfJOt.T£VS (Secretary): The office occurs in IG
2
II 1284B (259/8), where the activities of the secretary 
are described as follows:
<5id>t roi np]/ocno t t o avTwi v[rro t] coi;
52 *
The wide variety of tasks assigned to entfjeXr)TCnl and to
* M
the verb entpeXovpai is discussed in Poland (1909: 405ff).
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I #■# •  s
voptov op$/ gjs «a 1 6 t «a t o>s av [ by«] Xr)t o v avT oi>
Cl t
nckpk/xw ttal [rcspt] wv oinovoy^nev Xoyov «at/
«
[£v$v] v[a] s <5£6tttt£v ( h© rightly and honestly 
fulfilled his duties, which were prescribed by 
laws, without giving any cause for blame and he 
rendered accounts of his management); 
while in 1329 (175/4) the list is longer
i #
ov$£v £i>XbXoin£V (ptXo/T tplas ovvavfwv T£
# *• 1 « , ,
6LOLT£T£\£it£l> TOL S Op/y£(jX?LV T7JV OVVO6OV,
* * % f *■*<**
7Z£<ppOl>T t K£l> &£ «0U &£pa/nT)CAS TOV L£pOV
I # I < I
rr\£ova«ts, ov« cmoXbXinTCKi 6b/ov6*£v £m6bct£i
* w # #
ov<5^ptat, £Lcrf)i>£i>x£i> 6b aat/y^topaTa snt Twt
« ~ < , *•
&vv<p£povTl tva ovvcrraXos/cLV at X lolv a«atpot
<• 0*
SanavctL, £<ppoi>Tlc£\> 6b tov «at/Tovs 6y)poT l k ov s
p£T£X£LV TtoV 6£6op£l>0) l> V7TO/ TCOV Opy£&lHjil>
4>LXai>9pbmoi>, 6 lolt£T£X£X£V 6b «at/&vi>X£Lrovpyuv
* M * « % *# H W < #
£v rots ay£ppois xoll Tats orpcooo/at Tats t^prjats
M
npO£Vxphcrv'qn£v 6b «at 6ta$opov/rc\oova«ts aToxov 
cmo6r){Jovi>Tos tov rap tov, £nay/ybXX£TaL 6b xat
# H  « Cl M
£LS TOV XOLTZOV £pOVOV OVVtppOVT i/£L V £ LS O aV
» N « * M
avTov napaxaXtoatv ot op^covss (he did not fall 
short in zeal, he continually helped the 
association to expand, he took care of the 
temple’s repair frequently, he took part in all 
the exceptional contributions, he proposed 
decrees beneficially aiming to reduce the 
association’s inappropriate expenses, he took
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care that the general public should also receive 
a share of the benefactions donated by the 
orgeones, he participated in the collection of 
money and in the sacral spreadings, he lent
money frequently without any interest, when the
treasurer was away and he promises that he will 
help the group in the future for whatever 
purpose the orgeones call upon him).
Normally, the duty of the secretary was to supervise
0
with the £nLfj£\y)Tal the inscribing of the decrees (e.g. IG 
2
II 1255, 1284A, B) and to do everything else that is
prescribed in the laws; in fact, we do not know exactly
what laws, probably in the sense of association’s
ordinances or customs, ordered. At the end of this period
the secretary underwent an examination of his activities
during his term of office (1284B), a practice which
probably extended to all the officers. It was possible to
be re-appointed for several successive years, as in 1284B 
53
and 1329.
53 2
IG II 1329 is the only instance of a secretary in the 
orgeonic association of the Mother of the Gods. For the 
possibility of re-appointment see Poland (1909: 420-21). 
Garland (1987: 130) suggested, without, however* providing 
any evidence, that in the orgeones of the Mother of the 
Gods the secretary was appointed rather than elected.
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#■ 2
A. Totfuas C Treasurer ): Occurs in IG II 1325, 1326,
1327 all of the second century. However, a treasurer is 
attested in 1284A and B, 1316 1324 etc. In 1325 his
* H
services to the o p y e u v s s  consisted of:
TO V  T £  V £ U  TO V $ £ O V  XCKT £OX£VCKO£V XCUL £ X O O p tf& £ V
* % " * , , » •*
n o X K o i s / [«ai x a K o ts ava] $n p & a L V  xoll £ l s ravTct
I  ^  ^ H 4 J
oa>T7\<o»£V o v x  o X l o v  n \ n & o s  c u p y v p io v ,  £ n £ d o ) / [ x £ v
* Cl M
6 b  «ai £ L s to «ot]vov 6 p a % ( jas ^tXtas orrws
* % * *  , , *■* « , m
CtTZO TT7S 77|000060V &V£LV TCOt $0(01 *O/[T0l /LiTJVOl 
a N
£xaorov «] ara ra rrotTpict, n c x p £ o x £ v a & £ v  6 b  t o l s
H • N ^
AtowotaoraLS tv* £ x o x n v  ^pa/[o^at avrots #ott
»
Xpvow] /jar a «al a p y v p & p a T O L «al t t )v  \ o i . n v ) v
•  ** s c. *  j  r  * * ( » %
X o p n y ic k v  n a o c x v  t t v^  6 £ o / l v o a v  £ t s  ra t£ p c k  xoll
# • « , « H
tottov ot] s o v  c r o v io v tos «a$* ojeaorov p t]v c k
W < H
/l1£$£% o v o l v  T toV L £p O iv (he sponsored the building 
and the decoration of god’s temple with many 
beautiful ornaments spending much money, he 
granted a thousand drachmas to the group to 
provide funds for monthly sacrifices to the god 
according to the ancestral tradition and he 
prepared and gave to the Dionysiastai golden and 
silver objects and everything necessary for the 
worship and a plot to gather every month in 
order to worship).
In parallel runs the text of 1326 (176/5), where the 
same person and the same references are mentioned.
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However , what is important here is also the post-mortem 
honours granted to him, and especially his heroization and 
the grant, for life, of his office to the older of his 
sons, as a law of this association ordered.
In 1327 (178/7) the services performed by the 
honoured treasurer are described as follows:
eis t s  t o v s  S^ovs evoeftus 6 l c * T £ \ £ [ l ]  / x c u l  noivei 
t o l s  opyeoxnv xou. l o l c u l  enaoruL evxp^/Tov avrov 
nopaouevaZ, <ov xal 4 > l \ o t  Lpovpevos rots/ t o  9 v o l ( x s
T O L S  & £ O L S  &VSO&CAL TOLS 7tCH&7)XOVOCLS/ XOll £  LS T&VTGt
** # * * * * #  r
n p o e L o c v n o p u v  n \e o i> a n L S  ox t wh> l / 6 l u v  xoti t l o l i >
«  * #  * *  ,  * ,  *•
tosi> cmoyeyovoTtAV ovx vnapxovTOS/apyvptov tcol
XOLVUH T lp O L & p e V O S O LS Ty)l> TOL<pT)l> T O V /£ V O X ^ p O l> £ L l >
i # j
civtovs xat totoXovt^xotos xal/ots tos ottloxovois 
60 fipoavaXtoxwy xotl tov opa/vov tov ap^vpTjpov
4 m M
cxpxoyos rovopovos , xotl t a apt. or a
o-vv^ovXovcov xai Xo^cov 6iaToXot/xai op naotv
m <
ovvovv oavTov fiapaoxovafwv (he is continually 
pious, he makes himself helpful to the orgeones 
both as a group and as individuals, he 
zealously contributes frequently from his own 
resources to the customary sacrifices to the 
gods, he contributes also to the common fund 
for some of the deceased when money is not 
available for their burial, to maintain their 
decorum even after death, and he also advanced 
funds for repairs and he was the responsible
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person for the collection of an amicable loan 
and he continually speaks and advises 
excellently and he is favourable to everyone). 
The duty of the tch(J lc*s  was the administration of all 
the association’s financial matters, including giving 
money for the erection of a picture of the honoured person 
(e.g. 1316). A source of income for an orgeonic 
association was the leasing of the temple, which seems to 
be common practice for the opy£<jSi>£s of a hero. There is 
only one reference in 1361.9-11, where it is ordered that
* M
the opY£(£i>£s should repair their temple using the monthly 
rent of it and the sale of water from a spring. Another 
source was the different fines imposed on members
(1361.13, 20) or on officials (1328A.13-14, 18-19), the
* % * **
fees paid for a sacrifice by a non-opy£Ui> or by opy£<ai>£S
C1361.19) and the fees for the registration in the 
54
association. The treasurer had to administer properly 
these sums of money so as to pay for the sacrificed 
animal(s) and also for the erection of the statues, 
pictures and crowns. He may have been also the head of an
M
£pai>os, that is an amicable loan among the members of the
association, and probably the person responsible for
55
leasing the association’s estate. Ziebarth (1896: 152)
54
Poland (1909: 493).
55
Poland (1909: 490) rightly discards the theory of
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assumed that the wealthy members of the association were
appointed as treasurers. The available evidence cannot
confirm or reject such an assumption. However, the record
of the documents reveals that financial help to the
association did not come only from treasurers; secretaries
may have well financed certain activities and promised
2
assistance in the future (e.g. 1329). IG II 1324.32 
disproves Ziebarth’s assumption that the appearance of the 
office of treasurer in the second century meant the
abolishment of hieropoioi, since it bears testimony to the
«• 56
existence of a tol^ los already in the late fourth century.
E."lepeia (Priestess): This is the only office
reserved for women and, as far as our pieces of evidence
show, only in the association of the Mother of the Gods.
2
Jn particular this office occurs in IG II 1314, 1315,
1316, 1334, 1337 and SEG 17.36, all of the third century
3
and onwards. Priestesses are mentioned in IG I 136 as 
well. Although in some associations there are priests 
besides the priestesses, we do not hear anything about 
them.
In SEG 17.36 (212/1) the priestess is honoured 
because:
«o\(os eva\ eftus tt)i> L£po*[crui>ni>] / leZnraysv
drafting a budget as one of the duties of the secretary.
56 Poland (1909: 376).
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nal ras Su#] las ras «a$7)Hou[0’as £]/[&ve£i> nal
I # M
TO! \O67T]0l £ < p i\O T  L ( jf)$ T }. . .€ 7 1 2 $  £ \T )& r)  6 b  T7)S 
OT[p(0] / [O'StoS TT)S H \ u >T)S T0)V ®£U>] l> (J£TO  TlOL&T)S
[craov] / [677s nal npoSvptas. . .] (she fulfilled 
her duties as priestess piously and well, she 
sacrificed the proper sacrifices and was 
zealous in her other duties...and she took care 
of preparing the bed of the Goddesses eagerly 
and zealously);
The services in 1314 (213/2) are described as:
#[oi] Xos nal £V0 £fto>s/rr?i> L£poxrvi>r)i> £^r)yay£v nal 
rot \oLna/£<pi\oTLiuf}$r) oaa npoer)H£v T£L &£t01 (she 
fulfilled piously her duties as priestess and 
was zealous in the other duties which concerned 
the goddess); 
in 1315 (211/10):
# M
r a / T £  £ i a i T j \ p i a  £&v&£v H a l  r a s  \ o l t i  a s / Svetas
\ ** , < , *• m y "
[r] OIS HaST)H£l> S V £ L V  v n £ p  T O V / H O L V O V ,  £0TpO Xy£l>  
6 b  H a l  h \ l i>t)i > £ L S /a p < p o T £ p a  ra *Arrt6etoi «etl ra
% r  w  , < «  * ,
Xotrca no/p£OH£vacf£\> «otXws Hat L£ponp£nu>s ov/S£i>
9 6 ftf
£v\£inovaa 4>l \ o t  iptas xotl t o v  £ / v l o v t oi> xaXcos 
xotl £ve£p(jys 6 l o t £ \ £ /  o £ v  S£pan£vovea ras &£as nal 
avotyov/ea t o  L£poi> £v t o l s  HaSy)Hoveais npbpacs 
(she sacrificed the initial and the rest of the 
appropriate sacrifices for the association, and 
she prepared the couch for both the Attideia and 
she made the rest of the preparation well and
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reverently without lack of zeal and she spent 
the year worshipping the Goddesses well and 
piously, opening the temple the days due);
in the quite particular case of 1316 (272/1):
« , , * , *
h o K ms xou $>l \ o t  ljjm s  £ n £ p £ \ j ] S r ) e a v  [ttjs]
< , N »  < N  1 # ,
i e l p \  /  i£ L M e ]  v v q s  n o t  t o v  t e p o v , £ n £ p £ \ r \S r ) e a v  6 e
0* * * 09 * •
n a i t m v  o / p y  £ m v m i> £ H  t m v  i 6 l w i> a v a k M p a T M V ,  
a n b tp r jv a v [6s t m l ]  / h o l v m l  n a l rot a v a S f ip a T a  t o .
1 I f» • # • W % , ‘ r
£ < P 'c h v tm i> a v o tT £ & £ vr[a o] p$tos n a i  6 lhc ltoys a n £ 6 M n a v  
[6] h xa[ 1 r] r iv  n lp o a o d o ] v  [ttj] /  l v  y ]  £ l v ]  o p b v r jv  
£<p’ a v T M V  [ 6 l h ] calms (they took care well and 
zealously of the priesthood and of the temple, 
they took care of the orgeones from their own 
expenditure, they displayed to the association 
their offerings rightly and honestly and they, 
also honestly gave back the grant which they had 
received ); 
while in 1334 (71/70)
[HC /Xm S XOti £V O £ p M S T7?l V L£pM eVVY)V  6 L £ ^ f jy a y £ V
M < 4
n p o lv o o v p b v r )  TT)S TT£pi TO  L £ ] p O V  £VHO0(JL<XS XOti TOt
% 1 # ° *• V  rf h
Xotna £ /  [< p L \O T  LjJtf&r) OOCA HOSf)] HOV Y)V T £ L  & £ M L f
M «
£ & v 0£i> 6 b  xotl/[ras H a S y )H o v e a s  S v e t a s ]  caKvtims T £
4 4
n p o s  n a v T a s  a v l£ e r p a < p r )  t o v s  o p y £ m i>as] (she 
fulfilled the priesthood well and piously, 
taking care of good order around the temple, and 
she zealously performed all the other 
appropriate duties to the goddess and she
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sacrificed the necessary sacrifices and she 
conducted herself towards all the orgeones 
without giving offence).
Her duty was the performance of all the religious and 
ritual acts, the preserving of the temple in a good 
condition and making it accessible to the members of the 
association. She was helped by an assistant, always also 
a woman, called (axopos (1328A, 8). Sometimes the
priestess was, additionally, helped of her husband
57 * *
(1316). The office of L£p£Ld, was exclusively reserved
M N
for women, who were elected by lot every year: \ a x o v e o i t m l
< H w * % M
evLdVTML tml £71 l . . . apxovTos is the standard phrase, and
58 2
it was possible for someone to be re-elected . In IG II
< ,
1328, an order is given that the L£p£LCt should appoint a
<
{axopos from the l£p£ lcal of the previous years, while it
was possible for a woman to be appointed as t^axopos for
life, as in the case of 13288. A priestess is to be
3
appointed in IG I 136 as well as priests, for whose 
activity no honorary decree survives.
The pattern of honouring a member, normally a.vt
ex-official, can be analyzed in a) the use of the
* , «
infinitives £naLV£ecnL and o t  £<jxxL>MOCAL; b) the reason for
such an action, which sometimes escapes from the absolute
57
Poland (1909: 416).
58 2 
This is the case m  IG II 1334.
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formality and uniformity and provides us with some hints
either about the position of the honoured person in the
association’s structure or about his or her services to
< #
the association. It is clear for example that lepeicu
*
were honoured for their evakfieicn to the gods and their
# * «*<pi\or LfJta to the opye^vss or in the second century for
0
their apett), while for the other officials the pattern
(ptXor ipias kcu dtxcaocrov^s was prevailing till the middle
of the third century; and c) the value of the crown or of
the special treatment later on. The term (piXor Lfjta in the
record of public documents designates the intense public
activity of a person for the profit of the community.
This activity, in the case of an orgeonic association, was
orientated to the well-being of the association and of the
•* % #
members individually (see the terms xolvt)L xoll l6 loll used
59
in the inscriptions). But after the middle of the third
century the term simply disappeared from the associations’ 
»
decrees and ap£TT) became the dominant element, a more 
individualistic feature of a person’s activity.60 In 
documents of the second century and onwards (1327, 1329
* H
and 1334) all the officials are honoured because of cupSTV)s 
0
xai evcrc fie lets.
The real reason for attributing honours varies
59
Whitehead (1983: 55-74).
60
In this respect see Ziebarth (1896: 187).
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between successful fulfilment of regular duties (this is 
the case in 1255 and all the records concerning 
priestesses) and extraordinary services, exceeding the 
prescribed duties for any office (this is the case in e.g. 
1329). In the course of the time, it becomes evident that 
the honouring for exceptional services became the commoner 
case; the evolution to honouring for exceptional
services reveals that associations were more and more 
dependant upon benefactors, occasional or not. The 
attributed honours vary according to the period and to the 
services provided. In this respect, exceptional services 
are rewarded with a crown, picture, solemn pronouncement 
and crowning of the picture (e.g. 1327), while regular 
duties are rewarded usually with a crown only (e.g. 1255).
The attribution of honours was not only a formal and 
standardized custom; its purpose was double, in the first 
place to honour the officer and in this way to increase 
his or her social esteem among the members of the 
association or in an even larger community, and secondly 
to motivate other persons to hold the association’s 
offices. In addition, as Whitehead (1986: 250) has 
concisely pointed out in the context of demes, the 
incitement is not addressed only to wealthy members, but 
to less prosperous as well to contribute according to 
their potential. This feed-back procedure is revealed 
clearly by the explicit phraseology of the relevant text 
from IG II2 1324.10-12 and 19-23:
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Cl M  9" % < « tw f #
OTTWS ai> O VV *011 OL Opy£U>V£S/<pCU VUVTCiL £0tptT0tS
4 9 M  9
a? tots c m o 6 L 6 o W T £ S  r o t s  a^l < p t \o T  t p o v p i v o t s .  . .
Cl ^ N  H  H  * ^ *1
tt>ot «at T O L S / X o t n o t s  T tyv  opy£o>vcov a n a & t v
I V T.
£ /<p C H p tX \O V  £ t  T O L S  f tO V X o p iv O tS  T ip /O S  TOVS & £O VS
* » , , X * »* **
£ V O £ p £  LV «0l t T lp O S / T OVS Opy£OyVOtS < p t \ O T t p £ t  o d a . L ,
I U  H
£ l / 6 o t (x s  o t l  «araf tots ^aptTots K o p t / o v v T c u t  n ap e*.
» * #
twv opy£<ssvts>v (so that the orgeones may be seen 
as rewarding worthily those who give zealous 
service...and so that all the remaining members 
of the association may strive to be pious to the 
gods and zealous towards the orgeones knowing 
that they will receive proper honours from the 
orgeones).
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A. INTRODUCTION
0 "
The traditional opinion about Sickaoi and Siouyoyrou. was
focused heavily on an evolutionary conception about them.
In the first stage, their links with the cult of Dionysus1
predominate being considered as expressions of humble
2
people's religiosity, which was attracted by the 
particularities of the Bacchic cult. In the next stage, 
they are connected with the phratry and the social history 
of Athens. In the last stage these groups are seen as 
religious associations of non-citizens developed 
especially in hellenistic times because of the profound 
changes which occurred in the structure of Greek thought 
and the Greek world. Recently Freyburger et a l . (1986: 
61-2) introduced a partly old conjecture about the
• W M
distinction between o p y e and 0ia<7<OTOU, claiming that
1
Foucart (1873: 2), Poland (1909: 196) and contra 
Caillemer (1872: 37).
2 Guarducci (1935: 335) and Glotz (1928: 26).
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&LacroL were simply associations of citizens, at the level
* M
of the deme, worshipping Dionysos, in contrast to opyeoivs s
who "peuvent §tre des Strangers associ^s pour c616brer des
3
dieux de leur pays d ’ongine".
In order to criticize these theories it is essential 
to give, in advance, an answer to the fundamental question 
of the distinction between the terms S lolctol and ^laowrotL 
by examining the terms as they appear in different 
contexts. In this respect it is necessary to reconsider 
the preserved evidence, both literary and epigraphical, 
as well as the lexicographical tradition, in spite of its 
possible inaccuracies.
The use of the words in the sources, in fact, does 
suggest a simplistic, evolutionary approach of the above
3
This opinion is not widely held among the scholars, 
although its origin is found in Hammond (1961: 80), who 
was the first do olouwt "that orgeones were aliens 
incorporated in the Athenian phratries. Tod (1932: 74-5) 
maintains the traditional opinion, that is, that thiasotai 
were aliens forming societies in order to preserve their 
religious beliefs alive. C f . Poland (1909: 22) and 
Guarducci (1935: 333). Anyway, the citizenship is no more 
a reliable criterion for the distinction between orgeones 
and thiasotai, since we have examples of citizens and 
foreigners both as orgeones and as thiasotai .
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mentioned kind. On the other hand it poses several 
difficult problems concerning the exact meaning of the 
terms in each instance and period of time. Furthermore, 
it is necessary to account for each use and interpret 
their importance and meaning for the participants. In 
this respect, the threefold methodological proposal of 
Cazanove (1986: 2)
en premier lieu, une analyse de 1 'experience 
religieuse collective qui est celle de la 
transe; puis 1 'examen des structures internes au 
thiase; enfin une enqu^te sur 1 'attitude de
celui-ci face au monde, k la soci£t6 dont il est
issu
for the exploration of the complexity and variety of these 
groups, is tempting, especially the last two points, which
overlap the legal aspect of the association's activity.
, «■*
The evidence shows that the name Staaos or Stao’corou
for an association covers a vast geographical area, 
extending from Sicily (SEG 35.1009) to the colonies on the
shores of the Black Sea [I0PE III 365, 389, 445-48,
454-55, 460], Egypt [P. Grenf. 1.31], Asia Minor [SEG 
27.1384 and 32.1170], mainland Greece [Macedonia: SEG 
31.633, Thessaly: MPAI .A 16 (1891) 261, Peloponnese:4 SEG
4
Although Poland (1909: 22) claims that there is no 
evidence about any association of this kind in
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26.473, Lokris: IG IX 670], Aegean islands [Lesbos: SEG 
26.909, Aegina: SEG 36.305, Keos: IG XII.5 606, Delos:
g
Michel 998, Tenos: RIJG 1.7, Rhodes: SIG 1114], Crete 
[ICret IV 174] and Cyprus [SEG 39.1526].
The period of time is extensive as well, since the 
earliest evidence appears in the 7th or 6th centuries and 
the latest in the 3rd century A.D. Such an expanse, both 
in space and time, is likely to cause differences and 
peculiarities. I do not aim to cover this entire period 
but I shall limit my research to the clarification of 
evidence from Attica from the classical and hellenistic 
era. Evidence from other regions and periods, however, 
may prove useful in the understanding of these forms of 
associations.
The first thing to be considered is whether these 
local differences had any influence on the structure of 
the association and whether they produced any kind of 
collective conscience among their members.
I think that, although the terms 9iaaos and &La&<j)TOLL
5
do not reveal any particular religious belief or "credo" , 
or consequently, any idea of exclusion and isolation in 
the society, there existed an implied meaning including
Peloponnese, recently discovered documents seem to 
undermine decisively this opinion.
5 Burkert (1987: 43).
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certain attitudes and practices in the association's life. 
There was also a different collective and individual 
conscience that compelled other groups to declare their 
diversity through the use of a different name coming from 
their particular worship. An explanation of these 
differences will be attempted in the course of this work. 
Therefore, the object of study in this chapter will be the 
clear and explicit appearances (authentic or restored) of
c
one or both terms in these documents.
B. LITERARY EVIDENCE
The literary evidence for Attica covers mainly the
period from the fifth to the third centuries. Therefore,
it is necessary to take into account pieces of evidence
from other regions and for earlier or later periods and to
use them cautiously. In the first place I shall examine
/
the occurrence and the meaning of the word Vtaooq (A) and 
then of the word tfiaaurai (B) . It is important to note in 
advance that the words tfiaaoq and tfiaaoyraL do not appear 
in the Homeric poems, where only the word tfouxx is 
attested.
/
(A) The earliest instance of tfiaaoc; is a fragment of 
a poem of Alkman (end of 7th century), preserved by Strabo
 ^ For a similar methodological principle in the case of 
eranoi see Vondeling (1961: 259 n.2).
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X 4.18 i 1 410 [PMGF 98 = Calame (1983: F129)]
« I #
lev] SolvoLLS &e xai £i> &LaaoL&ii> ai>6p£Luv napa 
6atTvp6v£<yaL np£7i£L natava xaTapxnv (and at the 
meals and banquets of the messes it is right to 
strike up the paean in the presence of the 
feasters) (D.A. Campbell’s translation).
From the context where the word occurs, it is clear
# ,  * »
that $iou7os denotes an activity, like &OLvaif of ai>6p£La,
that is of the institutionalised gatherings of Spartan 
men; these two activities should start with the singing of 
a paean, a propitiatory song, according to Calame (1977: 
148) or something similar to the preaching of the 
Christian era. ®oii>a means meal or feast (see LSJ a
and , exclusively of men. For Guarducci (1935:
333 n.3) ^taaos seems to indicate a banquet. In this case 
there is a pleonasm since both terms mean the same thing. 
Calame (1977: 363-67) suggests that the term OLaeos may 
well fit the content of the women’s lyric chorus. His 
argument is largely based on the structural similarity 
between the colleges of priestesses of the hellenistic era 
and the choruses of girls in the archaic era. Their 
similarity consists in the performance of some sort of 
rites. Therefore $£oi<yos, the name used to describe the 
groups of the hellenistic era, can be adopted for the 
archaic era as well. The occurrence of &la&os in the 
fragment of Alkman leads Calame to the following 
conclusion:
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Le caractere evidemment institutionnel et 
politique des syssities lacedemoniennes pourrait 
conduire l'interprete a attribuer a 
1'association que designe le terme thiase une 
base juridique analogue. L'usage tres large de 
ce mot pour designer les confreries 
hellenistiques serait alors un exemple du 
passage d'un terme ayant un sens precis a 
l'epoque archaique, du domaine public au domaine 
prive. Cette modification du champ 
d*application du mot thiase sur le plan social 
aurait, comme complement le maintien des 
structures formelles de 1'institution qu'il 
designe: une assemblee de commensaux lies pour 
des int^rets communs.
In his later work Calame (1983: 532) defined tiiaooq 
as a group of persons gathered for dancing on the occasion 
of worship.
I think that Calame's assertion that the tkaaoc; of 
the archaic era are connected with that of the hellenistic 
era is based on a methodological premise that is hardly 
sufficient. Calame uses and transposes pieces of evidence 
from different regions, from different periods of time, 
without explaining which is the evidence that allows such 
a conjecture. Alkman's testimony refers specifically to
men's groups; apart from Alkman's testimony there is no
/
other instance of tftaaoq in the archaic era.
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Another, more relevant, instance of the word a&os 
appears in the fifth century, in a poem of Critias [IEG
II, F6 ~ Ath. Peipnosophistai 10.432d]
M I
«otl t o 6 ’ £ & o s  Z n a p T 'q  ( je X s T T t f ja  r e  H £ L p £ v o i>  s o r t  
» #
n i v £ l l >  TT}1> a.VTT)V OLVCHpOpOV n v X t x a .  p f ) 6 '
I N • *
cmo6up£L<y§au nponocr£L& ovofjacrri Xhyovra pr}6'£ni 
6£%LT£pai> ££ipa kv«Xo) & lolaov (this also is a 
custom at Sparta and a set practice to drink
from the same wine-bearing cup, and not to give
toasts, pledging them by name, nor send them 
round in the circle of the party from left hand 
to right).
This fragment shows one of the activities in the 
circumstances of a dla&os in Sparta. One cannot assume 
that drinking or dancing was the only activity; it is more 
probable that Slaeos denoted, as in later times any 
grouping of men or women. In this respect the word occurs
4
in Poll. Lexicon (Book 6.7-8) as one of crvpnoT l xa. oi>6(joltol
and there is a mention in Phot. 6 27 = Sud. 6 125 == PCG
M
III.2 122, ii of the word Siao'coroti as a synonym of 
6oLLTdXr)S and 6carvpoi>£St including only one of the 
possible semantical dimensions.
In the Greek literature of the classical era, the 
word occurs in several plays and in almost all the
literary genres. In historiography, there is a mention of 
the word in Hdt. 4.79, where the author describes the 
northern kingdom of Scythia and the initiation of its
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king, Skyles, to Bacchic rites.
In tragedy the word occurs only in Euripides* plays, 
and in particular in the most Bacchic, Bauyai, there are 
13 instances (verses 56, 74, 115, 137, 221, 379, 532, 548, 
558, 584, 680, 978, 1180) of the word &iaaos and of its 
related words such as SiacrwTrjs, &LCkCf£V£LV and &icky£Vopcki. 
Among these there are clear examples, where Dionysus is 
linked with Slcnyoi as:
m * % M < 1 ,   ^ ^
$tOU70S £ (J O S, YVl>O LLK£S, CHS £ H  ftapftCHpUV M O jJL&C H
(56) (Women my revel-rout, from alien homes),
fr m »i
Bpoptos £VT'chi> oipj S ickoov s (115) (when led by
the clamour king),
* * *I J O \ £  1>VI> m i £ T £ p O V  £ L S
*
Siaaov, a) BpOfJi£, Bpopt£ (584) (come to our
revel band thou, clamour king, clamour king). 
There are as well instances where the word has the general 
sense of a group or a gathering in a Dionysiac context,
7 * #  % # \ * * * < #
£ T l £ L T £  6 b  nOLpflL£ OVV TO) 010(0 O I.KVkf)S XCHL £ i 6 o i >  p L l>
< I
p a n x £ V o i> ra 01 HLkv&chl, KCHpra & vp<popr)i>  p £ y a X t) i>  £ n o iy )c rc a > T o t
• * M M
£%£\&oi>T£S 6b £crf)pcHLi>oi> nacrq ttj orparl>j ra l6o l £\> (when 
Scyles appeared with his band of devotees and the 
Scythians saw him in Bacchic frenzy they were furious at
it and went and told the whole army what they had seen) 
(translation of D. Grene Herodotus. The History. 1987, 
London).
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like
< »  , # *• , **
OpOi &£ &LOOOVS T p£ LS ^WO(L«£LW £OpO)t> (680) (I
see three bacchant women bands),
m m
Slaoov £i>$' £%ov<yi Kadpov nopai (978) (where 
Cadmus’s daughters hold revel),
£pbx> t o  yhpos. paxatp* * Ayavn n\^op£^* £i> 
& l6lools (1179-80) (mine is the guerdon, their 
revel-rout singeth me - Happy Agave their 
burden).
The semantic diversification, in the most Bacchic drama,
reveals that the word is not a product of the Dionysiac
cult. The meaning of the word in the other three plays,
is clearly more general and includes any group of persons
0
or half-human creatures.
In comedy there are two instances; in Ar . Frogs 
156-7*.
«ai pvppivuvas «ai Siouyovs £v6aLpoi>as 
avSpoiv nai xpoTov
(and myrtle groves, and happy bands who clap 
their hands in triumph, men and women too), 
and Thesmophoriazousai 39-42*.
M H x
£v<pnpos nos £cnoi Xaos, / erropa eroyn\£loos’
* « , , « *• #
£u l 6t)P£l yap / ooos Movo’cov £i>6oi> p£\a&po)i> /
tui> &£cmoovv(i>i> p£\onoLtoi> (all people to be
8 E. IT. 1145-7, IA 1059-61, and Pfcu 795-7.
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still, allow not a word from your lips to be 
heard, for the Muses are here and are making 
their odes in my master’s abodes), 
where the word means a group of people gathered for
m
celebration and in general any group, even Movauv. The 
word has the same meaning in Pi. Pit 303c. But in X. Mem 
2.1.31, in the context of the legendary dispute between 
Virtue and Maliciousness:
M M
rls <5*om> aoi Xeyovcrq rl marevaeie'* rls 6*ai>
dsoyevri rtvos snapneaete; n s  ca> ev <ppoi>ui> t o v
aov &LC10OV ro\iJr)<y£L£i> £LI>oll; (who will believe
what you do say? Who will grant what you do ask?
Or what sane man will dare join your throng?),
the word &[cicros means the group of disciples, followers of
a particular way of living.
In the forensic speeches of the fourth century, the
word seems to lack the initial dionysiac colour of
celebration and religiosity, and its meaning designates
the groups of humble and noisy people, who worship foreign
deities, especially of Thracian and oriental origin,
without dignity and self-respect. The examples from the
Corpus Demosthenicum, where there are three instances in
the attacks of Demosthenes against his opponent Aischines
9
and his notorious mother, are obviously partial.
9
For explanations about the notoriety of Aischines*
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0. 18.260: £l>  6 s  TOLLS T)P£pOLLS r o v s  kolX o v s $ l 6l o o v s
>• «w < n
c/Lyons 6 lol tcov o<5o>v, ( in daytime you were leading 
the fine groups of worshippers in the streets),
« m  tf  ^ % i * »*
0. 19.199: OVH LOOLOLV O VTO L TO jLl£ V  £% OLpX7)S 
0 00 
t o s  f t l f i X o v s a v a y  LY vC xntovTO L o s  ttj p r ) T p i  t s X o v o -q
ff M I #
«al rrat6,ovra & l o l o o l s «oti (j s & v o v o l v  c * i> 9 p & n o L s  
x a X i v d o v p s v o v i (do not they know that first you 
were reading the sacral books, while your mother 
was performing rites and you, although a child, 
were continually busy with the worshippers’ 
clubs and the drunkards),
% 9 # ** W
D. 19.281: T Ol> 6 *  A T pO pT}T O V  TO V ypOLppOLT LOTOV
M *
XOLL rXOLVXO&SOIS TJ)S TO VS &LOLOOVS OVl>OLyOVOT)S £<p*
X < , , < ,  W < ** ,
O LS STSpCH T £& V T)X £ l>  LS pS LO l, TO VTO l> V p S L S  X o fto V T S S  
0
0L<pT)O£Ts; (the son of Atrometus the schoolmaster 
and of Glaukothea, the convener of the religious 
clubs, for which another priestess has been put 
to death, when you have him in your power, are 
you going to release him?) (my translations).
The example of the famous case of Phryne, who was
<r 1 »  ,
accused, among other things because & l o l o o v s  OLi>6puv xoll
mother and in general about the opinion of the Athenians 
in this era about thiasoi see Scholia Demosthenica ed.
M.R.DiIts, vol.I, 18.260 and II, 19.199 and 281, 1983-6, 
Leipzig: Teubner .
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« , 10
yvi>aLX0)i> croi>i)YCAY£V can only support the conclusions drawn
from the use of the word in Demosthenes’ speeches. Later
11
the word dla&os means any group of people. So, the
definition of Siaaos given by most of the lexicographers
as: Slaaos eori t o  a&poL%6{j£i>oi> n\r)9os snl t s Xc t «al Ttjurj
&£U>i> in parallel with Oiaoos as tspos x°P®s (only in Sud.
§ 379), is fully comprehensible.
In general, the central meaning of the word &taoos is
a group of people, mainly men, gathered for a certain
common activity, such as feasting, drinking or dancing.
In the notion of feast, as a manifestation of a rural 
12
population’s sociability, the word signifies simply the 
gathering of males, while the presence of the god of wine 
and the connection of Dionysus with &iaoos was developed 
later , probably in the Athenian society of the fifth 
century, after the adoption of the cult by the city-state 
in the sixth century and the introduction of the Dionysia 
into the sacral calendar of Athens.
10
See chapter 2.
** J- AJ 14.215 and 216, Plu. Alex 2.9, Cleom 34.2, Ant
24.2 and 75, Moralia vol .4 301F, D. Chrys. Orationes 4.84, 
Lucian Salt 22.9, Hid. Aethiopis 2.33.5, Him. Or. 32.53,
Athe. Peipnosophistai 8.362e, Nonn. D 14.106.
12
For this subject see the old but still important study 
of Gernet (1968: 21-61).
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(B) The first pieces of evidence about tftaawroa come 
from E. Ba 547-9:
top epoi> 6* hvz'oq e^et dwpoc / Toc  ^ tftacrurap / 
o y c o z l q l l o l xptwnrop h u  E L p x z a L q . (He has 
imprisoned my companion in a gloomy dungeon).
So already in the fifth century B.C. it was used to mean 
simply the follower or the disciple as in Ar. Frogs 324-7, 
in Wasps 728-30:
"AXX* 2 rrjc; nXixiac; auTrjc; o v v & i a o w z a ,
t u & o v ,  Jiiflot) Xoyoiai, / j tjS ’ atppwp yeui7, 
f i q S ' i z e i ^ r j q  <xyai> arepcx/iwp r'aprjp. (and we turn to 
talk to our old compeer / our choir - companion 
of many a day. Don't be fool, / give in, give 
in nor too perverse and stubborn), 
and Wealth 508:
Laawra t o u  Xri p e i v  xai t o o  jiapcmaLELP^^
(companion enrolled in the Order of Zanies and 
fools).
In the fourth century we have the first instances of 
a new content of the word, that is as members of an
13 It is really interesting to notice that the scholia 
identify thiasotai with dancers (see Scholia Graeca in 
Aristophanem ed. Deubner, Paris 1855, Thesmophoriazousai 
41, Frogs 327, Wealth 508, Wasps 728).
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association of private cult; this is the meaning in Is. 
9.30
xai £tq zovq ^laawrag 'HpaxXsouq exetvov [aurop]
» ' <1 / <v, / I '
£t,oriy<xy£L> ipa perexoL TTjq xoLPWPiac;. auroi 
S’viup ol tfiaacoTai papruprjaotxup (he also 
introduced him to the confraternity of Herakles 
in order that he might become member of this 
association. The other members will bear 
witness to this), 
where the word -Jkaawrai denotes members of a cult 
association, as well as in Arist. EN II 1160a 19: 
gpiol 6e tcop xolpuplwp Sl’t^ Soptjp 6oxot>ai 
yiyp£odoLi {UaawTWP xa\ epapiarttp 
and in Oec 1346b 13-19.^ The term tHaaurai appears in the 
law, of an uncertain date, attributed to Solon 
(Ruschenbusch 1966: 99 F76a), in the sense of members of 
an association. The lexicographers seem to preserve this 
range of possible meanings when they define the word 
tfiaawrai as xuptwg ot Jtep'i top Alopooop (Sud. # 37 9) and 
kxaXovpro ol xoLPtopoupreq twp fliaawp (Sud. £ 380) and 
rhaouTijq, o xop£vrr)q (Sud. £ 379).
14 'For the term fliaawrixa see a fragmentary inscription of
the first half of the third century from Thasos in IG XII
suppl . 356.5: rj tfiaainxa rj xwp^Lxa, a document possibly
concerning a regulation of debts.
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In conclusion, the use of the words in the literature 
does not designate any clear-cut distinction. The word 
Oteros is used to describe in the beginning a social 
gathering without any implication about its particular 
activity and only after the fifth century the Bacchic 
group; and even then it can still mean any group of people 
or worshippers or even group of half-human creatures, such
N
as Centaurs. The word $iou7WTal in the late fifth and
early fourth century denotes principally the followers of 
15
a cult and only later in the fourth century private 
cult associations. The wide range of possible meanings 
attributed to the words cannot indicate anything else but 
the use of the word to describe different patterns of 
communal living, whose common feature was conviviality, 
later on exemplified by a distant or close connection 
with Dionysus.
For the use in texts of the Roman era see also Lucian 
Fug. 4, Peor . Con. 3, D.Deor. 271, D.C. Histor ia Romana 
58.12.5 and 56.46.1, Philostr . Jun. Xqi.. 884.20.
C. EP1GRAPHICAL EVIDENCE 
The earliest two epigraphical pieces of evidence come 
from Rhodes (SIG 1035 a. TO /Co^Xto/^taoos, 6th/5th 
century) and Aegina (SEG 36.305:2 $£hch?oi>, 510-500) 
respectively. SEG 35.1009 (500-480) is an extensive and 
explicit graffito from Sicily on a black glazed Attic vase
t o v t o v  rov oqvipov Uopqos CHTOdidOT L £S TOl> &LOLOOV
M I I M M
roi> ?i[...]v'at 6k 4>1\£l ipvvav, o v h  aXXos «*aye;
s
ho 6k Ypcmoas toi> ai>vkpo<i>>Ta nvyt%£L (Porkos
has dedicated this skyphos to the group of ?; if
he loves Phryna, nobody else will chase her.
16
The writer of this will sodomize the reader), 
where $taoos, as in the Rhodian inscription, means a group 
of people without any apparent link with the Dionysiac 
cult.
In the epigraphical records from Attica, the first 
appearance of the term dlcnaos is in the fragmentary SEG 
10.330 which will be discussed later. At the turn of the 
fifth century $£otoos occurs in the Oemotionid decrees IG 
II2 1237.77 and 105 (396/5) The inscription consists of
three different decrees, the first issued in 396/5, the
second soon afterwards, and the third sometime after the 
360s. The word Blacos appears twice in the second decree
16
Discussion of particular problems is summarized in SEG 
38.948 and 39.987.
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and is clearly understood as a sub-division of the
phratry, given the responsibility in the first instance,
for the registration or not of a member’s new born child,
and for penalties in case of proved intrusions, for those
17
members, who deceived or tried to deceive the phratry.
The members of this subdivision are called &i.ou7uyrai..
The significance of the subdivision of the phratry
into dtaaoL is emphasized dramatically by Guarducci (1935:
336) who, in the context of a manichaistic conception for
the early Athenian society and its evolution, assumes that
the phratry is composed from two different kinds of
&LOL&OL, one reserved for the nobility and the other for 
18
the plebeians. Following Wade-Gery’s (1952: 130)
2
interpretation of IG II 1237, according to which 
A£xe\i£LS is the name of the phratry and Ay}/jot l u v lScul the
17
The bibliography about this set of decrees is large and 
its compilation can be found in the latest work of Hedrick 
(1990). It is needless to repeat it again here.
18
A similar opinion was expressed later by Nilsson (1951:
157) who distinguishes two different kinds of thiasoi in
that period: one the subdivision of the phratry and a
second one introduced by "families of some standing and
belonging to the phratries". In the last category he
2
includes documents like IG II 2344. A similar assumption 
is held by Meier (1973: 119).
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#name of a body of £?W7}Tal, that is a council of 
expounders of the sacral law, Guarducci had a precedent of 
the existence of a noble "body" in phratries. In addition 
she claimed that the Siacros of Etionidai mentioned in SEG 
10.330, a dedication possibly to Herakles from the late 
fifth century, is substantially similar to the 
ArilJOT LUi>L&cm and therefore the Slcucros of SEG 10.330 
should be considered as a Slcneos of noblemen in an unknown 
phratry. Her main argument is built around the importance 
of the patronymic form of the name Etionidai. I think 
that Guarducci’s claim is not sustainable since her main 
argument, that of patronymic ending, does not prove a 
possible aristocratic origin. There are examples of 
patronymic names in the form of -£<5ou denoting simply 
descendants ( Y\£LOLOTpcxr l6chl ) or phratries ( &£ppix\£L6cu , 
M£6o v t Idea) or what in the fourth century B.C. were called 
gene. The $£otcyos of SEG 10.330 has nothing to do
For this controversial inscription see Ferguson (1944: 
134) who based on different readings, suggested that this 
inscription has nothing to do with phratry but it refers 
simply to a thiasos. However, the term thiasos is only 
rarely used as a collective name by the synonymous 
associations of the late fourth century. Lambert (1986: 
48) suggested that this document may come from a 
particular Heraklean thiasos. C f . Andrewes (1961a: 12).
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whatsoever with phratries.
Hedrick (1990: 57) notes, in addition to Andrewes’
remark (1961a: 12) about the lack of name in these §LCHyoL,
that "the organization of & lolctol seems suspiciously
regular and symmetrical". Unfortunately, we know neither 
20 #
the size of as subdivisions of a phratry,nor their
21
number in each phratry, nor even whether this division
was something widespread among the Athenian phratries,
since the only reference concerns the Dekeleian one.
We do not know when this division was introduced or
even if it was a provision made by the state or by the
phratries independently. It does not seem that it was
promulgated by the city-state, since there is not the
slightest evidence or even implication of that. Besides, ■
it was possible that a phratry had the right to be
organized without any restriction by the state, according
22
to the law attributed to Solon (Dig. 47.22.4); a large 
phratry would be sub-divided in order to control the 
candidates efficiently and dissuade possible intruders.
The size of Blacroi whose members’ records are preserved 
proves that these were groups, sometimes, of less than
20 2
In IG II 2345 the size of different thiasoi varies from
13 to 33 members; in 2344 only 20 names are mentioned.
21 2
Four survive m  IG II 2345.
22
See above chapter 1 and Nilsson (1951: 157-8).
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twenty people and that their main function was of
guarantors of a phratry's integrity. It is quite
/
plausible to attribute the introduction of \Uaaoi as a 
subdivision to a phratry's initiative. As for a possible
2
date, it is quite difficult to define one, since in IG II
1237 the system is in operation even before the issue of 
23this decree. The most probable seems to be the second
half of the fifth century, when demographic problems, as a
consequence of the continued Peloponnesian war, made the
Athenians worry about the integrity of the citizen body 
/
and the word dtaooq in literary sources is not used only
24in connection with Dionysus. The purpose of such a
23 Poland (1909: 18) suggests that Kleisthenes might have 
introduced thiasoi as a subdivision of a phratry.
Ferguson (1944: 67) and recently Lambert (1986: 28) hold 
the same view. On the other hand, Arist. AP 21.6 
indicates that Kleisthenes made no change in the 
phratries.
24 Andrewes (1961a: 12) maintains that the system should 
have been introduced before the occupation of Dekeleia by 
the Spartans. Hedrick (1990: 58) is of the opinion that 
the division of the phratry into thiasoi was introduced 
first in the late fifth or early fourth century. For 
criticism of the conceptualization of thiasoi as 
subdivisions of the phratries see Lambert (1986: 56).
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reform varies, according to the scholars, from a 
democratic reform movement (Andrewes 1961ar\12) to a 
conservative re-establishment of the old o r d e r ^Ttap^on
1968: 51). Of similar origin seem to be some inscription
2 25preserving lists of members, like IG II 2344 and 2345.
Lambert’s criticism is right in some points of detail but 
his interpretation overestimates the importance of other 
divisions of phratry than thiasoi.
^  For IG II2 2344 see Hedrick, C. W. (1989) "The phratry
from Paiania", C£> n.s. 39, 126-35. For the nature of IG
2
II 2345 as list of phratores see the reservations of 
Poland (1909: 18) whether it is plausible, only on the 
grounds of patronymic and demotic names, to reach such a 
conclusion. But in the end he admits that these documents 
preserve names of individuals who were presented as 
"Neuburgers" to the phratry. This inscription is 
discussed by Hedrick (1991). I cannot accept Golden's
view [Golden, M. (1979) "Demosthenes and the age of 
majority in Athens" Phoenix 33, 25-38] that IG II2 2347 is 
a document of a thiasos - part of a phratry. Thiasoi as 
divisions of phratries have never used the expression 
xoivov t£>i> ^Laawrwp, which is used constantly by 
associations of thiasotai. C f . the recent article of 
Humphreys, S.C. (1990) "Phrateres in Alopeke, and the 
Salaminioi" ZPE 83, 243-48. For a new interpetation of IG
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The next piece of evidence comes from the reading of 
a decree inscribed on a cult-table, published initially as 
IG II2 1246. Dow and Gill (1965: 111-12) read the 
palimpsest inscriptions and in SEG 22.122:4 and 123:3 the 
phrase £i> tcol & locwl occurs designating the place where 
the stele should have been erected. According to the 
editors, & lcig'o s has not any specific or technical sense; 
it is simply the earliest evidence of the word meaning
* r*
cult association. In the temple of opye^ves nobody could
have been misled by this reference.
The word &ta&os appears again in a document of the
2
fourth century (IG II 1177) and in three documents of the
third century, 1275, 1297 and 4985. IG II2 1275 is a
decree regulating the burial of a member of an association
of Otao’wrat (1-7), mutual aid among the members (7-9), the
strict application of the decree’s provisions (9-12) and
2
penalty in case of infringement (14-17). IG II 1297 is
an honorary decree in favour of an official bearing the
* % 2
title of apx^pod>l&ttis . IG II 4985 is a quite puzzling
inscription, especially because of its brevity. Its three
« # " ,
words*. O^JOVOLas t o v  &iacrov cannot help us to identify the
exact meaning of t^oto'os; whether it is a permanent
2
II 2343 as a group of thiasotai from Kydathenaion see 
Lind, H. (1990) Per Gerber Kleon in. den "Rittern1 des 
Aristophanes, 132-64, Frankfurt: Lang.
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association or a group gathered only for a specific
temporary religious purpose.
But the use of the word in 1177, 1275 and 1297 gives
us more hints and clues, in order to analyse the semantic
2
alteration of the word. In this respect, IG II 1297.2-5 
(237/6) is the document in which the use of the word 
Stcucros implies a solution:
' x •  ** x •  r
eneidri Z.£xppuv «oXws kcu l\] or l/(jus crovriyci^
I Cl
rov Stacrov, enedunev 6b holl cn'q/X’qv coots
* " * x *  x r * * X
ava.T£$r)voiL £ ls to l£pov ftov\o^i£vo/s chv%£ lv to
X * " ' ,
h o l v o v  £9t tcov i6n>hv (since Sophron well and 
zealously convened the thiasos and gave a stele 
in order to be dedicated in the temple, desiring 
to increase the treasury from its own).
The phrase &vvf)}'oii'£ to v  BLaoov suggests that Sophron was 
responsible for convening the group for a religious 
ceremony. The same phrasing appears in D. 19.281 and in 
the accusation of Phryne (see above p.129) and 1177 (see 
below p. 182). However, &Laoos in 1297 appears only once 
while the association is described either by the word
N M M M
$tou70)TOU (1.9, 15), or the phrase £6o%£V twi x o l v u l 
(1.1-2). I do not think that all these three forms mean 
the same thing and are used interchangeably. The only 
possibility was the limited interchangeable use of the
" X r
terms SiacroiTat and h o l v o v . The word S lcloos in this 
document refers explicitly to the strictly religious 
aspect of the association. G lchoos means the group of
180
people coming together (that is the reason for the use of 
the verb ovvfiyays) for a specific religious ceremony. 
Sophron is honoured as the one who convened the group and 
for his zeal in increasing the available funds of the 
group. His title implies that he might have been the head 
of an eranos raised among the members of the group. The
i M
title apX£pai>L&TT)S is possibly an honorific one. ©tacyayrou 
and 7tOLVOi> are the expressions used in order to denote the 
association in other instances. This interpretation of 
the word diacros applies to 1177.3-6 (mid 4th century):
Cl M  ^ I *
[onws ai> fj\ / [rj$] sis oupsTovs ckplei fjy
/ (vs] crovayei /jyjds topa sviSpsvuiv] / [ t o i l ]  .
This inscription preserves part of the decision of the
deme of Piraeus to keep Thesmophorion in proper condition
and in order during the enumerated festivals. Among other
prohibitions, it is not allowed for anybody to convene
thiasoi in the premises of Thesmophorion. Moreover, it is
difficult to imagine that during the several festivals
mentioned in 1177.8-10 all the numerous associations of
Piraeus had to postpone their activities. Simply, they
had to be cautious and they had to avoid the building
26
called Thesmophorion.
It is more difficult to reach a conclusion for the
26
Ziebarth (1896: 167), Poland (1909: 19), Radin (1910: 
54), Vinogradoff (1920-22: 2.125-6) and LSCG 36.
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meaning of the word in 1275 (325-275). The word occurs
only once in 1.5-6: 77 os cxi> o l k s l o t c h t / o s  s i  to v  §1  aaov.
In the same document, there is a mention of x o l v o v  (1.17),
when it is needed to describe the body, which inflicts
penalties in case of disobedience while the subject of
activities like ratifying a regulation (1.13) or
prosecuting an infringer (1.15) is described by the term
. In this case, it is not expedient to suggest
that these three terms could be used interchangeably as
Tod (1906: 331 n.2) assumed, and interpret the term &ta&os
as the whole of . The use of three different
terms was not something meaningless. Each had a
particular connotation, depending on the context. Blaoos
as a technical term was used cautiously only when there
was a religious function to be performed and death was an
occasion for ritual and ceremonies, to appease the dead
person. On such an occasion the group is self-designated
using a name of religious character. In other words, the
word 9 loi& o s has a specific sacral connotation. That is
why it is used only once in this inscription, in order to
27
designate the group as a religious community.
27
I do not agree with Baslez (1988: 141) who considers 
this headless decree as coming from an association of 
Semitic people, because "la fonction fun^raire de deux 
thiases Strangers d ’Attique est caracteristique du mrzh
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The word Slacros appears once more with the same
meaning in the beginning of the second century in a poem
2
preserved on stone and published as IG II 2948.5 and 6:
( V V t M « tr
[ A]v9'ui>, co Liovva* , cov cXaos oiuov
a j j ’ (x o t o v /  [*al] Y £ i> £ X iv  a & i ^ o i s  notvra T £  ctox>
9lcncroi>
a clear reference to its link with the cult of Dionysus,
* r»
although the association calls itself opy£<ai>£S\ (1325 and 
1326). These three inscriptions can be linked, because 
they have been discovered in the same place and in 2948.2 
there is a reference to Dionysius, the leader of the
* M
Op¥£UI>£S of 1325 and 1326.
The majority of the documents come from the very end 
of the fourth century onwards (see Table 7) and the 
standard formula used by the associations to express their 
identity is x o l v o v  Oiotowrwi; or ^Louyooroti. Can we assert 
then that the name diacros was used only in connection with 
Dionysiac guilds and the rest of such groups were called
N
&icicroiTCiL? Why then in literature is there a constant, 
undifferentiated use of the term $coi<7os for both of them? 
And moreover is there any similarity in a structural level 
between these two, apparently different types of 
associations? We can only conjecture an answer if we 
assume that the orators were especially interested in the
s6mitique".
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functions of these associations and not in their internal
structure and their differences. As far as our
epigraphical evidence goes, it is clear that the word 
/
#iaaoq is used either in order to designate a subdivision
of the phratry, at least in the fourth century, or to
indicate a religious gathering of any group of tfiaawroa.
The term tftaawrai is used in general to describe not only
/
the members of a phratry’s \Haaoc;, but also to define an
association of private cult, acquiring in this way a
broader sense. Poland (1909: 20) assumes that the
terminological difference between the terms tfuxaoq and
tfiaawrai describe two different structures, -fHaaoi
designating the "athenischen Burgerbevolkerung", while the
phrase tfiaawrai and xoivov fliaawT&jp refers to a more
recent type, which possibly consists of foreigners and in
which the religious element is underlined. However, the
/
limited use of the word diaeoc; in the above examined 
documents undermines seriously the conclusion of Poland. 
Even if we discard the use of the word in Demosthenes as 
non-technical, there are still some epigraphical 
instances, where an explanation following Poland's 
assertion would have been tentative. As a result, I think 
that a sharp distinction along the lines of natives and 
foreigners is not plausible or at least it was already 
blurred in the fourth century and onwards.
Next I shall try to approach the structure of these 
associations through the study of their membership,
184
finances, offices and the honours attributed to their 
members.
NOTES ON INSCRIPTIONS
Before going on with the study of the structure of
N
associations called &Lacru>TCAL it is necessary to comment on 
some aspects of the compiled material. First of all a 
note on chronology should be given. Poland (1909: 20) 
followed by Ferguson (1944: 67) remarked that there is a 
concentration of the "thiasotendekreten" in the period 
301-277. However, this assumption is not confirmed at all 
from the available evidence because the documents, where
N
an association of Siao'coron is present, cover a period of
more than a century, while the latest trace comes from the
imperial era. [Tables 7, 8 and already Vinogradoff
(1920-22: 127)].
The majority of associations of SiaaoyrcuL worship a
foreign deity. Although more information for most of them
is not currently available, it is fair to assume that, at
least in the case of Bendis* $i.Ok7(OTCU, we can have a clear
picture of its structure and prosopography for the period
2
248/7-242/1. Among our documents, there are four, IG II 
1317, 1317b, SEG 2.9 and 10 respectively, coming from 
Salamis and presenting certain similarities. In 
particular, there are striking similarities, between 1317 
and 1317b, on the one hand, and SEG 2.10 on the other, 
concerning not only the date of their assembly fjnvos
185
** , < , 28
T .H L p o < p o p L U i> o s , 6 e v T £ p c u  L c n c x p e v o v , and the fact that all
the three have been found in Salamis, but also the 
structure of their board of administration, where the same
offices occur in all the documents, with the exception of
29 *
the mutilated 1317, and the same number of enLpeXriTOLL,
three in each inscription. These associations follow the
same practice, that is honour their officers collectively.
Last but not least, a prosopographical remark concerning
the identification of certain members of the
administration in the above mentioned period; Ni«tots
#
appears in all the three documents either as £nifj£\r)TT)S 
(1317b.11) or as treasurer (1317.7) or as a member
M
proposing a decree (SEG 2.10:3), St par o«\rjs is the 
secretary in all the three documents, *Pv9pos, a
M «
diminutive for Evpv&pos, is honoured as enifj£Xy)Ti)s in SEG 
2.10:11 and proposes the honouring of other officials in 
1317b.2 and possibly Msihav, who is a superintendent in
28
As a result, I think that in the first line of 1317 we
<
should read p t f v o s  Z i t ip o < p o p L U i i> o s  6 s v T £ p o i [ i  i c r r a p k v o v ,
, * «
HvpLaL ayopau. — ] as in 1317b and SEG 2.10. Of course 
there is a problem with the length of the first line but 
the proposed restoration is more or less certain, if the 
common origin of these three documents is accepted.
29
See the suggested restoration in SEG 3.127.
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i \ 30
1317b. 11, had been eJUjLtEXrjrrjq as well in 1317.7-8. It is 
reasonable to conclude from these facts that these three 
documents were issued from the same association.
However, there are some difficulties about inserting 
in this category the document SEG 2.9. It comes from Sa- 
lamis and has some common features with the three mentio­
ned; i) the name AoxL^oq which occurs in SEG 2.10, ii) the 
same, more or less, structure of the board of administra-
I \
tion, that is three enL^eXqrat, secretary and treasurer, 
and iii) en bloc honouring of officers. Nevertheless, it 
cannot be fully understood in the context of the previous 
three, because the list of officials of SEG 2.9, which 
covers the period 247/6-242/1, does not agree with the 
evidence from 1317b. In particular, in 1317b the names of 
officials honoured in the archonship of Hieron (245/4) do 
not correspond to the names of the officials mentioned in 
SEG 2.9:18-21. So, it is more prudent to suppose that at 
that time there were two different associations of 
tfiaawrai on the island, although we do not know anything 
about a possible criterion for the distinction. SEG 2.9 
is important from another point of view. It is the only 
decree in which the names of officers are preserved for 
three (247/6-245/4) and two (242/1-241/40) consecutive 
years respectively. It reveals in this way the structure
^  So, in 1317.7-8 we may read [ . . .Meixo]/pa erci/i£\r)Trji>.
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of relationships among the members and the decisive
factors leading to the selection of officials in an
association. But the discussion of this extremely
interesting aspect will follow in subsection II.
2
IG II 1318 (end 3rd century), a badly mutilated
document of the third century, does not contain the names
and the titles of the officers, but it is fair to assume
*
that they were probably snifJsXtfTcti, since there are
, * W
indications of being plural ( 6: <5£<5co«oicni> and 8: ctvrot [s] ) ,
their duties are described in the same way as in SEG 2.9,
2
10 and IG II 1277 and, finally, they were scrutinized for
the administration of the association’s financial affairs. 
2
IG II 1319 (c. 215) is an even worse preserved text and 
the only possible conjecture concerns the number of the 
honoured persons. It seems, from the space remaining in 
the last two lines, that more than two officials were 
honoured with this decree.
SEG 24.156 (238/7), a decree honouring riai6L«0s as 
having preserved, through difficult circumstances, the
M
collected spavos, is another interesting case, since this 
mutilated stone led Robert (1969= 14-23) to an obscure 
conclusion like: "Ce thiase £tait exactement un £ranos". 
Although his general epigraphical remarks are accurate, 
the assumption concerning the nature of the association is
M
extremely misleading. If it weve an epavos, then the most
#
common expression for its members would be epavicnai and
*• 2
not . This inscription has its parallel in IG II
188
1298 where again an epavoq is mentioned. The word £paL>oc;,
in this context does not mean an association, but a kind
of amicable loan collected among the associates and
existing for their needs.
IG II2 1273 was dated by the editors of IG II2 in the
year of the archon Aristonymos (281/80) only on the ground
that his name was one letter shorter than the other
31possible solution. But modern reconstruction of the
Athenian calendar has undergone several radical changes
and in more recent accounts the archonship of Aristonymos
is dated in 281/80 and followed by Kimon. Moreover, in a
stoichedon inscription of 30 letters, with only two lines
2
deviating from the rule, the IG II restoration gives a 
line of 39 letters long. Osborne (1989: 230 n.97), having 
examined the stone, claims that it should be dated in 
2 65/4 in the year of the archon Oauopaxoq. Osborne’s main 
argument concerns the length of 127 3.1; he assumes that 
its length is 36 1/2 letters and that the name of the
31 Foucart (1873: 205-6) dated the inscription in the year 
of the archon ropyiac; (280/79), a date which does not fit 
the chronology since archon of the previous year is 
Oupiocq. Oikonomides, A.N. (1978) "P. Haun 6 and Euxenos 
the Athenian Eponymous of 222/1 B.C." ZPE 32, 85-6 
suggested without any particular argumentation that this 
inscription should be dated in 222/21.
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archon should have nine letters. The key to a solution is 
offered in lines 5-6: aipeSsis vn/[o r] oyi> c m
M
Ni«tov OLpxovros; so Nikias was the archon of the previous 
year. There were three archons with the name Nikias in 
the third century, but only one who is followed by an 
archon whose name fits the requirements of this particular 
inscription; this is Nikias of the year 282/1 and Ourios
9
was archon in 281/0. The restoration [ * Err’Ovplov 
** % , •*
apxovT]os privos Av&ccrvqpLUVos gives 33 1/2 letters 
slightly less from the two exceptionally long lines of 
this document.
The last remark concerns a quantitative and
% **
descriptive approach to the use of the terms uoii>oi> ru>i>
N M
l^ottfooTcov and $totc'WTOii. The first term appears only 28 
times in the corpus, while the second one appears 55 
times. The way these terms are used is much more 
significant. The phrase k o l v o v  t <a i > corwy does not
M
designate only an active subject, which decides, s6o%£V
# m  r*
(or 6 £ 6 o x & c* l ) toh x o l i x a l , honours, according to previously 
defined standards, imposes penalties, elects or allots 
officials; but also a "body" which accepts the benevolence 
of its members, or receives the payment of the imposed 
fines. Nevertheless, the latter use is very scarce and 
limited. On the other hand, the alternative is the use of 
the word t^oto'corou., which seems to be quite widespread in 
the corpus of the documents. Under this term as a 
subject, a wide range of activities is described,
190
including secular ones such as issuing a resolution 
( £ & o % £ i> ) , forming the assembly ( a y o p a ) , electing officials 
( c * .L p £ & £ Is), deciding by vote ( y r )< p ic ra [j£ i> (A i> ), collecting
M
money ( £Lcmpa% is), inflicting penalties ( xvpoxns) or 
giving the right for prosecution ( to ) l f t o v X o p i t v u t  to*i >
M # W
^tao’WTtov), as well as sacral: $v<yc*xyi. - or£$oa>ovo'i. An
interesting case with the use of both terms, side by side,
2
appears in IG II 2347 (second half of the 4th century) 
which comes from Salamis and where it is said in column 
A.1-2:
r  *  r  *  ** r
T O V a d £  £O T  £(pOCl>0>Oai> OL WTOU < p i\O T  LpLOIS
« #* • < %
£1>£X£V  T7)S £ L S  £CHVTOVS
followed by two names, while in lines 5-6 the phrase:
, 1 , % , «* ** » w
TOX>&&£ £OT£<p<Xl>OXy£l> TO  XO LV O V TOOV &L OK^ WTCOV OLp£TT}S
" r * ~ %
£ V £ n c k «ou o ix a L o c n > i> r ) s T7js £ i s t o  x o l i >o i> tcov
M
£ iou7w t <*>i;
seems to refer to another crowning of members or even 
officials of consecutive years. This interchangeable use 
of these terms implies that at least in some cases they 
were regarded as real alternatives.
I . MEMBERSHIP AND FINANCE
Membership did not depend upon any previous 
32
qualification. The payment of a contribution is the only
32
Freyburger et a l . (1986: 67) claim that there was a
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2
known prerequisite (IG II 1298 and 2356, where besides
the names there is a number, probably of the money owed).
It seems that even the scrutiny (of religious character)
of the bpye&veq is not the rule. Men and women were
equally welcomed to this kind of association; the lists of
some of them (1297, 1298, 2343, 2347, 2348, 2349, 2351,
332352 and 2356) are explicit about women’s participation.
In 1298, women are becoming i£p£ioa of Artemis but this is
our only epigraphical evidence about women holding a post
in an association of tfiaawrai. Some of the known members
34are actually non-Athenians, but for the majority of the
SoxLjjocoLa for the admission. But there is no trace in the 
evidence for thiasotai association.
33 The following inscriptions contain list of thiasotai, 
either as subdivisions of a phratry or as members of 
cult-groups: IG II2 2344, 2345, 2346 all coming from the 
4th or 3rd century and 2359 of c. 100.
^  See for example in IG II2 1263 ArjprjrpLoq Euaca>5poo 
’OXoWioq, 1271 MrjLHq fh>T}OLd£OV KHpax\curr)q 127 3 KEtpaXiwp 
'HpaxXEWTrjq and T z^rjptxoq TpoCn^oq. But in 1317, 1317b,
1262, 1277, 1297, 1298, SEG 2.9 and 10 there is no 
reference to any particular nationality, which could allow 
us to conjecture about the origin of the officials. The 
example of 1323, however, reveals that there were Athenian 
citizens among their ranks and most probably metics [IG
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members there is not any evidence at all.
The financial situation of almost all the 
associations of tfiaawrai was more or less gloomy. Their 
income, which eventually may have taken the form of an 
cpauoq (1298), depended heavily on the entrance fees of 
the new members, the regular and exceptional contributions 
of their members, either in cash or in kind (1282, 1271 
and 1277), and the penalties exacted in case of a 
violation of a decree by an official (1263, 1273 and 1297) 
or by any member (1275). On the other hand the 
expenditures were increased not only because of the annual 
honouring of officials (1261A-C, 1263, 1278 and 1317b), 
but also because of the restoration or preservation of the 
temple or other premises (1301). In some cases, there is 
a reference that the burial of a deceased member will be 
performed by the association (1277.14-16, 1323.11,
1275.6-7 and 1278 restored). It is important that 
associations of tftaawrai do not appear in records of 
leases, securities or purchases except in one document 
(Finley 43) where an opoq of npaoiq cm Xvoa was placed 
by tfiaaurai. Does that mean that simply they did not own 
any estate and they could not take profit from it, or that 
they did not have the inventive spirit of opycuvcq? The
2
II 1261A-C, according to Foucart's conjecture in BCH 3 
(1879) 510].
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fact that a large part of the tfiaawroa were not Athenian 
citizens suggests that they could not acquire any land.
The amount of money owed to the association is 
declared to be either sacral (1273) or owed to the goddess 
(1297). Ziebarth (1896: 175) suggested that in this case 
there was no need for the association to follow a legal 
procedure in order to receive the money, because its claim 
could be satisfied directly. What would be the next step, 
we do not know. Maybe an act towards the seizure of 
property? But since the contribution was small and the 
consequence of non-payment was rather the exclusion or the 
marginalisation of the non-payer than any other penalty, a 
punishment that meant the loss of a whole network of 
friends and possibly supporters, I think that it is not 
appropriate to discuss seizures.
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II. OFFICERS, OFFICES AND HONOURS
M
In all the known associations of B loloo t^oll, there is a 
very simple administrative structure, consisting of
4 #
SnL(J£\7)T7)S or £7lLIJ£\7)TOlL , TdploLS, and ypapparsvs. The 
sacerdotal duties are performed by a person who in the 
majority of the documents bears the title of ispsvs or 
isponoibs when he is a man, and ispsia when a woman.
There is no trace of hierarchy among the different kind of 
officials.
< %
There seem to be two methods of selection: aips&sis 
and \oi£WV, but the neutral terms aaraora^ls and ysvopsvos 
are attested as well. The term describes
exclusively the method of selection for sacerdotal
36 < 4 2
offices (see for isponoibs IG II 1261c, 1263 and for
* % < *
ispsvs 1273a, b) while the term aips&sis or
(npo&)oLips&svTSS defines the selection for the office of
raptas (1271 and probably 1273a) or ypapparsvs (1263) or
snips\r)TCU C1301) or of special committees (SEG 2.9 and IG
2 % #
II 1282). The terms «araora^ls, xaLTacrra&svTss are
ascribed to officials of previous years, who were elected
36
This fact is explained by the character of the Greek 
religion as one without any organised priesthood and 
system of beliefs. The nature of the religion as a 
collection of rituals gave the opportunity to anyone to 
perform these duties.
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(SEG 2.9-10, IG II2 1277, 1278), while the term y s v b p s v o s  
is connected with a sacerdotal office (1261c, 1297 and 
1298), although there is an exception (1261a).
All the officials stayed in office for one year; the
evidence about this is explicit and covers almost every
% 2 * \ 
office (for y p a p p a T s v s  IG II 1263, s n i p s X r [ T a i SEG 2.9-10,
, 2 < # < % 
radios IG II 1278 and 1323, i s p s i a i 1298, i s p o n o i o i
1261b). It is possible but not definitely proved that in
1273b the office of ispsvs was shorter than a year, since
in the decree there is a mention of the year and the month
4 M  m
( s n i N iniov a p x o v T O s  pr)i>bs Boy)6popiu>vos) when the priest
was allotted, while in 1273a the meeting takes place in 
* * 37
' Av&£crry)pL(M> . The annual term in office was not always 
the rule since there are cases where officials stayed in 
charge for more than one year:
I # 4
snsiS'q Bson> hoitoiotoctets Tapias sis tov sviavTov 
t o i > s m  Nl«o0o)j;tos ap%oi>Tos XsXsiTOvpyvjxsv stt)
37
This oddity was explained as a semestral allotment of
officials (Ferguson 1944: 107, n.49) with the assumption
that such an arrangement was convenient for merchants and
without any precedent in Attica or as a monthly rotation
2
in this office (Kirchner, IG II 1273.30). With no more 
available evidence, I am inclined to accept Foucart’s 
(1873: 206) conclusion that we do not know whether it was 
regular or exceptional.
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n\£LU> (sine© Theon was elected as treasurer in
the year of the archon Nikophon, he stayed in
2
office for several years (IG II 1323.5-8 and 
11-13).
There is a similar case in 1261B and C where I.T£<pcm>os
M < ,
MvXu&pov appeared as i£ponoios for two consecutive years.
The meetings of the associations of $iao'Ct>Tat. took 
place every month. Bendis* $iao'ayroti gathered on the 
second day of the month of Skirophorion in order to pay
* M
honour to their officials, just as the opy£0)i>£s held their
meetings on the same date. Their decrees start with the
, * » 2
standard phrase nvpiat ayopai (SEG 2.9 and 10, IG II
1317b).
SEG 2.9 offers some interesting evidence not only on 
the problem of the duration of the term in office, but 
also on how the selection of officials proceeded. In a 
record of the officials for six years, that is from 247/6 
to 242/1, certain names appear again and again, like the
s
name ©aX\os, which occurs three times as £mfj£\iqT7)s (in 
the years 247/6, 245/4 and 242/1) or the name Barpoi^os, 
which occurs three times as well, twice as ppappoiT^vs 
(247/6 and 241/40) and once as raptas (245/4), while he 
was elected as a member of the committee for the erection 
of that column. The same is true for Kpoir^s (242/1 and 
241/40) and * ApxiwoXis (245/4 and 241/40). So in a period 
of six years, four persons seem not simply to participate 
in the administration of the association, but to conduct
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virtually all its activities and administer its survival.
The mode of selection actually conduced to the
association’s survival, which was guaranteed through the
38
generous and benevolent aid of the wealthier members, who 
in return received these offices.
After the end of the term in office, the officers, 
and especially the treasurer (1271), the secretary (1263), 
and the superintendents (SEG 2.9), had to be scrutinised 
about the way they had administered the association’s 
affairs, and especially those involving financial matters. 
The expressions used are either Hal t o v s  Xoyovs anodbduuav 
(SEG 2.9:5-6) or 6£6u>naoLv 6b \oyoi> nal
• t r
£v&vvas navruv cot> &LUTtf)na<yLi> (1277.16) and in one case
* , # < , *• «  ,
ai>£i>Tt\y)TOi> nap£xu>v £avzov nacri rots ^laaoiTats (1271.8-9).
The pattern of honouring seems to follow a different
* N
path from that of opy£<ai>£S, preferring to honour all the 
officials of a year in one decree, instead of each one 
separately. The reason for such an arrangement may lay 
in the historical development and was dictated by 
historical and financial necessities. This practice is 
used frequently by the majority of the associations
M
of a<yu>raL (12 out of 21 cases). Thus, it is more 
difficult to distinguish through a general, multi-clausal 
statement, the duties of each official. In this respect,
38
Similarly Burkert (1987: 32).
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I shall examine first the cases where collective honours 
are bestowed and later the individual cases.
1.COLLECTIVE HONOURING: This practice is met in the
following documents:
2 9 % %
a) SEG 2.9 and IG II 1317 where enifusXr)Toil, ^pappar£vs
and Tapias are honoured with the following expressions:
koiXws xat tpiXoT ipoos enLfj£/(jeXtfVTat tui> t £ Svctuav
< > H  f  f  % N  *• Cl
cos otvTois jraTpioi> £crrci> xac ra>t> ot\\ci>i>/oom>
aurots O VOfJOS TipOOTOtTT£ I Hdi TOVS XOfOVS 
«
dno6£6cdHd/cfL (they took care well and zealously 
of the sacrifices as it is customary for them 
and of the rest as the law prescribes and they 
were scrutinized for their term in office) (SEG 
2.9:3-6), 
and in 1317.2-5:
xaiXus xai 4>lXot i] /pots £n£p£Xr)&r)&ai> tg>i> t £
h ** n * H % M «
Ovo,[i<oi> o>] v n[pocnr}X£i> avrois nai tcov akXusi>
T0)P]/7T£pl TO 9tOLl>Ol> TU>V> & Ld&UTUV «0l!
, 1 # < r»
finpoadi>riX(jxydi> apyvpiov nap* £av\/rui> (they took 
care well and zealously of the sacrifices which 
they had to perform and of all the remaining 
affairs of the association of thiasotai and 
they spent money from their own revenue). 
ft) SEG 2.10:5-8 and IG II2 1317b.4-6 where in addition to 
the officials of the previous document, an i£p£Vs is 
honoured,
" > , * , •* *
«otXo>s xai <piXor i/pus £n£p£Xr]$r)crai> tui> t £
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« « , « " < , <* , ,
rots &£o l s «ou oiX/Xu>v arcoivTwv rc^ pi. to
4 f« f J
«oti^ov «oil tovs Xopovs ans6u>/ xca> to&> ou^Xcopsvcov 
(they took care of the sacrifices to the gods 
and all the other affairs of the association and 
their accounts have been checked)
and
£ T l£ IJ£ \fl$ n cyO ll> TttP T £  {h>OlCOP *01! TUl> OlXXtoP C m aV TU V
M  % % <  % f>» «
Tcov rc p^t to ie p o i>  Trjs B^v6i.(5os (they took care 
of the sacrifices and all the other affairs of 
the temple of Bendis).
2
y) IG II 1323.10-4, where the secretary and the treasurer 
are honoured separately:
i #
fJ £ fJ £ p L X £ l>  6b *0(1 £IS TOIS $[u]/OLO(S £l> TOIS
s
*ot$>7*ovoi £poi>ot.s arcp[o]/^ototoTcos <5£<5a>*£v <5s *oil 
Tots p^Ta[X] / [X] a £ a c n i>  to toi0i«ov napa^prjpot’ 
o[p]o[l]/<os *otl o j'potppoiTsus
ci M
XsX^tTOVpC?'] / [17] K£l> £T T l n \£ L ( A  KOtl 6 LCU T£\O V0Ll>
m
£VI>ol (he has allocated funds for sacrifices 
readily in the proper time, he has given money 
for the burial of the deceased members 
immediately; similarly the secretary performed 
his duties for many years and both continue to 
be favourable).
2
6) IG II 1277.6-17, where the superintendents and the 
treasurer are honoured:
% ** < « * r r*
HCH.L TO V L £ p O V  £Tl t p l £ ( J £ ]  d L «0tX(0S « / d i
M
^(.XoTlpios *a[l] T[as] ^uo[ta]s £ $ v & d i> rc/otooiCs
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x ] a r a  T a  J ia T p ia  x a t  T a  p o p ip a ,  EJiEXoapnaap 6e 
x a  [ l ]  T [ h ] U  $eoi> x a 'i t o p  ^ w p o /p  e£  a p x rjq  
w ix o S o p rfa a p , x a \  e t g  T a u T a /  e m 5 e 5 w x a a ip  
n a p ' EauTWP P A T  6p a x p a /q ,  x a \  jroTT7p io p  ap yup o u p  
n o L T T aap E P O L /n ap 'E au rw p  aPE^Tjxap r r p  £eg>i o X x p p /
P A  |- VIII Spaxpaq, e j u  psp£ XrjPTaL Se  xa'i t / S p  
anoxEPopEPWP xaXwq xa'i piXoTipw/q, SESwxaaiP 6e 
xai Xoyop xai Eutfupaq jkxp/ t w p  Sp Siwixrjxaaip 
(and they have taken care of the sanctuary well 
and zealously and they sacrificed the sacrifices 
according to the ancestral tradition and the cu­
stoms, they decorated the statue of the goddess 
and they built the shrine from the beggining and 
they gave for these 65 drachmas and they made a 
silver cup at their own expense dedicated to the 
goddess weighing the equal of 62 drachmas and 3 
obols, they have taken care of the deceased 
members well and zealously and they have been 
scrutinized for all they have administered).
£) while in IG II2 1278.2-5 and 1282.6-10 respectively, 
the offered services are described as follows:
ESoaap [ 5 e  x a l  roupix o p  t o T q ]  /  [ p E T a X X a ^ a a lp  t o
y £ y p a p ]p £ P O P  ExaaTW i x a r [ a  t o p  popop x a 'i
na]/[pa]6£[6]wxaaL [p] apyup[i]ou nepiov : X t* H
H P A A: eneliieXifaqoav 6e  x a l ] / [ T w ] p  [a]XXo>p
anaPTWP [ p ] £ T a  t u p  ny£pop[(«>p] xa[X«q xai
piXoTipuq (they gave the prescribed sum of money
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for the burial of each of the deceased according 
to the custom and they have handed over surplus 
money amounting to 1770 drachmas and they took 
care of everything else together with the 
hegemones well and zealously),
T7)S npO&OLHO&OjJLOlS TOV/ L£p{0V TOV] ApptoVOS TO
** , % H « «
T£ eip\yoi> nc/Kov non/ [a] ? toiv r] ov
i i #if
enoirjoav «[ot] I eneoTarnooilv] /[«aXws «al
0] i [X] ot tpws nal \oyov OLne6<a/ [ nav tov 
»
avaX] uparos (they built the annexe to the temple 
of Ammon, a good piece of work and worthy of the 
God, and they supervised well and zealously and 
they have been scrutinized about the 
expenditure).
2. INDIVIDUAL HONOURING
_i. * EfU/ugXnTal: The office occurs in almost all the
N
associations of ^louywrou till the late decades of the 
third century; the only difference is their number. In 
Bendis* Siaowrou (IG II2 1317, 1317b SEG 2.9, 10) there 
are three as in 1277, while in 1262 there are two and in 
1261, 1278 and 1282 only one is mentioned. Their duties, 
including taking care of sacrifices, are described as 
follows:
*• « , j , %
TU>V notv0i>O TTOt] / [l>] TCOV Snt(J£(J£\r)TCii TY}V
* d a  » i H
£ntfjl£X] £tav 7}V £&£L OVTOV £Tl tp£\T)&lYlV\ /Oil HOll 
v r < N
TOtXXa <pt\OT tpOVp£V[OS 6]/[t]£T£\£0£V vn£p TOV
notvov «[al] / [r] rjv nopny^v t m v  * A6u>vtuv
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e n e iJ iy / s ]  /  [«] arc* Ta n a r p t a  ( h© has taken car© of 
all th© common affairs, which h© should have 
taken car© of, and h© has been zealous in other 
affairs in favour of the association and he 
escorted the procession of Adonia according to 
the ancestral tradition) ( 1261A.4-10), 
n d X u s »al 0[ l X o t l ]  /  i p u s ]  e n L p e p S X r^ v T o n  t u i > T £
#* , ** ** < # H
$[vaia>]/[i> «] ai r u i>  aXXwv a n a i> ru i>  t u i >
[ h o l v ]  /  (they have taken car© well and 
zealously of the sacrifices and any other common 
affair ) (1262.4-7),
* * / *■* r» *•
[ sneps] / [Xtf&ri&av yr)<p i] oap£vuv r u (v & l a&UTui> onus
** * « , •* %
ap £ n  i ]  /  [< 7 K £ V a & & £  I  TO p \a y £ L p £ L O V  KCUL
t[ ]/[ e n t ]  6 l 6 o v t £ s  p £ r a  [n a o n Q s  4 > iX o t  l ( j l o s
% " J # s ** %
 ] / [ 6 p a x iJ a s  ? £ x ]  t u i>  l 6 lu i>  r - q v  rc[aaa v  c m o v 6 r ) v
n o i o v p w o i ]  /  [onci)s c r o v r £ \ £ ] o $ £ i ra £yr)<pLOf( J £ [ i> a  
( in accordance with the vote of the thiasotai 
they took care of the repair of the kitchen, and
  giving zealously --- drachmas ? of their
own, and they were at pains so that the decision 
will be implemented;) (1301.3-8),
I # I M * *
av] ros &b £nrj^£L\a[To £H twp] / [ 16] tui> £is
a \ # '* N
anapra rot In p o o T j ]  /  O ]  o i> r a  ran k o l v u l
*
{ J £ p l  L £ L i> ] / 6 £ 6 u k o l0 l i>  6 b  n a l  X o l y o v  « o t i ] / M w a [ s
< r It * # > H •
ana] pt cop r[tov u l h o ]  / i> o p r^ p £ i> u i> avToi[s £ v
M * M
t u l ] / [ £ v ]  c a v T U L (he promised that from his own 
income he would give in everything that is
203
I
convenient to the association and they have been 
scrutinized for their term in office)
( 1318.3-9).
Thus, the connection of these officials with the 
sacrifices is evident; but we should not draw the 
conclusion that £ n t p £ \ r ) T a l were a kind of sacerdotal 
officers. On the contrary, they were the ones who 
arranged the provision of the association with everything 
necessary for the ceremonies and with specific duties
including the carrying out of certain projects as in 1301.
# 2 
ii. T a p i a s '. The office occurs in IG II 1263, 1271, 1317,
1317b, 1323 and SEG 2.9 and 2.10. His duty was to take
care of the financial affairs of the association, giving
money for the erection of the columns and the crowns. But
the association itself is responsible for taking the money
of fines and penalties, which moreover, are characterized
sometimes as sacral.
xaiKoys xai ^tXoTtpws rcao/[ois ras] e n i f j e X s t a s
K * ' »  "  ' r i '  r ' i '  *"’o n e c n 'f )  x a t to T £  n p o c r r o y to v  x a t / I t ]  o  [ot] ^ tw/joi tov
< r» ** % ** # *
i c p o v  tov Atos tov Aa f tp a v i> 6 o v  £ n e / [t] e X e o e v  
a l l o y s  tov & £ o v  x a l tc* x o t v a  xckkw s «oti S t x a l / o y s  
d t s x s L p t c r e v  a v i v x X r i T o v  n a p i x u v  savTov n a a /1  r o t s
M  „  #  I *t
d t a a o y T a t s  £ x  T £  royi> n p o T £ p o i>  x p o v o y v  x a t  cn<p*ov
* , * # « , * « % *
£ / LS TT}1> £ n tfJ £ \£ L < X l>  TT)S T a fJ L £ L O S  £ L C rq \9 £ l>  X a t  £ X
• * * , • * <  «  ,  * r
Toyi> t / 6 to y i>  royi> £ o l v t o v  n p o o a i> r ik ( jy o £ i>  a p y v p t o v
* * <
a n p o t p a o l /  o^roys £ t s  t o  t £ p o i>  <pa i>£pa n o t o v p £ i> o s  T7)i>
M  « M  • h
£W OLCXl> r ) / V  £% £L  £ t S  TOVS ^taOWTOS KOI I T7JV
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< # » , < , " "
L £ p o x tv v r)v af iws i £ p £ /  u & cxto  t o v  &sov (he
undertook well and zealously all the concerns, 
he built the portico and the gable of the temple
of Zeus Labraundos, worthy of the God, he 
administered the common affairs well and 
honestly, providing himself blameless to all the 
thiasotai from the previous years and since he 
entered the treasurership, and from his own 
income spent money readily, making evident his 
goodwill to the thiasotai and he performed 
worthily the duty of the priest of the God)
(1271.4-14).
* 2 
iii, r p a u fJ O iT s v s : This office exists in IG II 1263, 1277,
1278, 1317, 1317b, 1323 and SEG 2.9-10. In most of these
cases, the secretary is honoured jointly with other
officials and the only instance from which we can assess
his duties is 1263.7-19:
• * »  r * , *• ** ,
xaXws xai 6i/xaiws to>i> k o l ih a v  n a v T < A /v
xai tovs Xoy iopovs ansdoixei> opO/ [ a>] s xai 6 i xalcos
I  ^ M « » % I
x a i  e v & v v a s  e d o ix e W tov T £  a v T o s  £ x v p L £ v o £ i>  xai
«  M  I Cl N
(r]a n p o s / T o v s  a k X o v s  e ^ s k o y t a a r o  o a o i t i t / u i >  
xoli>o)i> 6 i£ x ^ ip i< y o n >  x a i  w i>  6 l o / T £ X £ l ra 
crui><p£poi>Ta n p a r T u v  x a i  X / k y u v  v n h p  t w v  $iaaa>Ta>v
xai xoiprji/xai total v n £ p  £ x a c n o v  xai
• •* •* , * « ,
yrri<p i eta/ p£i>(.ov tcov # i aaiOT mi> p i aOoi> avr i 6/ 16oa$a i
* « W % W * r H
£ x  t o v  x o l v o v  xai t o v t o v  £/n £ 6 o iX £  t o  is Oiaaavrais 
(he took care well and honestly of all the
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common affairs and he gave the accounts rightly 
and honestly and he rendered account of every­
thing he administered and everything of which he 
kept account in relation to others who admini­
stered some of the common affairs and now he co­
ntinues to do and suggest what is expedient for 
the thiasotai both as an association and as indi­
viduals, and the thiasotai having voted to grant 
to him an allowance he returned it to thiasotai).
The next two offices display a certain particularity, 
since they are sacerdotal and at least in one case both 
exist at the same time in the same tfiocawrai association 
(IG II2 1297).
iv. *1 epojtoibs: This office appears in IG II2 1261B and C, 
1263 and 1297. It seems that more than one person was 
allotted in this office. Their duties concerned the per­
formance of sacrifices and processions:
at>fjp ayatfog yeyovev xat rag [#]/tx7Lag ethxre rotg 
#eo?g ag rcar[p]/tot> r)i> aurotg xat raXXa erci/ie- 
[ju]/eXrjrat oaa ttpoar}x£[t>] a m m  Jt£[p]/'t rr)i> eju 
p£X£tat> (he was a virtuous man and he sacrificed 
the ancestral sacrifices to the Gods and he has 
taken care of other affairs as he should)
(1261B.30-4) ,
£t> £Ji£ji£XT7#T) rrjg #[t)]/atag T?jg 'Appodtrnc; (he 
took care well of the sacrifice to Aphrodite)
(1261C.46-7).
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v. * I e p e v  s An official with this title appears in SEG 
2.10, 24.223, IG II2 1273A and B, 1297 and 1317b. His 
duties consisted largely in taking part in religious 
activities as the following extract reveals*.
«ot\o)s «ou < p i/X o T  ipu>s e n L fjs fJ s X r^ T c a  t o v  t c  i s p o v
f* x W N % N M
r r ) s /H r jT p o s  twi> ©£wp [a] at. tcov £t.aa<0T6t>i> (he took
care well and zealously of the temple of the
Mother of the Gods and of the thiasotai )
(1273B.30-32).
There is a surprising uniformity in the way that the
association expresses the honour to its officials. In
almost all the available intact documents the phrase 
* , , *
e n c k L v e o c a  next ors<pai>ox/cnL is repeated constantly. The 
honours attributed are in most of the cases a crown of
&a\\os, accompanied by a v a y o p s v e n s  t o v  or£<p6m>ov in certain
2 # #
ceremonies ( IG II 1263, 1273a and 1297), ava$7)/Lta ( 1261a,
b, c, 1262 and 1263) and rarely a picture (1271) or an
m
en O L tv o s (1277). The abstract reasons for the honouring
seem more interesting. Their diversity is limited to
»
combinations of the terms cupSTT}, diKCHLOcruvr), <!>i X o t  iptcx,
» M I
oa>6p07'a$ta, e w o i c x , and e v o e f t e i a . The exclusive use of a
»
term is delimited \>y e v o e f i e t a  which qualifies always the
successful performance of any sacerdotal duty. The term 
*
a v S p o y a B t a  is used only in 1261A and B together with
«
< p i\o T  L (J L a . As Uhitehead (1983: 69) pointed out a v S p a y a ^ L a  
in the fourth century does not refer to military prowess 
but rather to activity favourable to a community. In the
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decrees of Bendis’ &La&(dTOii which come from the middle of
* M % r 
the third century the phrase ap^T^s £V£xa &iucuocroi>ns
3
is repeated constantly. Finally, the term ap£TV) appears 
only in the first half of the third century. The term 
LfJLd, which occurs most often among these reasons, 
clearly designates in that historical context, the 
economical and financial help offered as well as
3
ax>6pCkYQ&ia, in the earlier decrees. The real reasons for
the honouring are, in all but three cases, the successful
2
fulfilment of the regular duties of officials ( IG II 
1261a, b, c) or of persons appointed for a specific 
purpose (1282). The exceptional cases are included in 
decrees (1263, 1271 and 1277) where the contribution of 
the official(s) exceeds the limits of their prescribed 
competence, and often consists of financial aid, through 
the sponsoring of e.g. the temple’s refurbishment in 1271. 
The motivation follows the same pattern as the one
* M
in opy£UH>£s. It occurs not only in the cases of 
individual honouring, but in cases of collective honouring 
as well. It does not emerge at all in the decrees from
N
the OioKyayrou, association of Bendis. The main objective of 
honouring is, through the exemplification of certain 
exceptional contributions or fulfilment of regular duties,
« m y   ^ <
to instigate members ( ottws av oxrt n o W o t  oi
3 Cl | 3
tpiXor Ljjovfjevoi, £ l6o t £S o t l £nicnca>TOLL ^optras cmodiSovciL 
ol & lao’uyroii, 1261C) and officials ( onoys ai> nca>res oi cnei
3 3
Xa&LO TC HfJSVO l £ L S TOIS £ n L f J £ \ £ L O S  0l\OTipCOVTOti. TTpOS T £  TT)l>
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\ % * * # * f M
Beoi> «al to noii>bi> £ l6o t £s otl ^aptTas a? tas koijlovvtcu ,
1277) alike, to act for the well-being of the association,
promising precious rewards according to the value of the
benevolence. Competition is the motivating force and
39
honour the reward.
Summing up, I should emphasize the different uses of 
the term ^totoos; it emerged that the use of this 
particular term in inscriptions is very limited (all in 
all six times in Attica) and when used had a connotation 
of a group performing religious functions. The terms 
HOLi>oi> ^i.ao’corcoi; and OLatfcoTOti were widely used. The
N
different and numerous associations of present a
* 99
lot of similarities with opyeoives. Their main distinctive 
feature is the collective honouring of officials and the 
well attested participation of women.
39
Burkert (1987: 44).
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A. INTRODUCTION
For epckvicrxcki there is a wide range of evidence, both
literary and epigraphical. The latter category includes a
few honorary decrees, dedications and laws from the Roman
1
era (Table 9), sixteen horoi and seventeen entries among 
the numerous freedmen’s bowls [catalogi paterarum 
argentearum (IG II2 1553-1572)].2
"Epcupos as an expression of a collective activity,
3
namely that of banqueting, is present already in Homer.
1 In chronological order: SEG 32.236, Finley 71, 114, 32, 
30, 31, 40, 42, 44, 70, 112, 113, 31A-B, 78A, 114A and 
163 A.
2
See the list compiled by Vondeling (1961: 118-19). I do 
not reproduce the tables here, since only in SEG 18.36 and 
25.178 new readings and restorations of the existing 
entries are mentioned without adding anything new. C f .
SEG 27.7, 35.248, 38.53 and 39.168.
3 E.g. Od a 226 and X 415.
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In classical Athens the word occurs in comedy (e.g. A r .
Ach. 614-17 and Lys. 651-53), tragedy (e.g. E. Su p p . 363 
and Hel. 388) and in the orators (e.g. Antiphon 
Tetralogies 2B.9, D. 21.101 and 184, Hyp. 5.14). It is 
even more frequent in the third century. Its meaning and 
semantic evolution from the period before the 
Peloponnesian War up to the early Christian era is traced
4
in the exhaustive work of Vondeling (1961).
The epigraphical evidence for spcuvLcnaii in Attica
ranges from the second half of the fourth century till the
second century A.D. with certain chronological gaps in the
documentation.
This chapter is confined to the study of the term 
* % % ' **
£pai>icnat and k o i v o v  £pa\>icnwii> according to the available
m
literary and epigraphical evidence in relation to £pai>os. 
The main question concerns a possible identification of
M I
£pai>os and £pcm>Lcncii (£), to show that there is no 
sufficient evidence to identify £pcti>tcnciL with a few
4 C f . Pleket, H. IG 75 (1962) 447-80 and Wolff, H.J. Labeo 
11 (1965) 220-224. Vondeling’s book remains the 
fundamental study on eranos; for an account of the 
published work on eranos after Vondeling’s see Millett 
(1991: 294-5 n.33). For a different approach, underlining 
an anthropological-psychological aspect, see Gernet (1968: 
21-61 and especially 46).
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religious associations whose name ends in -oral (Table
10), and which appear in the third century and later (C)
and to point out some features of the structure of these 
#
£poaucTOil-associations (D).
The interpretation of horoi and freedmen’s bowls will
play a considerable role in this attempt, since these
documents are the most numerous and important testimonies
» * **
about the nature of the noti>a spavL&royis and their 
uniformities or irregularities. The type and the nature 
of documents compiled in Table 9 does not cover the 
overall activities of these x o l v a.
B. EPANILTAI IN ATHENS
5
Caillemer in one of his lectures, distinguished
M
between the principal two meanings of the word epavos. In
Homer it meant a picnic, but this meaning was altered as
6
early as the fifth century. Caillemer pointed out that
5
Reprinted in Caillemer (1872). According to Lipsius 
(1905-15: 730, n.197) this distinction was first made by 
Van Holst De eranis veterum Graecorum inprimis ex jure 
Attico, 73ff , Leyden 1832. Caillemer’s lecture is an 
attempt to undermine Van Holst’s - largely unknown - view 
of eranos as an association without a solidarity fund for 
its members.
6 Vondeling (1961: 15-27 and 258). In the fifth century
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the meaning of the word in the classical era describes a 
society with religious purposes and "une societe du 
secours mutuel". But he did not say whether these 
functions are performed by the same group or by two 
different ones.
Foucart (1873: 3) was the first who explained that 
there were "deux genres d'eranes" coming from the original 
Homeric meaning. The first he called "eranes civiles", 
whose aim was the grant of interest-free loans, and the 
second "eranes religieux". Foucart (1873) distinguished 
between the different contents of the word but not between
) V M
the terms cpaPLozai and epapog. Foucart s distinction 
still holds good among most of the scholars. It may appear 
under different names but the core of the distinction is
7
the same. It is important to seek the reasons for such a 
distinction, because the confirmation of this principle 
will have considerable impact on the problem of 
identifying and interpreting the status of these 
associations.
eranos means either a loan (Antiphon Tetralogies 2B.9, Ar. 
Ach. 615) or generally a sum of money collected for a 
concrete purpose (Ar. Lvs. 653).
7
See Beauchet (1896: 4.258) where the terms are 
"erane-pret" and "6rane-societe" and Finley (1951: 100) 
"eranos-loan" and "eranos-club".
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Beauchet (1897: 4.258 and 354), following Reinach 
(1892: 805), was the first who tried to look for evidence 
to establish this distinction. He pointed out that there 
was a difference in the terminology, concerning not only 
the titles of officers, but also the essential function of 
these groups. In particular, he remarked that when there 
is a mention of "eranos-loan" there are expressions like
i # #
£ p a i > L ( 6 ( j £ i > o s ,  £ p a i > l ( o v T £ S ,  nXrtpUTOLL (D. 21.101 and Hyp.
N
3.7), c r o X k £ Y £ l i> £ p a i> o i> (D. 18.312 and Antiphon Tetralogies
2B.9) and the rest. On the other hand in "eranos-club"
*
there are such terms as cuptfi L )£ p c * i> L 0rrjs, n p O £ p a i> t c n p L a ,
i # #■#
£ p o n > L c n c u , K Q i v o v  £ p a i> L & r< j}V and the like (see documents in
Table 9). Furthermore, Beauchet (1897: 4.269) claimed
8
that there is no evidence in support of the opinion that 
in case of emergency any member of the group had access to 
a special fund and obtained an interest-free loan.
Instead, in all the cases of an "eranos-loan" , the lenders 
are rich persons having no associative links. Ziebarth 
(1896: 16), followed by San Nicolo (1915-19: 214-15), 
claimed that besides the eranos-societas, which had 
financial activities concerning mainly the grant of 
interest-free loans, there was another type of association 
called eranos-vereine, which was developed from the 
original eranos-societas and had largely religious
8
Opinion held by Caillemer (1872: 20).
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functions. He interpreted the horoi and the freedmen's 
bowls as being issued by such associations.
In the scholarship of the twentieth century, most 
authors seem to accept Ziebarth's distinction between 
eranos-societas and eranos-vereine. Poland (1909: 28), 
following Lipsius (1905-15: 730, n.197), did reject it. 
Poland (1909: 29) maintained that the meaning of the late
9 «
fourth century references to £pca>L&TOLL is confined to
loose groups of individuals. Finley (1951: 100) adopted
Poland's remark and excluded all these documents from his
study. He distinguished between eranos-loan and
0
eranos-club, but the use of the term £pca>iorat is for him 
merely a matter of wording and precision. Vondeling 
(1961: 82-3) seems to be more cautious; he admits that
M 0
whereas the terms £pca>os and £pon>icnoil can be considered 
as synonyms, there is a considerable chronological gap in 
their use. Maier (1969: 75), committed to a more legally
M
orientated study of £pai>os, follows essentially the 
prevailing opinion and in the beginning he identifies
0 m
£pcn>Lcnai with members of an £pavos association, but later 
on (100) he realises that there is a difference between
I 0 M
the expressions £ p a i> L o r a i and x o l v o v  £  pans l e rr <a i> on one hand
M
and £pavos on the other;
9 2
That is references in horoi, freedmen’s bowls and IG II
2935, 2940 and 10248.
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<Die Summe der Mitglieder wurde dann mit 01
4
epaviora'i bennant werden, der Verein als solcher 
< «
dagegen mit o epavos.
In order to maintain his initially expressed view, he 
attributes the interchangeable use of the terms to the 
lack of distinction between "korporation" and "Gesamtheit 
der Mitglieder". The interesting points raised by Maier 
in this particular connection will be examined in the next 
chapter. Millett (1991: 153) and Harris (1992: 311) claim
M
that £poivos describes the "contributors collectively" ,
4
that the word epavioral designates the individual lenders
x * m m
and that no Lvov epavLoruv is a synonym for epavos.
All in all, the prevailing opinion considers
I M
epavLcnal as the members of an epavos raised by friends of 
the debtor and without any technical meaning. A 
re-examination of the available evidence will test the 
validity of this view.
I . LITERARY EVIDENCE
4
The word epavioral occurs for the first time in the
sixth century in a fragment from the work of Pherekydes
(FGrHist 3 Fll ):
I < M
Uepoeus 6e nv9opevov enl t l v l o epavos
* « « , , * % Cl %
t o v  6e tpnaavTos e m  inna, Uepoevs
* * % *■* ** , ** , , ,
einev e m  tt?s Fopyovos xepak-q. per a 6e rov
»• H < N < f *• < « •
epavov r-q e%r)s npepa, ore ot dkkot epav torat t o v
a •
tnnov anexopL^ov, xal Uepoevs. (When Perseus
216
asked what would be the counter-gift for the 
feast, and he said a horse, Perseus said the 
head of Gorgon. The sixth day after the feast, 
when the other banqueters brought each one a 
horse, Perseus did as well) (my translation). 
Although the passage is preserved only through a 
scholion on A. R. Argonauti ka . IV 1515 and it is not quite 
reliable, it appears to be the first testimony of
4
epcxvLcnai and it means participants, of a noble status, in 
a banquet.
In the fifth century the word occurs in a fragment of
the Aristophanic " 0\xot6gs (PCG III.2, frg. 419)
„ * % < ** « *•
Tiptop epavicnas ecm u v nyqa* s t v o s  (the day
before yesterday feasting banqueters he prepared 
a thick soup) (my translation).
In the fourth century there is, apart from the references 
in the Corpus Aristotelicum, a mention in an ambiguous 
passage of Crobylus (PCG IV frg. 1) and in the third 
century among others in Euphro (PCG V, frg. 9)
° < N f N
©too> £pai>Lcrrais, Kapiwv, 6 lomov^s
• W # » « # M
ovx sent na it^e iv , ov6* ca. pspotftyaois no ie ii>
(when you are serving banqueters, Karion, it is 
not allowed either to play, or to do things you 
have learned) (my translation), 
where spavL ara l are qualified as crop<p£TOS and the names of 
persons (Dromon, Kerdon, Soterides) are added implying a 
sort of newly rich people, who pay as much as they asked
217
for .
In all these passages the connection of the word
a
£p o i> i&roil with a dinner (or the preparation of it) is
a
evident. Therefore, e p a v L c n a i means the people (nobles 
earlier, common later) who sit together for dinner. This 
meaning is present also in Arist. EN 1123a 20-2 (A.2.20):
' ,  •* "  W r %
£v> y a p  to is p o t p o is  to w  6anavr)paTu>i> n o X ka
* r \ * “C
<xi>OLkicfK£i x a l  Xaprzpvi>£TaL n a p a  p k X o s , o l o v
• % N « N
£ p a i> ic n a s  yapLTtus £ & t lo w  (he spends a great deal 
and makes a tasteless display on unimportant 
occasions; for instance, he gives a dinner to 
his club on the scale of a wedding banquet), 
and Arist. MM 1192b 2 (A.26):
« % % # T
ocn ts  p£V  o v v  d a n a v a  o v  prj <5ot, a a X a x u v , o io i>
" < l» ‘ , K , < N
£ i  t  i s  £ & r tot £pcm>Lcnas a>s ai> y a p o v s  t l s  £& t  lvw
< r* ,
o t o l o v t o s  craXanow (he who is lavish in the 
wrong place is ostentatious. A man, for 
example, who entertains the members of his club 
with all the lavishness of a wedding feast is 
ostentatious ).
a
In both passages the feasting of £ p a i> io r a \ , 
tentatively translated as club, is likened to a marriage, 
implying that the lavishness in the former case is 
something excessive, a feature of newly rich people. 
However, in Arist. EN 1160a 19-20 (H.9.5-6):
£ V ic i i  6 k  Twi> k o lv o w lo w  6 i ’ y)6oi>r\v d o n o v o t
, ** ** , * » t
Y iyveo & ck i < o l o i>> &La&o>TO)i> holl £pai>LcrTwi>m a v T a t
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y a p  S v e t a s  e v c n a  «al c r o v o v e t a s  (and some
associations appear to be formed for the sake of
pleasure, for example religious associations and
dining-clubs, which are unions for sacrifice and
social intercourse).
0
the meaning assigned to £ p a i> t c n a l is slightly different,
since it means an association of people coming together
for pleasure rather than for religion. Phrases like 
< , # , < ~ *
■ q c m a e s v  £ p a i>  l o t o s  or £OTLW i> £ p o v l o t o s  etc and in general
the connection of £ p a v L o r a \ with a feast seem to persist
2 10
from the sixth to the first century ( IG II 1343).
0
Another reference to £ p o i> L o r o l concerns their alleged
0
connection with £ p a i> L i to l  S l m o l  mentioned in Arist. AP
52.2. Three opinions have been expressed since the 19th
century; one holds that this procedure concerns only loans
11
and debts created by the non-payment of the loan, a
second one that it concerns the associations and the cases
12
of members avoiding payment of their subscription and the
10
Millett (1991= 155).
11
This opinion seems to prevail among the scholars, see 
among others Lipsius (1905-15: 734), Harrison (1968-71: 
2.22), Maier (1969: 168), Cohen (1973: 21) and (1992: 209) 
Rhodes (1981: 585), Millett (1991: 154) and Harris (1992: 
312 , n .12 ) .
12
Caillemer (1872: 31).
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third on© is a combination of the previous two. In my 
opinion, differences among associates would have been 
settled with a mediator, usually a co-associate, or with 
other measures of disapproval and rejection by the whole 
of the associates, instead of the "modern" remedy of 
litigation, prescribed in all the modern law codes. The 
implication of both the second and third interpretation is 
that these associations are considered as having juristic 
(legal) personality, a feature unattested elsewhere in our 
sources. Thus, it is extremely implausible that these
j
epavinal S lhcul concern anything else but the settlement of 
the repayment of friendly loans. The introduction of this 
special procedure was probably a necessity, so that the 
decision over pending cases would be accelerated by
M
inclusion among the monthly cases e p p r^ v o i) and the
confidence of the people to this kind of credit would not 
be undermined, since it constituted a substantial method 
of raising capital especially in an emergency.
M
The identification of the term epavos with the term 
% * **
u o l v o v  epavLorwv, which is predominant among the scholars, 
is due to the lexicographers and scholiasts who preserved
M I
the quite late meaning of the word e p a v o s and e p av ic rv r^ s. 
Most of the lexicographers explain the word as follows:
M < M l
*Epouuorr?s p e v r o c  x v p l cos e c r n v  o  t o v  e p a v o v
13 Beauchet (1897: 4.357) and Reinach (1892: 807).
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» < M
/j e r e x u v  t T)i> < p o p a v  r)i> e n a a r o v  p r } v o s  e d s t
• # ^4
KCiTCufta ikXsLV S L c n fre fM V (Eranistes is the one who 
takes part in a friendly loan and pays the 
contribution which he owes every month).
Two examples are characteristic of the distortion:
a) PI. Leg. 11.915E:
£pavu>v 6b nipt, t o v  ftovXo(j£vov £pav[(£iv <plXov
n a p a  < p t \ o L s '  £ a v  6 b  tis 6 ia < p op > d  Y L y v r ) T a i  n £ p l
« 1 , * , < " ,
TY)S £pdVLO£0)S , O VTO) n p d T T £ L V  WS 6LXU>V p f ]6 £ V L
U £ p \  t o v t u v  p r)6 c n {jus £ O o p b v u ii> (about friendly 
loans, let anyone who wants to collect 
contributions as friend from friends; in case of 
any disagreement concerning the friendly loan, 
act on the assumption that no legal remedy is 
provided about it) (my translation) 
and Sc h . Plat. in Leg. 11.915E:
M  I I < M  I
£pCKVOS £ O T L V  £L& < pO pd TIS £ X d O T O V  (JT)VOS, 7) £ X
« ** ** 1 % ** * \ , H
&vfjftoXr)s 6£invov, t f 7? avot (j£pos 6£invov.
s <1 a «
x a i  £ p d V L O T C il O i  T £  TY)V £LO<PopOl> OtVTYJV 
• <
£ L< y< pb po vT £S  x a l  o l  x o t v o y v o i  tc h v tT }S (eranos is a
monthly contribution, or the feast made up by
contributions or a banquet or a dinner in which
14
Harp. £ 129, Phot, s.v., Sud. £ 2892, EM. s.v. Pollux 
(3.129, 6.7-8, 8.37, 101, 144 and 157) collected only the 
contexts in which the word occurs.
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each one brings something. And eranistai are 
the contributors paying the contributions and 
the participants in it) (my translation).
From a mere comparison of both texts we can see the 
distortion caused by the scholiast. "Epavos in the 
Platonic text means loan and not meal or feast. And the 
ideal legislation, on disputes springing from friendly 
loans, does not provide any legal remedy. Unfortunately
M
for the scholiast, epavos was not the monthly 
contribution, but rather the capital gathered. And the
s
misleading comment goes on, introducing the word epavicnai
as members of such a collection of money, while in the
text the terms are <pt\ov and <pi\oLS, underscoring the
friendly character. It is noteworthy that the scholion 
*•
provides for epavos two explanations, that is feast or
4
contribution, but identifies epavioral only with the 
members of a loan. It is exactly this biased
interpretation which is still predominant. Saunders in
15 "
his translation of Pi. Leg. translated epavos as
"contributions to clubs" without taking into account the
fact that there is no mention of members of any club, but
15
Plato. The Laws, 453, transl. by T.J. Saunders, 1970, 
London*- Penguin and similarly The Laws of Plato , transl. 
by Th. Pangle, 1980, London: The University of Chicago 
Press.
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simply of friends. The Platonic statement is, in that 
respect, quite clear; friendly loans, whether in the 
context of associations or friendly circles, is without 
importance, should not be recovered by juridical means.
b) A similar case can be seen between, on the one 
hand A r . Ach. 614-17:
M  M  <
ov <paatv. aXk' o Koccrupas «oii Aapaxos,
** * * » 
o l s vn' epavov re «ai xp£u>v npu>r}V nore,
Cl t , <
oxmep anov l tit poi> exxeovTes ecm£pcxs,
Cl t m  <
anavrss lorm napr)Li>ovi> 01 4>l\ol.
(They say no. Instead it’s Lamachus and the son 
of Coesyra who go - though the other day, on 
account of contributions and debts, all their 
friends were warning them to "stay clear" as if 
they were emptying slops in the evening) 
(Traslation from Sommerstein’s edition),
and PCG III.2 frg 419 on the other, (see above p.21?) How
M I
can we identify epavos and epavLoral when the former 
refers clearly to loans and debts and the latter occurs in 
the context of a banquet? Nevertheless, Vondeling (1961: 
73) is convinced by the scholion to A r . Ach. 615 and not 
by the substantial semantic difference of these words.
From the examination of the literary evidence the
following scheme of evolution appears as probable: It is
M
well-known that the initial meaning of epavos is a feast
to which the participants are contributing. In that case 
#
epavicnal would mean simply the participants in the feast,
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as it appears in FGrHist 3 Fll. One may object to this 
interpretation on grounds of the interchangeable use of
M I '
the terms epavoq and epouncrrai in that fragment, or of the 
two terms being almost synonymous. In order to refute 
such objection I should stress the late date (not earlier 
than the Hellenistic Period) of the scholion in which the 
fragment is found, since when this comment was written
M 1 *
epavoq and epavLorai were almost synonyms. The element of
i i
contribution soon fades and then epauiozai means the 
participants in any meal. This seems to be the meaning of 
the word in the passages of the comedians, while in the
M
fourth century the word epa^og means exclusively a 
friendly loan. The long fragment of Euphro clarifies 
another aspect, namely that the participants did not 
contribute anything to the meal, since a payeipoq 
instructs his assistant how to serve in such gatherings. 
The reciprocity, evident in the original meaning, was 
replaced by rotating meals provided by the friends. 
Furthermore, the repetition of the feast-gatherings on a 
regular basis, with an ordinary and simple organization 
and preparation led to the establishment of quasi-associa- 
tive links among the members, combined with the concept of 
<PI\lol, whereas the traditional meaning of participating in 
a banquet did not die out easily. Therefore, epounarai 
means the participants in a feast, which in the course of 
time crystallized and possibly institutionalized taking 
the form of an association, similar to other kinds of
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association which already existed. The adoption of a 
religious pretext is already evident in the third century.
II. EPIGRAPHICAL EVIDENCE
However , the question of the relation between the
M I
terms £pai>os and £paa>Lcnoti remains open. Can we identify
M
them or not? Vondeling (1961: 82) showed that £pca>os
% * N
obtains a meaning which amounts to k o l v o v  £ p a i > i 0Tusi> only
16
after the second century. What is the relation between 
the terms before this post quern limit?
s
The epigraphical evidence about £pai>Lcncil in Attica
17
comes from the second half of the fourth century. It
consists largely of horoi and freedmen’s bowls.
x * "
Therefore, the interpretation of k o i v o . £pox>icn<ssi> mentioned
there is of crucial importance.
II.1 Since the most thorough analysis of horoi was done 
IS
by Finley (1951), where the previous bibliography is
Vondeling’s conclusions are largely founded on evidence 
from Rhodes.
17
The word eranos is possibly attested in a long, 
fragmentary and "serpental" inscription of the seventh 
century from Tiryns for which see SEG 30.380, 34.296, 
35.275 and 36.347.
18
The most recent discussion of horoi is in the 
introduction by Millett in the reprint of Finley (1951).
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mentioned, I think it is proper to start from his account 
of them.
For Finley (1951= 101) the important question to be 
asked is "which meaning is to be assigned to the eranists 
of the horoi". His answer is short but coherent and well 
supported; "from the outset, the available evidence argues 
in favor of the eranos-loan" . His arguments can be 
summarized in five points:
a. "Eranos almost invariably means loan (or the lending 
group) and not club; the earliest use that may 
rendered "club" or "society" is in the passage in 
Arist. EN 1123a 22" (101),
b. "The earliest epigraphical documents of 
eranos-associations date in the middle of the third 
century B.C. The one dated horos mentioning 
eranists, in contrast, is no 71 of the year 309/8
B.C. Furthermore, all indications point to 250 B.C. 
as more or less the terminal date for the horoi
Millett (1991) uses Finley’s conclusions as far as they 
concern eranistai emphasizing the role of the informal 
procedures for raising loans. For a summary of recently 
published articles on horoi see Millett (1991: 222-24). 
The list provided by Millett (1991: 295 n.34) includes 
documents from Amorgos (Finley 8) and Lemnos (Finley 110) 
but Finley 78A is omitted.
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generally, as we have seen" (101),
"The internal evidence of the horoi is largely 
inferential, but it supports the loan
interpretation". Then he studies briefly horos No
2 *
40 ( IG II 2721) in which there is a TrX^pcor^s and
cwspavLOroil. He claims that "plerotes is a
technical word for a contributor to an eranos-loan"
and that in this horos "Leochares, we may safely
assume, was the head of the group of men who made
the loan" without presenting any decisive evidence,
and he concludes: "There can be no question of a
club in this instance",
M
He points out two peculiarities: a) "£pai>OL always 
stand alone as the creditors, whereas the 
associations more often than not appear in 
combination" and b) "not a single one of the ten 
horoi refers to a written instrument or contract. 
That fact may be no more than a statistical accident 
but the more probable explanation is that it 
reflects the friendly character of the transaction, 
the underlying philanthropic ethic" (102),
"They (the historians opposed to such an 
interpretation) must explain finally how the 
eranos-societies differed so radically in purpose, 
constitution, and, above all, financial position, as 
to be able to make loans ranging as high as 6,000 
drachmas, when phratries, orgeones, and the rest,
19
could do so rarely, if ever" (101).
s
The conclusion is that the word spavLcncd means 
members of an eranos-loan; then the inevitable question is 
why property was given as real security. The raison 
d ’etre of these stones according to Finley (1951: 103), is 
special circumstances that would occasionally 
induce the man in need of a large sum of cash 
to offer some realty as a guaranty, especially 
if he were a man of substantial property.
Ten years later Vondeling (1961: 137-142) put forward 
strong objections against Finley’s interpretation. In 
particular, he argued that
i. Finley’s distinction between religious (cult) bodies
M
and epavoi cannot be sustained because the latter had a 
religious function to perform (138),
ii. The epaviOTai mentioned in horoi can mean 
associations, since our epigraphical evidence about them 
is extended well beyond the end of the fourth century and 
it is contemporary with Arist. EN 1123a 22 (138), in which 
the meaning of association is already present,
iii. The sums of money for which a security has been
M
put up are not so considerably bigger for epOLVOt than for 
the other forms of associations (139),
A similar argument but not so much elaborated was 
expressed by Poland (1909: 29).
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iv. That the case of Finley 40 is compatible with the
S X
consideration of epounaroa as association (139-140), and
v. That the lack of any contract proves little, because 
it does not seem to be a uniform practice in the rest of 
the horoi (141).
He concludes that in horoi the xoti>a epaiHarup are 
essentially associations which appeared with their head 
officer and that hypothecation was a part of their 
activities. Recently Millett (1991: 155-6) has pointed 
out that Vondelingfs evolutionary
scheme is attractive in the prominence given to 
reciprocity, its culmination in closed groups of 
eranists seems to diminish the range of mutual 
support in fourth-century society ... But in his 
preoccupation with the formal side of 
eranos-credit, Vondeling is in danger of 
overlooking the detailed evidence for the 
raising of an eranos-loan. When pieced 
together, the material makes it clear that 
mutual assistance between citizens meant far 
more than predetermined groups of eranists.
From the discussion emerges a quite sharp division of
i '
opinions about epounarai; Finley followed by Millett 
(1991: 153-9) considers them as casual gatherings of, 
primarily, wealthy people, while Vondeling tries to prove 
that financial activities were a part of the day-to-day
a v
life of epavioxoLi associations. But both authors fail to
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make clear what is the meaning of the terms epavioral and
M
epavos respectively. In particular:
1. Finley is right in his remark that "eranos means
loan". But the focal point is not so much the meaning of 
« * %
epavos as the meaning of epavioral. In this respect, 
Finley fails to provide any evidence to prove that
J M
epavioral means members of an epavos-loan.
2. The earliest epigraphical evidence about an
association of epavioral does not come from the middle of
the third century but is even earlier. These are three
dedications [IG II2 2935 (324/3), 2940 and 10248 (end of
2
the fourth century)], a decree [IG II 1265 (300)] and
2
most important a mention in a tabula poletarum [IG II
1583 = Agora 19 P14 face B, col.Ill 384-5 and 395 (c.
, T # , , « * •*
3 5 0 ) :  act] XovpevTji ri yleiruv to kolvo]/Iv ruv e] pavioruv
twv p[era...]. One cannot doubt about Kirchner’s
restoration which is fairly plausible since in similar
documents the group of Eikadeis is present. Poland (1909:
29) had already rejected their validity as proofs of the 
#
existence of epavioral associations and considered them as
groups of loose structure; Finley (1951) and Millett
(1991) seemed to overlook them. But a question remains
about the purpose of a dedication to Zeus of Friendship 
*
made by epavioral as a casual group or of another
dedication in Laureion by slaves working in the mines and
«
designating themselves as epavioral, or of the dedication 
on the tomb of * Aprepl6iopos T.e\£vxevs. But the most
230
2
decisive evidence is IG II 1583 whose restoration
invalidates at least partly the suggestion of loose
groups. I think that loose groups would not proceed in
20
such costly demonstrations of intimacy. Thus, it is not
*
at all improbable that epavioral mentioned in horoi are 
actually associations and not simply lending groups.
3. The lack of any contract or any agreement, due to 
the friendly character of the loan, is not a sound 
argument, because such an explanation can fit as well in 
the context of an association, in which friendly loans 
could be arranged, without any documents being drafted.
4. Uhile in 12 out of 16 cases there is the standard 
phrase £pai>icncnis t o l s  f j£ T c n , in the remaining cases there 
are considerable differences. The two sets of exceptions 
are the following:
a) Finley 44 and Finley 71, in which there is a simple
* M
reference to £pca>LcnoiLs without any further specification, 
because creditors and debtor were probably well known, and
b) Finley 40 and Finley 114A, in which the terminology 
is totally different from the rest of the horoi. In
20
For other examples of a later era see SE6 21.633 (first 
half of the second century) and a recently discovered and 
yet unpublished inscription from Rhamnous containing a 
catalogue of eranists from the middle of the first century 
reported in BCH 116 (1992) 846.
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Finley 40 a loan of 3.000 drachmas has been concluded 
between the unknown borrower and Aewxaprjq, who is designa­
ted as rcXTptorrjq and his ovpepau>LOX<xi. in Finley 114A, the 
restoration of which by Fine was strongly criticised by 
Finley, there is a loan called epayog of 500 drachmas and
$ M
a woman is designated as JiXT]p(*>Tpia and the loan as £poo>oq 
These differences cannot be explained by considering them 
as a unique case, which however provides enough ground to
M
found a whole interpretation of epoc^ ot. The term
V
ovi>£pai>ioT<xL is found again in SEG 31.122 of the second 
century A.D. and like the terms ov/jJtpvrdveLq or ovv£<pr]pot 
cannot mean anything more than "fellow eranists" and I do 
not think it is substantially different from epavLozai.
The terms nXT]p^ zrjq-rpLa in the literature mean always the
21 M Mcontributor, but never the head of an £pauoq while epapog 
means, everywhere at that period, a friendly loan. These 
rare and exceptional words cannot support Finley’s view 
that the groups mentioned in horoi were ad hoc groups 
granting exclusively loans without interest. A group of 
friends granting an interest-free loan would designate it
21 Harris (1992: 312 n.ll) claims that plerotes denotes not 
the contributor but the collector on behalf of the 
borrower. However, the evidence he invokes (D. 21.101,
184, 185, 25.21, Hyp. 3.7, 9, 11) is hardly sufficient to 
make such a contention even arguable.
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< W
as o  e p a v o s , but they would never have called themselves
s
e p a v i o r a l , unless they were also members of an 
association.
5. The recently published horos, Finley 163A,
« I N  ^ # I
o p o s  o i x i u v  x a l / n e p i o i x t o v  a n o {  r } / r  i p - q p a r o s
* N w % , , •*
e p a / v i o r a i s  t o l s  p e / r a  Mv r ) o i & e o v  A \u > n e x r£  & e v )
» * , *• ,
r o v / e p a v o v  t o v  Ta/[\]avTia l o v .
could be an important piece of evidence to the contrary.
In particular, this inscription gives some credit to
Finley’s interpretation and casts doubts on Vondeling’s
»
statement that e p a v i o r r )s never means a member of an 
"  22
e p a v o s . The crucial point is to define the exact meaning
M I
of e p a v o s  and e p a v i o r a l  in this horos.
"Epavos means a sum of money - a talent in this case 
- lent by a group of people without interest; it is not a
M
S a v e i o v , the standard Greek term for loan, but an e p a v o s .
This friendly loan was secured with the hypothecation of
23
the house and the surrounding plot.
*Epavioral on the other hand, imply an association of
people, one of whose activities was the grant of free
#
interest loans. In this document e p a v i o r a l  existed before
22
Editio princeps: Vanderpool, E. (1966) "Some Attic 
Inscriptions" Hesperia 35, 277, no 4.
23 * •
That is the meaning of anorlpripa, according to Finley
(1951: xviii).
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the loan was made and probably after it. In this case, it 
was difficult to raise so large a sum as a talent only 
among friends, but the intervention of a more established 
network such as an association could constitute a decisive 
factor in this attempt.
6. Finley’s (1951: 106) contention that the picture 
emerging from the horoi depicts the world of the wealthy 
Athenians is not wholly convincing. A prosopographical 
examination of the horoi set up by epaPLcrraL discloses
t /
only one prominent figure, that of NeotetoXehoc; 'AimxXeouc;
\
MeXiteuq. For the remaining names there is no further 
24evidence.
7. The putting up of security is not due to the 
willingness of the borrower, but rather to a practice, 
identified in other societies and concerning social 
distance, in terms of kinship, between the lender(s) and 
the borrower(s). When there is a close relation, then 
there is no need for security, but in cases of distant 
relations putting up securities is more likely. In our 
evidence, even if the participants were considered as
24 There is reservation about the identification of 
-ftEoq 'AXcajiEXTT^ Ey of Finley 163A with the homonym 
witness mentioned in D. 21.82 and that of BXEJtatoq of 
Finley 31A-B with the banker mentioned by Demosthenes (see 
D. 21.215 and 40.52).
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friends, the security was thought necessary, presumably
because of the high values of the land.
8. Millett's criticism is preoccupied by the relative
preponderance of informal types of mutual assistance
) ^
between friends over the Epounarai associations. But 
since these associations were merely expressions and forms 
related to a joint pleasure, mutual assistance and the 
particular concept of friendship, there must have been 
several possibilities of concluding friendly loans. In 
Athenian society of the fourth century there are no signs 
of bipolarity between informal networks of mutual assista­
nce and "predetermined groups of eranists", since the 
latter are a development of these informal networks. In 
other words, the existence of informal groups of lenders
i \
does not preclude lending by an association of epautazoLL.
> \
Therefore, the meaning of epaviozai in horoi is more 
likely to be association, with the exception of Finley 40,
M
and not an ad hoc group of lenders. The word epotpoq and
\ / > 
its terminology nXrjp^zrjQ, nXrjpurpLa and ovvepaisLoraL
suggest a loose and perhaps ad hoc group, while the
» ' 25majority of horoi refer to cpap L ozat associations.
25 Similar opinion expressed by Gernet (1968: 47 n.144 and 
51) and recently by Cohen (1992: 208 n.lll). I do not 
agree with Cohen (1992: 208) on the use of the terms 
eranos and eranistai as having the same meaning.
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II.2 The second important group of documents is the
well-known freedmen’s bowls. My discussion will be
confined to the most recent opinions, that of Finley
(1951: 103-106) and Vondeling (1961*. 132ff), where there
are references to earlier bibliography.
The group of freedmen’s bowls contains nearly 200
entries, among them 17 in which there is a mention of 
% * •*
itoii>oi> £pOLi>LCrt(Ai>. These silver bowls were offered by
26
manumitted slaves after their victory in a special legal
27
procedure called "dike apostasiou". They are dated, more
or less, in the last third of the 4th century. The
% * —
question concerns again the nature of the kolvcx e pen* i&ruv.
We can summarize Finley’s view about the nature of 
eranists mentioned in this group of documents as follows:
26
The word eranos appears similarly in inscriptions from 
Delphi (e.g. RIJG 2.16) and Boiotia (e.g. SIG3 1207); c f . 
Albrecht, K.-D. (1978) Rechtsprobierne in den Freilassunaen 
der Bootier, Phoker, Dorier, Ost- und Westlokrer,
Paderborn: Schoningh.
27
For the legal procedure see Harrison (1968-71: 1.182-3).
Harrison’s statement that "in seventeen cases an eranos,
usually with a named leader is mentioned" is inaccurate
since in these seventeen entries there is only a mention 
% * **
of xotvov epavior<oi>. Millett (1991: 296 n.39) follows 
essentially Harrison’s view.
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%
In these records holi>oi> £pdvtorcoi; does not refer to
anything else than to an "eranos-loan, an ad hoc group of
people" from whom the slave borrowed money in order to buy
his or her freedom. Finley (1951: 104-105) argues that
the traditional theory that the manumitted slaves belonged
to the societies is untenable for three reasons, 1. these
references to groups are earlier than the first
epigraphical evidence of eranos-clubs, 2. there was no
apparent reason for any society to own slaves with the
skills mentioned in these inscriptions and 3. the
2
occurrence of two names of individuals in IG II 1558.37: 
Ni«ias XtfidvuTO eyt [Tft/st cmcxpvytdW
$L\oKpatTT) * En LHpd.ro/ ’ EXevcn Hdl holi>o 
£pd/VL0TUl> TttjU (J£Td ®£0(p/ pdOT OV Bd&V\\OV 
XoX/apyiids, <pLaX c/raBpo [:H] 
and 1559.26:
4 M I
Btcov £jj MeX o l h u> 6ax/Tv\ioy\v ano<pvyioi>/Xalpinnov
• * , * »* %
XdLp£6r)/pov A\dL£ HdL HO L £p/dl>L T(Al> (J£Td
XdLptn/no * Akdi£, 4>i6iXr) crzd&po : H
, 1 **
instead of one plus the expression h o l v o v  £pdi>iOT(AV makes 
it difficult to accept the view that these noivd were 
actually associations. Instead, Finley (1951: 105) argues 
that in these cases where two names of individuals occur, 
the one is the name of the freer and the second of the 
head of the loan group. His argument stems from (D.)
M
59.31, where Neaira is collecting an £pdVOS in order to 
buy her freedom. Finley claims that Phrynion would be the
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head of this epavos, which was collected by Neaira in
order to buy her freedom, since Neaira was a slave and has
no right to participate in any transaction in her own
name. Phrynion was the decisive contributor for Neaira*s
2
enfranchisement. In IG II 1558.37, according to Finley,
Theophrastos is, generally speaking, in a position
28
analogous to Phrynion*s.
Vondeling (1961: 126) considers these documents as 
"the public proof of their (slaves*) exemption from 
paramone-duty" and maintains that in these records we have 
a loan to the slave by a uoivov and in return the slave 
should perform certain duties in the society (132). He 
does not accept Finley’s third argument on the ground that
M
if Phrynion was the head of such an epavos, he could not
4
be called epaviOTT)S, since the latter means always a
M
member of an association, but never a member of an epavos.
Instead Vondeling (1961: 132) proposes that
We should consider xotva epavicnoiv as
associations of people who have provided the
total or partial sum needed by the freedman to
effect apolysis of paramone and to have this
% * »•
fact registered. So noiva epavLorvsv are 
especially found where the freedman himself was 
unable to pay and the master was impecunious or
28
A similar explanation is offered by Millett (1991: 158).
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unwilling to pay; and at the time of the release 
they procured the ransom for the latter, who in 
turn, stood security for the slave to his 
association; the registration here indicates 
that the former slave has discharged all his 
obligations and has thus attained full freedom. 
On the one hand, I think that Finley’s (1951: 101) 
objection is not sustainable since as I have shown,
s
spaasLcnai associations existed already in the second half 
of the 4th century. On the other hand, I would agree with 
Finley (1951: 104) that there is no evidence of 
associations owning slaves in Athens and in Attica in 
general. But I cannot see any reason for wealthy 
Athenians to contribute to the collection of 100 drachmas. 
The suggestion that an association was helping them is not 
improbable, if we consider that the group would have an 
advantage in the allegiance of the freed person.
C. ASSOCIATIONS IN -ZTAl 
Another significant aspect of the problem arising 
from the indiscriminate use of the term epavLOTCxi concerns 
their relation with the associations which designate 
themselves with a collective noun coming from their cult 
and the ending -oral. (see Table 10) Foucart (1873: 3) 
claimed that in these cases the groups are using these 
names in order to be distinguished from other similar
s
epcxvioral. Poland (1909: 30) tried to explain this
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particularity by citing titles of officials of these 
associations, in which there is the stem -£pcm>~ like
s \ 2
cup# L')£paVLaTr)S ( IG II 1322.21, 1339.4 and 1343.33),
npO£p<xi>L0TpLa (1292.23 and 29) and above all 1335.4-6:
e&o%£i> to is I.OLfta^  Lac/Tans, ava/ Ypaycxi toi ovopara twi^
• *• • , 29
£pavLOT<jii> £V cnr)\f)i. Vondeling (1961: 259 n.2) follows
M
the methodological path of Poland trying to find an £pai>os 
in any inscription where the stem -£poo>- occurs and
M I
concludes "in fact under -i(oOoraif £pcxi>OL or £pavLarcnl 
could be hidden". Maier (1969: 83) follows the prevailing 
opinion, stating
nach ihm wird sogar bisweilen die Eranos -
T t
Vereinigung naher bezeichnet ( cov apx^pcuvLcnTjs).
30
Recently Raubitschek (1981: 96) adhered to this view .
It is difficult to adopt such a generalization when 
there is no conclusive evidence. It is worth stating that
in the earliest documents of this kind there is no mention
* \ 2 *  
of the word £pai>toral [IG II 1322.11 (229) dedox&cu
t o l s / * Ap<pL£patarais and 18, IG II2 1292.2, 10, 12, 17, 22
For a collection of the inscriptions referring to 
Sabazios see Lane, E. (1989) Corpus Cu ltus Iovis Sabazii , 
(CCIS), Leiden: Brill.
30
Dow (1937) follows a different interpretation. 
Throughout his article he never qualifies lapoiTTieiOTOt! as
4
£pOLl>L0TOli .
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(216/5) EapooiLaaraL, SEG 18.33:7 and 9 (212/1-17 4/3) x]o
N ^  ^  2
xolvo[v x2k> 'A]/ox\rpii(xoxQi> and IG II 2 960 (2nd century)
\
9 AoxXrpitcxaxai ] . If, in these cases, they considered 
> \
themselves as epavLoxai, they should have used this term.
a '
Considering some documents in which both efxxvioxai and 
another title occur (IG II2 1343, SEG 31.122) it seems 
implausible that in the above mentioned cases the
association, although it considers its members as
* N ' 31cfxxvLOTOLL, designates itself as e.g. *AoxXrpiLaaxaL only.
Poland's argument from the officers' titles is not 
convincing since on the one hand apX£pou>iarr)Q occurs in IG 
II2 1297.10 (237/6), where the group is self-designated as 
xoil>ol> diaouxup, and on the other, the title apxepainarrjc;
\ i
does not appear in any document of xoii>oi> epamoriop before 
the first century A.D. (IG II2 1345.3).
Furthermore, the title Jipoepaiuarpia is possibly a 
honorific title, devised in order to praise the 
contribution of Nixljuit) to the association of
x 32
Eapotfuaorai. The only seemingly convincing argument is 
the above mentioned identification of Ea/foCtaaToc'i and 
epamarai in 1335.4-6 (101/100). But epaPicrraL in this 
case may well mean "contributors to an eranos-1oan", since 
the document is of quite a late J&jhG. The use of epavLoxai
31 See the reservations expressed by Aleshire (1989: 69).
32 Dow (1937: 193-5).
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for members of association persists throughout the first
century and onwards; for example
2 * >
IG II 1345.26 n&Ticnoev tovs £pai>terras,
IG II2 1366.21-22
M
to vs 6k povXopkvovs £pcni>ov Myjvl
4 4 N <
T vppaixAL £n'ayQii9r)L t v x q l '/opotus 6k napkt, ov&iv
< * % , # >* »
oi £pca>LcnaL tch aa^aovTa toh Stewt, (and those
who want to convene an eranos on the name of Men 
Tyrranos, let them have good luck; similarly the 
members of eranos will give the appropriate 
(offerings) to the god), 
and SEG 31.122:8-9
,  ' ,  ,  «  •* W
aot i ca>ai> acx npacr t twv a/ v [ v] £poo> t or wv yp<poi>
4
Xa/?ovT«v> snpipaaai. (and without fail let him be 
(made to be) expelled after his fellow eranistai 
have cast a vote] [translated by Raubitschek 
(1981)] .
From the overall account, we can draw three main 
conclusions:
M
1. The term £pai>os has nothing to do with associations,
33
at least till the first century in Attica. Only after
33
Vondeling (1961: 82) based on evidence from Rhodes 
claims that the term eranos appears since the second 
century. However, his statement cannot be applied to 
Athens. In his final account of the word eranos and its
242
the first century the term epox>os designates a group of
4
epOLVLcrccCi and other features of the associative life like cun 
assembly; the reason for this transformation will be 
traced later in this chapter . Evidence for this evolution
M
is provided by three inscriptions where an £pai>os is 
mentioned in the framework of an existing association as
* N 2 M
in opyeuves ( IG II 1298.18-20), in Oiao-corou (1327.13-14)
4
and in spoastcncni (1291.5, 7 and 15).
4 4 m
2. The terms spouuorai or x o l v o v  Gpcxvicrzmv designate 
from their first occurrence, in inscriptions, members of 
an association and an association respectively. It was 
quite possible for such an association to be involved in 
financial matters.34
3. There is no strong evidence for an identification of 
different associations having names in -oral with
4
£pca>Lcnoii before the first century. Their main 
differences lay in their insistence on using a particular 
term and on the adoption of a slightly different 
structure, in which the preponderance of the individual is 
evident. After this date, it is possible to identify
meanings, he realizes this but the only evidence he
2
provides for Attica are the late IG II 1366, 1369 and SIA 
I , p .306 .
34
In this respect I agree with Vondeling (1961: 129) and 
Harris (1992: 311).
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them, since both types seem to have the same structure ( IG 
II2 1335, 1343, 1369 and SEG 31.122).
However , I should point out that the distinction
M •
between spavos and £pa.i>L&rot.L before the first century 
cannot prove that these two forms never included the same 
persons. The structure of associations prompted their 
members to such gestures of benevolence; some of them had 
the backing of the association {spavtor a l ) and some not
M
( epavos).
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NOTES ON THE TABLES 9-10 
2
1. IG II 1266 is included in Table 9 on grounds of
its title in IG edition. There is no trace or any mention
of £pax>LcrrcKi in this fragmentary inscription. The
*
document mentions only £miJ£\r)TOii, an office which occurs
in 1291 in almost all the orgeonic associations [e.g. 1256
(329/8)] and in certain $i,ouyo>Tat associations [e.g. 1261
(302/1)]. An interpretation considering 1266 as produced
$
by the association of £pca>Lcnati of 1291 is quite possible,
but far from being proved.
2
2. IG II 2932 (342/1) is supposed to belong to the
association of 1335 (101/100) according to the editor:
< ,
"sunt L£ponoioi Sabaziastarum", because probably both 
found in Peiraeus. But in 1335 there is no reference to
* s * s
L£ponoiOL; only an L£p£Vs is mentioned. Moreover the 
considerable chronological gap, separating these
documents, does not allow further conclusions.
2 *• # ^
3. IG II 2937 (4th century) o l 6£ aV£&£&ai>. ..
followed by eleven names is identified as similar to 2940
(end of 4th century), a dedication to Men Tyrran from
eleven people, on grounds of three common names (Kou5ovs,
Tlft£ios, KotXXiots) and the same place of origin (Laureion).
The latter is considered by Lauffer (1979: 189) the
earliest testimony about a slave-association. The
2
restoration of IG II 2940 is very doubtful; the one
2
adopted in the edition of IG II followed Bourguet [BCH 18 
(1894) 532], while Perdrizet [BCH 20 (1896) 55-106 and
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especially 85] raised considerable arguments against it.
35Peek proposed an alternative restoration in MPAI.A 67 
(1942) 44, No 57 and now in SIA I, p.319.
4. IG II2 1292 (215/4) is not a constitution as 
erroneously stated by Dow (1937: 191). It is an honorific 
decree since several officials are honoured for their 
services to the association, while there is no mention of 
regulating any important affairs.
5 In IG II2 2358 (c. 150) there is no reference to 
hpavioxQLL; only the titles a pxepoancrrrjq and i£p£i>q occur.
Also, noteworthy, but inconclusive, is the occurrence of 
several theophoric names of the Mother of the Gods 
(Mnrpo&opcx, n-qxpOfpoLPric; and Mrprpixq) , of a Semitic deity 
(EunopLa twice), of Egyptian gods (’AppwtfLoc, Eapajiiwi; and 
Mcuaq) and *hoxXrinicxq. These are indicators of the 
possible origin of some members and their status.
6. SEG 31.122 (121/22 A.D.) is the most recently 
published document and fortunately it is complete. 
Raubitschek (1981: 95), in its editio princeps, after 
rejecting the assumption that the association "was located 
in Paiania" claims that
Under these circumstances it may be best to
assume that the two inscriptions (SEG 31.122 and
2
IG II 1369) were set up in Paiania because
^  [ 'H]pax[X£t #£G>i] or [ 'H]pax[X£? TupLQi].
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Eucharistos was at home there. This would mean 
2
that IG II 1369 should also be connected, if 
not with him, then at least with his son or 
grandson. (95-6)
However, the demotic does not designate necessarily 
the actual residence of a person, but his ancestors' 
residence during the introduction of the system. 
Raubitschek*s assumption is not based on safe ground. 
Although both inscriptions were found in the same area,
they do not seem to have much in common. In particular:
2 # **
i) IG II 1369 is the common decision of avSpss
while SEG 31.122 is the decision and order of an 
apX£pcm>icnr)S.
ii) On the one hand, SEG 31.122 reveals an association 
orientated to financial activities together with religious 
ones, having a complex structure aiming at the guarantee 
and maintenance of their financial activities. On the 
other hand, 1369 is brief and regulates essential 
parameters of the associative life. In this respect, it 
is quite improbable to suggest that a sudden shift to the 
interests and to the orientation of the association 
occurred.
iii) There are certain differences in the ways in which 
these documents regulate some aspects of the organization 
and the activities in the association. For example, the 
fines in 1369 are five times higher than in SEG 31.122, 
although the chronological gap between them is not
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considerable; in 1369 there is no reference to an entrance 
fee but only to a certain procedure called 6oxipa<u'oc, 
while in SEG 31.122 there is no procedure but instead only 
a fee. The board of officials is totally different in 
these two inscriptions; the only common ground they have 
is the existence of an apxcpaptozriq. Even this 
superficial similarity is undermined seriously by the fact 
that in SEG 31.122 this office seems to be life-long 
while, in 1369 it is annual.
As a result I think that there is no conclusive 
evidence for relating these two documents as Raubitschek 
(1981: 96) suggested. Their common origin may suggest a 
geographical link, but nothing more can be safely 
asserted.
D. THE STRUCTURE OF THE EPAN!ETA I ASSOCIATION
Having drawn an outline of what we may call an
I X
epauLoxat association, it is the right time to have a look 
on its structure as an association. Unfortunately, our 
evidence can hardly be characterized as sufficient. The 
few available decrees are fragmentary and the information 
provided is scarce. Only after the first century is there 
considerable evidence; and our account of what was an 
epaptarat association in Attica rests heavily on these 
inscriptions. Thus, the description of their structure is 
not at all representative of all the epaPtozat 
associations, but rather weighted towards the later part
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of the period. The implications of this situation for our 
understanding cannot be ignored.
As in the other types of associations, I am going to 
follow a positivistic approach in the examination of the 
structure. In other words, my working model will be that 
of a modern association or club. The limits of such an 
approach are discussed in Chapter 5. In that respect we 
should look for: a_> Foundation. b> Membership. c> 
Administration and d> Purposes. The majority of authors 
have followed such an analytic approach and more recently 
Maier (1969: 75). My purpose is not merely to repeat 
them, but to amplify the examination in order to check our 
assumptions.
a> Foundation: It was claimed by Maier (1969: 76) that
the foundation of an kpctvioxat association could result
3 6either from the initiative of an individual or from a 
jointly issued decision of members. But the formation of 
an association, as it is understood in the modern law, 
presupposes the will of several people. There is another 
pattern which at the same period was often used, that of a 
trust, that is a considerable amount of money or property 
provided for a specific cult. The arguments in favour of 
an individual founding rest upon ambiguous expressions 
such as
36 Vondeling (1961: 91-2).
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' , « » ** , , ,
s n e i d T )  L t o x X t f s  & v i> r ) /x £  T(j>l Ap<pLapa.ioL o v v o & o v
(IG II2 1322.1-2), or
x % % r  »  " **
Y £ V T )& £ LS  6 l £ ] / K C A L  T iapC lLT  LOS TTJS 00><0$£V O V W o y H )S
I I
«ai ttjv o v v o b o v  avros «t £<7ois a p x e p & V L o l T ] / r ) S  
< ,
V T l£ p £ L V £ V
and followed by five years of consecutive services for the 
* 2
h o l v o v  ( IG II 1343). From these phrases the only 
conclusion confirms the fact that the mentioned individual 
gathered a number of people in the cult of a deity and 
nothing more; the use of the terms c r u v o d o s and o v W o y r ) ,  
instead of h o l v o v , implies such meaning.
#
The second pattern used for establishing an £ p a v L o r a . l  
association is by the manifest expression of the common 
will of the constitutive members. Our sole example is 
that of IG II2 1369.24-27
M  I t'
o p x w  p h v  T a v p t & H O s ,  o r  b p  pr^v M o v v v x l m v  T } v /
4 »l
o«t [w] XCLL6£KaTr)L 6 ’ £pCLVOV O V V C k y o W 4 > i \o i  
<XV&p£S/H<XL KOLVT)L ftO V \T )L  & £ & p O V  <pL\LTlS
v n k / y p a y a v  (Tauriskos was archon, the eighteenth 
of Mounychion, friends found a club and signed 
institution of common friendship).
The terminology applied by the associations, as far as it 
concerns the description of the collectivity and of the 
members, may prove illuminating. In the earliest
documents of £ p a v L c r r a l there is a constant use of the term
~ , 2
HO LVO V £ p a V L 0 T U V  Or £pCXVLOTCkL ( IG II 1265.1, 2, 5, 10, 12
and 1291.2, 9, 11, 15, 20 and 27). In two of the latest
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documents, IG II 1369.10-12 and SEG 31.122:44 s p a v o s
appears as denoting the association or the assembly. The
reason for this transformation is not quite clear, but it
may be connected with semantical differentiation and
the change in the actual funding, which in this era is
heavily dependent on a single, prominent figure. A
similar tendency can be observed among the associations in 
% 37
-oral . It is not clear whether in cases where the term 
c ro v o S o s occurs, the contribution of an individual to the 
establishment of the association was primary and in those 
cases where holvov or other alternatives occur, other 
forms of foundation were used.
There is no trace of even one provision concerning 
dissolution. This peculiarity can be attributed to the 
conviction of spavLOTOLL that the continuation of their 
activities was guaranteed, through the introduction of 
their offspring into the association (SEG 31.122) or the
introduction of members promising considerable
* * * 2
benefactions ( 4>i\ot l (J£LCALS) to the association ( IG II
1369.40).38
37 Compare for example IG II2 1292.2, 10, 12, 17, 22, 28, 
1293.9, 10, 12, 16 and 1322.11 with 1339.3-6, 15 and 1343. 
The differentiation is considerable and the trend to 
abandon the expression h o l v o v  is evident.
38
This is the interpretation adopted by Robert L. (1979)
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b> Members : The evidence about the prerequisites of
s
joining an epaviorcu association is also limited. In the
second century A.D. it seems that there were at least two
different modes. One mode required a special procedure
during which the candidate would be examined, by the
<
officials of the association to see if he was 
(pure), evasftris (pious) and a^ot^os (good in character).
40
The second one involved the payment of an entrance fee.
It was possible for those who were already members to
introduce their children (SEG 31.122:38).
It does not seem that there were any special
restrictions referring to the status of the (future)
members. So, in the epavierroil-associations we find
2
citizens (possibly IG II 1266 and 1335), metics (1291)
and slaves (2940 and 1335). In associations in -oral, two
documents imply exclusive or preponderant participation of 
41 2
citizens. In IG II 1322, all but one of the preserved
"Deux inscriptions de l ’6poque imperials en Attique" AJPh 
100, 153-159 and now in Opera Minora Selecta v.5, 123-29, 
1989, Amsterdam: Hakkert.
39 2
IG II 1369.33-4.
40 SEG 31.122:38-9 and IG II2 1339.16-7.
41 2
In IG II 1322.30-40 all but one are citizens and in 
1335 in which 12 toponymies suggesting foreigners, 37
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names of members are followed by their demotic; the
remaining name is followed by a toponymic. In 1293, 2353
and 2960 all the preserved names belonged to citizens.
Women in this type of association are to be found in the 
42lists but not among the officials, with the sole 
exception of npo£pau>LoxpicL Htxinrcq (IG II2 1292.23).
The question of a member's expulsion does not seem to 
have occupied an important place in the earlier documents 
and, consequently, we do not have any evidence from that 
period. Maier (1969: 78) claimed that there are no traces 
of provisions for the expulsion of members. But he seems 
to disregard at least three provisions of a later era 
which so provide: IG II2 1369.40-2
el 5e tic; pa/xaq rj tiopvfiovc; xet 
(patvoixo/expaXXeodu tou ep<xi>ot> (if somebody is 
seen to initiate fights or troubles, let him 
be expelled from the group),
SEG 31.122:8-9
xai e^ ai>otvxa. npaxxcodQ rwt> of [uJpepatnaTWi; \pqtpov 
\apoisxqv expLpaoai [and without fail let him be
citizens and 4 "bare" names implying servile status in the
2
total of 53 names. In contrast see IG II 2358 in which 
only 4 citizens are attested for certain.
42 2See IG II 2354 in which 13 women’s name occur out of 23 
and 2358 in which 36 names out of 94 are female.
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expelled after his fellow eranistai have cast a 
vote. Translated by Raubitschek (1981)],
SEG 31.122:42-5
* *
ras 6s <popas/KarcupspLv tcoi raptcm snavayitss is 
• < * 
ras sydoens’ o 6s pr) aarsvsvitcus/o m o t l v s t u  to
H  < I M
6 l u \ o v i > '  o  6 s  py) 6ovs to xa&o\ov s^spavos/scrroi 
[the dues are to be brought to the treasurer 
without fail for the making of loans; he who 
does not bring his dues is to pay as fine double 
the amount; he who does not pay at all is to be 
expelled. Translated by Raubitschek (1981)], 
and IG II2 1339.13-14:
I M M
6s pr) 6i6[oxyi]/ 4>opc*v s]6ot;sv pf/
* N *
psrsxe w  oivroCvs] / [tov spav] ov (if they do not 
give the contribution it was resolved that they
should not participate in the group).
43
From these provisions it is evident that there were 
mainly two causes for expulsion of any member . In the 
earliest document the non-payment of the contribution 
could lead to this measure, which, however, was 
exceptional. In the latest two the culprit of disorder 
and quarrels could be expelled either from the assembly or 
from the association.
43 2
For Vondeling (1961: 148) eranos in IG II 1339.16 means
"entry" and in 1369.42 it means "assembly".
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c> Offices: The committee of a x o l v o v  e p a P L o r u v  
includes a zapcaq (IG II2 1265 and 1291), an Lcponotoq 
(1265) or teponoLol (1291), enLpeX^xai (1291 and 1266) and
a ypfxppocrevq (1291). It is important that among them
there is no ocpxepauLozrjq, at least till the second 
century. In other associations in -aroci the board 
includes the following:
zaptcxq (IG II2 1292, 1293, 1322, 1335, 1339, 1343, 1369 
and SEG 31.122)
ypcxwuxrevq (IG II2 1292, 1322, 1335 and 1369)
enip£\r)rr)q (IG II2 1292, 1335)
apxepai>i<jzr)q (IG II2 1322, 1339, 1343, SEG 37.103 and 
SEG 31.122)
lcpcvq (IG II2 1335, 1343)
In certain documents and especially in SEG 31.122 and
2 44
IG II 1369, there is a series of other officials of 
minor importance. It should be noted that the board of 
the association is becoming more complex and more numerous 
in the era of the Roman empire.
The xoiixx epainaTwi; follow the pattern of collective 
honouring just like ^LaawraL (above chapter 3).
Associations in -ora! either follow this pattern (IG II" 
1292) or the individual honouring of their apxcpocptcjzrjq
44 * 'For opo\£Lro)p see as well, SEG 36.548 from Epirus of the
2
third century and IG II 4817 of the Roman era.
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(1343) or their officers (1293).
It has been maintained by Beauchet (1896: 4.356), Dow 
(1937: 194), Vondeling (1961: 148), Maier (1969: 83) and 
Raubitchek (1981: 98) that the apxcpounarrjc; was the actual 
leader or the head officer of the association, its most 
eminent official and sometimes the founder himself. The 
reason for attributing such a prominent role is, according
to Dow (1937: 193-94), the primacy of this official in
2
the preserved documents and especially in IG II 1297,
1319, 1322, 1339, 1343 and 2358. But these pieces of
evidence do not provide sufficient proof for such a
statement, since some of them honour simply an individual
(1297 and 1343), in 1339.4-5 a zapiaq is mentioned first
and not an apxepocpiozrjq, also in 1369 apxepounaTrjq is not
2
mentioned first. IG II 1319 and 1345 are too fragmentary 
to prove anything else more than the existence of such a 
title. Therefore, the predominant role attributed to 
apxepamcnrjc; is largely inferential. This interpetation 
disregards certain evidence (e.g. 1343 and 1345) and 
distorts the position and the true value of apxcpaptozrjq. 
This title appears late in the board of xoLua cpavLozuv 
(only in the second century) though it exists since the 
second half of the third century in the associations in 
-ozat. In the most complete case of honouring an
> V 2
apxepaviozijq, that is IG II 1343, we can see that his 
contribution did not result from holding the post of
t \
apxepouncrrrjc; as such. This office was rather honorific in
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order to reward him for the services previously rendered 
to the association, mainly financial, when he had the post
of treasurer . The only other evidence is the four
2 ' %
lines long IG II 1345, in which an capxepcuvLOttjs is
" , < , , « *
honoured because £VXpT)cnov toi> eavtoi> ncnpsx£l r(*L [KOtvcot,
2
and three inscriptions (IG II 1322, 1339 and SEG 37.103)
in which simple mention of the title occurs. Thus, it is
*
fair to assume that apx£pc*i>terras was simply a honorific
title, conferred only on those members who, taking into
account their immense contribution to the well-being of
the association, were proclaimed, probably in a special
assembly, "first of the fellow eranists". This does not
*
prove that the aggregation was called spOLVicnrai. This 
title quickly faded out since the financial support by an 
important person led soon to the concentration of all the
power in his hands. As a result, apx^pcxvicnris became the
45 2
head officer as it appears in SEG 31.122. But m  IG II
45
The same explanation may apply to the unusual title 
proeranistria. Dow (1937: 195) offers three possible 
explanations. The first one, that proeranistria had 
founded the society, is completely improbable. The other 
two, that she had made large gifts to it or that she 
continued to pay for the sacrifices, seem to be plausible. 
For examples of prominent women in associations see Veyne 
(1976: 357, n.261).
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1369 apX£pa.VLcnr}S is classified among the annual offices, 
implying a different status and function.
For the rest of the officers, appearing in the
associations in -oral, there is little or no evidence. In
#  ^ 2
particular, there is but the title for enLpeXrjT^s ( IG II
1292, 1335) and ypapparevs (1292, 1322 and 1335). The 
< H
office of tepevs is merely mentioned in 1335, but in
1343.24-7 the activity of the priest is described as
follows:
j£0(Ta&ra&eis 6e xai Lepevs rr^ s Z.u>Teipas ei> toh
I M  I m  «
e/ni Mevavdpov apxovros evtavroiL exaXXiepqaei>
* < < 
xai afitXapyvpcos/ laravopevos ^crziactev t o v s
* 9 + § •  • < «
epavicrzas ex tco[ l] i> i6ioii>/ai>aiXoxyas ovx oXiyov
w
XP"\7pot (and he has been selected as priest of the
Saviouress in the year of the archon Menander he
obtained good omens and he offered lavish feasts
to the associates from his own revenues spending
no little money).
The same seems to be the case for Tapias. Although
there are eight references, six of them are single words,
2
and further details are provided only in IG II 1343 and 
SEG 31.122, where different expressions are used for
46
expressing the contributions made to the association.
46 2 » * ■ * * * %
IG II 1343.14-5: npoeara/T^crev t o v  9ejjeXLo&r)i>aL ttjv
< M  # «
&vi>o6ov, 17: oxyavTus ev%r)crei> ra xou>a, 20-1: enoi/^aev ex
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Under normal circumstances the term in office was one
s
year . This seem to be the rule for both epavicnai
x 47
associations (1265) and associations in -oral. In 1335 a
person is at the same time ypapparevs, Tapias and
enipeXr)Ty)S. In 1292.5 there is the only reference to
scrutiny of officials at the end of their term in office.
Officers of inferior rank in SEG 31.122 are obliged to
conform with certain regulations concerning the proper
48
performance of their duty, and threatened with heavy 
fines in case they do not.
d>_ Purposes : The conception of predetermined aims 
describing the activities or the direction of an 
association is based heavily on the Pandectist tradition
nXfjpovs rot Sinaia and 23-4: eicrQveyxaTO omov6r)i> xai
* , *• *•
4>lXo t ipiai> nepi tuh> x o i v/u v .
47
For an example of the division between annual and life 
2
offices see IG II 1369.36-7. For associations in -cnai 
see 1343.35-6 and 1292.8.
48 ' % »
In SEG 31.122 besides apx^pavicnris and roi/Luas, several
other offices occur, like navwxL&rai (24), npaxTopes
4
(27), eyXoytcnai (30) and arpenToi (32), with sometimes 
quite obscure duties. It is worthwhile to note the way of 
selection of certain of them either by lot or by the
9
apX£poii>icnr)s; in case of refusal to perform their duty, 
fines were inflicted.
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of the law of associations. Things seem different when we
are swimming in the dark waters of Greek legal documents,
where such a tradition simply does not exist. That is why
the scholars reverse their methods of investigation and
deduce principles from the associations’ functions.
While in the modern legal system the model of
deduction from a general rule is predominant, our approach
for discovering the aims of associations should follow
49
cautiously the inductive path.
»
In literature the only mention of an spoasLcnoii 
association is in Arist. EN 1160a 19-20, where we are told
s
that £pai>Lcnai are formed for the sake of pleasure. In
inscriptions it is reported that the life of such an
association was characterized by certain religious
activities, sacrifices, probably feasts financed by the
2
wealthier members of the association (IG II 1265, where
M
the terms < p i \ o T  i ( J O V (J £ V O S and £W OL O Li > implies considerable 
contributions as well in 1291). Later on, in the first 
century and well into the imperial era some associations
49
Vondeling (1961: 144) followed this method and 
distinguished three major functions, religious, social and 
financial. He insisted on including in the social and 
religious dimension the provision and looking after of 
tombs, an activity for which there is no evidence from 
Attica.
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seem to promote a (re )distribution of wealth on a small
scale, when they decide to organize funds for granting
loans (SEG 31.122) or when they organize feasts for sixty 
2
persons (IG II 1343). The provider was rewarded with the 
increased social prestige and sometimes with a life-long 
title. The alleged financial activities of these 
associations are even more controversial. It has been 
proved that, at least in the fourth century, these groups 
might have played a considerable role in friendly loans in 
Athens.
Summarizing the examination of particular aspects of
*
£pai>icncnL associations and associations in -oroil we may 
draw the following conclusions:
1. * EpcxVLCrral associations were founded by the common 
will of the members, as also were certain associations in 
-oral. The promotion of a cult was the result of an 
individual’s activity, but an individual could never found 
an association alone, as it has been asserted.
2. These associations were not exclusively 
male-dominated or citizen-dominated. Of course there are 
examples of associations where the citizenry is 
overwhelming, but it was not the rule. The position of 
women was rather inferior in comparison to that in 
$t0U7G>T0U . They could be members, but they did not get 
offices.
, , «•
3. EpavLcrrai, together with late $iOKyayrat., is the type
of association which honours the individual not only with
261
a wreath, but also with granting him the title
s
cnpX£pai>L0rr)S as a life-long title.
4. Their structure is similar to that of certain
f#
^tacywrott, a fact that led to groundless identifications 
with them.
5. Their main difference from Siao'uyrcu consists of the 
relatively more frequently revealed social dimension 
combined with religious purposes.
s
6. Their will to designate themselves as c  pen* l o t  a I or 
Zapantacnal et a l . reveals the need to feel distinct 
from the bulk of other devotees. In that respect the
N
modern study should not easily label them t^otocoroit or
s
£pon>icnal indiscriminately.
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C H A P T E R  5 
A LEGAL APPROACH TO ATHENIAN ASSOCIATIONS
In the previous four chapters we have seen the actual 
use of the terms opycQveq, tfiaawrai and epavioraL as 
designating specific types of associations, and we have 
traced their structure and their activities. We have 
pointed out certain ambiguities as well as similarities 
concerning mainly the foundation and the strategies for 
ensuring the existence of associations, thus avoiding 
abandonment of their cult and dissolution. These 
strategies included different patterns of recruiting 
members, bestowing honours and privileges and prompting 
the generosity of their wealthier members. In this 
chapter the examination will focus on the legal assessment 
of the associations’ features.
It has been claimed'*’ that the task of a legal 
historian cannot be simply the reconstruction of a legal 
reality with its peculiarities and regularities. The
■*■ Wolff, H.J. (1971) "Juristische Grazistik - Aufgaben, 
Probleme, Moglichkeiten” in Wolff, H.J. (ed) Symposion 
1971. 1-22, 1975, Koln: Bohlau.
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legal historian should try to explain and to interpret 
different legal institutions and practices in the light of 
their contemporaneous fundamental financial, social, 
ideological, religious and political concepts which 
constitute the complex social context, where legal 
institutions and practices appear and function. In this 
respect, the problem of which method is going to be used 
in the investigation for the associations’ legal aspects 
is of paramount importance.
Methodological investigations in the history of 
ancient Greek law have been predominantly bound up with a 
positivist perception of what is considered as legal. 
According to this approach rules were regarded as legal 
only if they appeared in the form of written laws or other 
binding enactments of the city-state. Legal positivism as 
a reaction against the abstract principles of the various 
natural law theories focused on a sharp distinction 
between morality and law. The task of jurisprudence is 
the study of "jus positum", the law introduced by the 
state-nation. The study of the law in its positivist 
aspect aims to clarify the legal concepts and present them 
in a logical order. Together with legal positivism, legal 
formalism led to the search for modern concepts in the 
Athenian law and, in general, in the various legislations 
of the ancient Greek world. Although positivism long 
since ceased to be the current methodological stream in 
jurisprudence, it is still predominant in the history of
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ancient Greek laws, where only a few scholars are critical 
of it. Cohen (1991: 15), for instance, remarked that
the positivist account of "the law" as nothing 
more than the relevant valid statutes blinds us 
to the normative structures of the community of 
which the law is but a part and which gives it 
its social meaning.
I shall attempt to show that the modern legal
background of associations, which still relies heavily on
the great debate of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, is entirely irrelevant to the
Athenian experience, as it is revealed in the examples of
these three specific types of associations. A new
interpretation does not need to follow the positivist
tradition, but should rather rely, primarily, on the
available evidence. The results of this investigation
give credence to the Aristotelian theory of associations
as a part of the city-state. Since Aristotle was the
political philosopher par excellence of his own time he
can be a very useful guide. In this respect, I shall try
to show that through the use of an analytical model based
on the most essential features of the Athenian 
2
city-state, we can hope to approach closely the
2
The organisational similarity between city-state and 
association was first noted by Foucart (1873: 51) and then
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associations and thus understand better their function and 
their impact on Athenian society.
My argumentation will be concentrated: A. on the 
historic failure of the legal historians to explain 
satisfactorily the associative phenomenon, B. on the 
theoretical background of this failure and especially on 
the predominant theories of the nineteenth century. An 
assessment of the particularly interesting legal features 
of associations such as I. Dig. 47.22.4: Recognition or 
Autonomy, II. Foundation and Dissolution, III. Name, and 
IV. Property will follow. Finally section C will be 
devoted to the exploration of the parallelism between 
city-state and association as a product and, at the same 
time, a limit of ancient Athenian legal thought.
A. THE LEGAL HISTORIANS AND THE PUZZLE OF JURISTIC 
PERSONALITY
In this part, I am going to give a well-documented,
Ziebarth (1896: 193), but neither of them proceeds to an 
examination based on this model. Poland (1909: 337) has 
expressed reservations about the importance attributed to 
these similarities. For the essential features of the 
city-state, that is direct popular participation in 
decision-making, in the judiciary and in legislation, see 
Arist. Pol. 1317b (Z.2.5-8).
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although not very detailed, summary of each historian’s 
opinion, in a chronological order.
The question of juristic personality in the Athenian
law appears in the early scholarship in connection with
3
the same question in Roman law and in the Pandectist
s
tradition. Wescher (1865= 220) wrote about epavicnai:
Les soci£t£s d*6ranistes, libres de 
s ’administrer int^rieurement elles-m£mes,
6taient tenues de se faire autoriser par l ’Etat, 
et elles ne devenaient des personnes civiles, 
capables de plaider en justice, que lorsqu’elles
3
From the abundant bibliography about juristic 
personality in Roman law see: Carolsfeld (1933), Duff 
(1938: 129-58), the summary provided by Wilcken, U. (1953) 
Die. Que llen des romischen Rechts. 789-94, Wien:
Holzhausen, Kaser , M. (1968) Roman Private Law. 77-79, 
transl. by R. Dannenbring, Durban: Butterworths and De 
Robert is, F.M. (1973) S toria. delle corporazioni e del 
regime associativo nel_ mondo romano, Bari. The most 
recent articles about particular problems are Biscardi, A. 
(1980) "Rappresentanza sostanziale e processuale dei 
"collegia" in diritto romano" IURA 31, 1-20, De Robertis 
(1984), and Salerno, F. (1984) "Collegia adversus rem 
publicam" in Sodalitas . Scr itti in onore di A_._ Guar ino . 
vol.2, 615-31, Napoli: Jovene.
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avaient obtenu la reconnaissance officielle.
Caillemer (1872". 11), followed by Foucart (1873: 48),
refuted this opinion with two counter-arguments: a) if
there was any restriction, statutory or administrative, it
would have appeared as well in Roman law. A well-known
4
instance of suppression of an association during the 
Republic comes from 186, when the Senate with the S. C. de 
Bacchanalibus prohibited any religious association; this 
measure would have been superfluous if associations could 
not exist without prior authorisation by the Senate; b) 
the only reference to state control of associations occurs 
in Isoc. Nicocles 54, written between 372 and 365:
"Eratptois p r i  n o i e i a & a i  p r^S b  a v v o & o v s a i> e v  t y )s
* ~  ~ , * *
£(JT) s yi>u>pr)s. ai yap tolcwtou. avert acre is ei> pei>
Similar measure was taken by the Ptolemies in
Hellenistic Egypt; see the fragmentary document in Lenger,
M.-T. (1964) Corpus des Ordonnances des Ptolemees,
Brussels: Palais des Academies, reprint 1980, No 50
(131-125). For S.C. de Bacchanalibus see Riccobono, S.
(e d ) (1941) Fontes Jur is Romani Ante.iustiniani , I No 30
and similarly No 46. For the Bacchanalia affair see
Pailler , J.-M. (1988) Bacchanales, Rome: Ecole Francaise%
de Rome. Carolsfeld (1933: 236-66) and Duff (1938:
95-128) provide useful summary of the policy of the Roman 
state in view of the freedom to associate.
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rats olK X olls  t i o X l t s l o l l s  n X s o v s x T o v & i v , ev 6b t o l l s
5
fjovapxtOLLS Kiv6vi>£vovaii>. (Do not form 
political societies or unions without my 
sanction; for such associations may be an 
advantage in the other forms of government, but 
in monarchies they are a danger).
Both Caillemer*s counter-arguments miss the target. His 
assumption that the legislations of Athens and Rome should 
be similar is dubious. His second argument concerns clubs 
with political aims rather than associations in general, 
though the text can refer to other kinds of associations 
besides political ones. But Caillemer (1872: 13) wonders 
whether
la defence de former des associations sans 
l ’agr^ment des pouvoirs 6tablis, compatible avec 
la forme monarchique 6tait jug£e par les anciens 
inconci1iable avec les principles admis dans les 
republiques?
Presumably, both Wescher and Caillemer were convinced that
For a distinction between ofvvo6os and the rest of the 
terms denoting a collectivity see Poland (1909: 158-63) 
who claims that this term refers to an assocation with 
profane aims and not to a religious one. Also, Arist. 
Pol. 1313a (E.11.5) attributes the suppression of 
associations to tyrannical regimes.
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an association and especially spavLcnal had a juristic 
personality; they only disagreed about the mode of 
obtaining it.
Guiraud (1893: 382) writes about societies that "En 
principe, toute corporation pouvait prendre naissance sans 
autorisation prSalable" and that "elles jouissaient de la 
personnalit^ civile dans toute sa plenitude".
Ziebarth (1896: 179-83) distinguishes between 
associations of public and private law, presumably on the 
basis of the modern distinction, and attributes to the 
latter type unquestionable "juristic personality". A 
central point in his argument is a positivist concept of 
an association as one which carries a name and property.
Beauchet (1897: 4.163, 343 and 348-9), according to 
several of his remarks, is equally convinced that an 
association in antiquity was considered as a "personnalit£ 
morale" , having the right to acquire land and to dispose 
of it, to sue and to be sued. Therefore, he does not 
further examine this question in detail.
Poland (1909) in what remains the most exhaustive and 
fundamental, although outdated, study of associations rn 
the Greek world, curiously avoids this question 
altogether.
Radin (1910: 22) while criticizing previously 
expressed opinions, implies that juristic personality did 
exist in ancient Athens.
Lipsius (1905-15: 799) thinks that both the
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associations of citizens and the associations of 
non-citizens were regarded as juristic persons. Using 
evidence drawn mainly from procedure he claims that it was 
possible for an association to sue and to be sued, 
exercising these functions through certain officials.
For San Nicolo (1913-15: 1.8-10), the question of 
juristic personality of an association is connected with 
the modern ways to achieve its recognition as such. He 
proposes three alternative solutions, including the 
principle of free establishment (das System freier 
Korperschaftsbildung), the principle of concession 
(Konzessionssystem) and the principle of the legally 
binding rule (das System der gesetzlichen 
Normativbedingungen). He seems to follow Ziebarth in his 
conclusion that the principle of free establishment was 
predominant in Greece and probably in republican Rome.
Vinogradoff (1920-22: 2.122) sees an evolution from 
"occasional association" to the "enduring life of moral
6>
Wahrend in Griechenland und auch im ptolemaischen 
Agypten das freie Vereinigungsprinzip allgemein gait und 
bei der Vereinsgrundung keine solche spuren eines 
Staatlichen Zwanges oder einer Aufsicht zu entdecken sind, 
darf in Rom die Freiheit des Zusammenschlusses zu 
korporativen Organisationen hochstens fur die 
republikanische Zeit angenommen werden.
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persons" . He claims that "the constitutive elements of a 
"moral person" were clearly at hand" but he does not 
clarify which were these elements. One can assume that 
they were a) the permanent character of the association 
and b) a super-individual personality, which was provided 
by the personification of the hero-worship. Although 
these traits are quite obscure, his final statement 
the Greek "moral and juridical person" had 
reflected and continued to reflect the religious 
or quasi-religious personification of the social 
side of human life" (127). 
has been unjustifiably ignored.
Bolkestein (1923: 115), in the context of the 
theoretical debate about the character of the ancient 
Greek economy, asserts categorically that the modern 
concept of legal personality and its application in the 
form of corporate companies to the world of trade and 
commerce was unknown in the Greek world.
Kahrstedt (1934: 187-89) states, without further 
examination, that the associations mentioned in Dig. 
47.22.4, as well as the associations of freed slaves, were 
regarded as "juristische Person".
7
Finley (1951: 89), following essentially Uenger,
7
"Das Recht der Griechen und Romer" in Die Kultur der 
Gegenwart vol.II, VII.I Allgemeine Rechtsgeschichte. Heft
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reports merely his belief that "the modern institution of 
the juristic person was largely unknown in the Greek 
cities". However, in a lengthy footnote (275 n.5) he 
summarizes critically the existing literature. Finley’s 
judicious contribution is all the greater, because he was 
the first, in my knowledge, who questioned the accuracy of 
ownership of property as a criterion for juristic
i •«. 8personallty.
Jones (1956: 162-66) confirms that "the concept of 
the corporate person in our sense never found expression 
in any specific term" and that the collective feature of 
association was far more important than the corporate.
Kranzlein (1963: 136-7) examines the ambiguous 
terminology of the epigraphical sources, where either the 
members of the association or a collective name appears as 
owner , and concludes that the question of legal 
personality was not addressed by the associations.
1, 208-11, Leipzig - Berlin 1914, which was not available 
to me .
8
Followed by Harris (1992: 339). Cohen (1992: 63) argues 
against Finley’s core assumption that the differentiation 
of terminology substantiate the claim for the 
non-existence of the concept of legal personality in 
ancient Athens. In the following pages it will be shown 
that his differentiation conveys a particular meaning.
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Harrison (1968-71: 1.242) holds the view that
the Athenians never achieved the convenient 
fiction of regarding such a group of joint 
owners as a single person juristically. They 
remained joint several owners.
He remarks that the evidence for such a suggestion is 
rather slender. However, in 2.84 he states:
Various subdivisions of the body politic, such 
as tribes and demes, phratries and yevri* could 
sue and be sued in the courts as could free
M
associations, such as epai>OL, &La&OL, and
• r#
opyeonss s
thus leaving open the problem of legal representation of 
these free associations in courts.
Maier (1969: 75ff and especially 98-104), makes the 
most coherent study of the problem in connection with 
xolvol epavLcnuv and spavot. The most important part of 
his analysis is the model of association he adopts. He 
presupposes that an association must always have: fixed 
objectives, a fixed period of activity, a constitution, a 
common name, property, self-administration and the 
members’ free will as the cornerstone of the group. Maier 
objects to the belief of legal historians that juristic 
personality as a concept was unknown to Greeks (99). His 
conclusion is not in accordance with the prevailing 
opinion, since he claims that it is possible to see a
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precursor of a modern association (100) in the term 
epavos.
Chadzopoulos (1973: 73-115 and especially in 81-113)
attempts an approach founded on a fundamentally different
basis. He claims that in the origin of any association
there is a contract, according to which every member had
to promote and fulfil the aims of the association.
Although Chadzopoulos admits that the modern idea of
juristic personality was unknown in ancient Greece, he
traces a third abstract person in the form of the deity
2
honoured who intervenes in three inscriptions ( IG II 
1361, IG XII.9 191 and Michel 1014). This fact leads him 
to suggest that under this formula a precursor of juristic 
personality appears, since in its name fines are paid and 
in some cases the real estate of the association belongs
9
"Hierin konnten also die Anfange eine juristischen 
Person stecken" but further "Urn einem zuverlassigen 
Schluss bezuglich dieses Frage der juristischen Person 
ziehen zu konnen, mussten neben dem Eranos-Verein auch 
samtliche ubrigen formen des Zusammenschlusses mehrerer 
Personen im griechischen Recht auf eine solche Erscheinung 
hin untersuchen werden".
10
"Und eben bezuglich der Erhaltung diese kapitals, das 
den Vereinzielen dient, besteht ein Ansatz zu der Idee
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Biscardi (1982: 206) admits that Greek law did not 
arrive at the personification of the association, while 
earlier in Biscardi (1955) and (1958: 328-9) he explored a 
possible interpretation for that. In particular, he 
observed that the ambiguity of the terms denoting the 
subject of any activity of associations appears in the 
documents of the city-state as well. In the city-state 
there are several legal orders or legal sub-systems, such 
as deme, phratry etc. He introduces in that scheme the 
legal sub-system created by the self-administration of the 
association, granted by the alleged Solonian law. In this 
respect it is possible to see an embryonic form of 
juristic personality as it concerns the autonomy of the 
association’s sub-system.
After this chronological review of the opinions 
expressed on juristic personality two remarks may be made:
1. Till the middle of the twentieth century the 
scholars, with the exception of Wenger and Bolkestein, 
explicitly or implicitly, accepted that the concept of 
juristic personality existed in the Athenian law. Since 
the 1950s the absence of the modern concept of juristic
einer unabhangigen und selbstandigen Vermogens - 
Personlichkeit mit eigener Rechtsgrundlage und eigenem 
Vermogen, das unabhangig von jenem der Mitglieder ist" 
(97).
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personality from Athenian law has been repeatedly stated. 
Some scholars tried to find alternative interpretations, 
concentrating their efforts in the field of property 
relations.
2. The scholars before the 1950s seem to be unaware of 
the formalistic nature of the logic they try to apply to 
the legal relations of Antiquity. There is more or less a 
mechanical transposition of doctrines of legal positivism 
to a fundamentally different legal context; for example, 
the impact of the concession theory on the explanation 
adopted by Wescher (1865), the model on which Ziebarth 
(1896) and Poland (1909) base their analysis and, 
recently, the influence of the omnipotent fiction theory 
on Harrison (1968-71: 2.84).
m
B. THE THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF THE FAILURE
The modern theories about juristic personality - and
by the term "modern" I mean those developed in the
nineteenth century and since - were the main reserve from
which legal historians drew their fundamental perceptions
of juristic personality. So, it is expedient in this part
to review in brief the four main theories, Fictional,
Realistic, Symbolistic and Purpose,11 suggested in order to
explain and regulate sufficiently the associative
phenomenon, in the context of the legal apparatus.
These four theories and their innumerable variations
can be divided into two main categories. There are those
conceptualizations (the fictional, symbolistic, and
purpose theories) whose basic assumption can be summarized
in the principle that since only people are natural or
physical persons, that is subjects of rights and duties,
12
anything else cannot but be artificial . This artificial
13
character was called also fictional, by Savigny and, in 
connection with the concession theory which regards only
For a more detailed and comprehensive account of these 
theories see Duff (1938: 208-20) and Dias, R.W.M. (1970) 
Jurisprudence , 3rd ed. London: Butterworths.
12
For a criticism of this concept see Nekam (1938).
13
Savigny, C. von (1842) System des heutigen romischen 
Recht s , 2.236ff and Heiman ( 1977: 26).
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the state as the source of juristic personality, formed
the orthodox continental view on associations. The
14
symbolistic theory of Jhering suggested that the concept
of juristic personality is but a symbol, a device
facilitating legal relations. The purpose theory of
Brinz pointed out that juristic personality is a
mechanism in the service of certain purposes; it exists
only in regard to the aims pursued by the association.
The fictional approach to the problem of juristic
personality ignores, among others, two fundamental facts:
a) that not only individuals are regarded as bearers of
rights and duties in the positive law, but also the unborn
or the deceased and b) the belief in the exclusivity of
the individual as subject of rights and duties, some of
them inalienable, as legal person is rather a product of
philosophical considerations, influenced by the political
philosophy of the Enlightenment.
The second category includes the so called realist 
15
theory, whose main expounder was Otto von Gierke. His
14
Jhering, R. von (1858-78) Geist des romischen Rechts, 
Leipzig.
15
The monumental work of Otto von Gierke (1864) Das 
deutsche Genossenschaftsrecht has been only partly 
translated into English by Maitland F.W. (1900) Political 
theories of the M iddle Ages, Cambridge, Barker, E. (1934)
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theory emanates from an a priori belief that humans have 
an associative nature, or as Heiman (1977: 16) puts it:
To Gierke, men’s will and right to associate are 
so fundamental that they appear almost as a 
natural law, a basic human attribute and a 
fundamental expression of individuality.
This associative nature of human beings leads to the 
formation of associations, not on the basis of a 
contractual unity, but rather on the basis of an organic 
one. A historical perspective reinforces the 
consideration of the group as prior to the individual. So 
every group is not the mere aggregation of individuals and 
their wills but
has a real and independent communal life, a 
conscious will, and an ability to act that are 
distinct from the lives and wills of its 
individual members.
In this respect, "the organized group had an independent 
personality of its own" (6).
So, the main theoretical debate was confined to the 
problem of whether the concept of a juristic person is a 
fictitious or a real one. The variation of the suggested
Natural. Law and the Theory, of Society. 1500-1800. 
Cambridge and Heiman (1977 ) .
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16
answers was so large, that some urged the prohibition of
publishing any more work on this subject. After the
second world war this question was abandoned and the
scholars tried to deduce features from day-to-day 
17experience, instead of looking for an a priori
definition. However, historical research suggests that 
the origin of the concept of an association as a person 
cannot be traced earlier than the Middle Ages. It was the 
socio-economical structure of the medieval city, the 
feudal context and the influence of the Church, that led
16 Among others see i) Duguit, L. (1920) Les transformations 
generales du droit prive depuis 1e Code Napoleon, about 
juristic personality as an expression of social 
solidarity, ii) Kelsen’s view of juristic personality as a 
device of the legal thought in Introduction to the 
problems of 1egal theory. transl. by B. Litschewski - 
Paulson and S.L. Paulson, 48-9, 1992, Oxford: CP, and iii) 
Hauriou's opinion about juristic personality as an 
"institution" in La theorie de 1 * institution et de 1 a 
fondation, Paris, 1925.
^  Nekam (1938: 116), Hart, H.L.A. (1954) "Definition and 
Theory in Jurisprudence" Law Quarter1y Review 70, 37-60, 
and Derham, D.P. (1955) "Theories of legal personality" in 
Webb, L.C. (ed) Legal personality and political pluralism. 
Melbourne: Melbourne University Press.
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to the formation of such a concept. Moreover, political
motives were also behind the bitterly opposed theories,
which had to do with the legitimacy of the emerging 
19
nation-state.
In the last five decades, together with the
development of large corporations and organisations,
sociologists shifted their interest to the study of these 
20
phenomena. Some of these studies are not directly 
relevant to the subject, as some of their approaches are 
not suitable for the study of cult association. 
Nevertheless, they provide possible insights and working 
hypotheses, which can be taken into account for further 
investigation, like organization as a social order, a 
social practice, a symbolic construction, a negotiated 
order or even a structure of power and domination.
None of the above mentioned theories can provide a 
sufficiently interpretative scheme of the Attic 
association, since the social, religious and economical 
conditions were radically different. In particular, the
18
Bouckaert (1991: 156-78).
19
For an evaluation of the political, social and 
ideological consequences of this debate see Orestano 
(1968: 39-41).
20
The literature is quite rich. Smith (1974) is very 
helpful while Reed (1992) offers a useful overview.
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city-state never had any decisive say nor ever intervened
in the formation of groups or in their activities. The
political structure of the Athenian city consisted of
21
individuals not guilds. The ideas about work and 
commerce in Athens, activities which were largely in the 
hands of metics and freedmen, but not exclusively, since 
the majority of the Athenians owned land and cultivated 
it, were in contrast with the medieval ethics.
Thus, I believe that the majority of legal
historians, educated according to the principles of the 
positivist law, posed the wrong question, namely whether 
the association in ancient Athens had juristic 
personality. Consequently, the range of their possible 
answers was confined to a simple yes or no. In order to 
avoid this unhistorical impasse, I think that we need to 
modify the question to be asked. But this attempt will be 
made after the end of criticism of the grounds on which 
legal historians tried to found their opinion about 
juristic personality or the hints, which they tried to 
identify as precursors.
21
Hasebroek (1933: 30), Finley (1973: 138), Meier (1980: 
58) and Bouckaert (1991: 162-64) for the role of guilds in 
the development of the concept of juristic personality.
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I: DIG. 47.22.4: RECOGNITION OR AUTONOMY?
As we have seen in Chapter 1 the controversy about 
the authenticity, the chronology and, consequently, the 
political and social context of this law cannot provide us 
with definite answers in order to establish any one 
interpretation. The highly polarized opinions for and 
against a Solonian origin are both possible, but without 
any decisive evidence.
However, the law has a form resembling essentially 
that of a modern legal provision. In order to examine it 
from a strictly legal viewpoint we should consider what 
its value and importance would be if its Solonian origin 
vyjfite accepted. Two introductory remarks seem necessary: i) 
the law presupposes a distinction between private and 
public law (6y)}j6c'ioi y pappara means that there are some 
private as well); one may object to the interpretation of 
the word ypappaTa as laws, but it is hard to see what else 
this word can mean in a legal context apart from legal 
documents. I think that the expression & T ]jJ to o ia  y p a j jp o tT a  
refers to the decrees and the laws of the city in contrast
M
with private documents which are called &vi>&r)Kai, (e.g.
SEG 24.203:26-7) and ii) the law assumes that there will 
be someone, individual or collective body, who will 
supervise and control the activities of associations, to 
see whether they conform with the city’s laws. With these 
two remarks in our mind we should proceed to examine 
whether this law a) grants juristic personality to the
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aforementioned types of associations or b) grants the 
right to associate or c ) recognises the associations* 
autonomy and the binding force of their regulations among 
their members.
The third interpretation is adopted by the majority 
of legal historians. The law does not grant anything, but 
simply admits the existence of certain collectivities and
recognises their autonomy in regulating their own
... 22 
affairs.
'riotVTOiCorcovXos ( 1946= 34) followed by Vamvoukos ( 1979:
104), is the only one to my knowledge who maintained that
this law gives partial recognition of the right to
associate to the commoners, whereas the same right was
previously a prerogative of the noblemen.
Ziebarth (1896: 167) claims that the law recognized
the absolutely free establishment of associations without
23
any limitation from the state. The founding of an
22
Advocates of this opinion are: Caillemer (1872: 11), 
Foucart ( 1873: 47), Wlilamowitz-Mollendorff (1881: 272), 
Beauchet (1897: 4.342), Radin (1910: 40), Lipsius 
(1909-15: 367), San Nicolo (1913-15: 1.17), Vinogradoff 
(1920-22: 2.120), Tod (1931: 72), Finley (1951: 88), Jones 
(1956: 160) and most of the modern scholars.
23
" E m  Veremsgesetz ist es eigentlich nicht, eher konnte 
man von einem Gesetze, bettrefend die Regelung der Rechte
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association is based on a contract under which all the 
members are obliged to contribute to the accomplishment of 
the association’s aims (171).
The main problem focuses on the interpretation of the
Cl H  N  *
phrase o n  ai> t o v t u v  <5i.ot$oovTou npos aX\f)\ovs, nvpLov 
*
£ L v a L . The verb 6 lcat l &£{JCH has at least six different 
meanings ranging from "arrange", or "dispose of" (property 
or merchandise) to "compose" or "recite"; the meaning of 
"arrange, dispose" makes sense in this case. But what are 
the associations going to arrange? Ziebarth (1896= 167) 
assumes that autonomy was confined only to the arrangement 
of property affairs. But the generality of the expression 
implies that this freedom could encompass every activity;
4
the limitation ( ecxv. . .&T)p6olol YpafjpoLTOi) immediately 
follows, and, if there was no significant difference in 
practice, then we can safely assume that this freedom to 
dispose could regulate not only the relations among the 
members, but also property affairs and the relations of 
the group with the rest of society. The allegedly 
Solonian law imposes restrictions in case of transgression
einer juristischen Person, sprechen" and further "Das 
Gesetz bestimmt vollige Freiheit der Vereinsbildung und in 
der That finden wir keinen der zahlreichen attischen 
Vereine irgendwie einem staatlichen Zwang oder Aufsicht 
unterworfen".
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of the city’s law and not on the content of the societal 
arrangement, which may concern practically every matter in 
which an association may have a role to play.
Consequently, Dig. 47.22.4 did not recognize any right of 
existence, but implicitly admits and legitimizes the 
existence of certain associations. Its most important 
feature is the grant of the right for self-administration 
in all the possible aspects of the associative life. The 
simple but obscure limitation was explicitly stated.
II: FOUNDATION AND DISSOLUTION
The formalistic perception of an association always 
needs the setting of limits, a period of time, delimited 
activities, minimum limit of members, limit of 
contributions etc. This intellectual apparatus 
presupposes the existence of an omnipresent and omnipotent 
state, able to impose and to implement these 
preconditions. In that theoretical climate, legal 
historians struggled to trace the same prohibitions and 
limits. Unfortunately for them no constitution is 
preserved.
On the other hand, at least three, acts of
24
establishing a "bequest" or a "trust" have survived, a
24 3
See SIG 1044 [(3rd century) Hal i kar nassos] , 1106 [(c . 
300) Cos] and Michel 1001 [(c . 200) Thera]. Kamps, W .
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fact that may lead us to assume that if a constitution was
needed for the foundation of an association, it could have
been drawn up since the technique was known. But no such
act survives and moreover, as will be shown later, no hint
about it can be traced.
One can argue that the types of association under
examination were based on relations characterized as <pi\ia
rather than on any other formal grounds. The concept of 
• 25
<piXta. is not anything ideal, but it is materialized in
(1937) "Les origines de la fondation cultuelle dans la 
Grece ancienne" AHDO 1, 145-79, is the starting point for 
a modern legal discussion on "fondation". C f . Manzmann,
A. (1956) "Die Rechtsform der griechischen Stiftung" RIDA 
3, 119-34 and Wittenburg, A. (1990) IJL testamento d.i 
Epi.kteta, Trieste: Bernardi.
25
The concept of < p i \ L d  is the subject of the eighth and 
ninth book of Arist. NE, where the different types of 
associations are considered as friendships based on
utility. See the commentary of Gauthier, R .A . and J.Y. 
Jolif (1959) L ’Ethigue a Nicomague 11.2, 696-99, Louvain: 
Publications Universitaires de Louvain and Price, A.W. 
(1989) Love and fr iensdhip in Plato and Ar istotle, 131-61, 
Oxford: CP. An account of the importance of this concept 
in everyday life is offered by Fisher (e d ) (1976:
18-20) and of its impact on economic affairs by Millett
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the day-to-day life among neighbours and fellow men and it 
constitutes, to a considerable degree, the cornerstone of 
the civic life in Athens.
If we take into account both the lack of constitution 
and the role of it is comprehensible that the
establishment of a cult association may not need a formal 
act, as Wilamowitz-Mollendorff (1881= 275) has already 
pointed out, but a kind of a cult regulation arranging 
details of the cult, the performers of the ritual and the 
participation of the devotees was enough. Sometimes it 
may have conformed to local customs or particular 
traditions.
Legal historians claimed that in antiquity there were
two modes of establishing an association. Ziebarth (1896:
140) asserted that the establishment of an association
followed the free gathering of the first members or
26>
occured through a testament. Poland (1909: 271) sees as
(1991: 109-27). A lively example of expected attitudes 
and actual conduct occurs in (Lys. ) 8 Kc*.TT)l/opLa npos rous 
crovova i aoras kcahoXo y l osv .
26
"Die Grundung erfolgte durch freiwilligen Zusammentritt 
der ersten Mitglieder, wobei meist einem das 
Hauptverdienst zuf iel, welcher dann als besonders
geehrt wurde, auch wohl dem Verein den Namen gab; oder sie 
beruhte auf einem eventuell testamentarischen Stiftungsakt
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more important the first of the two modes of Ziebarth, and 
later San Nicolo (1913-15= 1.6) identifies two different 
modes based on the preponderant role of an individual. 
Moreover, Ziebarth (1896= 171) implies the existence of a 
contract among the members of an association, by which 
they are obliged to conform to the association’s 
objectives and the association has disciplinary power over 
them. Unfortunately, the explanation of the founding of 
an association with the device of a contract may have 
fitted well in nineteenth-century Hamburg, but not in 
ancient Athens.
2
The only available evidence (IG II 1369) comes from
a late period, around the second century A.D. and in
principle agrees with the preponderance attributed by
Poland to the foundation by the members’ consent. The
tendency to confuse both these modes may be due to the
fact that an individual could establish or simply endorse
2
with his or her (IG II 1292) prestige or wealth a cult, 
but could not establish an association.
Ziebarth (1896= 144-5) claims that the first and most 
important duty of the assembly was to give a constitution 
to the association. Further on he asserts that these
des Grunders, wodurch meist die materiellen Grundlagen des 
neuen Vereins sichergestellt wurden".
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constitutions were called v o (j o l . According to Ziebarth, 
a constitution was incorporated in certain vofjot or even 
it was called v o (j o s  itself. Amendments were possible to 
the original constitution, but Poland (1909: 338) 
correctly dismisses this allegation. I believe that 
Ziebarth’s claim remains unsubstantiated if we take into 
account the fact that he is using evidence from different 
places and periods of time, with substantially different 
legal traditions, and the problem of the exact meaning of 
the word vo^ios. For this purpose a review of the terms 
used to denote the decision of the association such as 
i>6(jos, yrii4>iojjoi and 6oy^a is needed.
The term <5oy^ta appears in the first century and 
2
onwards ( IG II 1343.38-9 and 45, and especially SEG 
31.122:3-4) and has a more autocratic connotation. The 
other two terms are not distinguished by a clearly drawn 
line and in some cases they are overlapping. In almost
4
all the documents, the clause a v a Y p a f y s T O x r a v  rode t o  
yrr)<pio\icn or a similar wording is included, preceded by the 
name of the proposer plus sinsv. From these pieces of 
evidence one can fairly assume that every decision of an
"Die Verfassung wurde ausgesprochen und niedergelegtin 
dem vofjos des Vereins. Vollstandig erhalten sind uns: 1.
der i>6fJOS (in Form eines Dekrets) des Familienvereins in
, , r , j «
Thera, 2 .der vofjos der IoftaxxO L > 3.der vofjos epavio .
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association taken by the assembly of its members is
designated as yrr)4>LCtpa. Not only honorary decrees belong
to this category but also decrees concerning the
regulation of matters connected with the function of the
2
association (e.g. IG II 1327.26, 1261C.52-3, 1328A.19 and
SEG 21.530:8-9). Nojuos appears in 12 enactments of which
2
seven are honorary decrees (SEG 2.9:6, IG II 1291.5-6, 
1282.10-12, 1284B.23-4, 1298.20, 1326.22-23, 30, 40 and 
1325.28) and five are decrees on other subjects (1283.10 
and 25, 1369.31, 1361.13, 1275.12-14 and 1278.2-3). They 
are the following:
2 # x x * \ *
1. IG II 1275.12-14: £U£tSai> 6k nvp&cnAcn. t o v  vop/ov o l  
&LOLG'(j)TaL , (JTl&kv £Ll>CHL TOX> VOfJOV XVpL0iT£p/Ol> £LOl> 6k T IS
M M  M
n a p a  r o i>  i> o p o i> r? s i n s t  n  n p a % £ L ,
2 % # w x X x
2. IG II 1278.2-3: t o ]  l> V O fJO V, £ & o a a i> [6s ttOll TOL<pLXOl> 
rots] / [ f j £ T a \ \ a % a c r i v  t o  y  £ y  p a \ i \ p k v o v  e x a c n u n  x a r l b  t o i > 
v o p o v ,
3. IG II 1282.10-12: encK Lveocki ncki ots0[oi] / [vcoom
Cl i M H
s x a & r o v ]  a v r o iv  & a k \ o v  o t£ < P & i> lo l »[oi]/[toi t o v  v o p o v ,
2 ** “ * *
4. IG II 1283.9-11: orcws av ovi> <pa/ [ l i >] oovtou, xcal o l  
opye^ves rwt re t t ) s rcoXscos vofjo>L n£ L$ap/ x & v i> T £ S and 
25-6: «otra rot naTpia tcov ©poiittccv xal t o v s  ttjs rc6\[scos 
vopov] / s ,
5. IG II2 1284B .23-4 : 6i.d>[ LXT)X£l> Ta np] OOTOLTTOpeV* OtVTOU 
v[nc> t] oiv vofjons o p B /o is «al 6 i.«cucos,
2 * x # x
6. IG II 1291.3-6: 6 L£X£LpL0£ d\ / [p\ yvpLOV r[o]
% CI ,  > N < <
x o l v o [ i > o napanaT£§£v\ / t o  avron o l  £pai>Lcn[aL «ara tovs
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X x ~ N
VO]/pOV S TOVS ttOLVOVS T[toV SpaVLOTW] / [V,
7. IG II2 1298.16-20: cxvcxy pck$>/s l v 6 k  «ai tcov sttslocovtwv
M  I I I
avv&LacLOTcov/Ta ovopoit a srcav «aTaf?aXa>CLv t o  £mft6X\o/ [v]
I M  M  < * I N
avTOLs tov vTzap^ovTos a p y v p l o v  «atoi to/[v v] opov sv twl 
#
spavuu,
2 % « " »
8 . IG II 1325.27-8: KCU c n £ ( f> a / [ VCOOm «LTTOV OT £<pai>UL
«] aTa tov vopov apsTTjs svsasv x a l  x a \o x a y o L & L a s ,
2 ' T * <- * %
9. IG II 1326.21-3: av$’ LOV STTLJ'VOVTSS OL ALOVVCLaOTaL
# I M  M  I
st t p r q o a v / a v r o v  a£ lov ovto «al sors^avLoaav »aTa 
tov/vopov,
9 a . ---------- .30: rrspL cov x o l l o v o p o s  tcov op^swvcov »aXsL
N
TTpWTOV,
< , r » » ,9b _ -----------44; vnap^ovTa [p]s$s?ovTa tcov »olvl»>v «orrot
t o v  vopov,
2 * * # M « # ^
10. IG II 1361.13: [sot] V 6 [ k  TL]s [s] LTTCtJL] 7) £71 Ly/Y)<pL&Y) L
rcapa tov6s tov v o p o v ,
2  ^ * M
11. IG II 1369.10: Nopos SpaVLOTCOV,
K r  ' % * «• «
12. SEG 2.9:4-6 ol «cx$ lcrapsvol s l s Tas srcLpsXsLas ttaXoos
% , ' , " » < » H
«aL < p i \ o r  tp o y s srTLps/psXr?VTaL tov ts Svclcov, cos avTOLs
*  ' ' " " V N  "  * ' * < 4.
naTpLov sot l v , x o l l tcov aXXccv/occov avTOLs o vopos
fipocTaTtsl «ai tovs Xoj'ovs a7To6s6<o«a/CL.
First of all it is clear that a vopos is never called 
y t ) ( f> io p a  and is never ratified in a psephismatic form. On
the other hand, a yrfifpLopct. may include passing references
, 2
to vopoL. In the latter cases (IG II 1284B.23-4 and
31-2, 1325.28 and 30-1, 1326.22-3 and 48) the word vopos 
refers to regulations concerning the activity of the
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officers during their term in office.
Secondly, we should notice that in the case of 1 and
10 the demonstrative roi>5e provides us with a clue about
the content of the word because it shows that these
✓
documents are considered as pojioi. In both cases, they
include provisions concerning the administration of common
activities. Some of the regulated activities, like the
sacrifice in the case of the introduction of a new member ,
have a more permanent character than others, like the sale
of water and the rent of a house. But these rules do riot
have the general , abstract and impersonal character of a
modern constitution. Number 11 preserves a brief text
which can be considered as the re-inscription of the basic
rules of an association. The chronological span and its
telegraphic brevity cannot justify any analogy drawn
between the modern concept of constitution and this one.
2 7
In IG II 1283 vonoq clearly refers to the laws of the
/
city. In the honorary decrees (3, 5-9 and 12) poyoq 
denotes that the accomplishment of the duties of officials 
conformed to the prescribed way; the accomplishment of 
especially sacral duties did not need to have been 
dictated by a written rule, but rather by custom.
t
Therefore, i>o/ioc; in the context of the Athenian 
association could be better understood as a set of rules 
applied to all members, without distinction, or regulating
294
common activities, while yfiQiofia denotes any decision of
the assembly of the members which concerns individuals.
No/uos has nothing to do with constitution, if that term
includes the founding act of an association.
Thus, the founding of an association as a separate
legal concept and activity never appears in ancient 
29
Athens.
Dissolution is generally regarded as the opposite end
of foundation. However, such a contrast is meaningless in
a context where no foundation exists. It is not
accidental that we do not have any act of dissolution.
Moreover , the only surviving provision mentioning it
30
concerns the prohibition of dissolution. In this respect
For the meaning of vofjos in general and its difference 
from Seafjos see Ostwald, M. (1969) No mo s and the 
beginnings of. the Athenian Democracy , Oxford: CP. For a 
distinction between vofjos and see Quass, F. (1971)
N_9.mos_ und Pse.phi.sma, 23-43, Munchen: Beck, Lepri-Sorge, L. 
(1974) "Ai confini fra 'psephisma' e 'nomos'" in Biscardi, 
A. (e d ) Symposion 1974 (Cargnano am Gardsee 5-8.06.1974) 
307-26, 1979, Koln: Bohlau and Hansen (1983: 161-76).
29
See the analysis of different types of mystery cults and 
the volatility of their organization in Burkert (1987:
32).
30
Michel 1001, col. VIII. 4-15. Poland (1909: 275)
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Ziebarth's (1896: 140) assertion that "Die Majoritat hat 
also uber die Auflosung zu entscheiden" seems to be 
without basis.
remarked that because of the close connection between 
religion and associations "man meist in naiver Weise an 
ein Aufhoren der Genossenschaft von vornherein nicht 
denken wollte".
2 ?6
Ill: THE NAME OF THE ASSOCIATION AS AN INDICATOR
The experience of modern law on associations led 
scholars to the assumption that a common individual name 
for an association is a sine qua non, an essential trait 
of its nature, a common denominator for every kind of 
association and, consequently, a safe indication of being 
regarded as juristic person.
Almost everyone writing about Athenian associations 
has noticed the variation of the terms describing the 
association. Sometimes a plural name like £pa.VLcna.l,
* 14 N
opysa>V£S, olchatcil is used, while elsewhere there are only
expressions like to h o l v o v  opye&vuv, to x o l v o v  toov
» , , « * «
$z.ao,a>Tu>i>, t o no Lvov tu>v spavicnuv. But nobody went
further to explain when and where these expressions are
used, whether the variations in the use are significant
and if so, why.
The adoption of an individual name by groups of
31
people was not unknown in ancient Athens, but it seems
For the use of a separate name besides the name showing 
the character of the group see: i) o. 54.39: e r c x ip o v s
ff U  t M
£ lvo ll  j j e L p a x L ’ o v r a s  H a l  T p i f t a W o v s  s n o iv v p tc x v  £% s l v , ii) D.
«• < M  l H
54.14: OL n a t^ O V T S S  OL CLV&pU>TlO L V £ O L  CCpLOLV OLVTOLS
* N *
s n u v v p L a is  n £ n o L T )V T C *L, «ai hclK o v o l  t o v s  p b v  L $ V ( p a k \o v s,
9
t o v s  6 b  a v T o \7 ) 7 tv & o v s and iii) Lys. (e d . Thalheim) frg.
9
73.2: ov p£ toi t o v t o v  n o T b  * Ano\\o<pa.vr)s «al MvoroiX. 1677s kch'l
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that cult-associations stuck to the use of the cult-name.
A reason for this may lie in the fact that the individual 
name of associations distinguishes them from similar
* N m *
groups; but opyeuves, and epavLcnrat are denoting
types of associations and not names. If one of these
groups had wanted to make evident its different character ,
32
it would have used a cult-marker rather than a name. 
Names like * A&xXtfnLacnai etc may work as distinctive 
elements of the identity of the group, but we cannot
* w
determine if they considered themselves o p y e < j i i > £ S ,
&LCH<yu>TaL, £pai>LcnaL or something distinct from all of 
these.
Therefore, the question remains whether it is 
possible to consider the use of a particular name or 
phrase as an indication of juristic personality. The 
analysis that follows is confined to the discovery of 
possibly regular patterns, with which the associations
, ** # < , , « * ,
o v v £ L c n  l c o v t o  p t a v  r )p £ p c iv t a % a p £ V O L  t o )v  c m c x p p a d u v
• ,  ,  «v , ,  I N M
OLVTL & £  l> O V p r)V  LOL&TWV XOLXOdOLLpOVL&TOLS O i f r i a iV  CkVTOLS TOVVOpCk 
& £ p £ V O L .
32
For example we have in our records documents from 
orgeonic associations of Bendis, Mother of the Gods and 
different heroes. The same is true for thiasotai and 
eranistai. Their distinctive feature is the worshipped 
deity.
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under examination express their identity. From a merely
M
quantitative aspect it is clear that the phrase goo^ep or
S£5ox#ai plus plural dative, is widely used both in terms
of number and span of time. It appears in 32 documents,
while the expression eSo£ei> or SeSox&at zql xolvwl occurs
only in 9 documents, all dated in the second half of the
32third century and onwards. The preponderance of the 
former type is an indication that the concept of an 
association as something entirely different from the mere 
totality of members is far from being well established. 
Although so characteristic, these pieces of evidence are 
not conclusive, since it is possible that this predominant 
use may merely be due to stylistic reasons. One should 
seek the ways, the activities and the qualities, in 
connection with which each expression is used in the 
available documents.
Before this attempt, I should make clear that the 
term xoluou was taken into account only when it was used 
together with one of the associations’ plural names or 
when it referred to such a type. This remark is essential 
since xoll>oi> is used quite freely in order to denote the 
treasury (IG II2 1261C.50, 1262, 1263.17-18, 1292.27-8,
32 IG II2 1317b (246/5), SEG 2.9 (242/1), IG II2 1297 
(237/6), 1298 (245/4), SEG 21.532 (227/6), IG II2 1334 
(71), 1339 (57/6), 1343 (37/6) and 1345 (53/4 A.D.).
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1293.20, 1297.5-6, 1316.23-4, 1327.10-11 and 29, and 
1343.18) or the common affairs of the group (1255, 1263.8
and 12-13, 1252.19-20, 1271.7-8, 1291.4-6, 1361.14-17 and
. 34 
1343 .23-4 ) .
The term k o l v o v  is used throughout only in three 
decrees (1317b, 1343 and 1345) and in a dedication (2347). 
In these documents it replaces any reference to the 
ambivalent plural name. Since all these enactments are of 
a late period it cannot be assumed that this use reflects 
any significant change in the way that Athenians perceived 
the collective entity.
Considering first the cases where the group is the 
subject of certain activities, one can remark that the
* M
activities performed only by opyeo^ves etc and activities
, ' **
performed both by x o l v o v  and by opyeioi>es etc. are not very
distinct; but only the plural name is used when there is a
2
reference to sacrifice (IG II 1273.14-15 and 2499.24-5), 
passing a law (1275.12-13), inflicting a penalty 
( 1328A . 11-12 ) , or scrutinizing future members (1361.23).
* N
The expression opyemvss is used when the association is 
referring to activities underscoring particular gratitude 
(1329) or even a request (1329.19). The type k o l v o v  is 
used, among others, in the provisions of selecting (SEG
34
Similar remarks in Poland (1909= 489) and Jones (1956= 
163 ).
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2.9) and honouring officials (1261A.18). As far as the 
cases in which the association receives services are 
concerned, it seems that, although there is quite a wide 
range of services ascribed to the association under both 
expressions, still some were considered only on an 
individual rather than collective level. In that respect, 
whenever there is a reference to an individual's quality 
as evvovq, euxPOtfToq, 5ixaioq or aya&6q, then the phrase 
xoti>ov plus dative is used (IG II2 1252, 1253, 1323 and 
1345) as the recipient of these services. But when 
certain qualities are ascribed or actual deeds are 
mentioned, then there is a balanced use of both modes 
(e.g. IG II2 1261 and 1265).
\ r\j
The use of xoivov Viaoazw etc in documents reveals 
certain features of their difference. In the documents 
which had to be published in the community at large and in 
these with references to legal activities - and with this 
term I mean any kind of activity aiming to enforce rules, 
even in internal associative affairs - the word xoivov 
appears in IG II2 1275.17, 1583, in SEG 12.100 and in 
freedmen's bowls. In the remaining six instances the 
plural name is used. (IG II2 1275.12- 3, 1273.24-5,
1328A.11-12, 2499.2 and 36-7, 2501, SEG 24.203, and in 
horoi). The use of plural name is exclusive when sacral 
activities are mentioned (1273.14-15, 1292.12-13 and
\
2499.24-5). The remaining occurrences of the word xoivov 
refer to associative activities. In these instances,
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xoli>oi> designates the recipient of <pi\or Lfjtcn, evepyeoicx 
and the like ( IG II2 1261A, 1261B, 1262, 1263, 1265, 1277, 
1291, 1293, 1297, 1314, 1318, 1323, 1327, 1337, 2347, and 
SEG 21.532).
The distinction, although loose, might have relied 
upon the concepts of collective and individual act* shared 
by the members of the association. It was unlikely for 
the associates to perceive that the generosity of any
benefactor could be addressed only to members individually
* , »
( lS lcul) and not to all of them as a group ( xoii>T)l ). In
this respect, the use of the word xoti>bi> is accurate since 
it signifies, as Polo. nd C'10?'- 1G4) flLLv^cLdy y^ot iced, only 
a group of people without any other particular 
connotation. The word xoivov when used by associations 
did not signify anything more than when used by
autonomous city-states, in the Hellenistic era, 
participating in federations designated as e.g. xoivov
* N
A ltgA gov . The importance lies in the fact that these
political units are not absorbed into a monarchical power
structure. The implication for cult associations lies in
the fact that their members do not lose their 
35
individuality. The abstraction from conceivable and
35
Compare Finley (1951: 90) "For demes, tribes, and gene 
the collective proper noun (e.g. the Phlyasians) was 
considered sufficient identification as a rule." Although
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touchable realities to more composite entities was limited 
to those activities which regularly occurred and had a 
highly formal and public character in the context of the 
associative life. In conclusion, we cannot allege that 
the existing regular patterns in the use of the name for 
an association can constitute a decisive proof in favour 
of the name as an indicator of juristic personality. 
However , this ambivalence cannot convincingly back up 
considerations of the name as a constituent part of 
juristic personality.
IV: PROPERTY AS AN INDICATOR OF JURISTIC PERSONALITY
Facing an impasse in their attempt to find evidence
proving the existence of juristic personality in ancient
Athens, scholars thought that property would be a safe
36
indicator of juristic personality. If associations had 
property they should have obtained it somehow, but since 
only persons could obtain legally real estate, the 
associations were regarded as persons. Of course this is
an exhaustive study of the naming pattern cannot be
undertaken here, Finley’s statement is essentially true;
but one should take into account of the exceptions such as
2
IG II 1178, 1198 and 2500, where the the word demos is 
employed.
36
For Roman law see Duff (1938: 130).
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an oversimplified and sketchy account of the traditional 
37
explanation. A more elaborate form of this statement can 
be found in Ziebarth (1896= 180)
A central point of the juristic person of 
private law is rights on property. The property 
of an association consists mostly of real estate 
...With the "Vermogensrechtsfahigkeit" the 
association acquires at the same time the 
ability to undertake legal action alone, which 
it uses in the acquisition and disposal of real 
estate .
Finley (1951= 89) expressed doubts about such an approach 
asserting that
whether these groups were endowed by law with 
legal personality . . . cannot be determined by 
the relative frequency or infrequency of group 
holding of real property or of group 
participation in the taking and giving of land 
as security.
However, after this cautious statement^ a, series of studies 
appeared which tried to establish a link between joint 
ownership and the property of associations.
Biscardi (1958) concluded that the concept of
37
This is implied from the way in which Foucart (1873: 
48-50) reaches this conclusion.
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juristic person was not totally unknown to Athenians. In 
particular, he saw that the concept of juristic 
personality would have existed in an embryonic form, in 
the plurality of legal sub-systems of the city-state, such 
as demes, phratries etc. (Biscardi 1982: 11) These legal 
sub-orders had a distinctive character that may enable us 
to attribute to these groups an elementary form of legal 
personality. This imperfect form can render possible the 
presence of associations in the field of property 
transactions.
However, one can argue against this deliberately 
vague but nonetheless clever interpretation, that the 
plurality of legal orders in the structure of the 
city-state is not an outcome of the spontaneous gathering 
of people, but the product of the city, which rearranges 
its structure and the new overall organisation and adopts 
a fragmentation of the population into smaller units. 
Biscardi attributes implicitly to certain types of 
associations a feature that exists only among the groups 
established by the city and on this ground he bases his 
theory of the embryonic concept of juristic personality. 
Legal pluralism does not correspond to the set of rules 
and regulations introduced by a central authority. The 
only Athenian associations with a legal order hardly 
different from that of demes and the other sub-divisions 
of the citizens' body are the ones under examination.
Contrary to Biscardi's view, Taubenschlag (1955: 62),
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Kranzlein (1963= 136) and Harrison (1968-71: 1.241)
claimed that there did not exist a hint of juristic
person, but only joint ownership. The problem with such a
view is that it disregards the fact that the common
38
property seems to be inalienable. A joint ownership 
conflicts with the character of inalienability and renders 
the property alienable by individuals.
Chadzopoulos (1973: 84) claims, following essentially 
Ziebarth, that
in the preservation of this capital (formed by 
contributions and fines) which served the aims 
of the association, there exists the base of the 
idea of an independent and self-sufficient 
Vermogensrechtsfahigkeit with a legal base and 
property. This Vermogensrechtsfahigkeit is 
independent from the members. The Greeks called 
this Vermogensrechtsfahigkeit x o l i >o i > and its 
items of property noivh. They express more, 
when they ascribe the objects to a deity, which
under different names dominated nearly every
. . . 39
association.
Chadzopoulos reaches this conclusion after having cited
38 2
IG II 1289 and 1599.
39
For a similar conclusion see Duff (1938: 133) quoting 
Mommsen.
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three inscriptions from different places and periods;
2
namely IG II 1361.14-16 (4th century) from Piraeus:
9 M  M  9
s o ]  i> 6 [ s  rt]s I s ] ttt[ 171] r) s n iy r r iQ ic r r p .  ncupa
9
T O V 6 s  TO V V O p O V , 0 < p £ i \ s TW : P: 6pa%pCXS
M (V ^ * K *
T T )L / l& S U i ]  0 [ T S  S in ld V  HOli] O £71 Lyrf)(pL<m s x a l
,  ,  ' N «  * * »  r %
pfj p s T s c n u  a v T iol t coy «oivo>v avappou^o 1 y <5/[o
‘ % ‘ , « » * N j ,
CXVTOV O0£tAo] V T d  T f)L  $ £ U L  TO VTO  TO CXpyVpLOV
9 9
£ L s TT)i> c?t t ) \ t)V t o v s  £ n L p s \y ) T C i[ s ] (If somebody 
tells or puts to vote against this law, he shall 
owe 5 drachmas to the goddess both the proposer 
and the voter for, and shall not allowed be to 
take part in the common activities, the 
superintendents shall inscribe his name as 
debtor of the goddess for this amount of money 
on a stele),
IG XII.9 191 .56ff (4th century) from Eretria:
9 M  >1 9
s a i>  6 k  rts \ s y s i  T) Y p a 4 > £ i 7? s m y r j i p L l 's L  n a p a
, *• < * « 1* , , «
t o v s  op»ovs, u>s a x v p o v v  6 s l ras o w S n x a s ,  cut e p o s
,  ~ < % »
servos xoll ra x p r ip c n T a  o l v t o v  ispcn . s e n  a* t t ) s
* Aprspi6os tt?s * Apotpvotas (if somebody says or 
suggests or put to vote a decree against the 
oaths taken, that the contract should be 
annulled, he shall be without honour and his 
property shall belong to the goddess Artemis of 
Amarysia),
and Michel 1014.19-22 = IK 28.1 No 152 (151) from Iasos:
41 % ** , < , W # %
OS 6 s  T U iW V S p n & S V T U V  v n o  TO V TtXtf&O VS p r)
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n a p a y i v r i T a i  £ t s  ' l a o o v  T) p i )  l £ n L T £]/\[£] o r r j i  t o v s
' « ' ~ ** ** N
aj'wvas, c m o T £ L o a .T U  tcol h o l v u l  t u v  n s p i  t o v
L i o v v o o v  t c / x v l t w v  '  A v t  l o x [ £ l ]  a s  S p a x p a s  xiAtas
< , * , «  «
L s p a s  c m a p a iT T iT O V S  t o v  & £ O V (and h e , who
although allotted by the assembly, will not be 
in Iasos or will not perform the contests, he 
shall pay to the group of Dionysiac technitai 
1000 Antiochic drachmas, which are to be sacred 
and which the god may not be asked to remit). 
This evidence, according to Chadzopoulos, suggests that 
the creditor is not a natural person, but a separate, 
supernatural person, the deity (85). Similarly there was 
not any personal , mutual remedy to any dispute which 
arises between members, but it was considered as an 
offence against the deity (88) and only the deity’s 
representatives had the right to sue. He attributes this 
concept to the older social structure of Attica and its 
organization in phratries and gene, whose property was 
inalienable by their members and membership in these units 
was connected with the use of the land.
Apart from the artificial connection of the system 
with archaic Athens, Chadzopoulos’s suggestion is not 
entirely erroneous. His remark that certain fines are to
be paid in the name of the deity honoured by the 
associati 
(281/80):
2
on occurs in some cases like IG II 1273.21-5
£&v 6h o L£p£vs pri or £<pca>Cx//£ l rj pri co>£lti£ l
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xadajtep yeypanzaL, an/oxi v e t u : P: Spaxpaq 
napaxpqpoi lepag t/[£]T Mr)rpi tgh> ®eul> , q 5*
CLOJtfxx^tq earw x / [ o ] ? c; ak aawxa 1 q xatfarcep xolXXol 
otpe/ LXqpa.xai (and if the priest will not crown or 
pronounce as it is prescribed, he shall pay 
immediately 50 sacral drachmas to the Mother of 
the Gods, and the exaction will be made by 
thiasotai as for the other debts),
1289.4-5 (3rd century):
xa pkv xxi7pax[a ELvaL x q q ] /& e o v (the property 
will belong to the goddess) 
and 9 oaiayopevet. Sc xai q -Seoq x[ai (the goddess
prohibits),
1297.17-18 (237/6)
eav 6e pq aixxyopEVOQOLV, cupe l/X etqoglv x  extolpaq  
Spaxpaq i£paq xr}i tout (and if they do not 
pronounce, they will owe to the goddess 4 
sacral drachmas), 
and SIA I, p.263:18-20 (138/7):
£ aV OE pq OLLKxyOpEVOto OlV  77 pq OTEtpoLiXDOixjiv, 
anoxeToai ]/ [Sp^txPlac;:^: icpaq xqi *A<ppo6ixe[i 
(and if they will not proclaim or crown, they 
shall pay 50 sacral drachmas to Aphrodite)
But in some other inscriptions this clause is entirely
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absent or replaced by another provision. This is the 
case in IG II2 1263.43-5 (300-299):
I # * M
sca> 6h pq avcxyo/psv&oxn cmor ivSroxyav toh
N %
noivui/ : F: dpaxpas (and if they will not 
proclaim, they shall pay to the group 50 
drachmas)>
in 1292.16-17 (215/4):
* , *' ' « , < ,
a n o T £ i a a T 0 >  £ x a c n o s  a v [T G > v .  . . ]  /  [ 6 ]  p a x p o i s  L £ p a s
N «
t o l s  Zapa.nia.cna l s (each of them shall pay ? 
sacral drachmas to Sarapiastai ), 
and in 1328A.11-14 (183/2):
Oa] v [6] e napa xav/ra tto l £ l , nvpioi £[&] Tuoav
< * ** «■» , , ,
o l  o p y £ (A i>£s t ^ q p i o w T^[s T q ]  v  [tt] ot[p] a f t a L V O v & a [ . v ]
/r i  T02i> y £ Y p a p p £ v t p & X P L S p a x p u v  n [ £ v ]  T q n o v l T a
, Cl >1
«a] 1 £ t  cm  p a r  [ t o v ] / t o>v  T p o n u t  o t u l  a v  [ S v v u v T a t .  
(and if somebody acts against these, the 
orgeones will have the authority to punish the 
infringer with a fine up to fifty drachmas and
The discrepancy regarding the recipient of the fine was 
noticed first by Poland (1909: 450). He remarked that in 
the earlier documents the fine is payable to the deity 
while in the later to the association. Nevertheless, I 
think that such a distinction is hazardous because of the 
inadequacy of the preserved evidence and the inconsistency 
of the terminology used.
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receiving it by all the available means).
It does not seem then that there was any consistent use of
terms and therefore, these occurrences cannot stand as
proof of Chadzopoulos*s theory. It seems quite possible
that these references to the deity as the recipient of the
payment may aim merely at compelling the debtors to pay
their fines or contributions, by regarding the debts as
41
sacral, and therefore the non-payers as impious.
Moreover, in three of the above mentioned inscriptions, 
the fine is inflicted upon officials, a fact that 
reinforces the aforementioned interpretation.
Property problems have been discussed at length since 
long ago. As far as associations are concerned the 
following points should be stressed:
1. In the corpus of inscriptions concerning the 
activity of cult associations in Athens, there is no 
transaction which concerns the purchase or the sale of any
41 2
Compare IG II 1289, in which the real property is said
to belong to the goddess and consequently no alienation of 
it is allowed. Clearly in this case there is a 
manipulation in order to avoid the sale of the common 
property and discredit the supporters of such a move. In 
close connection with that belief lies the fact that most 
of the precincts were built on (re )consecrated plots of 
land. Jones (1956: 165) has concluded similarly.
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association’s property, with only one possible exception.
The property of an association is never alienated in any
way. The sacral character of the common property rendered
it de facto inalienable. Associations may have claims on
the property of other people but no one has any claim to
associations’ property. It was not impossible for
associations to sell certain movable commodities in order
2
to gain money for the restoration of the temple ( IG II 
1361 ).
2. Consequently, we can fairly deduce that the
acquisition of land followed other than the current
43
legally defined patterns. The association possibly 
acquired real property by donations or gifts made by 
members, through the confiscation of the secured property 
of a debtor (SEG 12.100), or, by what seems even more 
probable, taking into account the predominantly religious 
character of the associations, through the reconsecration
42 2IG II 1599. It preserves very likely the record of the 
sale of orgeonic property; the state retains one per cent 
of the price as tax. The regular character of this 
procedure has been disputed by Lewis, D. "The Athenian 
Rationes Centesimarum" in Finley, M.I. (e d ) (1973) 
Problemes de la terre en Grece ancienne, 187-212, Paris: 
Mouton.
43
Finley (1973: 121) and Humphreys (1985: 213).
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of a place where a tomb or a temple existed before. Last
but not least, the city-state could grant the right to
2
acquire a plot of land, as happened in IG II 337, 
especially when the applicants were foreigners.
3. The only income from the real property comes from
leasing, as it appears from three leasing contracts of the
« 45
fourth century all of them concerning opyeuves. In these
contracts, there are minutely arranged details about the
maintenance of the integrity of the plot and the temple,
46
as well as the exploitation and the offered easements.
4. The legal transactions in which cult associations 
are involved are not abundant; they include the above 
mentioned three leases by various orgeonic associations, 
the corpus of horoi and freedmen’s bowls reviewed in
See for example the excavations on the Acropolis on the 
site of Amyneion and the fact that shrines were founded on 
Mycenaean tombs on the Acropolis or in the Agora. In this 
respect see Thompson, W. (1978) "Minor shrines in Athens" 
in Athens comes of age. From Solon to Salamis, 96-108, 
Princeton. Poland (1909: 455-57) pointed out that older 
associations usually did not possess large fields (rsfj£vq) 
but simply an lepov with an altar .
45 2
IG II 2499, 2501 and SEG 24.203.
46
For an assessment of the social and economic importance 
of these documents see Osborne (1988: 292).
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chapter 4, an horos of St.otO’toToii. (Finley 40) and a mention 
in a tabula poletarum (SEG 12.100). These documents 
reveal the ways in which associations identify themselves 
in relation to the other contracting parties. In
j
particular , they use widely the expressions £ p a i > L &rod etc
<  ^ W < • N
o t  f j e r a  t o v  ... or the plain expression o l  o p y e o s v es ( IG
2  ^ -
II 2501, SEG 24.203). The term x o l v o v  appears in SEG
2
12.100 and in IG II 1583. An explanation which is not
far from pure speculation, since the evidence is meagre,
may be found in the fact that when a document is going to
be available to a wider public than the associates, then
the terminology used is aiming to state clearly the
identity of the association, usually connected with an 
47
individual. On the other hand there are some cases in
which such a cautious attempt is missing and only general 
• «-#
references to opyeuvss etc are surviving. In these cases
47 2
IG II 1596.5 and 12, 1597.15 and 18, 1598.37 and SEG 
21.578:5. The same strategy is followed grosso modo by 
demes; when a document is to be published in the society 
at large, then the term h o l v o v  is used [e.g. SEG 
12.100:16-19, Finley 41, IG I2 189 (470-460)] in case it 
is to be published in the context of the deme, then the
2
plural name designation is used (e.g. SEG 24.151, IG II 
2492, 2498, 2493, I3 258).
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the lessee was probably a member of the association.
As a conclusion, property matters are actually quite 
an indecisive factor in our attempt to assess the juristic 
personality of the ancient Athenian association. The 
property transactions cannot provide us with sufficient 
evidence about juristic personality.
48 2
IG II 2499, 2501 and Osborne (1988: 292). Uhitehead 
(1986: 157) concluded, about the leasing pattern of the 
deme property that "the great majority of tenants are 
themselves members of the leasing organisation or group".
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C. THE CONCEPTUAL HORIZON OF THE ASSOCIATES
The examination of the question of juristic
personality has shown that such a concept had not entered
into the, otherwise unsystematized, legal vocabulary of
ancient Athens. Therefore, any examination of the legal
features of Athenian associations based on or presupposing
the concept of juristic personality is going to fail.
A modification of the question to be asked is the
first thing that a new approach should resolve. My
impression is that the right question is "How did Athenian
associations regulate the transference of property or
conclude their contracts of lease or of easements, when
such a necessity appeared?" "Which are the name patterns
49
that the associations themselves are using?" "Do we have 
any evidence about the legal representation of an 
association in a popular court or in an arbitration 
procedure in Athens and if so which was the actual 
practice?"
For a similar methodological attitude, but with a 
broader aspect and perspective, see Orestano (1968= 80-88) 
and De Robertis (1984: 1259). This approach in the 
context of Roman law can be very effective, since in that 
context there is an authority which grants specific rights 
to groups. In contrast, in the city-state there is no 
such authority apart from the assembly of citizens.
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From the above assessed material it is clear that 
cult associations did not innovate, but rather followed 
the example of other groups of the Athenian society. As 
far as the handling of property relations is concerned, 
their mode of action was based on their officials, who 
were responsible for the representation of the group in 
the conclusion of any contract. The name pattern does not 
suggest any innovation either; the collectivity is not 
distinguished from the totality of its members Last but
not least, the question of judicial representation cannot
2
be answered since there is only one inscription [IG II 
1258, (324/3)] which does give us some hints of what would 
be the mode of representation in the lawcourts. Although 
1258 does not come from an association of opycwPEq, 
tftaawTcu, or epounaroci, I think it is useful to review its 
content. The association of EixaSetc; decided to honour 
one of its members because he took the initiative in 
prosecuting for perjury some co-associates, who were 
harming the association; in addition the association will 
elect three members who will help the prosecutor. Despite 
the lack of important information about the allegations, 
the pattern of action emerges clearly; in case of slander 
or other activities against the interest of the 
association, the association’s defence depended upon the 
initiative of its members. I think that this is an 
example of the association's structural inability to 
intervene as such and I cannot see how other
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associations would cure this defect.
One may argue that the occurrence of the term
xoiVUVLHCii dlnat in AP 52.2 implies that associations had
the right to appear in court as such and therefore, they
50
had a degree of legal personality. The term
KOLVtoVLKai occurs also in D. 14.16 composed in 355. There
the young Demosthenes explains who will be exempted from
the proposed reorganisation of the symmoriai system.
There is a general agreement about the meaning of
KOLVUVLKai in that passage, namely it denotes the joint
ownership of the paternal property by the brothers.
Demosthenes thought that it should be exempted in case of
51
division producing two shares non-liable to liturgies.
An identification of the Aristotelian x o l i x a v l x c i l  6 lkchl 
with the Demosthenic xoLVttVLKOiL avoids the "reef" of 
juristic personality altogether; it seems to me that there 
are two reasons for doing so: 1 ) In the list of suits 
enumerated as £fjfJf)VOL, actions concerning the return of
50
Such an interpretation is proposed by Lipsius (1909-15*- 
771) and Cohen (1973: 14). Beauchet (1897: 4.353) saw in 
the term koinonikai "les actions entre associ^s".
Harrison (1968-71: 2.22 n.8) and Rhodes (1981: 586) 
justifiably expressed doubts about the plausibility of the 
traditional interpetation.
51 Lipsius (190-15: 575 n. 102) and Biscardi (1982: 209).
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dowries are included. There is no reason why differences 
concerning patrimony could have been excluded and 2) the 
special rapid character and adjudication of these cases, 
in which suits are accepted every month would precipitate 
the issue of decisions in otherwise long lasting disputes.
In order to understand and properly to assess the 
conditions that did not favour the development in ancient 
Athens of a concept similar or identical to that of modern 
juristic personality, we should start from a clarifying 
approach to this contemporary concept.
Juristic personality designates any entity, an 
individual or a group, bearing rights and duties in the 
context of a legal system, that is a structured set of 
socially adopted norms, whose application is guaranteed by 
the use of physical or other types of coercion. In other 
words, the pure form of juristic personality presupposes a 
one-to-one relationship between a physical and a legal 
person; every physical person is considered legal as well. 
In the origin of this doctrine lies the philosophical 
conviction that individuals are the only bearers of rights 
and duties.
But in ancient Athens, we know that there were not 
such convictions and philosophical principles. What today 
is called legal personality and legal capacity was then 
determined by each individual's status. Status was a 
matter of sex (male - female), of nativity (citizen -
319
foreigner) and of personal freedom (free - slave). These
divisions include further distinctions on each side. In
this respect, a citizen could acquire land, while a metic,
unless specially privileged, or a foreigner could not. A
male citizen could sue in his own name, while a female
needed the tutelage of a male relative. Citizenship
53
entitled individuals to enjoy full rights. A one-to-one
relationship between physical and legal person cannot be
found in Athenian law. A citizen could have been deprived
of certain legal rights without losing his status as
* ,  54
citizen, as in the case of partial arijJiOi while a slave 
would have worse treatment, as in testifying in cases of 
homicide.55
Secondly, a new approach to associations should take
52
For an expose of the different statuses in the Athenian 
society see MacDowell (1978: 64-83) and Sinclair (1988: 
28-34 ).
53
For norms of citizenship see Whitehead (1991).
54
A similar interpretation is elaborated for Roman law by 
Tur (1987: 117).
55
See Grace (1973). She claims that the normative field 
of the law on homicide included solely citizens. This 
kind of segregation was cutting across several other 
enactments.
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into account the theoretical scheme in which Arist. NE
1160a 8-14 (H.9.4.) includes his theory of associations.
According to Aristotle, At 6b xolvuvlcu naacut poplocs 
' - . ~ 56 ...
eoixa.cn tt)S noXiTLXtfs, associations are only parts, 
molecules ( popia) of the whole political community, of the 
city-state. The latter was organized on the basis of the 
general interest ( to xolvt)i <yvp<pepoi>) while the former 
were organized on the grounds of particular interests 
( ttoirot pbpT) rov cn>p<pepoi>TOS), for example money (^pr?^arwv),
9
victory (iuh^s), conquering a city ( noXeois opeyopevot), 
pleasure {r)6oi>r}), sacrifice ($votoi), conviviality 
(avvovaia). The associations based on particular 
interests are perceived actually as hierarchically 
inferior to the political community ( vno rr)v ttoX lt 
soinaoiv eivoit). It is the political community which 
provides them with the context and the material for 
development. It is the community of citizens that sets up 
the exemplary collective behaviour, which particular 
associations follow; it is the polis which sets the pace 
and the variants of the collective life. In this respect, 
the Aristotelian theory provides us with the solution of 
the problem of conflicting alliances at the expense of the
56>
A similar statement is repeated in EE 1241b.25 (Z.8.5.). 
A definition of noXtTLxri k o l v u v l c a  there is in Pol. 1252a 
( A . 1 ) .
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inferior units, and at the same time the model, according
to which these associations are organized. In other
words, associations are replicas or mirror-images of the 
57
city-state. The democratic city-state alone provides the
proper context for the flourishing of associations.
The emergence of the Athenian state from the Dark
Ages did not need a formal act. The villages came
together under the initiative of the legendary Theseus,
around a shrine, that is the Acropolis, which became the
58
centre of the new political entity. In the same manner,
associations can be established on a local level around a
consecrated plot of land or one granted by the city or the
shrine of a hero. There are cases where these shrines
59
were simply tombs of the Mycenaean era. Nearly every 
association has sacerdotal offices as well as secular, 
almost all of them annual with a special procedure for the 
complete discharge of the officials. Members joined 
associations after a scrutiny analogous, in broad lines, 
to that for deme affiliation. Associations issued decrees 
and statutes concerning the regulation of day-to-day
activities or taking up new initiatives and bestowing
57
Osborne (1990: 276).
For a recent elaboration of such a hypothesis see 
Polignac (1984: 152-57).
59
Polignac (1984: 128) and Kearns (1992: 67-71).
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honours, using a similar, if not identical, phraseology 
-to that of the city-state. The close connection between 
the organization of the city and that of an association is 
astonishing. It reveals that the pattern of political 
activities and organization in Athens influenced 
decisively that of the association. The conceptual 
horizon of the Athenians, which was reproduced on every 
occasion was limited to that of the city, if it is true 
that members carry in collective formations their bag of 
rules as Honor£ (1975: 165) suggested. For the 
associations of metics and foreigners, the adoption of 
similar organization might have been a "must" for being 
socially accepted and at the same time it constituted an 
imitation and an imaginary participation in a civic life, 
from which their exclusion was institutionalised.
Apart from this essential resemblance, the problem of 
the juristic personality remains unanswered. Taking into 
account the previous analysis it is fair to suggest that 
it was impossible that a concept like the modern juristic 
personality could have been developed in ancient Athens.
It is difficult to imagine in the context of a society of 
low technological and financial development, like the 
Athenian society, collective bodies being vested with 
juristic personality, when citizens were considered as an
323
entirety of political and legal rights. In other words,
being a citizen means having rights and duties, above all,
61
towards the city and only secondly as an individual.
This suggestion is reinforced by the mode with which 
associations are represented in different cicrcumstances 
and especially in property transactions; only the 
intervention of an individual renders possible the 
participation of the association. Groups of citizens were 
considered as having the same rights as individual 
citizens. Groups of foreigners had to face the same 
institutionalised constraints as the individual 
foreigners. Groups of both citizens and foreigners could 
act through the mandatory appointment of citizen-members. 
The ambiguity in the use of names implies as well that the 
association was not perceived as something totally 
different from its members. One may argue against this 
suggestion that the phrase
• M  r« ^ M  «  * «
evaeficos 0  / «cu notvst tols opysocnv no11
* <
l<5lou. enaaroa (he continues to be pious to the 
group of orgeones and to each one individually)
60
For the primacy of the political see Rahe, P.A. (1984) 
"The primacy of politics in classical Greece" AHR 89, 
265-93 and especially 268.
61
Veyne (1976: 192), Saxonhouse (1983*. 363) and Baslez 
(1984: 17).
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(IG II2 1263.15-16 and 1327.5-6) 
may imply a distinction between the community and the 
individuals. But one may also wonder why such a 
distinction does not appear in the significant legal 
documents and other manifestations of relations with 
non-members and it is limited only to such formalistic 
expressions.
Thus, considering cult associations as a miniature of
the city, we may apply the model of the public introduced
62
by Smith (1974: 94). Since associations have not any
clauses of dissolution, one can easily realize that they
have been established in order to endure in perpetuity.
Joining such associations was a matter of an established
practice, during which certain elements were assessed.
Membership was, then, under control. They had procedures
for the regulation of their internal affairs (cult
regulations, offices, election or allotment of officers,
duties of officers, honouring, discipline, mutual
assistance) and of their external affairs (paying £L&(popa,
representations in different transactions, processions)
2
(IG II 1361, 1369). The set of norms ruling almost every 
aspect of the collective life provides a decisive clue 
about their independence from state control or 
intervention.
62
See Introduction p.5.
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In this respect, cult associations are considered as 
structured collective entities, whose study is not 
restricted by the modern concept of juristic personality 
and the deficiencies of a formalistic approach.
Therefore, there is no need to look for foundation and 
dissolution acts or for an official name or for the method 
and the implications of acquiring property. The above 
mentioned features underline the particularity of these 
associations as autonomous factors of the social life, as 
centres of civic activity, where established beliefs are 
reassured and socially expected attitudes are rewarded.
In the case of non-citizens, these associations delimit 
their particularity, and at the same time, reproduce civic 
virtues and attitudes, which make possible ikor tolerance 
or, in the course of time, their integration in the civic 
society.
The strong similarities between the city and the 
associations are confirmed by their almost contemporaneous 
evolution from the Aristotelian principle of 
self-sufficiency to their dependence on their wealthy 
members. This evolution will be the subject of the 
next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6
THE SOCIAL FUNCTIONS OF THE CULT ASSOCIATIONS
The preceding legal approach emphasized the 
inadequacy of an understanding based on formalistic 
grounds and especially on the concept of juristic 
personality as an analytic tool in the comprehension of 
religious associations. At the same time it revealed the 
connection between these associations and the civic life 
in Athens. This particular feature can be a decisive 
parameter in a re-evaluation of the social importance and 
the role played by these associations. In particular, it 
is important to look at the relation between these 
associations and the t i oX l s and to compare their parallel 
or overlapping developments in the course of time from the 
end of the fifth century to the second century A.D.
After the fourth century the ti oX l s in the classical 
Athenian form entered into an orbit of gradual 
deterioration as an independent political unit in the 
Greek world. The outcome of this progressive erosion of 
power, prestige and financial muscles became clear after
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the second century and the subjugation by the Romans.
This era is the peak of another particular type of
government, the administration of cities by their
2
notables, as Veyne (1976) has suggested. The questions, 
to which this chapter is devoted, concern 1. whether it is 
possible to apply the concept of "euergesiai" , as has been 
expounded by Veyne, to the study of religious associations 
and 2. whether we can see any examples of patronage in the 
relation between the wealthy members and the rest.
A. ASSOCIATIONS AND EUERGETISN 
The impact of religious associations on the social 
life of Athens and of Athenians was assessed, in the 
nineteenth century, mainly on moralistic grounds. Early 
scholarship considered as worth investigating whether the 
sudden rise of religious associations in Athenian
society constituted a trend towards moral improvement, or
1
See Veyne (1976: 256) for the decline of the city as a 
political unit as a factor leading to the development of
"euergetism". For a brief summary of euergetism see below
p.333ff.
2
For a detailed review of Veyne’s contribution see
Garnsey, P. (1991) "The Generosity of Veyne" JRS 81,
164-68.
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1 3 to moral progress.
Wescher (1865: 219-225) claims that in Hellenistic 
times, people abandoned the official religion, that is the 
religion of the city-state, in favour of cults "promoted" 
or "patronized" by religious associations. The features 
of these cults were freedom, spontaneity and fraternity. 
They admitted women and sometimes slaves in their 
organization, they promoted mutual assistance among their 
members, and the conditions of admission focused on the 
candidates' moral qualities rather than on any other 
qualification. Wescher concludes that the aim of these 
cult associations was the moral improvement of their 
members.
Foucart (1873: 140-151), in a devastating criticism 
of Wescherfs view, rejects this interpretation and he 
considers instead the bulk of religious associations as 
promoting the superstitions of the poor people and 
exploiting their spiritual needs. He sees a major 
difference between traditional religion and the cult of 
associations. The former is rationalised, controls the 
passions of the devotees and supervises the outbreaks of 
the religious feeling in the celebrations. The latter, in
3
For Foucart (1873: 152) the ultimate question is whether 
"cette participation (des femmes et des gens de basse 
condition) etait un progres moral pour 1'humanite".
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contrast, encourages all these traits that traditional 
religion has diminished, gathering people from the lowest 
social layers. Religious associations represent, as far 
as cult is concerned, "les symboles d'un naturalisme 
grossier", a stage that traditional religion has overcome 
long ago. Finally, Foucart (1873: 186) concludes
On peut done affirmer que, bien loin d'avoir ete 
un immense progres pour 1’humanite, leur 
developpement, au contraire, lui fit faire un 
pas en arriere.
Poland (1909: 499-513) put forward objections against 
Foucart's excessive interpretation. The religious basis 
of the associations as it is revealed through the use of 
oaths and the need for purity is undeniable. But this 
religiosity does not lead to disorder, or to outrageous 
behaviour, because decent conduct (anst’andiges Verhalten) 
was needed. Moreover, there was a continuous effort for 
ensuring concord among the members, as it appears in 
certain inscriptions. Last but not least, these features 
are underscored by the care for the dead persons, which 
can be expressed in material terms as burial provided by 
the group or the existence of a grave-yard. All these 
elements constitute a picture of religious associations 
which is not relevant to Foucart's groups of charlatans 
and vagabonds, seers and prjrpayvprat, superstitious 
devotees and courtesans, who are but a step back in the 
history of humankind.
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This brief summary of views expressed by scholars is 
typical of the culturally biased treatment of the Athenian 
cult associations.
The approach of the scholars of the nineteenth 
century has the disadvantage of employing early modern 
pre-conceptions about moral progress or moral regress in 
the assessment of the situation in ancient Athens. What 
seems to be neglected is the fact that our concepts are 
formed by the judeo-christian morality, which is different 
from that of Greek antiquity.
Second, Foucart’s approach especially, and to a 
lesser degree Wescher's, is biased in the sense that he 
links progress with rationalization and order, a view 
heavily indebted to the then dominant positivist approach 
to the society. Foucart (1873) revealed another biased 
judgement when he connects traditional Athenian religion 
with these features. But it is very well known that even 
in Athenian society people were not free of 
superstitions, and that certain festivals were the 
institutionalized form of general disorder, expressed once
4 Nilsson, M.P. (1940) Greek Popular Reliqion. 102-120 New 
York: Columbia University Press and Meijer, P.A. (1981) 
"Philosophers, intellectuals and religion in Hellas" in 
Versnel, H.S. (ed) Faith. Hope and Worship. 216-62,
Leiden: Bril1.
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a year and sometimes only on a symbolic level. Certain 
festivities ( * A6d>tnoi, Beapo^opia etc) were reserved for 
celebration by women, irrespective of status and social 
milieu. The breach of the established order is apparent 
during festivals celebrated by women, when they were 
allowed to perform religious rituals on behalf of the 
community in Athens. But the disorder was not connected 
only with the breach of the traditional female image; 
groups of men after the celebrations at the City Dionysia 
resorted to disorderly celebrations as well.
The above remarks cast doubts on whether a moral 
approach is the best way to understand the social 
importance of associations. Such an approach seems to be 
doomed to overestimate or to underestimate the social 
realities, since it relies heavily, on the one hand,on our 
negative or positive prejudices about the nature of 
progress and,on the other hand, on the way we understand 
religion in ancient Athens and its role in the society.
If we want to look at religious associations as 
social factors, as embodiments of sociability and 
organization of social activities of the individuals, we 
may examine their function in the society of the 
city-state, as an integral part of it. Do they follow the
5 '
See as example the ckiaxpoXoyla at 'Z.Tsvia.
6 Parke (1977: 188).
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gradual decline of the city-state? Do they depend on a 
handful of notables as Veyne (1976) implies? Or do they 
rather retain a mixture of superficial independence 
together with economic dependence on one of their most 
wealthy - and for this reason most prestigious - members? 
Finally, which is the cohesive force that keeps the 
members of an association together, or to put it 
differently, what is the associative link and how is it 
forged?7
In his important work Veyne (1976: 209) suggested 
that from the second half of the fourth century till the 
Imperial period the different Greek noXsts, such as Athens 
or Ephesos, are not governed essentially by their 
citizens, but by their notables, men of a certain economic 
power and prestige in the local community, through the 
people’s assembly. For Veyne this system of government is 
based on what he calls evepyeoiai and euergetism is the 
name for the system.^
7 For a brief answer to these questions see Finley (1973: 
151-2).
8
For the survival of "euergetism" with nuances of charity 
and Christian philanthropy in modern Greek world during 
the 18th and 19th centuries see ®£o6u>pov, B. (1987) 
"EvspysT capos xoll x o l v u v l k t) svc/oipar oooT}" (Euergetism and 
social integration) Ta laropLxa. 7, 119-154 and Campbell
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Euergetism means the fact that communities
(cities, collegia) expected the rich to
contribute from their wealth to the public
expenses, and that this expectation was not
disappointed: the rich contributed indeed,
9
spontaneously or willingly.
This contribution has neither the character of redistribution
of wealth, since it happens in different degrees and not
regularly, nor of a mechanism for attaining social
equilibrium, nor of philanthropy, nor of exchange of
goods since there is not any expectation of goods to be
given in returnV" nor of tax,^2 nor of patronage, since it
was addressed to all the citizens. It is sui generis, it
13is a particular product of the system of liturgies and of
14the absence of any regular direct taxation in classical
(1964: 238).
 ^ Veyne (1990: 10).
^  Veyne (1976: 218) "L'evergetisme est exterieur au 
problem social par ses motifs, ses oeuvres et ses effets” .
11 Veyne (1976: 185).
12 Veyne (1976: 224) .
13 Veyne (1976: 200) .
14 » \The Athenian etotpopa. was irregular capital levy, imposed
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antiquity, together with the prevailing attitudes and 
values in a face-to-face society. Veyne distinguishes at 
least three kinds of euergetism: 1. the first kind of 
£V£pY£&LCHL
were provided by the notables without their 
being under any definite obligation to do so 
and he calls it "voluntary euergetism" ( liberalit£s), 2. 
those provided
on the occasion of their (the notables*) 
election to a public "honour", a municipal 
magistracy or function 
(ob honorem), and 3. the establishment of a cult of 
ancestors through the donation of property for such 
purposes (foundations).
Veyne (1976: 286-93) explains the formation of 
associations on the ground of the needs for banqueting and 
burial; he considers associations as units providing for 
their members
1 ’occasion de banqueter ensemble et de leur 
assurer des fun^railles d^centes grace k un 
systdme mutualiste.
only in exceptional cases, often in case of war. C f . 
Finley (1973: 175) and for a historical overview Thomsen, 
R. (1964) Eisphora, Copenhagen: Gyldendalske.
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15
The challenge is to see if we can apply this model, 
originally elaborated for the study of cities and 
supported by a multitude of documents and other 
epigraphical material, to the study of cult associations 
in Athens. Veyne (1976: 346 n.199) claims that
Comme la cite, le college procure un public 
aupr£s duquel le m6c&ne peut se mettre en 
valeur; il constitue une organisation que des 
leaders feront marcher k leur propres frais pour 
y avoir le plaisir de diriger et d ’organiser; 
il est le lieu d ’une dynamique de groupe ou 
chacun se sent des devoirs envers ses confreres 
et a quelque pudeur k ne pas s ’immoler lui-m£me 
lorsque les autres immolent; enfin, comme la 
cit£, le college poursuit des valeurs qui 
peuvent int^resser un m£c£ne.
Gauthier (1985: 1) has correctly pointed out that the
15
Finley (1973: 181-2) defines a model as follows "a 
simplified structuring of reality which presents 
supposedly significant relationships in a generalized 
form. Models are highly subjective approximations in that 
they do not include all associated observations or 
measurements, but as such they are valuable in obscuring 
incidental detail and in allowing fundamental aspects of 
reality to appear".
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*
notion of svspysaloi may have existed in the fifth century
as well, if we are to give credit to literary references.
But it shows a peak during the late hellenistic era, that
16
is the second century and the imperial period. The
evidence from Athenian cult associations suggests that
Gauthier's conjecture is probably right, since lavish
expenditures, repairs to buildings and other activities
are paid for by individuals in the end of the third
2
century and in the second century (e.g. IG II 1325, 1326, 
1327, 1343). Gauthier (1985: 30) perceives "euergetism" 
as a two-fold concept including sensu stricto what Veyne 
(1976) claims and in a larger sense the condition 
ou les notables, k moins de renoncer 
d£lib£r£ment, par conviction ou par temperament, 
k toute activity publique, avaient mille 
occasions d'etre sollicit£s et de prouver leur 
"excellence" (30).
Secondly, the mechanism through which the notables 
promised and carried out their promise is important to
Veyne's theory. In the beginning a contribution to the
* * ' * 17
city was secured was through sTKxyyeXlat and en idoasls .
^  Gauthier (1985: 67-8).
17 *
For ent&ocns see Kuenz, A. (1923) * Enldoois, Bern:
Hampt, reprint 1979, New York: Arno Press.
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18
In the context of associations, there are two references
2
to a promise, one in IG II 1329.17-19 (175/4):
i i
sna^/^sXXsTaL 6s «otl si s roi> X o l t z o v  xP®vov
ft • «  »« • ft <
a v i x p p o v t l / s l v  s l s  o  a v  a v j o v  n a p & n a X o x r i v  o l
* r#
o p y s o w s s (he promised that in the future he will 
take care of everything that the orgeones will 
ask him),
and the other in 1318.3-5 (mid 3rd century)
S S # M  # I
av] tos 6s snrft'yeLXalTo sn twv]/[l6] l o w  s l s
£  M M  W
arcavTa ra [ n p o c n j ] / [«] o v t o l root x o l v c o l  p s p l L S L v ]
(he promised that he will give his share from
his income to everything suitable to the group).
As we can see, the object of these promises is not
anything particular, a building, the repair of the temple
or the cash-flow in the association's treasury. Their
content is deliberately vague and general, so that the
particular individuals would be morally obliged to help
the association in the very next financial difficulty.
Thirdly, in the corpus of associations' documents
there is not a single reference to the term svspysTfis as a
19
title attributed to a honoured person by any cult
18
I do not include Foucart (1873: 190, No 3) a dedication
< * w  % #
reading Ol opysuws^ rovs snL6s6u>uoTas, for which there is
no further information.
19
Actually there is only one occurrence of the word
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association. An individual may be called svi>ovs 
(friendly), or diHaios (just), or 4>i\ot Ljjos (loving
9 M
honour), or (virtuous), or £VXpT)cnos (useful) but
9
never £V£py£TT)s (benefactor). Instead of the term
9
£V£pY€rr)S, cult associations in their documents prefer to
* * 9*9
use verbal forms like £V£py£T£ii> or £V£py£T£L&&cii. The
' • 20
term £V£py£Ti)s seems to be used only by the city. As a
consequence we cannot speak, in the context of Athenian
9
associations, about £V£py£toll as an order, a particular 
social layer in the group. The size of an association 
cannot provide such an order, but may take advantage of an 
individual rich man.21
* * 2 * * \
£ V £ p Y £ T T ]S , in IG II 1277.24-7 (278/7): a v a y o p £ V £ a B a i  6 k
9 rxi »i <
«al rovs a /T £ < p a i> o v s  c u v t o l s «al to i> £ n a i i> o v  / £K aoT T )i>
Tr\i> $ v o ic x i>  ( j £ T a  T u v  aXXooi> £ V / £ p y £ T ik > v (to proclaim their 
crowns and the praise in every sacrifice together with the 
other benefactors).
20
Gauthier (1985: 29) thinks that the use of the term was 
not confined only to foreigners, but was open to citizens 
as well; "mais la fonction du citoyen, definie comme la 
participation aux affaires communes, implique par elle 
mdme le devourment pour la citr et rend inutile, voire 
incongru, l ’octroi par les pairs du titre d ’euergrt^s".
21
The case of Si/ljcovos Uoptos (PA 12705) who appears
in two different associations, in the orgeones of Mr^ rrip
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Fourthly, the type of "euergetism" designated as "ob 
22
honorem" lies perhaps behind certain selections of 
officials. The preserved documents are simply enumerating 
the activities of the officials during their term in 
office, without any hint of the reason that led to their 
selection. But we can fairly assume that when an 
association needed money for a certain project, be it 
repair or refurbishment or new cult objects, then one of 
the members who could afford such largesse would have been 
elected. So, though not explicitly confirmed, this 
pattern of selection may have been predominant. This 
scheme provides an explanation for the recurring names in 
SEG 2.9 and in general in the prosopography of
associations (see Chapter 3). They were simply a 
group of prestigious and comparatively rich people who
[IG II2 1328A.9 (183/2) and 1327.32 (178/7)] and in 
orgeones ( h i o v v o i a o T C U ) [1325.10 (185/4)] is an
*
interesting example. He is never qualified as evepysTr^s 
but he was probably one of the few members of the orgeones 
of the Mother of the Gods who could support the 
association financially and whose advice would be 
endorsed. C f . Poland (1909: 495) and Baron et a l . (1992: 
8) about the disproportionate impact of individuals with 
high status on the decision making of the group.
22
Veyne (1976: 213).
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could afford largesse in order to receive honours, which 
in their turn would increase their prestige among the 
associates.
Some more similarities between the concept of 
euergetism and the realities of associative life appear as 
far as it concerns: a. The general character of the 
contribution, made by the honoured person, which is 
addressed to all the members and not to a section, b. The 
very fact of contribution signifies a dichotomy between 
the haves and the have-nots, even within a group, where 
this division is magnified, c. The occurrence at the 
closing part of the document of the numbers of the votes 
cast in favour of or against the proposal for honouring.
In IG II 1343 (37/6) the associates unanimously voted the 
proposed honours to one of the most eminent members of the 
association, and d. The associations in the closing part 
of their decrees do not humiliate themselves, but rather 
underline the expected behaviour of the rest of the 
members, adopting a patronizing style.
Veyne’s (1976: 264) remark that during the fourth 
century the crowns, little by little, came to be made from 
gold rather than from leaves, is not confirmed for the 
associations, in which there is the exactly opposite 
tendency. There are golden crowns only in the fourth 
century (IG II2 1252, 1253, 1255, 1256) and in one 
instance in the third century (1316); in the rest of the 
documents there is the usual olive-leaf crown.
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From Gauthier’s (1985: 77-125) analysis it emerges
that in Athenian decrees there is a certain gradation of
the honours attributed to "euergetai". In associations
another pattern is observed. In the fourth century the
honouring is confined only to crowning, either with a
golden crown or with one of olive leaves, depending upon
the contribution of the honoured person. In two
2
exceptional cases, in IG II 1252 a combination of honours 
occurs, a golden crown, a dedication and a free libation, 
and in 1263 a dedication, an olive-leaves crown and a 
solemn proclamation. The activities for which the 
associates are honoured in 1252 are not mentioned at all, 
while in 1263.7-19 they are recounted at considerable 
length.
The majority of the documents art dated to the third
century. A striking similarity in this period is the
almost uniform use of the olive crown, apart from the 
2
cases of IG II 1284A and B (oak crown) and 1316 (golden
crown). In addition to the crowning, the erection of a 
• 4 23
statue { s m and the solemn pronouncement 
24
(avayopevois) occur more frequently, while references to 
* , 25
ai>c&T)\uot are in decUvt®. A particular honour occurring in
23 2
IG II 1271 and 1314.
24 IG II2 1273A, 1282, 1292, 1297, 1314 and 1315.
25
According to LSJ means "that which is set up;
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IG II2 1292, 1297 and SEG 24.156 consists of putting a 
ribbon around the head of the honoured man. Combined 
honours are usually attributed to those persons who had 
committed themselves to the well-being of the association 
and had contributed considerable efforts and money to its 
prosperity. Therefore, in the third century associations 
seem to have elaborated a system of honouring, according 
to which simple crowning was attributed to a mere 
fulfilment of duties, whereas the combined honours to 
something more substantial.
It is significant that in the documents of the second 
century there are only combined honours, among them the
hence, like ayaXfja, votive offering set up in a temple".
The practice of associations consisted of providing money
»
for the erection of a monument. Therefore, avGL&rjfJa may 
have two aspects; it may be mentioned in a general way as 
it happens in IG II2 1252, 1261, 1262, 1263, 1278, 1317, 
1324 or in a specific term in the form of sinova in 1271, 
1314, 1327, 1334 and 1329. From our evidence it seems 
likely that the followed practice in the fourth century 
was a general statement about ava&niJcx, but during the 
third century and onwards a specific reference to the kind
s
of the offered avot^/ua. This evolution suggests that 
importance was attributed to the long-lasting effect of 
the honouring.
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erection of a statue and the public proclamation playing 
an important role.
From the above analysis, it is clear that first there 
was a moderate honouring system corresponding to the 
financial potentialities of the association; second there 
was an evolution in the inscriptions referring to 
honouring from vague references to the attributed honours 
to inscriptions in which not only the bestowed honours are 
enumerated in detail, but the contribution of the honoured 
person is praised; third, there is a gradual passage from 
golden crowns of the fourth century to olive-leaves crowns 
in the third century. Evidently these remarks pose the 
question "What purpose did these changes serve?" The aim 
of this honouring system, applied by the Athenian cult 
association, was to increase the prestige enjoyed by the 
honoured person, according to their generosity; I think 
that both changes were aiming at the increase of the 
bestowed honour and at their longevity in the course of 
time. A series of honorific behaviour like crowning, 
erecting an icon and solemnly mentioning the name on every 
occasion is surely more lasting in the memory of the 
participants than a golden crown alone.
Veyne's perspective about the extent of "euergetism" 
as a social phenomenon of late antiquity shows certain 
similarities with our evidence from associations. But I 
do not think that it can be fully applied to the 
examination of association, since it is associated
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strictly with the city. It is hard to imagine a different
social order of people in the association; rather, that
there was a small number of persons, or sometimes even
only one person, concentrating all the powers in their 
2
hands (IG II 1335.10-13). On the level of associations
the moral obligations, the pursuit of ambition ((ptXoT Lfjta) 
26
and honour are dynamic factors which at any moment decide 
who will take an office. Finally the mode of "euergetism 
ob honorem" is based, as we have seen, on inferences and 
cannot lead to any certain conclusion.
In this respect, I think that the contribution made 
by Veyne (1976) to the understanding of cult associations 
is partly right, as far as it integrates associations in 
the context of social attitudes and behaviour dominant 
into the society of the city-state.
A sharper insight into associations as a social 
phenomenon is offered by Schmitt-Pantel (1990a: 199-213). 
Under the general, and maybe misleading, term "rituals of 
conviviality" stemming from the different practices
26
For the concept of honour, apart from the work of 
Peristiany (1965) and his collaboration with Pitt-Rivers 
(1992), see Herzfeld, M. (1980) "Honour and Shame:
Problems in the comparative analysis of moral systems" Man 
n.s. 15, 339-51 and Hatch, E. (1989) "Theories of social 
honor" American Anthropologist 91, 341-53.
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occurring in collective activities, she classifies 
meetings where sacrifices, meals with meat and communal 
drinking are taking place. The groups in which such 
activities occur are a point of contact between the 
individual and the city; in these groupings, a process of 
socialization is working*, that is, a context where 
individuals are learning and practising certain social 
norms, attitudes and values in every aspect of communal 
and political life by extension. At the same time social 
inequalities are reflected in the function of these 
groups. For Schmitt-Pantel (1990a: 206-7) the repetition 
of these rituals worked as the melting pot and was the 
forging power of the group’s identity and cohesion.
Schmitt-Pantel*s analysis is effective in regard to
associations. However, it is confined to associations of
citizens and the question of the foreigners, following and
imitating the same pattern, remains without an answer.
Why did foreigners do that? A possible explanation lies
in the fact that there were no exclusive associations of
foreigners in Athens; in almost every association we can
spot citizens as members, but it is citizens who are
27
always the benefactors of the group. Therefore,
27
Out of 18 documents for which full identification of the 
honoured men is available, in eleven cases citizens ( IG 
II2 1252, 1255, 1293, 1322, 1325, 1327, 1329, 1343 and SEG
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associations, even of predominantly foreign members, felt 
obliged to follow the organizational structure of the 
Athenian demos, in order to attract citizens into the 
group.
Baslez (1984: 331-53) offers an answer to this point, 
claiming that the city, and especially a city having 
ports, offers to the alien residents (traders, sailors 
etc) "un foyer de sociability". This step is at the same 
time a major progress towards the integration of the 
foreigners. The first stage in which such a process is 
evident is on the local level; in the political and
21.533) or wives of citizens (1315? 1316 and SEG 17.36) 
together with their husbands are honoured. In the other 
seven cases, there are foreigners and/or metics (1263, 
1271, 1273A and B, 1291, 1337 and SIA I, p.263). From a 
quantitative approach to Athenian associations’ 
membership, the view of male-dominated and citizen 
centered associative life can be doubted seriously. 
Although the terms of quantifying the available evidence 
are precarious and to a certain degree disputable there 
are attested 718 persons of which 594 men and 124 women. 
Another distinction according to their status produces 
even more arguable results; in particular among the 718 
persons there are 187 citizens, 27 foreigners, 1 slave and 
503 cases of non-identifiable status.
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cultural life of the locality. Through different
gatherings and festivities on various occasions/ the
foreigners are reconstructing part of their original
rhythm of living and at the same time they are
28participating in the local rhythm of living. Moreover/ 
the foreigners develop a network of friendships and 
acquaintances which can serve them during their residence 
in the city, as guarantors or mentors. But I think that 
Baslez (1988: 147) stretches the evidence to the extreme 
when she claims that the communities of foreigners were 
nothing but faithful to a religious practice and to a 
structure of sociability characteristic of their country 
of origin/ that is the ritual communal banquet.
So far, we have seen three main attempts to 
understand the role and the function of religious 
associations in Athenian society. The associative 
phenomenon is not explained by "euergetism” alone, nor by 
the concept of "ritual of conviviality” , nor even as an 
assimilative context for the foreigners. Associations
28 Baslez (1984: 346) "Etendant sans cesse son recrutement 
et ses objectifs, collaborant avec les pouvoirs publics,
11 association facilite 1 * integration de l'etranger. La 
participation a un groupe structure donne en effet aux 
membres le moyen de jouir d'un faisceau des droits 
superieurs a celui des meteques".
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were multi-functional units of the people, irrespective of 
their origin, in which each of the above mentioned 
features played a significant role. The development of 
associations followed the development of the city-state, 
at least in the case of Athens. Within them traits of 
"euergetism" occur, together with functions linked with 
civic, political, educational and finally with 
assimilative forces, which rendered possible the slow, but 
smooth integration into a new cultural context. Their 
cohesive link was the satisfaction of certain social 
needs, like religious sentiments, networks of 
acquaintances and friends, in one word sociability.
Though not at all economically independent, they retained 
a mode of "paternalism", an attitude which appears 
especially in the motivation clause of the honorary 
decrees.
The picture of cult associations drawn so far has 
emphasized one dimension of their structure, but has 
underestimated another. Given the reliability of the 
Aristotelian description of the relation between 
city-state and cult associations, one can argue that 
associations constituted a social system in miniature.
This assumption makes clear that even among associates 
tensions could develop, and competition about honour, a 
certain division of tasks, and not unlikely a hierarchy of 
wealth and prestige might have emerged. Members were 
expected to behave in a certain manner. Later disorder
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was penalized as well as anti-collective conduct, while 
conforming with the prevailing attitudes was constantly 
praised and rewarded, symbolically or otherwise. These
29inequalities were reflected in the ritual of honouring, 
which among others constituted a ritual of passage, as 
Bourdieu (1992) suggested, from the ranks of ordinary men 
to the ranks of the privileged individuals. The honouring 
created a deep and insurmountable distinction between the 
honoured and those who were never going to qualify, 
especially in these cases in which honour was associated 
with a certain economic prowess. Simultaneously the 
honouring resulted in an adjustment of the attitudes of 
the honoured and of the other members towards him in order 
to conform to his new status. The reason for pursuing 
honour is not so much a materialistic approach, but rather 
a sense of personal fulfilment in exhibiting the 
activities socially sanctioned as praiseworthy. That is 
the most possible reason for the parallel existence of 
honorific decrees for the successful fulfilment of duties 
and other praising generous contributions.
However, the discourse of the association [or what 
Ziebarth (1896) calls "Vereinsprache"] as it is revealed
2 9 Pitt-Rivers (1965: 25) "the rituals by which honour is 
formally bestowed involve a ceremony which commonly 
centres upon the head of the protagonist".
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from their honorific decrees was highly egalitarian and 
tried to diminish or rather, to channel the contribution 
of any individual to the common purposes of the cult 
association.
Therefore, though nominally religious, these 
associations were, actually, social factors, frameworks in 
which the reproduction of social values and norms was 
assured.
B. ASSOCIATIONS AND PATRONAGE 
The problem of the relationship between associations 
and patronage seems to become central as far as it 
concerns the assessment of the social function of 
patronage. Veyne (1976) already had excluded any
I /
connection between cvepycoLat and patronage. His
argumentation, nevertheless, has not precluded some recent
. 30studies.
30 Finley (1983: 24-49) seems to contradict himself when he 
advocates that "aristocratic patronage existed in rural 
areas in subsistence crisis periods when the protective 
net of an aristocratic patronage seemed appealing and 
safe" while he admits that the main good for exchange - 
extra seasonal labour - "could scarcely lay the foundation 
for widespread clientage in the countryside, and certainly 
not in the towns". For the possibility of patron-client
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Millett's (1989: 15-47) study of patronage in Athens 
is among the few on this subject. It is interesting to 
see if the concept of patronage, as it appears in Rome and 
in modern Mediterranean societies, can be applied to the 
study of associations.
Millett (1989: 16) lists four essential features of 
patronage a) "an exchange of goods and/or services, that 
is reciprocal" between patron and client, b) a personal 
relationship of a certain duration, c) an asymmetrical 
relationship as far as it concerns the participants' 
status and d) reflection of superiority of status of the 
one party in the relationship. From this four-fold 
definition, only the first element occurs in the context 
of Athenian cult associations, considering that the 
services were offered in regard to or with the perspective 
of honour. It is very difficult to assess, under the 
present state of our knowledge, whether any of the 
remaining three prerequisites of patronage did occur. The 
patronizing style in the phrasing of the decrees does not 
allow us such allegations.
Therefore, if Athenians of the classical era found in
relationship in the political life see Strauss, B.S. 
(1986) Athens after the Peloponnesian war, 22-30, London: 
Croom Helm.
^  Cf. Nicols, J. Gnomon 64 (1992), 129-135.
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/state pay and in the relationship based on piXiot an
antidote to patronage,as Millett (1989: 43) concludes,
/
associations based almost entirely on the piXori^ia of
their members encouraged this feeling to the point that
it became the only reason for the association’s existence.
However, Gallant (1991: 143-169),32 in a study of the
strategies used by peasants to cope with the problem of
survival in a highly competitive context, reached totally
different conclusions about the relationship between
associations and patronage. It is worthwhile to discuss
his view briefly.
Gallant's (1991: 161) central viewpoint regards
associations in ancient Greece as the most likely
structure for the meeting and the reciprocal satisfaction
of the needs of peasant-clients and their patrons. He
reaches such a conclusion starting from the fact that an
ideology of obligation and reciprocity existed in ancient
Greece. This dyadic scheme combined with the concept of
33the "Limited Good" leads to the practice of "communal
32 Cf. Garland, R. AHR 97 (1992) 1189 and Osborne, R. CR 42 
(1992) 103.
33 Foster, G.M. (1965) "Peasant Society and the Image of 
the Limited Good", American Anthropologist 67, 293-315 
explains this concept as the view that everything in a 
peasant’s life exists only in a finite quantity and in
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34patronage". But this relation should appear in a social
context and it should be permanent if it is to produce
certainties; in the modern Greek society the institution
of god-parenthood (through marriage and baptism) is used
to that effect, but in ancient Greece the different
35associations, of real or fictional kinship, were used.
Gallant’s (1991) approach, though it is attractive 
and novel, has certain weak points, which, I think, 
invalidate his main suggestion about associations and 
patronage.
His aim is to prove that since
both the ideology of social equality and the 
notion of the "Limited Good" were present in the 
Greek world after 500 B.C. and, thus by analogy, 
we can infer the existence of vertical patron- 
client connections, even though they are not
short supply.
34 Goodell, G.E. (1986) "Paternalism, Patronage, and 
Potlatch: The Dynamics of Giving and Being Given To", 
Current Anthropology 247-66, distinguishes patronage from 
paternalism emphasizing the fact that the patron stands by 
his client ready to cope with new threats which endanger 
their social context.
35 2However, see IG II 2355 in which fictional kinship is
mere fiction.
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prominent in the sources. Our sources from 
antiquity focus almost exclusively on the 
ideational aspects of obligation and 
reciprocity, stressing in particular the aspect 
of equality (146).
But inferences are not enough for the sufficient 
documentation of this approach; moreover, anyone who reads 
Millett’s (1989) article will see that Gallant’s 
patron-client "connections" hardly exist, at least in the 
case of classical Athens.
Gallant (1991: 159) uses as analytical tool a concept 
of patronage significantly narrower that Millett’s (1989: 
16) one. The result is that he attributes a more or less 
Roman social feature to ancient Greek society. In this 
respect it is important to quote Gernell's (1977: 3-4) 
reservations about the inclusion of small intimate 
societies in the context of patronage:
Finally, it also seems that small, intimate 
societies should not be counted as systems of 
patronage. Such communities are of course 
familiar with long-term, unsymmetrical 
relationships, in which incommensurate services 
and protection are exchanged and accompanied by 
feelings of loyalty without yet finding formal 
ratification in a ritual or code. ... In a 
small intimate society, quasi-patronal relations 
can hardly form a system, either in the sense of
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forming a larger network, or in the sense of 
being self-conscious. In larger societies, 
patronage proper is an ethos: people know that 
it is a way of doing things amongst others.
Athenian society was not an entirely peasant society 
and associations did not include only peasants and wealthy 
men; they included metics, slaves and craftsmen as well. 
Cult associations are attested better in urban areas like 
the city of Athens and mainly Piraeus. What will be the 
content of the patron-client relation in this context is 
not clear. Moreover, the Athenian peasantry consisted of 
citizens with guaranteed access to political offices. The 
only inequality was the economic one. Thus, the 
risk-buffering function is much less important than 
Gallant (1991) claims, though nobody can exclude it a 
priori.
Taking into account Campbell’s (1964: 299) remark 
that ’’poverty associated with dependence on a stranger 
destroys prestige” , one can fairly assume that, in an 
egalitarian society where prestige plays a significant 
role, patron-client relation would have been avoided or at 
least disguised, so that the prestige of the client would 
have remained integral and the need would have been 
satisfied. Gallant (1991) disregards the fact that the 
ideational structure and, especially, the reality of 
political equality hampered directly the development of
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3 6patron-client relation.
Summing up, the examination of the available evidence 
shows that cult associations were deeply rooted in the 
life of ancient Attica. They were places where on the one 
hand an egalitarian discourse was maintained and on the 
other hand classificatory realities persisted with 
honouring and praising. At the same time this gap did not 
discourage the integrative function of these groups. In 
relation to the question of patronage, it is not possible 
to identify any patron-client relationship.
3 6 For Roman collegia see CIL IV 787 "Cn. Helvium Sabinum 
aedilem Isiaci universi rogant" from Pompey mentioned by 
Franklin, J.L. (1980) Pompei: The electoral programmata, 
campaigns and politics A.D. 71-79, Rome (Papers and 
Monographs of the American Academy in Rome vol. 28).
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C O N C L U S I O N S
This study started with a summary of the opinions 
about the associative phenomenon in the Greek world and in 
particular in Athenian society and then proceeded to the
* « N
examination of three particular forms o p yeuves, ^laocoTOii,, 
and epcxvLcrrcki as typical forms of a wide range of 
activities exercised by associations.
* M
In chapter 1, the available evidence for opyso^ves 
suggest that orgeonic associations worshipping heroes or 
heroines may be the oldest, since the early findings in 
the Amyneion, in Acropolis, are dated in the end of the 
sixth century. The existence of the group is not 
confirmed directly by the findings, but is a fair 
inference. The literary evidence implies an association
* M
of the word opyetAves with performers of rites as early as 
the seventh century. However, P i g . 47.22.4 and FGrHist 
328 F35a add another dimension; they are traditionally
IV
connected with a secular aspect of o p ysu ves. In my 
opinion P i g . 47.22.4 cannot be associated directly with 
sixth-century Athens. The preserved form of this law is 
definitely post-Solonian and, perhaps, Hadrianic. Its 
content, though substantially altered, may be Solonian but 
it is difficult to assess to what degree. As for FGrHist 
328 F35a, I have argued that it does not have any relation 
to the policy on citizenship pursued since Per ikies’ era,
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but rather refers to an enactment going back to an earlier 
phase of the Athenian social history. The epigraphical 
evidence indicates that the orgeonic associations of 
heroes were small groups, including principally citizens, 
with limited financial resources and a minimum of two or 
three officers.1
The available evidence for orgeones of goddesses and 
gods was examined in Chapter 2. It seems that, at least 
in one case, such an association existed in the late fifth 
century, while more appeared by the late fourth and early 
third centuries. The major problem to be tackled concerns 
the acceptability of these cults in the "cosmos" of the 
city-state and has two particular aspects; did the 
introduced cult need authorisation from the city and was 
it possible for anybody to bring forward prosecution for 
impiety against the participants of these cults? I 
concluded that the prohibition of acquiring landed 
property would work as an effective mechanism of control 
of the introduced cult. Although it was perfectly legal 
to prosecute someone for impiety on that ground, since any 
legally sanctioned definition of the crime of impiety was 
lacking, the advocates of these cults devised different 
strategies e.g. identification with Greek deities in order 
to circumscribe this problem. The structure of these
1 Kearns (1992: 76-7).
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orgeonic associations is clearly more complicated than 
that of heroes. There are side-by-side secular and sacral 
offices, the number of the members is probably higher, 
women were not excluded but their share in the 
administration was minimal, conditions for admission were 
limited to the payment of a fee and to ou scrutiny whose 
character remains vague. The terms of honouring officials 
resemble closely the example of the city-state; the 
motivation of the members seems to be the only reason for 
the survival of the association.
In the third chapter I have appraised associations 
calling themselves $i.ao,WTOi<., which were probably the most 
widespread in eastern Mediterranean. In ancient 
literature, &L0U7OS, a word of an obscure origin, seems to 
be a general term describing any group of humans or
M
animals; the word $i.OK760TOit. designates the participants of 
these groups, with a special connotation to Dionysiac 
rites. The epigraphical records cover a period from the 
end of the fourth century. Associations of &La.auTCHL had 
in their ranks more women and more non-Athenians of any 
status than the orgeonic associations, they followed a 
slightly different strategy in honouring successive 
holders of an office in one stele. But they were 
dependant on benefactions of their well-off members, hence 
the prompting clause in many of their decrees.
In the fourth chapter I have considered the evidence 
on £pai> caral. The use of the word in the literary
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evidence suggests an evolution from an a-structural,
occasional meeting of nobles or warriors to the widespread
practice of banqueting in structured groups. The evidence
about the latter is extremely controversial, but I think 
*
that the epatVL&rai mentioned in horoi-inscriptions and in 
freedmen’s bowls cannot be considered exclusively as loose 
groups of lenders formed on the spot. In other respects 
associations of spavioToCi present essential similarities
* M N
with the opyevsves and &Laao)toil.
Then it is possible to draw, to some degree,
* M N »
distinctive lines among o p y s $i.ao,OTcu, and e p a v t a T o l .
* w #•#
The major confusion concerns opys^vss and Sioiowcu.
2
It has been claimed, on the grounds of IG II 1316 and of 
the similar organisation of these two types, that actually
< M  N  2
opyetevss and &LOLau>raL were identical groups. Apart from
9
Several scholars tried to establish a relationship
between these two associations; according to Ziebarth
(1896: 133) they were bodies established by public law,
for Vinogradoff (1920-22: 124), Busolt-Swoboda (1920-26:
253) Wade-Gery (1958: 87) and Will (1972: 566-67) they
were identical, for Kahrstedt (1934: 234) they were
2
synonymous. Dow and Gill (1965) assert that IG II 1246, 
a cult table, is a palimpsest, preserving two decrees; 
both refer to an association of orgeones, which is called 
thiasos. But as the editors noted this is the only
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the scarcity of the invoked evidence, the range of 
meanings and uses of the terms tHaaoc; and xUaawrat and the
) r\i
meaning and the organisation of opycupcq are not usually
taken into account.
'Opyew^ ec; present a dual aspect. Some are a quite
large organization, while others constitute only an
elementary body with minimal organisation and in certain
cases only with coxlolt&p and xctpCaq as administration.
Koii>a tkaaaraop on the other hand, have a more elaborate
structure and they enroll foreigners in their ranks. Both
have to do with religion and cult, but even in that field
certain opyc&veq worship heroes, while tfiaaahrai, except 
3
one case, worship deities of Oriental origin. One fact 
contributing to a distinction is that the first occurrence 
of a xotvbv is dated in the beginning of the
fourth century, while opyc&veq in view of the existing 
pieces of evidence may have been established in the fifth 
century.
Apart from the difference between opycuveq and 
tfiaoSyrai, a distinction between tfiaaSroa and epounarai 
should be drawn. This particular confusion is largely due 
to the fact that some inscriptions use the term
evidence and it is probably an exception. For details see 
chapter 2.
3 IG II2 2343.
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apxepavtorrjq in a context of a xolpop ^Laawrwp and others 
the term epoci>oc; among tfiaacfoai. The misunderstanding is 
founded in an i11-conceived picture of the Athenian 
associations, regarded as mono-functional groups, which 
should be only religious or financial. In other words, 
the possibility that even among low income and low status 
people, reciprocity and friendship could lead to loans 
without interest is ignored.
Finally, there is the confusion of different kinds of
associations designated with a cult name like 
* » '
’AoxXrpuaoraL etc with epaiuaTai. My basic argument can
be summarized as follows: Provided that the associations
by choosing a particular name show, at the same time, a
kind of a group identity, why do these 'AaxXrpuaarat etc
not use, even occasionally, the term epoanarai, but refer
to themselves consistently as something distinct? On the
other hand we have seen that the terms opyeuisEq, tfiaawrotL 
> \
and epamarai designate a type of association and not a 
particular group of it; if an association recognizes 
itself, for example, as opycupcq it will use cult markers, 
in order to be distinguished from similar associations of 
opye&veq.
Therefore, I think that we can establish a, grosso 
modo, clear typology of these associations. *0pycuvcq 
denote the oldest type of association based on locality, 
but used after the fifth century by foreigners as well 
Qiaawrai designate an association of worshippers earlier
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associated with Dionysos but in the fourth century adopted 
mainly by the worshippers of Oriental deities as a model 
of organization. ’ Epavtc/Tal imply an associative 
organization linked with mutual assistance as well as 
cult. Finally, associations in -oral were groups of 
citizens or foreigners devoted to the cult of a particular 
deity, hence their particular name.
It would be erroneous to pretend that this scheme 
imposes insurmountable boundaries between the different 
types. The transformation of a group into something else 
was dictated by financial constraints, lack of members or 
even prestige.
Cult associations’ organisational centre was the cult 
of a deity, often of foreign origin, but usually with an 
Athenian or, broadly speaking, Greek equivalent. The 
structure of these associations was modelled on the 
example of the city organisation, aiming to render 
possible the recruitment of citizens as members, and at 
the same time confirming that this model constituted the 
actual conceptual horizon of the Greeks. In this context, 
we have traced an explanation for the absence of the 
concept of juristic personality, which is essential for 
the modern state, but is not found in the ancient Greek 
legal thought. The core assumption was that legal and 
political sphere were identical, that citizens had rights 
and duties towards the city only in their quality as 
citizens. The protection of foreigners was minimal and
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mostly based on bilateral agreements or on the grant of 
citizenship in individual cases. This conclusion stresses 
the collective character of Athenian associations rather 
than the corporate. Thus, associations are not something 
entirely different from the aggregate of their members. 
This conclusion is best reflected in the arrangement of 
property relations. When the association had to deal with 
non-members, its name was designated by the official’s 
name first and the type of the association following.
When it dealt with members, the designation from the type 
of the association was sufficient. It also emerged that 
all the associations were set up for eternity, following 
not necessarily the formal methods dictated by the legal 
theory of the nineteenth century, and for a permanent 
reason, which in most cases was connected with cult. 
Therefore, the question of dissolution is a 
pseudo-problem.
Associations of citizens and foreigners were the 
intermediate point of contact for citizens between the 
city functions and the family life. For the foreigners, 
they were a meeting place where links with their homeland 
were kept alive. At the same time new alliances were 
forged and the aliens or metics were initiated into the 
political functions of the host city. In these 
associations solidarity and social distinction went hand 
in hand, poor and wealthy members shared the meat of the 
sacrificed animal, which may have been provided from the
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purse of the wealthy or from the common contribution of 
all the members. Social distinctions were based on the 
wealthy members’ ability to pay the expenditures of 
certain functions that most often led to the allocation of 
different offices to them, for several consecutive years, 
through the mechanism of the annual renewal of the term in 
office. Certainly nobody can doubt the symbolic value of 
these offices and their influence on the prestige of the 
individuals, but it is worth mentioning that the 
fossilised ways of selection recall the omnipotence of the 
assembly. The range of the relationships developed among 
the members of these associations was presumably large, 
extending from help and assistance to asymmetrical 
relations of giving or patron-client relation.
Nevertheless, cult associations were not a framework 
into which social differentiation was blurred or 
abolished, but it survived in more refined forms and 
through a democratic-egalitarian discourse.
TABLE 1
COLLECTION DATE DEITY OFFICERS
SEG 22 .122 post 316/5 7 7
IG II2 1259 313/2 " Apvvos * lor l on opes
IG II2 1252 350-300 " Apvvos 7
IG II2 1253 mid. 4th c .
t
** Apvvos 7
SEG 22.123 3rd c . 7 7
TABLE 2
COLLECTION DATE LEGAL TERM DEITY
SEG 12.100 367/6 n p aa ls e n 1 \v a e i 7
SEG 24 .203 333/2 (J I  O&bX? L s
<1
T)pUS
IG II2 2499 306/5 fjL<y&oxns * Eyp£TT)S
IG II2 2501 end 4th c . (j 1 o&u>a l s YnoScHTTjS
SEG 21.530 beg. 3rd c . regulation wE x e \ o s
IG II2 1289 .mid. 3rd c . arbitration
m  r>»
TTj l tot
IG II2 1294
1
n pOLC? L S  £Tll \v & £  L 2,£\?s Ercoitt
.
TABLE 3
COLLECTION DATE DEITY
IG II2 4365 mid. 4th c. *’ Afjvvos, * AcrxXrfn t os
IG II2 4385 mid . 4th c . ” Afjvvos
IG II2 4386 mid . 4th c . 7
IG II2 4387 mid. 4th c. 7
IG II2 4422 4th c . ’ AoxXrfn l o s
IG II2 4424 4th c . " Afjvvos
IG II2 4435 4th/3rd c . *' Afjvvos
IG II2 2355 3rd c . * AoaXrfnl o s
IG II2 4457 2 nd ha 1 f 2 nd c . " Afjvvos, * AoKXrfn i os
SEG 39.234 1 st c . A . D . *' Afjvvos , ’ AoxX-qn i os
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TABLE 4
COLLECTION DATE D E IT * -  (VAM^
IG I3 136 413/2 Bs v S ls
IG II2 1361 ; mid. 4th c. Bs v S ls
IG II2 1599 late 4th c . 7
IG II2 1283 260/59 Bzi>6ls
SEG 21 .528 3rd c . *' Apr c(jls * Hyepuv
IG II2 1328A , 183/2
, •*
MT)TT)p ©£<*>V>
IG II2 1326 176/5 hiovvoiaaTol 1
IG II2 1328B 175/4 Hf}TT)p
SEG 19.125 2 nd/lst c . BivSts
IG II2 1351 170 A .0 . 7
IG II2 2361 200-211 A.D. Bs\r)Xcx
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TABLE 5
COLLECTION DATE OFFICER D t W f  - t l M E
IG II2 1255 337/6
*
l e p o n o L o i B £ V & I S
IG II2 1256 329/8
s
£77 L jJ £ \T )T a I B£1>6lS
IG II2 1284A mid. 3rd c. 7 BZv S ls
IG II2 1324 4th/3rd c .
•
£77t/L7£\7?T7?S B i v S i S
IG II2 1316 272/71
* ,
L £ p £ I  a Mr}TT)p ®£(Al>
IG II2 1284B 259/8 y p a p p a T £ v % B£V>6ts
IG II2 1314 213/2
* .
L£p£LCX Mr)TT}p ©£0)V
SEG 17.36 2 1 2 / 1
< ,
L £ p £ i a Mf)TT)p ©£COl->
IG II2 1315 2 1 1 / 1 0
< ,
i  £ p £  L 01
# w
Hr)TT)p  ®£OiV
IG II2 1325 185/4 T a p ias h L O w a i a a T a l
IG II2 1327 178/7 ra p  las M77TI7P ©£0)7->
IG II2 1329 175/4 YpappaT£vs M77T T)p ®£0>V
SIA I , p .263 138/7 £77 L p£\y)T7)S * Atppodlrr)
SEG 21 .531 c . 1 0 0
*
L £ p O n O L O L B£v 6 ls
IG II2 1337 97/6
K j
t £ p £ i a ’ A<ppo6lrr)
IG II2 1334 71/70
<
i e p e i a H f)TT }p ©£coy
TABLE 6
COLLECTION DATE DEITY
IG II2 4563 400/350
, •*
IG II2 4586 mid 4th c. * A(ppo6LTn
IG II2 4595 328/7 M^T T)P
IG II2 6288 350-317 M 77T T)P ®£Ul>
SEG 39.210 c . 300 B£l>6iS
IG II2 4616 end 4th c . ’ A<ppo6lrr)
IG II2 4636 4th c . * A<Ppo6 ltt)
IG II2 4637 4th c . * A<Pp o 6 ltt)
IG II2 4687 213/12
* w
Hl9T17p ®£<Al>
IG II2 4671 4th/3rd c. MriTnp ®£i#i>
IG II2 2945 3rd/2nd c .
* **
Mr)Tr)p ®£oyv
SEG 32.268 c . 150
# **
Mr)Tr)p ®£OiV
IG II2 4714 146/5
r w
Ur)TT)p ®£(AV
IG II2 4609 c . 130 Mf)TT)p ®£<AV
IG II2 2950/1 2 nd c . MrjTTjp ®£o>i>
IG II2 4696 2 nd/ 1st c . MrjTTjp Bcuv
IG II2 4703 1 st c .
* w
MrjT7jp
IG II2 4710 1 st c .
* **
Mr/ri7p Bcuv
IG II2 4038 1 st c . A .0 . M i)TT)p ®£0>V
IG II2 4760 lst/2nd c. A.D. Mi)TT)p ®£U>V
IG II2 2887 163/4 A.D. M 77T T}p ®£0>V
IG II2 4759 2nd c . A.D.
* **
U-qTTjp ®£U>V
IG II2 4773 2nd c . A.D. Ui)T T)P ®£UV
IG II2 4814 2nd/3rd c . A.D. MrjT np ®£0>V
SEG 17.89 Roman era
M
Mr)T T)P ®£Ul>
IG II2 4866 7 B s v & l s
IG II2 4870 7 M 77T T)P ®£(AV
IG II2 5015 7 M/;T17p ®£UV
IG II2 5016 7
0 +*
Mr}Tr)p Q c u v
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TABLE 7
COLLECTION DATE OFFICER DEITY
IG II2 1261A 302/1
9
£nip£\r)Tr)s * Atppodirr)
IG II2 1261B 301/300
<
LCpOTlOLOS * Afppodirn
IG II2 1262 301/300
9
£7lip£\j]Ta\ Tvvapos
IG II2 1261C 300/299
*
L£pOTlOLOS * A<ppo6irr)
IG II2 1263 300/299 Ypappar£vs 7
IG II2 1271 299/8 rotp tots Z£VS
Aaftpavv&os
IG II2 1273B 281/80 <L£p£VS M^r T)p ®£ui>
IG II2 1273A 281/80
$
£ni(j£\riT7)s ?
9*9
Mr)T T)P ®£0)l>
IG II2 1277 278/7
9
£TlLyt£\y)TCkL
Tapias
7
IG II2 1278 272/1 7 T OVS &£OVS
IG II2 1317 272/1
9
£nLp£\r)Tal 
Ypappar£vs/t apI as B£v 6 ls
IG II2 1282 262/1
9
£mp£\r)T rjs
* Appuv
* Appiapaos
SEG 2 .10 248/7
9
£n l peXriT a I /r ap i av 
ypappattav/t£ptav &£\>6lS
IG II2 1317b 246/5 £Ti l pcXrjT ai/rapiav 
Ypappar tav/1 £pc ai> B £ v 6 l s
SEG 2 .*? 242/1 £711 psXtfTai
Ypappar£ vs/rap Ias B £ v 6 l s
SEG 24 . 156 238/7
*
L £ p £ V S ?
IG II2 1297 237/6
#
cxpxepctv tcnrjs KaXktcnr) ?
SEG 21 .532 227/6 Y POLECAT £VS 7
IG II2 1301 220/19
*
eni^£\r)Tcd Mr)Tr)p 0£G>1>?
IG
(M
1319 C. 215
s
apxepotvLenrjs ? 7
IG II2 1318 end 3rd c.
s
£TlltJ£\r)TCni ? 7
IG II2 1323 194/3 raptas 
YpaiJfjcxTcvs
7
3T3
TABLE 8
COLLECTION DATE
1
TYPE OF DOCUMENT
IG II2 1237 396/5 Demotionid decree
IG II2 1177 c . 350 decree of Piraeus
IG II2 2939 end 4th c . dedication
IG II2 2936 end 4th c. dedication
SEG 24.223 4th c . dedication
IG II2 1275 325-275 decree
IG II2 1298 245/4 decree
Hesperia 16, p .63 No 1 233/2 dedication
IG II2 2943 3rd c . dedication
IG II2 4985 3rd c . dedication
SEG 21 .533 3rd c . dedication
IG II2 2948 beg . 2nd c . poem
IG II2 4013 imperial era dedication
IG II2 2720 7 opos npaaeoys 
.____________________
3.74
TABLE 9
COLLECTION
*
DATE KIND OF DOCUMENT
IG II2 1583 c. 350/49 Poletai record
IG II2 2935 324/3 Dedication
IG II2 1265 c . 300 H o n . Decree
IG II2 1266 end 4th c . Law?
IG II2 2940 end 4th c. Dedication
IG II2 10248 end 4th c . Dedication
IG II2 1291 mid . 3rd c . Hon. Decree
SEG 21 .633 b e g . 2nd c . Dedication
IG II2 2358 c . 150 Catalogue
IG II2 2354 end 2nd c . Dedication
SEG 37 .103 52/1 Dedication
IG II2 1345 53/4 A.D. Decree
IG II2 1366 1st c . A.D. Law
IG II2 1369 end 2nd c . A.D. Law
SIA 1. p .306 7 Dedication
TABLE 10
COLLECTION DATE NAME OFFICERS
IG II2 2353 c . 215 * AaHXrjnLacnal ---
IG n 2 1322 229 * Ap<t>i£ pat oral
4
apx£pai>Lcrrr)st raplas 
ypapparevs
IG n 2 1292 215/4 Tapamacrral en t psXr)TY)s, ypappar£v 
npoepaviarpia, rap las
IG n 2 2942 3rd c . * Apr£ptcnacnai ---
SEG 18 .33 212/1-174/3 ’ AoKXtfntacnai rap las
IG
2
II 1335 101/100 Tafta( taaral
* * r
tspsas» ypapparsas 
enipeXrjrris, rap las
IG 2II 2960 2nd c . ‘ AaHknnLaaral
$
apxepav l or r)s
IG
2
II 1339 57/6 “ Hpotcnal apx£pavtcnr)s
IG 2II 1343 37/6 To>rr)ptaaral
<
rap LOS, L£p£VS 
apx£pai>Lary)s
SEG 31 .122 121/2 A . D . * HpaaeXiaorotl apx^paviarr^s, raplas
IG
2
II 4817 2nd/3rd A.D. KoXouy laoral ---
SEG 32 232 Roman era naLOiPK/ral ---
CONCORDANCE
Finley 43
Finley 71
Finley 114
Finley 32
Finley 30
Finley 31
Finley 42
F i nley 40
Finley 44
Finley 70
Finley 112
Finley 113
Finley 78A
Finley 31A-B
Finley 163A
Finley 114A
Foucart 3
Hesper ia 10 p56
Hesper ia 16 p63
IG 13 136
350-250 B.C. 
309/8 B.C. 
350-300 B.C. 
300 B.C.
IG 112 2720, Poland A23
Agora 19.H84
IG 112 2701, SIG3 1196, Poland 
A43
IG 112 2699, Poland A42 
IG 112 2700, Poland A40 
IG 112 2719, Poland A41 
IG 112 2721 
IG 112 2722
IG 112 2743, Poland A39 
IG 112 2763, Poland A38 
IG 112 2764, Poland A43A 
Agora 19 .H89 
Agora 19.H94
300 B.C. 
233/2 B.C. 
413/12 B.C. SEG 29.17, 36.137, 38.287, 
39.324
IG 112 1252 350-300 CD o SEG 14.82, 26.135, 39.149, 
SIG3 1096, Michel 966, Poland 
Alb
IG 112 1253 350-300 B.C. SEG 26.135, Michel 967, Poland 
Aid
IG 112 1259 313/2 B .C. Poland Ale
IG 112 2499 306/5 B .C . SEG 34.1739, SIG3 1097, Michel 
1356, LSCG 47, Poland A1A
IG 112 2501 350-300 B .C . Poland A6
IG 112 1294 7 Poland A6C
IG 112 1289 250-200 CD h SEG 13.45, 37 .1782bis, Poland 
A73
IG 112 2355 250-200 B.C. Michel 1004, Poland A5
IG 112 1361 350 B.C. Michel 979, LSCG 45, SEG 
25.167, Poland A2a
IG 112 1283 260/59 B.C. SEG 24.155, 25.99, 29.136, 
Michel 1559, LSCG 46, Poland 
A3c
IG 112 1328A 183/2 B. C . SEG 25.159, 32.348, Michel 
1559, LSCG 48, Poland A2g-h
IG 112 1326 176/5 B. C . SEG 25.160, SIG3 1101, Michel 
986, LSCG 49, Poland A4c
IG 112 1256 329/8 B.C . SEG 39.324, SIG3 1095, Michel 
980, Poland A3a. Schwenk 52
IG 112 1351 170 A.D. Poland A6D
IG 112 2361 200-211 A.D. SIG3 1111 , Poland A7
IG 112 1255 337/6 B. C. SEG 35.239, Poland A6E, 
Schwenk 13
IG 112 1284A 300-250 B .C . Poland A3d
IG 112 1284B 259/8 B.,C. Poland A3e
IG 112 1314 213/2 B.C . SEG 28.365, Poland A2b
ST?
IG 112 1315 211/10 B.C. SEG 28.365, 
982, Poland
36.327, Michel 
A2e
IG 112 1316 272/1 B.C. Michel 983, Poland A2c
IG 112 1325 185/4 B.C. SEG 32.348, 
987, Poland
SIG3 1100, 
A4a-b
Michel
IG 112 1327 178/7 B.C. SEG 28.365, 
Michel 984,
32.348, 33. 
Poland A2d
1570,
IG 112 1324 350-250 B.C. Michel 1558 , Poland A3b
IG 112 1337 97/6 B.C. SEG 16 .111 , 
Poland A2k
Michel 1561 9
IG 112 1334 71/70 B.C. Poland A2f
IG 112 2947 250-150 B.C. Poland A6B
IG 112 1261A 302/1 B.C. SEG 16.108, 
975, Poland
SIG3 1098, 
A13a-b-c
Michel
IG 112 12618 301/300 B.C. See 1261A
IG 112 1262 301/300 B.C. Michel 1550 , Poland A14
IG 112 1261C 300/299 B.C. See 1261A
IG 112 1263 300/299 B.C. Michel 976, Poland A15
IG 112 1271 299/8 B.C. Michel 977, Poland A16
IG 112 1273B 281/80 B.C. SEG 28.108, 30.96, 39.152 and
IG 112 1273A 281/80 B.C
IG 112 1277 278/7 8.C.
IG 112 1278 272/1 B.C.
IG 112 1282 262/1 B.C.
310, Michel 978, Poland A17 
See 1273B
SIG3 1099, Michel 969, Poland 
A18
Poland A22C
SIG3 1105, Michel 1552, Poland 
A71
IG 112 1317 272/1 B.C Michel 1557, Poland A20
3* 1?
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112
IG 112
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112
IG 112
IG 112 
IG 112
1317b 246/5 B.C
1297 237/6 B.C.
1301 220/19 B.C.
Poland A20
Michel 1554, Poland A22A
Poland A21
1318 250-200 B.C. Poland A22
1319 215 B.C.
1323 194/3 B.C
2343 400-350 B.C
2346 400-350 B.C
SEG 28.356, Poland A22B
SEG 32.348, SIG3 1103, Michel 
971 , Poland A21
SEG 33.161, 35.131-137, Poland 
All
2347 350-300 B.C. Poland A12
SEG 39.311, SIG3 1104, Michel 
973, Poland A47a
Poland A53b
2348 350-300 B.C
1343 37/6 B.C.
2351 300-250 B.C
2352 300-250 B.C
2356 300-200 B.C
2359 100 B.C.
2344 400-350 B.C. SEG 35.132, 39.193
2345 400-350 B.C. SEG 21.632, 39.204, Poland A10
1237 396/5 B.C.
1177 350 B.C.
SEG 16.107, 18.32, 21.523, 
25.146, 38.122, Poland A8
SEG 33 .1575bis, 36.181,
37 .101 , Poland A9
2939 350-300 B.C. Poland A24
1275 325-275 B.C SEG 21.534, Michel 1549, LSGS 
126
3 g O
IG 112 1298 245/4 B,.C . SEG 38 .129 , Poland A19
IG 112 2943 300-200 B.C. Poland A75
IG 112 4985 300-200 B .C . Poland A26
IG 112 2948 200-150 B.C. SEG 38 .173, Poland A4d
IG 112 1583 350-300 B.C SEG 13.46, 28.125, 36.209
IG 112 2935 324/3 B.C. Poland A29
IG 112 1265 300 B.C. Poland A32
IG 112 1266 350-300 B.C. SEG 39 .329
IG 112 2940 350-300 B.C. SEG 29 .162-3 , Poland A30
IG 112 10248 350-300 B.C. Michel 1851 , Poland A44
IG 112 1291 250-200 B.C. SEG 33 .1570, Poland A33
IG 112 2354 200-100 B.C. Poland A35
IG 112 2358 150 B.C. Michel 1560, Poland A45
IG 112 1345 53/4 A.D. Poland A49
IG 112 1366 100 A.D. SEG
IG 112 1369 150-200 A.D
IG 112 2353 215 B.C.
IG 112 1322 229/8 B.C.
IG 112 1292 215/4 B.C.
IG 112 2942 300-200 B.C.
IG 112 2960 200-100 B.C.
IG 112 1335 101/100 B.C.
15.116-28.233-29.138-33 .149/15 
97-39.153, SIG3 1042, Michel 
988, LSCG 55, Poland A51ab
SEG 25.175, 29.139, 31.122, 
Michel 1563, LSCG 53, Poland 
A50
Poland A53b
SEG 33.145, 38.132, Michel 
1556
SEG 28.365, Michel 1553,
Poland A34
Poland A51b
Poland A53C
HJlteUI 9 f t ,  P o ia u d  A 4 2 * .
3 21
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112
IG 112 
SEG 2 
SEG 2 
SEG 10 
SEG 12
SEG 17 
SEG 18 
SEG 19 
SEG 21 
SEG 21 
SEG 21 
SEG 21 
SEG 21 
SEG 21 
SEG 22 
SEG 22
1339 57/6 B.C.
4817 100-200 A.D.
Michel 1562, Poland A46
1599 400-300 B.C. Poland A6A
4013
1328B 175/4 B.C.
1329 175/4 B.C.
2349 400-300 B.C
10 248/7 B.C
9 242/1 B.C
330 450 B.C.
100 367/6 B.C.
36 212/11 B.C
Poland A27
See 1328A
SEG 36.327, SIG3 1102, Michel 
985, Poland A2i
SEG 13.46, 28.118, 31.128, 
37.110 and 1782bis, Nouveau 
Choix 26, Agora 19.P5
SEG 32.348, 39.195
33 212/1-174/3 IG 112 1293, Poland A53a
125 100 B.C. Agora 19.L16
530 300-250 B.C
528 300-200 B.C. IG 112 1242
531 300-200 B.C.
532 227/6 B.C
533 300-200 B.C.
633 200-150 B.C
122 316/5 B.C.
123 200 B.C.
IG 112 1246
IG 112 1246
582
SEG 24 203 333/2 B.C. SEG 35.239, Nouveau Choix 27,
Pleket 43, Schwenk 32
SEG 24 156 238/7 B.C. SEG 32.149 and 348
SEG 24 223 400-300 B.C.
SEG 31 122 121/22 A.D. SEG 36.198, 39.311
SEG 32 232 ?
SEG 32 236 350 B.C.
SEG 37 103 52/1 B.C.
SIA I , p 263 138/7 B .C .
SIA I, p 306 ?
323
PROSOPOGRAPHY
Finley 43 Isodemo?
Finley 71 -
Finley 114 Timmostratos Amaxanteus
Finley 32 Theopeithes Ikarios
Finley 30 Aristophon Eiresidou
Finley 31 Phi Ion
Finley 42 Demulos Lamptreus
Finley 40 Leochares
Finley 44 -
Finley 70 Pantaretos Alopekethen
Finley 112 Kalliteles
Finley 113 . . .]tes Leukoneos
Finley 78A Pythodoros Athmoneus
Finley 31A-B Blepaios
Finley 163A Mnesitheos Alopekethen
Finley 114A Di[otimos?], [Dion?], De [mo?]
Foucart 3 -
Hesper ia 10 p56 Mnesigeiton, Mnesarchos
Hesper ia 16 p63 [Epi}genes, Agathon, Philo[n] 
[K]rates, Hermon, Agathon, 
Agathokles, Epikra[tes]
IG 13 136 -
IG 112 1252 Kalliades Filinou Piraieus,
3Z4
Lysimachides Filinou Piraieus
IG 112 1253 ...] Hippomachou Me [1iteus „ „ .
IG 112 1259 Antikles Memnonos, Kleitophon
Demophilou
IG 112 2499 Diognetos Arkesilou Meliteus
IG 112 2501 Diopeithes Diopeithous
Sphettios
IG 112 1294 -
IG 112 1289 ~
IG 112 2355 16 names
IG 112 1361 ~
IG 112 1283 Sosias Hippokratous
IG 112 1328A Simon Simonos Porios
IG 112 1326 Agathokles Dionysiou
Marathonios
IG 112 1256 Euphyes, Dexios
IG 112 1351 -
IG 112 2361 42 names
IG 112 1255 Antiphanes Antisthenous
Kytherrios, Nausiphilos 
Nausinikou Kephalethen„ 
Aristomenes Mosc[...
IG 112 1284A Olympos Olympiodorou
IG 112 1284B Eukleides, Sosias Hippokratous
IG 112 1314 Glaukon, Paramonos Parmeniskou
Epiei kides
IG 112 1315 Krateia, Dionysodoros Zopyrou
Alopekethen
3 ZS
IG 112 1316
IG 112 1325
IG 112 1327
IG 112 1324
IG 112 1337
IG 112 1334
IG 112 2947
IG 112 1261A
IG 112 1261B
IG 112 1262
IG 112 1261C
IG 112 1263
IG 112 1271
IG 112 1273B
IG 112 1273A
IG 112 1277
IG 112 1278
IG 112 1282
Zeuxion, Sokles
Dionysios Agathokleous 
Marathonios and list of 11 
names
Hermaios Hermogenou Paion. 
Ergasion, Simon Porios, Neon 
Cholargeus
Nikasis Filiskou Korinthia 
 Onaso Theonos
 Asklapon Asklaponos Maronites 
 Stephanos thorakopoios
 Drakon, Kittos
Demetrios Olynthios
 Menis Mnesitheou Herakleotes
 Leukon, Kephalion Herakleotes
Kephalion Herakleotes, 
Soterichos Trozenios
Eukles, Zenon, Thallos, 
Ktesias
Aphrodisios
3?&
IG 112 1317 Nikias, Stratokles, [Nau]sias,
[Meno] n
IG 112 1317b Charinos, Menon, Nikias,
Nikarchos, Charinos, 
Stratokles
IG 112 1297 Sophron, Dionysodoros
Semachides and 57 names
IG 112 1301 -
IG 112 1318 -
IG 112 1319 -
IG 112 1323 Zenon Zenodotou Erikeeus,
Theon
IG 112 2343 Simon Kydathenaios and list of
15 names
IG 112 2346 79 names
IG 112 2347 27 names
IG 112 2348 Agathon, Onesimos, Agathokles,
Soteris, Ophelion, and trace 
of 1 name
IG 112 1343 Diodoros Sokratous Aphidnaios
and committee of 4 citizen
IG 112 2351 Herakleides, Agathon,
Demetrios, Phaidros, Ergasion, 
Philon and traces of 3 names
IG 112 2352 16 names
IG 112 2356 61 names
IG 112 2359 Thearis Hetairionos Kikynneos,
Epikles Epikleous Kropides, 
Agathokleia Agathonos traces 
of 5 ncuues
IG 112 2344 20 names
IG 112 2345 90 names
38?
IG 112 1237 See Hedrick (1990)
IG 112 1177 -
IG 112 2939 Bacchios
IG 112 1275 -
IG 112 1298 Dionysios T[...], Theopropos
and list of 10 names
IG 112 2943 Nikon Nikophontos, Ermogenes
Ermophilou, Symmachos Datou, 
Leptines Eupersou, Ergasion 
Samar ites
IG 112 4985 -
IG 112 2948 -
IG 112 1583 -
IG 112 2935 -
IG 112 1265 Nikon, Agathon
IG 112 1266 „..]tou Myrrhinousios
IG 112 2940 -
IG 112 10248 Artemidoros Seleukeus
IG 112 1291 Aischylion Theonos, Dionysios
IG 112 2354 23 names
IG 112 2358 94 names
IG 112 1345 Nikias Prasieus
IG 112 1366 -
IG 112 1369 -
IG 112 2353 Traces of 11 names
IG 112 1322 Diokles Amaxanteus,
Mnesikleides, Onesimides 
Ramnousios and 20 names
h'B'S
IG 112 1292 Zopyros, Nikippi, Theophanes, 
Olympichos, Seleukos, Dor ion, 
Euboulides and 3 names
IG 112 
IG 112
IG 112
IG 112
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112
IG 112 
IG 112
SEG 2 
SEG 2
SEG 10 
SEG 12 
SEG 17
SEG 18
2942 Mousaios Kyrenaios
2960 Antiochos Menandrou Meliteus,
Agni Nikonos Marathonia
1335 Zenon Antiocheus, Dorotheos 
Oathen and 51 names
1339 Aropou tou Se[leukou] ,
Pammenou, Zenion Dioti]mou 
Marathonios
4817 Aristoboulos and 20 names
1599 -
4013 Epigenes
1328B Kleippos Aixoneus, Metrodora, 
Aristodike, Euaxis
1329 Onesikritos Diokleous
Peiraieus, Chaireas Dionysiou 
Athmoneus
2349 Myrtaso, Theophan[es] ,
Myrtil[os], [He] phaisti [on] ,
[E]uklei [des] , [P]yrrhos and 1 
name
10 Nikias, Rythmos, Onesimos,
Ophelion, Dokimos, Stratokles
9 Batrachos-Dokimos-Krates-Thall 
os-Eutychides~Ktesippos-T ibeio 
s-Artemon-Archepolis-Xenon-Dem . ^
etr ios - £>ioti vux>S - P^rrtu>5 (p!u> <•
330 -
100 Aischines Meliteus
36 Hierokleia, Antigenides 
Lamptreus
33 Alkibiades Herakleitou
3ff
Thor i kios
SEG 19 
SEG 21 
SEG 21 
SEG 21 
SEG 21 
SEG 21 
SEG 21
SEG 22 
SEG 22 
SEG 24
SEG 24 
SEG 24 
SEG 31
SEG 32 
SEG 32
SEG 37 
SIA I , p
SIA I, p
125 -
530 Lysias Periandrou Plotheus
528 Theodotos
531 .. .] Marathonios
532 Nikomachos Nikonos, Gnathis
533 Euaggelos Sounieus
633 Kailias-Herakleides-Aristos~0n 
esimos-Amphistratos-Euphraios- 
T imokrates-Symmachos~Artemon~T 
her ik .
122 -
123 -
203 Charops Phalereus,
Thrasyboulos
156 Paidikos and 21 names
223 Antiphanes and 24 names
122 Markos Aimilios Eucharistos 
Paianieus
232 ~
236 Epiteles Kerameus, Neoptolemos 
Meliteus
103 Monimos Demetriou Amisenos
263 Serapion Poseidoniou 
Herakleotes
306 Chrysippos, Sympherousa, 
Eisidotos
310
OFFICES IN ATHENIAN CULT-ASSOCIATIONS
Finley 43 350-250 B.C. —
Finley 71 309/8 B.C. -
Finley 114 350-300 B.C. -
Finley 32 300 B.C. -
Finley 30 7 -
Finley 31 7 -
Finley 42 7 -
Finley 40 7 -
Finley 44 7 -
Finley 70 7 -
Finley 112 7 -
Finley 113 7 -
Fi nley 78A 7 -
Finley 31A-B 7 -
Finley 163A 7 -
Finley 114A 7 -
Foucart 3 7 -
Hesper ia 10 p56 300 B.C. 7
Hesperia 16 p63 233/2 B.C. -
IG 13 136 413/12 B.C. Hiereiai
IG 112 1252 350-300 B.C. -
IG 112 1253 350-300 B.C.
IG 112 1259 313/2 B.C. Hestiatores
IG 112 2499 306/5 B.C. Tamieuon
IG 112 2501 350-300 B.C. -
IG 112 1294 7 -
IG 112 1289 250-200 B.C. Hestiator
3?/
IG 112 2355 250-200 B.C.
IG 112 1361 350 B.C.
IG 112 1283 260/59 B.C.
IG 112 1328A 183/2 B.C.
IG 112 1326 176/5 B.C.
IG 112 1256 329/8 B.C.
IG 112 1351 170 A.D.
IG 112 2361 200-211 A.D.
IG 112 1255 337/6 B.C.
IG 112 1284A 300-250 B.C.
IG 112 1284B 259/8 B.C.
IG 112 1314 213/2 B.C.
IG 112 1315 211/10 B.C.
IG 112 1316 272/1 B.C.
IG 112 1325 185/4 B.C.
IG 112 1327 178/7 B.C.
IG 112 1324 350-250 B.C.
IG 112 1337 97/6 B.C.
IG 112 1334 71/70 B.C.
IG 112 2947 250-150 B.C.
IG 112 1261A 302/1 B.C.
IG 112 1261B 301/300 B.C.
IG 112 1262 301/300 B.C.
IG 112 1261C 300/299 B.C.
IG 112 1263 300/299 B.C.
IG 112 1271 299/8 B.C.
IG 112 1273B 281/80 B.C.
3fl
Epimeletai-Hieropoioi
Epimeletai-Hiereus-Hiereia
Hiereiai-Zakoros
Tamias-Hiereus
Epimeletai
Different officials 
Hieropoioi 
Grammateus, Tamias 
Grammateus, Tamias 
Hiereia, Epimeletai 
Hiereia
Hiereia, Tamias, Epimeletai 
Tamias
Tamias, Epimeletai 
Epimeletes, Grammateus, Tamias 
Hiereia 
Hiereia
Epimeletes
Hieropoios
Epimeletai
Hieropoios
Hieropoioi, Grammateus, Tamias
Tamias, Hiereus
Hiereus
IG 112 
IG 112
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112
IG 112
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112
1273A 281/80 B.C .
1277 278/7 B.C.
1278 272/1 B.C. 
1282 262/1 B.C.
1317 272/1 B.C. 
1317b 246/5 B.C.
1297 237/6 B.C.
1301 220/19 B.C.
1318 250-200 B.C
1319 215 B.C. 
1323 194/3 B.C.
2343 400-350 B.C
2346 400-350 B.C
2347 350-300 B.C
2348 350-300 B.C 
1343 37/6 B.C.
2351 300-250 B.C
2352 300-250 B.C 
2356 300-200 B.C 
2359 100 B.C.
2344 400-350 B.C
2345 400-350 B.C 
1237 396/5 B.C. 
1177 350 B.C. 
2939 350-300 B.C 
1275 325-275 B.C
1298 245/4 B.C. 
2943 300-200 B.C 
4985 300-200 B.C
Epimeletes, Hiereus 
Epimeletai, Grammateus, Tamias
7
Epimeletes
Epimeletai, Tamias, Grammateus
Epimeletai-Tamias-Grammateus-H
iereus
Hieropoioi, Archeranistes, 
Hiereus
Epimeletai
Epimeletai?
Archeranistes?
Tamias-Grammateus
Hiereus
Tamias, Grammateus
Tamias, Hiereus, Archeranistes
See Hedrick (1990)
Hiereiai, Tamias, Grammateus 
Epimeletes, Grammateus
593
IG 112 2948 200-150 B.C.
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112
IG 112 
IG 112
IG 112
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112
IG 112 
IG 112 
IG 112
1583 350-300 B.C 
2935 324/3 B.C.
1265 300 B.C.
1266 350-300 B.C 
2940 350-300 B.C
10248 350-300 B.C
1291 250-200 B.C
2354 200-100 B.C 
2358 150 B.C. 
1345 53/4 A.D. 
1366 100 A.D. 
1369 150-200 A.D
2353 215 B.C. 
1322 229/8 B.C.
1292 215/4 B.C.
2942 300-200 B.C 
2960 200-100 B.C 
1335 101/100 B.C
1339 57/6 B.C. 
4817 100-200 A.D 
1599 400-300 B.C
Tamias, Hieropoios 
Epimeletai
Epimeletai , Hieropoioi, 
Grammateus
Archeranistes, Hiereus 
Archeranistes
Prostates, Archieranistes, 
Grammateus, Tamias etc
Grammateus, Tamias, 
Archeranistes
Epimeletes, Tamias, 
Grammateus, Proeranistria
Archeranistes
Hiereus, Grammateus, 
Epimeletes, Tamias
Archeranistes, Tamieuon
Eponymos, Hiereus, Hiereia etc
314
IG 112 4013 7
IG 112 1328B 175/4 B.C. Zakoros-Hiereia
IG 112 1329 175/4 B.C. Grammateus-Hiereiai
IG 112 2349 400-300 B.C. -
SEG 2 10 248/7 B.C. Epimelfctai-Tamias-Grammate
iereus
SEG 2 9 242/1 B.C. Epimel€tai-Grammateus-Tam
SEG 10 330 450 B.C. -
SEG 12 100 367/6 B .C . -
SEG 17 36 212/11 B.C. Hiereia
SEG 18 33 212/1-174/3 Tamias
SEG 19 125 100 B.C. Tamias-Hiereus
SEG 21 530 300-250 B.C. Mnemon, Hestiator
SEG 21 528 300-200 B.C. Hieropoioi
SEG 21 531 300-200 B.C. Hieropoioi
SEG 21 532 227/6 B.C. Grammateus, Tamias
SEG 21 533 300-200 B.C. Tamias
SEG 21 633 200-150 B.C. -
SEG 22 122 316/5 B.C. 7
SEG 22 123 200 B.C. 7
SEG 24 203 333/2 B.C. 7
SEG 24 156 238/7 B.C. Hiereus
SEG 24 223 400-300 B.C. Hiereus
SEG 31 122 121/22 A.D. Archeranistes, Tamias etc
SEG 32 232 7 -
SEG 32 236 350 B.C. -
SEG 37 103 52/1 B.C. Archeranistes
SIA I , P 263 138/7 B.C. Grammateus, Epimeletes
SIA I , p 306 7 Ktistes-Tamias-Pateras?
3 ? 5
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